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The terms jet and plume are sometimes used interchangeably. 
Generally, however, in a jet, the kinetic energy and momentum are large 
at discharge, having been imparted to the flow by a pressure drop 
through an orifice, nozzle, or tube. A plume is a free shear flow in 
which the primary source of kinetic energy and momentum flux arises 
through body forces. A forced plume or a buoyant jet are flows whose 
motion is in transition from a jet to a plume [1]. 
Jets have been a subject for investigators for many years since 
they model heated and unheated discharges from power plants into rivers 
and lakes, exhaust gases from combustion systems of aircraft or 
spacecraft, and gaseous jets from cooling towers or stacks. 
Jets may be heated, cooled, or isothermal relative to the ambient 
fluid. The jet densimetric Froude number at the discharge, defined as 
Fr = [gD| Ap/p^l ], is a measure of the relative importance of 
momentum forces and buoyancy forces. Here, U. is the jet discharge 
J St 
velocity, D is the jet discharge diameter, Ap is the density difference 
between the ambient and jet fluids at discharge, p^ is the ambient 
fluid density, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The Richardson 
number, defined as Ri = 1/Fr, is sometimes used in place of the Froude 
number. A positively buoyant jet (or simply a buoyant jet) is a jet 
whose fluid is less dense than the ambient fluid. This is usually the 
case in a heated jet. A negatively buoyant jet (or a sinking jet) is a 
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jet whose fluid is denser than the ambient fluid. This is usually the 
case in a cooled jet. Positive or negative buoyancy can also be 
generated by changing the composition of the ambient or jet fluids, 
e.g., by adding salt to the jet fluid [2, 3]. There are instances, 
however, where there are temperature or concentration differences 
between the jet fluid and the ambient fluid and yet the jet is 
classified as purely momentum. In these cases, usually, the jet discharge 
velocity is so high that momentum forces are much more predominant than 
buoyancy forces. That is, they are characterized by large Froude 
numbers (usually >10). 
Buoyant jets in a liquid can be discharged as a submerged effluent 
or as a surface effluent. In the former case, the turbulent mixing of 
the discharge with the ambient fluid as well as the entrainment of the 
ambient fluid into the"jet rapidly takes place permitting a rapid 
reduction in the temperature of the jet and a slight increase in the 
ambient fluid temperature. The heat liberated from the heated effluent 
to the ambient fluid will, in turn, be gradually transferred to the 
surrounding atmosphere. In the case of a surface effluent, on the other 
hand, the jet spreads in the horizontal direction and the warmer fluid 
particles tend to stay on top of the main stream, thus allowing a faster 
rate of heat transfer to the atmosphere. 
Submerged jets can be discharged to either still or moving ambients. 
In each case, they can be discharged horizontally, vertically, or at 
an angle. Jets discharged horizontally into a moving ambient could be 
coflowing, i.e., in the direction of the ambient flow, or counterflowing, 
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i.e., in the direction opposite to the ambient flow. Jets-in-cross-flow 
usually include jets discharged perpendicularly or at an angle to the 
main stream. 
Other ways to classify jets include the nature of the jet centerline 
trajectory; namely, straight-line trajectories, single-plane 
trajectories, and three-dimensional trajectories. Jets could also be 
classified as two-dimensional or three-dimensional according to the 
velocity components which are nonzero. 
1.2. Environmental Considerations 
The second law of thermodynamics dictates that conversion of heat 
into useful work cannot take place without some of this heat being 
rejected into a sink at a lower temperature level. Unfortunately, the 
rejected heat is about twice as large as the converted heat even in the 
most efficient power plant cycles. This means that for a 1000-MW 
thermal-power-generating-plant, an estimated 670 Ml-J has 
to be rejected. Most of the operating steam power stations dissipate 
the condenser heat into the immediate environment, usually a nearby 
river or lake as intermediate radiators for later dissipation into the 
atmosphere. These heated discharges result in a temperature rise of 
the neighboring water body, which will, in turn, have a detrimental 
impact on the aquatic life in the water body. This led the government 
to act on behalf of the people and the environmentalists to create 
regulatory control laws to prevent or minimize thermal pollution of the 
environment. These control laws usually conflict with the optimum 
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operation of the heat dissipating systems of the power generating 
stations. 
The incorporation of what is called "thermal mixing zones" by the 
states in their water quality standards is done in order to minimize 
the impact of heated discharges on the ecology. Warner [4] cites three 
possible doctrines of dissipating heat into natural water bodies. The 
first is to prevent mixing and contain the heated discharge in a zone 
of high excess temperature to promote evaporation by use of a large 
thermodynamic driving force. The second is to mix the effluent with 
the surrounding water as quickly as possible causing a small excess 
temperature in a very large area. The third is to store heat during 
warm weather for later dissipation during the cooler weather periods. 
Warner [4] states, however, that the latter doctrine is mostly used in 
deep thermally stratified water bodies. 
Thermal pollution is just but one type of pollution. There are 
other kinds of wastes; namely, chemical, biological, and radioactive 
wastes. Chemical pollution is usually associated with the discharge 
of hot exhaust gases from industrial chimneys, cooling tower stacks, 
and industrial waste discharge into rivers, lakes, and oceans. The 
exhaust gases usually contain toxic chemicals like sulphur dioxide, 
carbon monoxide, and lead. The location of a heavily populated town 
downwind from such gaseous discharges can be extremely detrimental to 
the health of the city inhabitants. An important parameter in the 
mechanism by which pollutants are carried away from the earth's surface 
is the vertical rise of the plume. The plume's ability to rise is 
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adversely affected by the presence of what is called atmospheric 
inversion [5]. Sneck and Brown [5] cite two reasons for this. The 
first is the fact that an inverted atmosphere is a stable one, which 
will inhibit any vertical motion of itself or anything injected into 
it. The second is the fact that ground-based inversions usually occur 
in the absence of winds. This means that the plume dispersion in this 
case will be much slower since, generally, the wind turbulence helps 
speed up the dispersion of the plume. 
The discharge of solid waste into ocean sewage outfalls is one 
form of biological pollution. This is another dilemma that the society 
has to deal with. It cannot be prevented, yet it is imperative to do 
something in order to minimize its detrimental effects. 
In order to attack the problems described above, reliable 
information, at the planning stage, on the velocity, temperature, and 
concentration fields in the neighborhood of the discharge must be 
available. The interaction mechanism between the buoyancy-generated 
turbulence in a heated water jet or a cooling tower plume and the 
ambient flow must be well-documented. This can be accomplished through 
field studies, physical modeling, or mathematical modeling. In the 
physical modeling approach, laboratory-sized models are used to 
simulate the physical processes associated with the real life 
phenomenon. This approach will be used in this investigation. 
Informative material on thermal pollution and its effects on the 
environment can be found in Harlem and Stolzenbach [6], Parker and 
Krenkel [7, 8], Kolfat [9-11], Mangarella and Van Dusen [12], Sarma [13], 
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Warinner and Brehmer [14], Tombes and Ingram [15], and Warner [4]. 
Material on cooling tower and chimney plumes and their environmental 
side effects is numerous. Excellent reviews include Decker [16], 
Shirazi and Tichenor [17], and Shirazi [18]. 
1.3. Mechanism of Interaction Between a Jet and a Cross Stream 
A jet discharging into a cross flow is a typical example of a 
free turbulent shear flow. Previous flow visualization studies of jets 
entering cross flows show a distinct edge to the jet. Squire [19] 
introduced a definition for the edge of the jet as the surface on which 
the ratio between the local velocity excess above the undisturbed cross 
stream velocity and the maximum velocity excess is equal to 0.1. The 
jet centerline is defined as the locus of^the points of maximum velocity. 
The jet centerline is deflected because of the pressure force exerted 
by the free stream on the jet boundaries. The jet-to-free-stream 
velocity ratio determines how far the jet penetrates into the cross 
stream before the eventual deflection. 
According to measurements and flow visualization studies conducted 
by previous investigators [20-26], a fairly detailed description of the 
jet can be presented. When a jet is discharged vertically into a 
cross-flowing stream, three distinct regions can be distinguished: 
a) The initial region, or the zone of flow establishment, where the 
initially uniform jet flow interacts with the ambient cross flow 
causing a shear layer to develop at the jet boundaries. A cone-shaped 
cross-section in this zone is formed where the turbulence intensity is 
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relatively small, the velocity is nearly uniform, and the flow is nearly 
irrotational [25]. Because of a slight jet curvature in this zone, the 
cone-shaped potential core tends to deflect (see Figure 1.1). At the 
upstream portion of the jet, the flow is decelerated and a positive 
pressure region is formed [23]. Severe lateral shear stresses, 
directed toward the jet wake (region underneath the jet), act on the 
jet sides. A region of low pressure is formed in the jet wake and 
separation there ultimately occurs [25]. The length of the jet 
potential core is generally a function of the jet diameter and the 
jet-to-cross-flow velocity ratio. Pratte and Baines [20] argue that 
it is also a function of the jet Reynolds number. Keffer and Baines [21] 
and Flatten and Keffer [22] also confirm this observation, but no 
functional trend is reported in the literature for this Reynolds number 
dependency. 
b) The main region, or the zone of established flow; this is also 
called the curvilinear zone [25]. In this region, a turbulent mixing 
layer develops around the jet boundaries and the flow quickly becomes 
fully turbulent [23]. The jet sides experience strong lateral 
deflections because of the shearing action of the cross stream. The 
potential core rapidly erodes primarily because of the growth of the 
mixing layer along the jet flow direction. Keffer [23] reports that 
the length of the potential core is a direct function of the jet-to-
cross-flow velocity ratio and is of the order of 1, 2 and 3 orifice 








jet-wake vortex pair 
-Y 
jet 
Figure 1.1. The round turbulent jet in a cross flow 
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Jordinson [24] observed that the flow in this region is similar to that 
over a porous cylinder with suction. He reports that, in the jet 
wake, the main stream fluid is drawn into the cylinder so that the 
angles of the flow to the main stream direction are greater than 90 
degrees. The analogy given by Jordinson is probably not complete and 
does not adequately describe the entrainment mechanism at the jet front 
and in the jet wake. A pair of vortices is formed in the wake region 
which expands and intensifies by receiving vorticity produced by the 
interaction between the free stream and the jet [25]. The jet cross-
sectional shape is changed to a characteristic kidney shape by the 
action of the pressure and lateral shear forces. The jet sides are 
easily deflected since they possess less momentum than the jet center 
because of the lateral mixing process [21]. The result is a pair of 
counter rotating swirls the strength of which reaches a maximum at 
some point downstream from the potential core region. The helicity 
in the wake region contributes greatly to the mechanism by which the 
free stream fluid is entrained into the jet fluid. This region is 
sometimes called "the zone of maximum deflection" [20] because the jet 
flow direction differs only slightly from that of the free stream after 
a few diameters downstream from the jet discharge. 
c) The far field region, where the magnitude and direction of 
the jet velocity are close to those of the cross-flowing stream. The 
jet flow cannot generally be distinguished from the free stream flow. 
The jet will, however, continue to rise, partly because the vertical 
component of the jet original momentum is preserved [23]. The rate of 
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rise, however, continues to decrease primarily because the diffusion 
of the jet momentum takes place over a continuously increasing area. 
The two vortices will continue to move at nearly the velocity of the 
free stream, their strength will decrease, and their size will continue 
to increase [26]. The decrease in the amount of circulation is partly 
attributed to the increase in the rate of ordinary viscous dissipation. 
Keffer [23] reports that the jet turbulence structure in this region 
is dominated by the viscous decay. He argues that the vortices in this 
phase should be viewed as general circulation patterns rather than 
discrete line vortices. The measurements of Pratte and Baines [20] 
indicate that the entrainment starts to decrease and that the 
entrainment mechanism becomes entirely dependent on the vortex flow. 
Figure 1.1 is a sketch showing the processes associated with the 
interaction of a jet and a cross flow. Figure 1.2 shows the three zones 
described above along with typical velocity and temperature profiles. 
Figure 1.3 is reproduced from Abramovich [26] and shows pressure 
contours taken at successive cross-sections downstream of a jet 
injected normally into a cross flow for a velocity ratio of 2.2. The 
solid lines represent lines of constant total pressure and the dashed 
lines represent lines of constant static pressure. The shaded areas 
indicate the potential core region. 
excess temperature profile 
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Figure 1.2. Nomenclature and terminology of the jet in cross flow 
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Figure 1.3. Cross-sectional pressure contours for jets injected 
perpendicularly into a cross flow for a velocity ratio 
of 2.2 (after Abramovich [26]); solid and dashed lines 
represent lines of constant total and static pressure, 
respectively 
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1.4. Review of Literature on Jets and Plumes in a Cross Flow 
1.4.1. General 
In most practical situations, jets and plumes are discharged at 
an angle to a cross flow. This is the case in exhaust gases discharging 
into the atmosphere, condenser cooling water pouring into rivers, 
and the jets in the V/STOL aircraft. There seems to be enough 
information on the behavior of the jet in a cross flow, but little 
or no information is available on the interaction mechanism between 
the buoyancy-generated turbulence in the jet or plume and the cross-
flowing stream [1]. 
Literature on jets and plumes discharging into cross-flowing 
streams may be classified, according to the type of analysis used, into 
three main categories: (a) analytical (theoretical), (b) computational, 
and (c) experimental. . In the analytical approach, a theoretical model 
is developed to simulate the behavior of the phenomenon under study. 
Most of the analytical work done so far on jets and plumes in cross 
flows has been directed toward finding closed-form expressions for the 
trajectory of the jet or plume. Other theoretical work focused on 
studying the mechanism by which the ambient fluid is entrained by the 
jet fluid. Still others tried to study the whole problem of 
interaction between a jet and a cross flow using purely theoretical 
analyses (e.g., using matched asymptotic expansions [27]). 
Experimental investigations also were mostly devoted to measuring jet 
axis, jet spread, and the mean velocity field. Literature devoted to 
measuring the mean temperature field is generally not as numerous as 
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those on the velocity field [28-30]. Turbulence measurements are 
even fewer [31-33]. A small number of experimental investigations 
were solely devoted to studying the jet-wake interference effects and 
the vorticity generation mechanism in the jet wake [34-36]. Others 
studied the static pressure field associated with the jet in a cross 
flow [37-42]. The latter type of measurement is particularly important 
in documenting the behavior of the jet in the V/STOL aircraft. 
Computational work, using finite difference techniques, is also limited 
[43-49]. Most of the work in this approach computed the trajectory 
and spread and very few studied the turbulence structure. 
In the following sections, the three approaches described above 
will be discussed in greater detail. 
1.4.2. Analytical work 
As was mentioned in the previous section, most of the analytical 
work on jets in a cross flow has been directed toward computing the 
jet trajectory and spread. Early attempts tr compute the axis of the 
jet in a deflecting flow date back to 1934 when Baturin and Shepelev 
(as mentioned in [26]) obtained the jet centerline velocity by 
geometrically adding the velocity vector of the ambient flow to the 
mean velocity vector (averaged over the area) in each given section of 
the jet. As early as 1935, Abramovich [50, 51] carried out a similar 
analysis, but his averaging was based on the mass flow rate rather than 
the area. In 1945, Shepelev, at the suggestion of Abramovich [26], 
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carried out an analysis that consisted of adding the stream functions 
of the jet and the external flow. Abramovich [26] reports, however, 
that the methods of superimposing flows are valid only for ideal fluids. 
Later attempts to compute the axis of the jet followed. 
Ivanov [52] derived equations for the trajectories of jets with acute 
blast. Other trajectory work was done by Vakhlamov [53], Vizel and 
Mostinskii [54], Epshtein [55], Shandorov [56], Braun and McAllister 
[57], Bowley and Sucec [58], Sucec and Bowley [59], and Wooler [60]. 
Vizel and Mostinskii [54] presented a solution for the deflection 
of the axis of two-dimensional and circular jets. Epshtein [55] 
examined the case when the jet fluid and the ambient fluid have different 
densities. Braun and McAllister [57] observed that the entrained mass 
flux carries the undisturbed cross flow velocity into the jet in such a 
way that it adds momentum to the jet flow. This will permit a 
calculation of the jet trajectory, when the mass entrainment is given, 
or a calculation of the entrainment, when the trajectory is known. 
They reported that, if specific entrainment data are not known, the jet 
trajectory can be calculated by assuming that the sidewise spreading 
rate of the jet and the nondimensionalized distribution of the excess 
velocity are the same. 
Bowley and Sucec [58] and Sucec and Bowley [59] analyzed the 
trajectory and spreading of a turbulent jet in the presence of a cross 
flow of arbitrary velocity distribution. They used a semianalytical 
prediction technique based on the conservation equations, in conjunction 
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with idealizations instigated by experimentally observed jet behavior, 
to arrive at two-dimensional trajectories in either a uniform or a 
spatially variable mainstream cross flow. 
Squire and Trouncer [61] were probably the first to show that, 
in the absence of buoyancy effects, the following equation holds for jets 
of nonuniform density in a general stream: 
lii. . / (X = constant (1.1) 
J GC J 6l 00 
where m^^^ is the jet mass flow rate, X is the distance downstream 
from the nozzle, M. ^ is the excess momentum flux of the jet, and jet 
p is the density of the surrounding fluid. Thring and Newby [62] were 
the first to suggest that the characteristic length of a turbulent jet 
1/2 is not D, but D (p. /p ) 
J et 00 
Analytical studies on the behavior of plumes in uniform ambients 
are numerous. Taylor [63] studied the dynamics of a mass of hot gas 
rising in air. Rouse e£ al. [64] examined gravitational convections 
from a boundary source. The same problem was also examined by 
Priestley and Ball [65] and by Morton e^ al. [66]. The rise of a hot 
plume was investigated by Bosanquet [67], Csanady [68-70], Slawson [71], 
Briggs [72, 73], Fay et al. [74, 75], Koczkur and Moroz [76], 
Smith [77], Hoult £t al. [78], and Hanna [79]. Smith [77] considered 
the diffusion of smoke from a continuous elevated point source into a 
turbulent atmosphere. The plume rise theory presented by Hoult e£ a]^ . 
[78] is an extension of the local similarity ideas used by 
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Morton [66]. 
Mathematical modeling of cooling tower and chimney plumes was 
carried out by Morton [80, 81], Priestley [82], Scorer [83, 84], Shwartz 
and Tulin [85], Moore [86], Tsang [87, 88], Turner [89], Fox [90], and 
Hoult and Weil [91]. Morton [80] showed that the behavior of a 
forced plume emanating from a source of finite size which delivers 
buoyancy, mass, and momentum can, in a uniform environment, be related 
to that from a virtual point source of buoyancy and momentum only. 
Scorer [84] used dimensional analysis and simple experimental constants 
to calculate the plume rise due to the efflux of momentum and buoyancy. 
His formulas acknowledge three different regimes in which the efflux 
momentum, the buoyancy, and the ambient turbulence successively dominate 
the mixing process. Hoult and Weil [91] presented a simple entrainment 
hypothesis to explain the rise and growth of a turbulent plume in a 
laminar cross flow. They assumed the entrainment rate to be proportional 
to the plume parameter and the tangential and normal velocity differences 
between the plume and the surrounding fluid. They also assumed a linear 
combination of the entrainment due to each velocity difference. Their 
theory accounts for sources of momentum, buoyancy, or combinations of 
the two. 
The entrainment mechanism as applied to jets and plumes in a cross 
flow was investigated by Flatten [92], Flatten and Keffer [22], 
Abraham [93], Townsend [94], and Fearn [95]. Flatten and Keffer [22] 
proposed a mathematical model for the round turbulent jet in a 
cross wind that accounts for varied initial angles of injection to the 
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uniform stream and that incorporates a function which attempts to 
simulate the two entrainment processes suggested by observation of the 
real flow. The first mechanism is the growth of a turbulent field 
arising from the presence of a mean velocity difference. The second 
mechanism is the entrainment stemming from the presence of a vortex 
pair. They found that the resulting entrainment parameters are 
invariant within initial angles of + 15" to the normal jet and only 
moderately invariant up to + 45°. Abraham [93] showed that the 
entrainment is higher for plumes than for jets. Townsend [94] 
analyzed the entrainment mechanism in free turbulent flows. Fearn [95] 
used the conservation of mass and momentum to derive an equation 
relating the mass entrainment of a round turbulent jet in a cross flow 
to the equation of the jet axis. When an empirical equation for the 
jet axis was used, he found that the mass entrainment approximates a 
linear dependence on distance along the jet axis. When, on the other 
hand, a linear entrainment of undetermined slope was assumed, he 
obtained a differential equation for the jet axis which can be solved 
analytically. He also fitted several members of the resulting family 
of one-parameter curves to empirically determined jet axes to obtain 
the entrainment as a function of the ratio of free stream velocity to 
jet velocity. 
Mathematical modeling of round turbulent nonbuoyant or buoyant jets 
in a cross flow was done by numerous investigators using various 
analytical techniques. Werner [27] used the method of matched 
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asymptotic expansions as an approach to this problem. He was able 
to write "inner" and "outer" expansions in powers of r/R, where r is 
the characteristic "radius" of jet cross section and R is the radius 
of curvature of jet trajectory. Introduction of these expansions into 
Laplace's equation for the velocity potential resulted in a series of 
quasi two-dimensional equations for the terms of the inner expansion. 
The matching principle is illustrated and the manner in which different 
models of the flow may be introduced into the theory is discussed. 
Rubbert [96] used a nonplanar potential flow method to calculate 
jet interference effects on V/STOL aircraft. He demonstrated the 
importance of proper jet simulation by comparisons with experimental 
data. He reviewed the dominant flow features associated with a jet 
and proposed a theoretical model which recognizes these features. He 
also suggested an experimental program as a means for determining 
various parameters appearing in the jet model. 
Wooler [97] developed an analytical model for the flow of a jet 
into a subsonic cross wind. His model recognized the deflecting 
mechanism by main stream entrainment and pressure forces. He explored 
two methods for obtaining the jet-induced velocity field. The first, 
a vorticity model, was shown to be useful for V/STOL preliminary 
design. The second method, a sink-doublet model, described the flow 
in more detail and was shown to predict wing surface pressure 
distributions very accurately. Wooler [98] also developed a semi-
empirical method to predict the lift and moment on a wing containing a 
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jet exhausting at right angles to the wing. His calculations showed 
that when the jet is away from the proximity of the wing trailing edge, 
there is a loss in lift which increases with the increase in the 
main stream speed. On the other hand, the loss in lift decreases as 
the jet moves towards the trailing edge, for a given velocity ratio. 
Heltsley and Kroeger [99] were motivated to study the jet-in-a-
cross-flow problem by the complex flow fields induced by the V/STOL 
aircraft in transition flight. They reported that the greatest 
contributor to the induced flow is the rollup and ensuing vorticity 
of the viscous jet as it penetrates the free stream. They described 
recent work done both to understand the forces of interaction and to 
present a satisfactory mathematical modeling technique. 
Hirst [100, 101] analyzed the round turbulent buoyant jet 
discharging flowing ambients within and outside the zone of flow 
establishment. In the first study, he devised a new integral method to 
predict the development of a momentum jet discharged to an infinite 
ambient through a single circular submerged diffuser. His model 
accounted for buoyancy forces, ambient cross flows, ambient turbulence, 
and ambient density stratification. The jet that he considered will, in 
general, follow a three-dimensional path. Th;s is considered to be an 
improvement over existing integral techniques which could not account 
for jets of a three-dimensional character. He also devised an 
entrainment function that included the effects of internal turbulence, 
buoyancy, and cross flow. In his second study, he used the same 
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integral technique to predict the starting length, jet width, 
centerline temperature, and jet orientation at the end of the zone 
of flow establishment for several Froude number/velocity ratio/initial 
orientation combinations. 
Tulin and Schwartz [102] discussed some important hydrodynamic 
effects which arise in connection with the discharge of waste, including 
effects which are due to buoyancy and stratification. They 
postulated a model, derived an asymptotic theory, and made predictions 
for the spreading behavior as applied to the rise of a hot chimney 
plume into a stable stratified atmosphere, and an underwater thermal 
discharge along the free surface of a moving body of water. Their 
mod^l accounted for the possible influences of turbulent mixing due to 
initial and maintained sources of turbulence. 
The description of jet wake cross-sections for a jet normal to a 
subsonic free stream was analytically investigated by Margason [35]. 
His analytical model accounted for the solid fluid core near the jet 
exit, the rollup by the wake into a pair of trailing vortices, and 
the entrainment of free-stream flow into the jet. This entrainment 
was considered in two parts: the fluid induced into the wake region 
by the swirling flow induced by the vortex pair, and the fluid 
entrained by viscous mixing on the periphery of the jet wake. His 
results indicated that a reasonable description of the cross-section 
of a jet wake normal to a free stream could be obtained by a purely 
analytical procedure. He reported, however, that a more complete 
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description of the jet wake and associated flow phenomena would require 
a more complete model than the one that he presented. 
Mathematical predictions of the pressure induced by a jet 
transverse to a subsonic stream were carried out by Rosen et [41]. 
They formulated a method for empirically fitting the available 
pressure data to enable interpolation and extrapolation.. They also 
postulated two inviscid flow models which are based on 
incompressible potential flow theory. In the first model, all of the 
known significant phenomena, such as entrainment and blockage, were 
included in an approximate way and singularities were distributed to 
account for these effects, but their strengths were left arbitrarily. 
A pressure-matching technique was employed to quantitatively determine 
the strengths. The potential flow methods used in the second model 
were more direct for the purpose of the study. They consisted of 
postulating a flow field which would give the proper qualitative 
pressure distribution and adjusting constants to fit this distribution 
as closely as possible. 
Analytical studies for jets issuing from noncircular orifices 
in cross flows were carried out by Wu and Wright [103]. They used a 
two-dimensional potential flow representation of jet interference 
effects. They carried out analyses for two different jet exit 
configurations: an ellipse with its major axis aligned with the free 
stream flow direction, and an ellipse with its minor axis in the 
free stream direction. Their model used a blockage-sink representation 
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of the jet interference effects on the cross wind. The blockage 
element consisted of a jet-exit-shaped cylinder with an attached 
afterbody and was used to simulate the effect of the jet wake 
combination in displacing the cross flow. The sink element was 
displaced in the afterbody to simulate the combined effect of entrainment 
by the jet as well as by the wake. Calculated pressure distributions 
on the plate were compared with experimental data obtained with 
similar jet exit configurations and the results showed that the two-
dimensional representation is useful for the case of high jet-to-
cross wind speed ratio. 
Ades [104] made a critical analysis of the various mathematical 
models which predict the behavior of turbulent buoyant and nonbuoyant 
jets in cross flow. He compared these theoretical predictions with 
laboratory data from about 50 different flows in order to assess 
their respective range of applicability, their restrictions and their 
accuracy. He implemented a mathematical procedure, based upon a 
least-square analysis, in order to permit the computation of all 
parameter values from experimental data. The results not only provided 
parameter values for a wide range of flow conditions, but also 
suggested that the parameters included in the models could be 
considered as variables. By using a further least square technique, 
the parameter values of the models considered were related to the 
discharge conditions. Analytical functions of the parameter dependence 
were obtained so that each model parameter could be predicted according 
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to the discharge conditions considered. Ades also devised a semi-
empirical method for evaluating the rate of entrainment of ambient 
fluid as a function of the jet streamwise coordinate. This method 
permitted the deduction of the jet velocity decay from specific 
measurements. 
1.4.3. Computational work 
Skifstad [105] described a simple analytical model, comprising 
two contra-rotating line vortices and a sink, for the jet in a low-speed 
cross flow. The line sink was positioned midway between the line 
vortices. The strengths of the line vortices were presumed constant 
and known. He treated continuity within the jet flow by relating the 
local flow rate in the jet to an area arbitrarily assumed to be 
proportional to the square of the spacing between the-line vortices; 
i.e., a certain similarity of the'cross-sectional shape of the jet at 
different streamwise positions was assumed. He regarded the line 
vortices as free streamlines in the tangent plane of the jet in order 
to establish equilibrium positions in the transverse direction. He 
finally related both the mass entrainment in the jet and the force 
acting normal to the jet to the integrated streamwise momentum flux 
in the jet. 
Shir [106, 107] carried out numerical investigations on the 
dispersion of plumes from industrial stacks. In his first study, he 
assumed a two-dimensional boundary-layer flow subject to temperature 
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gradients and density stratification. He also assumed a line stack 
configuration under different stack heights, temperature, and wind 
speed. He simplified his analysis by assuming small pressure, 
temperature, and density fluctuations, and that the turbulent transport 
mechanism is governed by the Reynolds analogy. He employed the 
Boussinesq assumption and assumed that the eddy viscosity, conductivity, 
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and diffusivity are constant and equal to 1 m /sec. Finally, he 
assumed that the wind velocity and temperature are known functions 
of height. 
In his second study. Shir solved a two-dimensional form of the 
atmospheric diffusion equation in conjunction with estimates of the 
wind velocity and eddy diffusivity. He employed the similarity theory 
to compute profiles of eddy viscosity, conductivity, and diffusivity. 
He concluded that the application of the similarity theory to numerical 
plume simulation would give good agreement between model predictions 
and field and laboratory data. 
Liu [108] formulated a detailed and sophisticated mathematical 
model for the zone of flow establishment. He simplified the conservation 
equations of mass, momentum, and energy by neglecting the Coriolis 
component of acceleration and by assuming that the deviations from the 
atmospheric reference state due to perturbations in temperature, 
pressure, and density are small. He also assumed that the turbulent 
transport mechanism is dominant over that of molecular transport. 
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Chien and Schetz [44] presented a solution for the steady, 
three-dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations written in 
terms of velocity, vorticity, and temperature for channel flows and 
a jet in a cross flow. They employed upwind differencing of the 
convection term in their computations for convergence and simplicity. 
Comparisons were made with experimental results for laminar flow in 
the entrance region of a square channel, and good agreement was 
obtained. They applied their method also to a turbulent buoyant jet 
discharging in a cross flow with the Boussinesq approximation and a 
constant Prandtl eddy viscosity model. Good agreement with experiment 
was obtained in this case also. 
Patankar et al. [43] presented a solution for the three-dimensional 
flow field generated by a round turbulent jet deflected by a mainstream 
normal to the jet axis. They employed a two-equation turbulence model, 
in which differential equations are solved for the kinetic energy of 
turbulence and for the rate of its dissipation, to calculate the 
Reynolds stresses in the time-averaged momentum equations. The 
solution procedure employed an elliptic finite difference scheme with 
the three velocity components and the pressure as the main dependent 
variables. They presented results for a jet to free stream velocity 
ratio range of 2 to 10. 
Hwang [45] and Hwang and Fletcher [46-48] presented numerical 
procedures for the prediction of turbulent jets and plumes in 
flowing ambients. They considered three different cases: the 
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axisymmetric jet in a coflowing or quiescent ambient, the 
axisymmetric jet in a cross flow, and the three dimensional jet in a 
laminar cross flow. A surprisingly simple mathematical model was 
found to adequately account for the effect of the cross flow in the 
radial momentum equation for the axisymmetric jet case. The fully 
implicit method was employed for all cases considered because it seemed 
to offer a good compromise between accuracy and convenience. 
White [49] presented a three-dimensional finite difference 
procedure to calculate the flow and heat transfer arising from the 
injection of fluid through a wall into a cross-flowing main stream. 
The computations involved the solution of the fully elliptic time-
averaged Navier-Stok.es equations. The Reynolds stresses were modeled 
using a K-e turbulence model. The numerical procedure included 
calculations of the flow development within the injection hole and 
iteration was carried out between the injection hole and the external 
flow in order to obtain converged solutions of the flow field. He 
presented predictions for the jet velocity and temperature profiles, 
the adiabatic wall effectiveness, and the heat transfer downstream of 
the injection hole for a range of jet to free stream mass flux ratios of 
0.24 to 2.3. His numerical procedure was found to underpredict the 
lateral spread of the jet at the wall which, in turn, influenced the 
adiabatic wall effectiveness results. 
McGuirk and Rodi [109] used a two-dimensional depth-averaged 
calculation method utilizing the K-e model to predict the flow in the 
near field of a jet discharging from the side of a straight channel. 
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They cnn'^ivded that the depth-averaged model employed describes this 
important discharge situation very well and that the constant 
eddy-viscosity model is too crude an assumption for near field 
predictions. 
1.4.4. Experimental work 
Experimental work on the behavior of plumes in flowing ambients 
is numerous. Bryant and Cowdrey [110] studied the trajectory of heated 
air plumes in a wind tunnel. Slawson and Csanady [111] conducted 
experiments to determine the mean path of buoyant bent-over chimney 
plumes. Halitsky [112] visualized smoke plumes with a single camera. 
Hewett et al. [113] and Hewett [114] studied smokestack plumes in a 
stable atmosphere. Bringfelt [115] measured plume rise at industrial 
chimneys. The same problem was also studied by Leavitt et [116], 
Carpenter et al. [117], and Thomas et al. [118]. Weil [119] and 
Barilla [120] injected ferric chloride into a water towing tank in 
order to model a plume in a laminar cross flow. By photographing the 
deflected plume, they were able to determine the plume centerline and 
spread. Barilla varied the initial angle of the issuing plume and 
the bending angle of the discharge nozzle for different Reynolds 
numbers. He observed that far downstream of the discharge nozzle the 
plume rise is independent of the orientation of the discharge. 
Experiments on round turbulent nonbuoyant jets discharging into 
a cross-flowing stream in which the main thrust was on velocity and/or 
turbulence intensity measurements were conducted by Jordinson [24], 
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Shandorov [121], Gordier [122], Keffer [123], Keffer and Baines [21], 
Pratte [124], Pratte and Baines [20], Gerend [125], Patrick [126], 
Flatten and Keffer [127], Margason [128], Bergeles £t [129], 
Storms [130], Gelb and Martin [131, 132], Crowe and Riesebieter [133], 
Chassaing ^  al. [134], and Chan and Kennedy [25]. 
Jordinson [24], in a classical paper, presented the results of 
experiments conducted on a nonheated air jet discharged into a uniform 
stream. He measured the distribution of the jet total head using a 
pitot tube. He also obtained the jet centerline trajectory by tracing 
the locus of the points of maximum total head. The results of the 
static pressure measurements showed that the initial jet deflection 
arises mainly from the pressure difference across the jet and that the 
entrainment mechanism of the ambient fluid predominates a few diameters 
downstream. His total' pressure measurements at different jet stations 
showed that the jet cross-section is distorted progressively to a 
characteristic kidney shape because of the shear exerted on the edges 
of the jet. 
Gordier [122] used photographic techniques to geometrically 
determine the trajectories of jets of air-water mixtures discharging 
into a water channel. The centerline velocity measurements showed 
that the larger the jet to free stream velocity ratio, the more the jet 
penetration and the more rapidly the jet decays towards the free stream 
value. He also conducted some static pressure measurements which 
showed that in a region relatively close to the point of discharge 
(X/D < 20), a zone of negative pressure develops in the wake and causes 
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the jet to deflect. He also measured the jet total head and observed 
the distortion of the jet cross-section to a characteristic kidney 
shape. 
Keffer and Baines [21] used oil-vapor and nitrogen aerosol for the 
qualitative visual investigations of an air jet injected in a low 
velocity wind tunnel. They employed a standard constant current 
hot-wire anemometer to obtain mean velocity contours and hence, the 
mass and momentum fluxes along the direction of the jet flow. The wire 
was oriented to read the maximum velocity vector, and turbulence 
intensities were determined with an accurate random-signal voltmeter. 
Their results showed, within the range of velocity ratios used by 
Jordinson and Gordier, that they can define a self-similarity for the 
mean flow velocity if the velocity terms were scaled by a reference 
velocity difference along a streamline-oriented coordinate system. 
Pratte and Baines [20] studied the far field zone and found that the 
scaling function suggested by Keffer and Baines [21] depends on the 
jet to free stream velocity ratio and not on the momentum flux ratio. 
Margason [128] carried out experiments in a wind tunnel to 
determine the path and general shape of the wake from a single jet 
exiting at large angles to a free stream. The jet-exit deflection 
angles ranged, in 30° increments, from 30° to 180° from the free 
stream. Photographs taken of the wake, which was a mixture of 
compressed air and water vapor, showed that the jet paths were 
essentially the same when the jet was exiting upward or downward as 
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well as when the jet was located adjacent to a large surface or 
located away from adjacent surfaces. He compared his results with 
equations for the jet path from other investigations and determined the 
best empirical fit for the data. Flatten and Keffer [127] also 
determined centerline trajectories using a constant temperature 
hot-wire anemometer and by injecting oil aerosol into the airline for 
flow visualization. Their data were self-consistent, but the agreement 
with previous work was not as close as might be expected. This was 
partially explained by differences in devices used to produce the jet. 
In most previous work, a uniform exit velocity was generated by 
employing an orifice or a sharply converging nozzle. In their tests, 
where it was necessary to direct the jet at a number of angles to the 
main stream, a long tube was used. Thus, for the same velocity ratio 
(defined in terms of the peak jet velocity at the exit), their momentum 
flux was lower. 
Gelb and Martin [131, 132] investigated the jet in a low velocity 
cross flow using a wind tunnel. They employed smoke pathlines for 
a photographic study of the flow field. An attempt was also made to 
represent the flow around the jet by linear addition of a uniform 
stream and a sink distribution lying along the jet pathline at high 
ratios of jet velocity to tunnel velocity. At low jet to free 
stream velocity ratios, the interaction appeared closer to the solid 
blockage due to the curved shape of the j et, being similar to a 
yawed cylinder. 
Bergeles £t al. [129] obtained details of the flow in the vicinity 
of the injection hole and upstream from the hole. The velocity ratios 
that they used were 0.1 and 0.24. They observed a reverse flow region 
springing from the downstream side of the hole and extending 
approximately 0.5 diameters downstream even at the lower injection 
rate. The velocity distribution in the jet at the discharge was found 
to be greatly affected by the presence of the cross stream. The flow 
documentation was completed with contour mappings of the surface 
isobars, showing the upstream and lateral effects on the static pressure 
caused by the injection. Flow visualization experiments helped reinforce 
the inferred character of the flow. 
Chassaing ^  al. [134] experimentally determined the shape of the 
velocity profiles in the plane of symmetry for a cylindrical jet and 
coaxial jets. In the case of the cylindrical jet, the velocity • 
distribution measurements led to a stricter definition of the flow in 
the plane of symmetry. This made it possible to define not only the 
axes of the jet, but also the axial velocity component profiles and 
the evolution of the component maximum along the axis. The analysis 
thus carried out enabled a zone of velocity profile similarity to be 
found, in which the jet axis equation is closely linked to the 
expression for the decay of the maximum velocity. This connection was 
used as a basis for a new calculation method for the jet axis 
depending not on considerations of overall equilibrium of a finite 
element of the jet, but on the intrinsic structure of the flow. 
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Conversely, starting with the equation of the jet axis, it was possible 
to deduce an equation for the axial velocity decay. 
Chan and Kennedy [25] studied two problems; the round turbulent 
nonbuoyant jet in a cross stream, and the inclined turbulent buoyant 
jet in a quiescent homogeneous fluid. For the first problem, 
experiments were conducted at a jet Reynolds number of 2 x 10^ and 
velocity ratios from 2 to 9. Pressure distribution on the jet-exit 
plane, and velocity distributions in the center plane were measured. 
Data on drag forces, jet centerlines, half-widths, and centerline 
velocities were obtained from the experiments. The similarity forms 
of the velocity profiles in the center plane were deduced analytically 
and verified experimentally. They also attempted to measure the 
cross flow mass and momentum entrained into the jet by using control 
surfaces upwind and downwind from the jet. 
Experiments on round turbulent buoyant jets in which the main 
thrust was on velocity, concentration, temperature or trajectory 
measurements, were carried out by Fan [135, 136], Abraham and Eysink 
[137], Abraham [138], Turner [139], Vadot [140], Ayoub [3], Cavola [141], 
and Cavola and Davis [2]. Most of this work used some sort of a salt 
solution to model buoyancy in the flow. This resulted in jets with 
negative or reversing buoyancy rather than positive buoyancy. Fan [135, 
136] modeled the jet buoyancy with an aqueous solution of sodium chloride 
which was also used as a tracer. He used conductivity techniques to 
measure the jet salt concentration distribution at different streamwise 
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locations. His results showed that the concentration profiles are 
Gaussian in the main field zone. He traced the locus of points of 
maximum concentration to determine the jet centerline trajectory. He 
also obtained the jet half-width which was taken to be the distance from 
the centerline to the point where the concentration value is equal to 
half the maximum concentration. The results of several complete cross-
sectional profiles showed that these profiles were kidney shaped with 
maximum concentrations at two sides of the vertical plane of symmetry. 
Vadot [140] determined the trajectories from flow pattern 
photographs of heavy-dyed salt solutions injected vertically into a 
water towing tank. His data were mostly taken in the far field region. 
Cavola [141] and Cavola and Davis [2] used a jet of saline water 
discharged into a towing channel to determine the behavior of 
negatively buoyant jets in cross flow. Of special concern was the 
region where the jet collapsed and spread along the bottom. They 
studied the effects of the discharge and ambient conditions, in terms 
of the Froude number and the velocity ratio, on the jet centerline 
dilution and jet width at selected distances downstream from the 
discharge port. This included the thin layer after the plume had 
collapsed on the bottom. The results indicated that the Froude 
number had the greatest effect on dilution. Decreasing the Froude 
number increased both dilution and jet width. The velocity ratio had 
little effect on dilution, but did affect jet width. 
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Experiments on round turbulent heated nonbuoyant jets in which the 
main thrust was on trajectory, velocity, temperature, or penetration 
measurements were carried out by Callaghan and Ruggeri [142, 143], 
Callaghan and Bowden [144], Ruggeri and Callaghan [145], Ruggeri [146], 
Campbell and Schetz [147-149], Payne and Schetz [150], Ramsey [28], 
Ramsey and Goldstein [29], and Kamotani and Greber [151, 152]. 
Callaghan and coworkers [142-146], in a series of investigations 
using a wind tunnel, studied the penetration and general correlations of 
temperature profiles downstream of air jets discharged at various angles 
to an air stream. Callaghan and Ruggeri [142] experimentally determined 
the penetration coefficient (see Nomenclature) as a function of the jet 
density, jet velocity, air-stream density, air-stream velocity, jet 
diameter, and distance downstream from the jet. It was concluded that 
the variation of the penetration coefficient with jet Reynolds number, 
width coefficient and viscosity ratio is negligible for a range of jet 
Reynolds numbers from 60,000 to 500,000, a range of width coefficients 
from 3.2 to 8, and a range of viscosity ratios from 1.5 to 1.9. A 
later investigation by Callaghan and Bowden [144] showed that square 
and elliptical orifices give higher flow coefficients than circular 
orifices. Better penetrations might, therefore, be obtained with 
orifice shapes other than circles. In addition, a large variation of 
flow coefficient (see Nomenclature) with jet-pressure ratio was 
observed. That led them to believe that better correlation of the data 
of Callaghan and Ruggeri [142] could be obtained by including the flow 
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coefficient in the analysis. Ruggeri and Callaghan [145], therefore, 
decided to investigate the effect of variations in the flow 
coefficient on the penetration of air jets issuing from circular, 
square, and elliptical orifices. They concluded, among other things, 
that the ellipse data can be correlated in terms of the product of the 
density ratio and the velocity ratio raised to a power, and that 
greater penetrations were obtained with square orifices and elliptical 
orifices having an axis ratio of 4:1 than the other orifices 
investigated at low tunnel air speeds and low jet pressures. Callaghan 
and Ruggeri [143] and Ruggeri [146] determined the temperature profiles 
for different injection angles and ambient conditions. They also 
presented a method that yields a good approximation of the temperature 
profiles in terms of the flow and geometric conditions. 
Campbell and Schetz [147-149] and Payne and Schetz [150] studied 
the behavior of thermal effluents discharged into waterways by a single 
jet injection mechanism. Payne and Schetz also studied the case of 
multiple-port-diffuser injection. They determined the trajectory and 
growth for a range of discharge velocities and temperatures. They used 
three types of injection: lateral, vertical, and oblique. Flow 
visualization tests were carried out using heavy-colored dye, two 
cameras (on top and side of the channel), and a strip chart recorder 
to monitor the temperature readings so that they coincide with the 
photographs. They observed that the addition of heat to the injectant 
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caused a slightly greater rate of spreading of the jet fluid near the 
injection point. They also observed that increasing the injectant 
temperature had no discernible effect on jet trajectory for the 
vertical injection condition, but resulted in a higher trajectory for 
oblique injection with larger injection velocities. 
Ramsey [28] and Ramsey and Goldstein [29] introduced a heated jet 
at angles of 90° and 35° to the mainstream flow direction using a 
low-velocity, low-turbulence wind tunnel. They reported visualization 
studies using tufts of yarn and a carbon dioxide-water fog. Temperature 
profiles in the interaction region were presented for blowing rates 
(defined as the ratio of mass flux of injected gas to mass flux of free 
stream) from 0.1 to 2.0 for normal injection and at blowing rates of 1.0 
and 2.0 for 35-degree injection. They also reported velocity and 
turbulence intensity profiles for normal injection, for isothermal 
jets only, at blowing rates of 1.0 and 2.0. 
Kamotani and Greber [151, 152] also reported results for both 
heated and unheated air jets in cross flow. They presented longitudinal 
and transverse distributions of velocity, temperature, and turbulence 
intensity. The velocity distributions depended mainly on the ratio 
of jet to cross flow momentum flux, while the temperature profiles 
depended also on the density ratio. Their detailed measurements and 
smoke photographs of the flow indicated that the jet structure is 
dominated by a vortex wake which forms behind the jet. The experiments 
also indicated that the components of cross flow normal and parallel 
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to the jet trajectory independently control the entrainment rate. 
Experiments on turbulent nonbuoyant jets in which the main thrust 
was on studying the structure of the jet wake, jet cross-section, 
vortex shedding in the jet, or measuring the vorticity in the jet or 
wake were carried out by Chang-Lu and Hsiu-Chen [153], Rouse [154], 
McAllister [155], Pratte and Keffer [156], McMahon et al. [36], Fearn 
and Weston [157], Weston [158], Moussa [159], and Moussa et al. [160]. 
McAllister [155] injected a circular water jet in a cross flow 
in a water channel. He used small particles and dye for visualization 
and showed that vortices were shed alternately from each side of the 
jet. The free stream Reynolds number based on the exit diameter 
ranged from 2000 to 6000. Measurements of the shedding frequency were 
made from dye observations. The Strouhal number based on the jet exit 
diameter varied from 0.103 for a velocity ratio of 3.83 to 0.019 at a 
velocity ratio of 34. McMahon et al. [36] also studied vortex shedding 
from a turbulent jet in a cross flow. Their measurements indicated 
that vortex shedding occurs as in the case of flow past solid bluff 
bodies. They observed that the Strouhal numbers for flow past a 
circular jet and a blunt jet are in qualitative agreement with those 
for corresponding solid bodies, provided that the width of the 
spreading jet some distance from the surface is used rather than the 
jet exit plane dimension. 
Fearn and Weston [157] experimentally studied the vorticity 
associated with a jet in a cross flow in a wind tunnel. They presented 
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the results of the velocity field measurements in a concise and usable 
form through the use of simple models to relate the velocity field to 
empirical values for the strength and location of the pair of contra-
rotating vortices associated with the jet. They concluded that the 
vortex pair is formed very close to the jet orifice as relatively 
concentrated vortices with an initial strength that is directly 
proportional to the speed of the jet at the orifice and to the diameter 
of the jet. The vortices are deflected by the cross flow and they 
diffuse at a rate which is a function of the arc length along the 
vortex curve, but which is a weak function of the effective velocity 
ratio. The vortices gradually weaken each other by the diffusion of 
vorticity across the symmetry plane. 
Moussa [159] and Moussa et al. [160] studied the near field in 
the mixing of a round jet with a cross stream with particular emphasis 
on understanding the vorticity generation mechanism. They reported that 
the near-field region characterizes the subsequent behavior and 
development of the jet, its wake, and the cross stream in the viscinity 
of this mixing region. They observed that the rapid evolution of the 
flow gives rise to a pair of bound vortices attached to the lee side 
of the jet boundary, to fast development of the turbulent and mean 
velocity, to a vortex-shedding system, and to the largest rates of 
entrainment of cross stream flow into the jet. They also found that 
the geometrical configuration of the boundaries at the jet exit plays an 
important role in the mixing and development processes. They also 
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presented an intrinsic method for the delineation of the flow boundaries 
between the jet and the cross stream. Calculations of mass, momentum, 
and vorticity fluxes were also made. The vorticity flux gave evidence 
of the rapid stretching and tilting of the vorticity vector field in 
the near-field region. 
Experiments on round turbulent nonbuoyant jets discharging in a 
cross flow in which the main thrust was on pressure measurements were 
carried out by Vogler [37], Peake [161], Bradbury and Wood [38], Wooler 
e^ al. [39], Rackett and Miller [162], McMahon and Mosher [40], 
Mosher [163], Wu al. [164], Mikolowsky [165], and Mikolowsky and 
McMahon [166]. 
Experiments on slot jets injected into cross flows where the 
main emphasis was placed on velocity, turbulence intensity, trajectories, 
or temperature measurements were conducted by Ivanov [167], 
Weinsten _et ad. [168], Patton e^ al. [169], Haniu [170], Haniu and 
Ramaprian [171], Ramaprian and Haniu [172, 173], and Ramaprian et al. 
[174]. 
Patton e^ [169] presented results for an experimental study of 
heated and unheated water jets injected from the bottom of a moving 
water stream. The jet characteristics were described in terms of 
velocity and temperature profiles, velocity and temperature decay, jet 
width, jet trajectory, and jet turbulence. Cylindrical fiber-film 
probes were used with a DISA 55 DOO universal anemometer system to 
measure mean and fluctuating values of velocities and temperature. 
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They operated the unit in a constant temperature mode for velocity 
measurements and a constant current mode for temperature measurements. 
The velocity fluctuations were only measured for those runs in which 
the temperature of the jet and ambient flow were the same (isothermal 
runs). They also investigated the conditions which favor the formation 
of an upstream thermal wedge. 
Ramaprian and coworkers [170-174] conducted experiments in which 
heated water was injected vertically upward from a two-dimensional 
slot located near the bottom of a hydraulic flume. The experiments 
performed included both qualitative flow visualization studies using 
dyes and quantitative measurements of velocity and temperature in the 
near field region. They observed that two-dimensional jets issuing 
from a line in space (slot of very large,aspect ratio) into a cross flow 
exhibit a periodic structure very much analogous to the Karman vortex 
street. The wavelength of this periodicity depends on the free stream 
velocity, the jet velocity and possibly the jet exit temperature. 
They also observed that two-dimensional jets issuing from a surface 
into cross flow do not exhibit periodicity, but are characterized by 
the presence of a separation bubble on the downstream side of the jet 
and strong recirculation and self-entrainment. They also noticed that 
there is an upstream effect of the jet on the ambient and that the 
near-field region on the downstream side of the jet is dominated by flow 
reversal and circulation. 
Measurements on round or plane, heated or unheated, turbulent jets 
in cross flows, in which the emphasis was placed on studing the 
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turbulence structure in terms of Reynolds stresses, turbulent heat fluxes, 
or higher order moments, were carried out by Crabb [175], Crabb _et al. 
[33], Andreopoulos [30, 31], Andreopoulos and Rodi [32], and Ramaprian 
and Haniu [176]. 
Crabb [175] and Crabb et [33] used laser-doppler anemometry in 
the upstream region (X/D < 6), where the turbulence intensities were 
larger, and hot-wire anemometry in the downstream region to measure the 
velocity and turbulence characteristics of a round jet in a cross flow. 
They determined the scalar field stemming from the injection of a trace 
gas in the jet flow. The jet to cross flow velocity ratios that they 
used were 1.15 and 2.3. Their results confirmed the double vortex 
structure of the downstream region and the contour plots of mean 
velocity and helium concentration confirmed that the maximum velocity 
does not necessarily occur at the center of the jet. They observed 
that the turbulence structure of the flow is characterized by 
substantial anisotropy in the upstream region. Farther downstream, 
there is a tendency towards a more isotropic flow, but significant 
variations still occur, especially in the wake. They also observed 
that the shear stresses differ in magnitude and, where zero values 
occur, they are not coincident with zero gradients of mean velocity or 
turbulence energy. 
Andreopoulos [31] presented measurements of velocity fluctuation 
statistics in the jet-pipe of a jet in a cross flow situation for a 
range of jet-to-free stream velocity ratios from 0.25 to 3.0. He used 
slant and crossed hot-wire probes for velocity and turbulent stress 
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measurements and pressure transducers for the measurement of pressure. 
He noticed that the nonuniformities of the temperature and velocity 
profiles inside the pipe extend as far as three pipe-diameters upstream 
of the exit plane for small velocity ratios and to 1.5 diameters for 
higher velocity ratios. He observed that strong streamline curvature 
due to pressure gradient effects significantly alters the turbulent 
structure of the flow for small velocity ratios, while for high velocity 
ratios, the structural characteristics of the developing pipe flow are 
very weakly affected by the cross flow. 
Andreopoulos [30] presented results of mean temperature in a 
nonbuoyant heated jet issuing perpendicularly into a cold air stream 
for velocity ratios of 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2, and velocity-temperature 
fluctuation statistics at a velocity ratio of 0,5. The mean temperature 
profiles at the jet exit were found to be considerably nonuniform at 
low velocity ratios, indicating an early mixing between the cold and 
hot fluid. He reported that the extra rate of strain due to streamline 
curvature and the longitudinal and normal temperature gradients affect 
the rate of generation of temperature fluctuations and.turbulent heat 
fluxes. He observed that there are regions of the flow where the 
streamlines are unstably curved, but the generation of temperature 
fluctuations is damped. He also observed that the eddy diffusivity 
is well-behaved across the flow only at downstream positions where the 
turbulent Prandtl number has rather high values close to the wall and 
reaches values around 0.9 away from the wall. 
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Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] used a three-sensor hot-wire probe to 
measure mean and fluctuating velocity components for velocity ratios 
of 0.5, 1 and 2. The hot-wire signals were evaluated to yield the 
three mean-velocity components, the turbulent kinetic energy, the three 
turbulent shear stresses and, in the case of a velocity ratio of 0.5, 
the terms in the turbulent kinetic energy equation. Their detailed 
measurements, supported by the visualization study of Foss [177], allowed 
them to draw a very detailed picture of the interaction mechanism between 
the jet and the cross flow. 
Ramaprian and Haniu [176] reported results of experiments on two-
dimensional buoyant and nonbuoyant water jets in cross flow. 
Measurements of instantaneous velocity and temperature were made using 
a two-component laser-Doppler anemometer and a micro-resistance 
thermometer. They developed a simple, yet effective, technique for 
using the LDA in a nonisothermal environment. They isolated the 
effects of streamline curvature and (axial and transverse) buoyancy on 
the interaction mechanism between the cross stream and the jet. They 
also obtained data on mean as well as turbulent properties of the 
flow including information on intermittency and turbulent spectra. 
1.4.5. Summary of experimental work on round jets 
A summary of previous experimental work on round turbulent jets 
in cross flow was given in reference [33]. This summary has been 
updated and is presented in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1. Summary of experimental work on round jets in cross flow 
Ref. D, nun Discharge Jet velocity Uoo, M = Measured variables 
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22 6.35 ±15, +30, pipe 
+45, +90 
34 25.4 -180, 30, nozzle 
60, 90, 120, 
150, 180 
40 50.8 90 pipe 




jet trajectory, entrainment 
1.18-10 trajectory by photographs 
wall static pressures 
36 50.8 90 nozzle 
29 23,5 35, 90 pipe 
152 6.35 90 pipe 
166 38.1 90 orifice 
76.2 
134 40 90 pipe 
157 101.6 90 orifice 
158 101.6 45, 60, nozzle 
75, 90, 
105 
129 22.22 90 pipe 
160 23.6 90 pipe 
33 25.4 90 pipe 
128 25.4 30, 60, nozzle 
90, 120, 
150, 180 












8, 12 turbulence measurements in 
wake region 
0.1-2 temperature, velocity, turbu­
lence intensity contours 
2.8-8.5 velocity and temperature 
distributions 
2, 4, 6, wall static pressure 
8, 12 distribution 
2.37, 3.95, velocity distributions 
6.35 




0.1, 0.24 velocity, static pressure 
3.48 velocity, vorticity 
1.15, 2.3 U, V, W, velocity, 
fluctuations, u v , u w , 
helium trace concentrations 
0.1, 0.2, jet path using flow 
0.25 visualization, pressure 
distributions 
0.1-0.25 pressure measurement 
Table 1.1. Continued 





































velocity, pressure, smoke 
visualization of jet 
trajectory, velocity, 
temperature 
static pressure, velocity 
fluctuation statistics, 
mean and RMS temperatures 
velocity-temperature 
fluctuation statistics, 
RMS temperature, mean 
temperature 
U, V, W, Reynolds shear 
stresses, turbulent 
velocity fluctuations, 
turbulent kinetic energy 
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1.5. Scope, Objectives and Importance of the Study 
The jet-in-cross-flow is a typical example of a free turbulent 
shear flow. These flows are, generally, more complicated than boundary 
layer type flows and are, therefore, more difficult to model or predict. 
The jet-in-cross-flow is even more complicated because of the 
following: 
a) The jet centerline (defined as the locus of points of maximum 
velocity) is not known a priori because of the resulting jet 
deflection due to the pressure force exerted on the jet boundaries 
by the cross,stream. 
b) The jet boundaries are not clearly defined and are 
characterized by large intensities of turbulence. The latter fact 
makes obtaining reliable velocity data difficult. 
c) The jet wake has a low pressure region which contributes to 
separation, flow reversals, and high turbulence intensities. 
d) The mechanism that governs the entrainment of free stream 
fluid into the jet fluid is reported to be dependent on a helicity 
phenomenon in the wake region [25]. A pair of vortices is usually 
formed in the wake which expands and intensifies by receiving vorticity 
produced by the j et/free-stream interaction. 
e) The counter-rotation vortices play a major role in shaping 
the jet flow changes at different downstream positions. Keffer [23] 
argues, for example, that the vortices in the far field region should 
be viewed as general circulation patterns rather than discrete line 
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vortices. Pratte and Baines [20], on the other hand, indicate that the 
entrainment decreases far downstream and the entrainment mechanism 
becomes entirely dependent on the vortex flow. 
f) At lower velocity ratios (M < 1), the jet flow upstream of 
the discharge pipe is reported to be highly nonuniform and is strongly 
influenced by the cross stream [31, 33, 129]. 
g) The jet flow can be influenced by both the momentum and 
buoyancy forces. The Reynolds number dependency has also been 
reported in the literature [20-22], but no systematic trend is available. 
As discussed in Section 1.4, previous theoretical and experimental 
work was primarily concerned with trajectory and spread. Few 
measurements were reported on the mean velocity and temperature fields 
and even fewer measurements included the turbulence intensity. With 
the exception of the work by Andreopoulos [30] and Ramaprian et al. [173] 
(two-dimensional jets), there is no work known to the author that 
reported measurements for the root mean square of the temperature 
fluctuations. Measurement of the Reynolds stresses were nonexistent 
at the time this investigation was in progress. Recently, however, 
Crabb al' [33], and more recently, Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] 
reported measurements on the turbulent stresses for the isothermal jet. 
Their measurements, however, were limited to low velocity ratios 
(£ 2 for [32] and £ 2.3 for [33]). 
At the beginning of this investigation, it was felt that there 
was a need to provide extensive and reliable data on the velocity. 
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temperature, and turbulence structure of the jet in cross flow. This 
would help guide the development, improvement, and testing of better 
prediction methods based on advanced and more sophisticated turbulence 
models. In addition to this important objective, the acquired data 
would be helpful by itself in terms of increasing our understanding of 
the complex interaction mechanism between the turbulent jet and the 
cross stream. This flow, as reported earlier, is characterized by 
distortions in the jet cross-section, flow reversals and separation, and 
strong and rapid velocity and temperature fluctuations (in case of 
nonisothermal jets). Rodi [1] reports that the effect of buoyancy forces 
and buoyancy-generated turbulence on the interaction mechanism between 
the jet and the cross stream is still far from being understood. It 
is hoped that this study will contribute.to increasing that understanding. 
In the present study, an experimental investigation of the flow 
and thermal characteristics of heated, cooled, and isothermal turbulent 
jets discharging into a cross-flowing water stream is carried out. 
A water channel facility, 28-ft. long, 2-ft. wide, and 3 1/2-ft. deep, 
of the recirculation type was designed and constructed. Hot or cold 
water was injected vertically upward from a circular pipe located 
near the channel bottom to the cross-flowing water stream in the channel. 
Appropriate by-pass and-filtering circuits were provided to control 
the temperatures, flow rates, and suspended particles in both the jet 
and free stream. Hot- and cold-film anemometers along with appropriate 
linearizers, bridges, filters, and probes were used in both the 
constant-temperature and constant-current modes of operation. A 
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specially-designed traversing mechanism capable of providing motion to 
a probe holder in three mutually-perpendicular directions plus rotation 
was installed on rails mounted on top of the channel. Manual as well 
as computer control of the traversing system was provided. 
A new signal analysis method based on a rotatable normal hot-film 
probe was developed for resolving the complex three-dimensional structure 
of the time-averaged turbulent flow field resulting from the interaction 
between the cross stream and the jet. The method is suited for flows 
of any turbulence intensity and in cases involving heat transfer 
as well. 
A rotatable slant/normal hot-film probe signal analysis technique 
was used to measure the six components of the Reynolds stress tensor 
in isothermal flows of any turbulence intensity. New expressions to 
correct for the temperature contamination of the velocity signals in 
constant-temperature anemometer operation in nonisothermal flows were 
developed for both the linearized and unlinearized anemometer responses. 
The equations were developed for both normal and 45°-slanted probes 
for both constant and variable fluid property situations. A constant-
temperature anemometer voltage normalization procedure developed 
earlier at Stanford University was successfully used in the present 
study. The technique entirely eliminates the DC voltage drift of a 
hot-film probe due to dirt or bubble accumulation on the sensor. 
A microcomputer program suited for the HP87 XM was developed. The 
program permits fully-computerized data acquisition including the 
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ability to move the probe holder in plane/space or according to a 
predefined set of coordinates. The program also incorporates the 
above mentioned techniques/corrections. 
The use of computerized data acquisition in the present study made 
it possible to acquire a very large amount of data in both the jet 
field and the jet wake quickly (which ensured invariant steady-state 
conditions), efficiently (24 hours a day), and accurately. The ability 
to read and average a large number of analog input signals made the 
experimental runs highly repeatable. The data were also stored on 
flexible magnetic discs for later reduction and processing (if needed). 
The computerized data acquisition also made the incorporation of 
complicated signal analysis methods and manipulation or correction of 
the signal possible. In general, it is believed that the use of 
computerized data acquisition helped reveal important and interesting 
flow phenomena that would have, otherwise, been unobserved. 
Mean velocity and turbulence intensity data were obtained for 
the isothermal jet at velocity ratios of 2, 4, and 6, both in 
and outside the jet plane of symmetry. For the latter velocity ratio, 
a detailed analysis was carried out to reveal the three-dimensional 
structure of the time-averaged velocity field. A similar analysis was 
made for the heated jet at a velocity ratio of 4. For this latter 
velocity ratio, the turbulent shear stresses, the turbulent velocity 
fluctuations, and the kinetic energy of turbulence were obtained for 
the isothermal jet. 
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Mean and RMS temperatures were obtained for two main types of flow: 
the heated jet in a cooled ambient and the cooled jet in a heated 
ambient. For the former case, velocity ratios of 1, 2, 4, and 7 
were studied with a jet discharge temperature approximately 50 to 75°F 
higher than the free stream temperature. This resulted in a maximum 
Froude number of 63.69 and a minimum Froude number of 7.76. The 
latter Froude number corresponds to the most buoyant case investigated 
in this study. 
In the cooled jet case, velocity ratios of 1, 4, and 7 were 
attempted with two broad ranges of temperature differences of -20°F 
and -50°F. This resulted in maximum and minimum negative Froude 
numbers of -145.65 and -10.26, respectively. In all the temperature 
runs, the data were gathered in the jet field as well as the jet 
wake in and outside the jet plane of symmetry. Probe traverses as 
far as 38 jet diameters downstream were obtained. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY, INSTRUMENTATION, CALIBRATION 
AND QUALIFICATION TESTS 
2.1. Water Channel Facility Description and Design 
2.1.1. General 
In order to carry out the objectives of the present investigation, 
a water channel facility of the recirculation type was designed and 
constructed by the combined efforts of several individuals (see 
Acknowledgments) including the present author. A centrifugal pump 
of 3000 gpm maximum flowrate and 30 horse power was used for water 
circulation. The pump design operating condition corresponds to 
2200 gpm at 20 feet of head. The facility includes a straight test 
section 28 ft. in length, an inlet tank and a turning tank. The channel 
body is connected to the inlet tank at in flow, and includes a 3 1/2-ft-
long threë-dimensional contraction known as the transition section 
(approximate area ratio is 5.25:1), and to the turning tank at the 
other end. The water circulates from the inlet tank through the 
transition section and the channel body (sections) to the pump 
suction in the turning tank and is returned through an 8-inch PVC 
overhead return pipe to the inlet tank (see Figure 2.1). The channel 
cross-section is 2 ft. wide x 3 1/2 ft. deep to ensure 
two-dimensionality and prevent free-surface effects for a wide range 
of jet and free-stream conditions. The channel body is supported 
from the bottom and sides by suitable arrangements of angle-iron 
frames and steel tubings which ensure a horizontal channel bottom 
and minimum sidewall deflection. The inlet tank is equipped with 
1. Inlet tank 
2. Diffuser pipe 
3. 3-inch pvc by-pass line 
4. One-inch copper pipe for 
calibration 
5. 8-inch pvc overhead return 
pipe 
6. Turning tank 
7. Circulation pump (30 hp) 
8. Cold water supply line 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the water channel 
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a honeycomb, a metal screen and a 6-inch layer of Scott industrial 
foam for the purpose of providing a uniform stream velocity with a 
low level of turbulence. A traversing mechanism capable of moving 
a probe holder in three mutually-perpendicular directions plus 
rotation is provided and placed on rails attached to the top of the 
channel. Manual as well as computer control of the traversing system 
is provided. Hot or cold water can be injected from a vertical pipe 
located near the channel bottom to simulate the turbulent jet. The 
jet temperature and velocity can be controlled using appropriate hot 
and cold water mixing processes utilizing throttle valves, flowrate 
meters and temperature sensors outside the channel. Flow visualization 
can be carried out using dye injection by means of a dye tank, a pump 
and the necessary piping. Figure 2.2 provides a photograph of the 
facility showing the main components. 
More detailed descriptions and diagrams for the different 
components of the Water Channel Facility are provided in the following 
sections. 
2.1.2. Channel body 
The channel body is formed from seven 4-ft-long sections. The 
channel sides are made of framed glass panels, 3 1/2 ft. high x 4 ft. 
long. Floated-plate glass, 3/4-inch thick, is used for the panels 
to enable flow visualization studies. The channel bottom is a 
3/4-inch thick aluminum plate coated with marine epoxy paint. The 
bottom has three 6-inch-diameter holes located at different distances 
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Figure 2.2. Water channel facility 
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from the inlet section to provide access for setting up the jet 
discharge nozzle assembly. These holes had machined covers provided 
with sealing rings. Cylindrical rails are mounted on top of the 
sidewalls to permit moving the traversing carriage assembly in the 
axial (streamwise) direction. Figure 2.3 shows a side view and a top 
view of the channel sides. 
2.1.3. Channel supports 
The channel bed rests on five angle-iron frames of adjustable 
height and is secured to them by screws. Front, side and top views 
of these supporting tables are shown in Figure 2.4. The channel sides, 
on the other hand, are supported by rectangular steel tubing and 
angle-iron beams to keep the deflection due to the water hydrostatic 
pressure to a minimum. Front, side, and top views of the sidewall 
supports are shown in Figure '2.5. 
2.1.4. Transition section 
This is a three-dimensional contraction that connects the inlet 
tank to the channel sections and serves to reduce the turbulence 
intensity and to make the flow more uniform in the channel. A cubic 
profile was used for the transition section for both the bottom and 
sides with zero slope at the planes where the transition section 
connects with the inlet tank and the channel entrance. If X, Y, and Z 
are the coordinate axes in the streamwise, transverse (spanwise), and 
vertical directions, respectively, then the equations for the transition 
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Figure 2.4. Water channel base supports 
« 
15. Bolt yolk 
16. 1/2-Inch tightening bolts 
17. 2-inch x 4-inch rectangular tubing 
18. 3 3/8-Inch x 6-inch I beam 
19. 2.9-inch diameter steel tubing 
20. Height adjustement bolt 
End View Side View 
Figure 2.5. Water channel sidewall supports 
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section side and bottom contours can be written as follows: 
Z = 0.05697 - 0.00090 (2.1) 
and 
Y = 0.03061 X^ - 0.00049 X^ (2.2) 
where X, Y, and Z are in inches. 
Figure 2.6 shows the inlet tank and the way it connects with the 
transition section. 
2.1.5. Inlet tank 
The inlet tank serves as a calming reservoir for reducing flow 
disturbances from the pump so that they do not propagate downstream 
where measurements take place. The tank is rectangular in shape with 
a streamwise length of 6 3/4 ft., a width of 5 1/4 ft. and a height 
of 7 ft., and is made of 11 gage-sheet steel with adequate 
reinforcement being provided by angle-iron beams. Water coming from 
the overhead pipe is discharged into the inlet tank through a 
rectangular perforated box (diffuser pipe). The tank is also equipped 
with a honeycomb, a six-inch layer of Scott industrial foam, and a 
metal screen. Figure 2.7 gives a top view and a sectioned side view 
of the inlet tank showing the locations of the foam, honeycomb, screen, 
and return pipe. 
2.1.6. Turning tank 
The turning tank serves as a reservoir to dampen the vibrations 
and fluctuations at the pump suction line and consequently, at the 
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2. 5052 Aluminum honeycomb 
7. 8-Inch PVC pipe 160# 
8. 4-Inch X 2 3/4-Inch I beam 
9. 11 gauge sheet steel 
10. 3-Inch X 1 1/2-Inch steel U channel 
5 lb/ft 
11 2-1nch X 2-Inch x 1/4-inch steel L 
beam 
12. 3-Inch X 1/4-inch mounting flange 
II V' 
Front View Rear View 
Figure 2.6. Inlet tank front and rear views 
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1. Metal screen supported on aluminum 
frame 
Z .  5052 aluminum honeycomb 
3. Metal screen 
4. Nylon screen 
5. 6-inch Scott Industrial foam 
60-inch x 84-inch 
6. Horizontal screen 
7. 8-inch PVC pipe 160 » 
a. li gauge sheet steel transition section 
11. 2-inch X 2-inch x 1/4-inch mounting 
flange 
12. 3-inch x 1/4-inch mounting flange 
R 
i. 1 
Figure 2.7. Inlet tank top view and sectioned side vi view 
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downstream portion of the channel. A set of splitter turning vanes 
help secure a more uniform flow at the channel exit. The turning 
tank is a rectangular tank with a height of 7 ft., a width of 5 1/4 ft. 
and a streamwise length of 3 1/4 ft. and is made of 11 gage sheet 
steel. Figure 2.8 gives front and side views of the turning tank 
showing the set of splitter turning vanes, the pump suction pipe and 
flange. 
2.1.7. Flow straightening 
2.1.7.1. Honeycomb A 5052 aluminum honeycomb of 3/8-inch cell 
size and a thickness of 5 inches is provided in the inlet tank to 
minimize large eddies in the water stream. The honeycomb is located 
approximately 9 inches upstream of the transition section inlet and is 
supported by four 2" x 2" x 1/4" aluminum L beams. 
2.1.7.2. Screen A metal screen, with 256 squares per square 
inch, 50% openings and having the inside dimensions of the inlet tank, 
is located immediately downstream of the honeycomb to eliminate or 
reduce smaller eddies in the water stream. The screen is supported by 
a frame made of 1" x 1" x 1/4" aluminum L beams which are, in turn, 
supported by C-clamps. 
2.1.7.3. Foam A six-inch layer of Scott industrial foam with 
10 pores per square inch of the open-cell type is provided upstream 
of the honeycomb in the inlet tank to serve as a disturbance-damping 
unit to the violent water flow coming from the return overhead pipe. 
The foam layer is 84 inches high and 5 ft. wide and is supported by 
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9. 11 gauge sheet steeJ turning vanes 
10. 3.inch x 1 1/2-inch steel U channel 
5 lb/ft 
12. 3-inch x 1/4-inch mounting flange 
21. Suction Dipe 
22. Circular mounting flange 
Tf 
Front View Rear View 
Figure 2.8. Turning tank front and rear views 
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a nylon screen on the front and by two 2" x 2" x 1/4" aluminum L beams 
at the rear. The nylon screen, in turn, is supported at each side of 
the inlet tank by a 1-inch-diameter galvanized pipe. 
2.1.7.4, Diffuser pipe The water coming from the turning tank 
in the overhead pipe is discharged into the inlet tank through a 
rectangular (60 1/4-inch long x 14-inch wide x 18-inch high) perforated 
(1/16-inch diameter holes, 60 holes per square inch) diffuser pipe 
spanning the width of the tank in order to minimize the water 
turbulence by making the turbulent mixing process between the returning 
water and the existing water in the inlet tank as smooth as possible. 
The diffuser pipe is shown in Figure 2.7. 
2.1.8. By-pass circuit and filtering 
The use of by-pass and filtering circuits in the Water Channel 
Facility was necessary to overcome the water temperature rise due to the 
injection of a heated jet, the presence of suspended particles in the 
water stream, and the growth of organic matter on the channel bottom 
and sides. 
The by-pass circuit consists of a 3-inch PVC pipe running from 
the pump discharge to the drain, an Everpure T-20 carbon filter, and 
a 3/4-inch cold water filling line to the inlet tank. Part of the water 
leaving the turning tank was drained through the 3-inch PVC pipe and 
an equal amount of cooler water is added through the filter. The 
make-up water is usually maintained at 55°F and since it is filtered, 
has suspended particles of no more than 3 microns in size. Continuous 
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addition and removal of water will help clean and maintain channel water 
at a constant temperature. This procedure has been tried for all the 
test runs and the channel water temperature change has been limited 
to + 0.5°F even in the extreme case where the jet temperature was 60°F 
above the free stream temperature. Even in cases where the jet and 
free stream temperatures were the same, the use of this procedure 
was necessary because of the heating effect of the pump. In cases 
where the jet was cooler than the free stream, another procedure was 
used. In this procedure, the make-up water was fed from a steam-water 
heat exchanger to maintain a constant free stream temperature higher 
than the jet temperature. 
The by-passing procedure described above was also necessitated 
by the continuous dirt, dust, and other suspended matter accumulating 
in the water stream and by the growth of organic material, e.g., 
algae, on the channel bottom and test section. Runs as long as 6 weeks 
were possible without having to interrupt the data acquisition process 
for maintenance or cleaning purposes. 
Another Everpure T-20 carbon filter was also provided in the jet 
discharge pipeline to filter out the jet flow. This is particularly 
important in terms of providing some protection to the delicate 
fiber-film probes used to measure the jet characteristics, especially 
for all the measurements taken near the jet discharge pipe. 
2,1.9. Test section 
The jet-injection platform was formed by an aluminum plate, 
1/2-inch thick, 18-inches wide and 6-ft. long, and had a rounded 
(1:2 ellipse) leading edge and a trailing edge flap. The platform was 
located 6 inches above the channel floor. The plate length was chosen 
taking into account the range of jet trajectories for nonbuoyant and 
buoyant jets for different jet inlet conditions and also considering 
the space limitations. The plate width was chosen so as not to 
interfere with the turbulent boundary layers already developed on the 
channel sides. Two false sidewalls having a thickness of 11/32 inches, 
a height of 44 inches and the same plate length of 6 ft. were installed 
on both sides of the plate to promote two-dimensionality for the flow 
and to serve as supporting members for the plate. The thickness of 
the boundary layers developing on the false walls has been kept to a 
minimum by providing streamlined leading edges to the false walls. The 
flap provided at the plate trailing edge was adjusted so as to minimize 
the elliptic effects in the flow field and ensure that the flow 
approaches the plate at a zero angle of incidence. The plate is 
provided with a two-inch diameter threaded hole located 18 inches from 
the leading edge to accommodate a specially-designed variable diameter 
system of jet pipe/disc assemblies. This system is a set of circular 
hollow discs having outside diameters equal to the inside diameter of 
the threaded hole of the platform and having inside diameters of 1/4", 
1/2", 1", and 2" so that the jet discharge pipe size can be changed 
without having to change the platform. 
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2.1.10. Hot/cold water jet injection circuit 
The hot/cold water circuit for jet injection into the channel 
consists of a steam-water heat exchanger, a 90-gallon mixing tank 
equipped with an automatic float-control mechanism, a 1 1/2 hp pump, 
an Everpure T-20 carbon filter, two rotameters and the necessary 
piping, valves and insulation. Thermocouples were also provided at 
the inlet and exit lines of the mixing tank, at the discharge of the 
pump, and at the jet discharge. Figure 2.9 is a schematic of the mixing 
system. 
The use of the complicated arrangement described above was 
necessary to compensate for the large response time of the heat exchanger 
sensing element and to minimize the effect of the large flowrate 
fluetuaMons in the cold and hot water supply lines. The use of a 
large mixing tank increased the thermal inertia of the mixing system 
which, in turn, helped suppress the fluctuations in temperature. The 
installation of an automatic float control system in the mixing tank 
and the use of a pressure regulator and a pump downstream of the mixing 
tank entirely eliminated flowrate fluctuations. Before the beginning 
of any run, the water temperature in the mixing tank was kept in the 
neighborhood of the required jet temperature (within + 2°F). 
Continuous monitoring of the water temperature was done by recording the 
hot and cold water temperatures at the mixing tank inlet as well as the 
mixture temperature at the pump discharge. Fine adjustments were made 
(using appropriate hot and cold water valves) to get the required 
temperature at the jet discharge. 
to the jet 
to the drain 
filter 
rotameters 













steam cold water 
in in 
Figure 2.9. A schematic of the hot/cold water system 
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2.1.11. Dye-injection circuit and flow visualizations 
Flow visualization was carried out using colored dye injected in 
the jet discharge line. This was done using a hypodermic needle, a 
dye tank located outside the channel, and a 1/4-hp pump to overcome 
the pressure drop in the hypodermic needle as well as the water 
hydrostatic pressure (the water column in the channel above the jet 
discharge hole). Black and white and colored prints were used to 
visualize the interaction of the jet and the cross-flowing water stream. 
Some of these photographs will be presented in Chapter 4. 
2.1.12. Traversing mechanism 
In order to be able to position and traverse the probe, a 
specially-designed traversing mechanism with manual and computer-control 
capabilities was used. It is composed of a L. C. Smith digital 
indicator model DI-3R, a switchbox, a traversing carriage, a L. C. Smith 
standard configuration probe actuator model BBR, and two 1-inch-
diameter cylindrical stainless steel rails that run the length of the 
channel except for an open section on one end to allow for carriage 
mounting. Except for the L. C. Smith DI-3R and the L. C. Smith BBR, 
the traversing mechanism was designed and manufactured in the Engineering 
Research Institute Machine Shop. One of the rails is a guide rail 
and is the reference from which probe positions are measured. The 
carriage moves on pairs of linear ball bushings mounted on pillow blocks 
on the guide rail side of the channel. On the opposite side of the 
channel, the carriage moves on linear ball bushings that are press-fit 
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into a special pillow block which can rotate towards and away from 
the channel axis. The linear ball bushings are fastened to the side 
blocks which provide the rigid mounts for the rest of the carriage. 
More on the construction details of the carriage can be found in 
Hottman [178]. 
The digital indicator can position and readout the position of the 
L. C. Smith BBR actuator. The DI-3R contains the power supply, 
establishes the voltage across the potentiometers and transmits the 
potentiometer voltage to the control unit in addition to providing 
controls for manual operation of the positioning motors. More details 
on the theory of operation and/or wiring diagrams of the digital 
indicator/controller can be found in reference [179]. The switchbox, 
on the other hand, connects the four positioning motors (3 for 
translational motion and 1 for rotation) and the potentiometers to 
the L. C. Smith digital indicator and the scanner and contains wiring 
connections for either manual or computer-controlled operation. Details 
of the switchbox wiring diagrams can be obtained from the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering at Iowa State University. 
The standard configuration probe actuator BBR is capable of 
providing vertical and angular motions to the probe. Axial (streamwise) 
and transverse (spanwise) motions are provided by two 24-volt, 
1/10-hp DC motors that are geared to two power screws. Figure 2.10 is 
a photograph of the traversing carriage and the BBR taken from above 
the channel. 
Figure 2.10. Photographie view of the traversing carriage showing 
the BBR and axial and transverse positioners 
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During preliminary tests conducted with hot-film probes in water, 
flow-induced vibrations were observed. This problem was overcome 
using the special arrangement shown in Figure 2.11. This arrangement 
used two extra teflon supports for the probe holder to provide more 
stiffness and, thus, less deflection to the probe support system. • 
2.2. Data Acquisition System 
The present experiments were controlled by an HP 87XM microcomputer. 
Other major components in the data acquisition system were an HP 3495A 
scanner, a Fluke 8520A high-speed digital multimeter, an HP 9121D dual 
flexible disc drive, and an HP 82905B dot-matrix printer. The 
microcomputer was interfaced with the scanner, the multimeter, the 
disc drive, and the printer using standard IEEE-488^interface cables. 
The computer has 128 kbytes of available user memory and a built-in 
plotter/printer read-only-memory. An input/output read-only-memory was 
provided as an add-on unit. The disc drive added an extra 540 kbytes 
of storage to the system. The Fluke 8520A is a 5 1/2-digit high-speed 
digital multimeter that was used for converting analog input signals 
to digital signals which were, in turn, transmitted to the computer for 
further processing. The maximum sampling rate for the Fluke 8520A 
is 240 Hz under certain conditions. For all the experiments performed 
in this work, the DC voltages were sampled at 20 Hz, while the AC 
voltages were sampled at 10 Hz. The HP 3495A scanner is a device that 
can switch analog input signals to an appropriate measuring device 




% 1. Guide tube DISA 55H139 (9.8 nrn 00) 2. 5/8-inch 00 stainless steel tube 
3. I>sxlx2-inch rectangular aluninum block 
4. Wx8-inch slotted aluminum plate 
5. iix8Jsx8-1nch aluminum plate 
6. Two-3/16-inch bolts and nuts (long stem) 
7. Power screw for the axial motion 
8. Teflon block 2-inch thick x 3 5/8-inch long 
with a 21/32-inch diam. hole 
9. Aluminum plate 1/2-inch x 12-inch x 8-inch 
10. Two-3/16-1nch bolts and nuts (short stem) 
11. 3-inch diam., 1-inch thick teflon block with 
a 21/32-inch diam. hole 
12. 5/8-inch 00 plastic support 
13. OlSA 55H136 4imt chuck for single sensor 
probes 
14. OISA 55H21 probe support for single 
sensor probes 
15. DISA 55R11 or DISA 55R12 fiber-film probes 
16. Five-3/16-inch diam. bolts 
Figure 2.11. Probe vibration elimination arrangement 
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in the present work was supplied with a ten-channel relay actuator 
assembly which enabled the scanner to control external devices with 
relay actuator closures (the L. C. Smith digital indicator DI-3R in 
this case). A twenty-channel low-thermal relay assembly enabled the 
scanner to multiplex signals into a common detector, usually the 
digital voltmeter (Fluke 8520A in this case). Typical signals that 
were multiplexed were the low-level DC voltages from the thermocouples 
and other transducers like the hot-film anemometer. 
Special software was designed for use in conjunction with the 
measurements of the flow, heat transfer, and turbulence characteristics 
of heated and unheated jets in cross-flow using hot- and cold-film 
anemometry methods. The software, among many other things, provided 
computer-controlled motion of a probe holder in three mutually-orthogonal 
directions as well as rotation around a vertical axis. The motion 
could be in a three-dimensional space around the jet plane of symmetry, 
to just one side of the plane of symmetry, in the jet plane of 
symmetry itself, or according to a predefined set of coordinates. A 
listing of the program is provided in Appendix A. Figure 2.12 shows 
the components of the data acquisition system. 
2.3. Instrumentation, Calibration and Qualification Tests 
In this section, an attempt is made to describe the instrumentation 
used in the present work, as well as the calibration procedures 
for the film probes in both velocity and temperature experiments. 
Qualification tests are described at the end of the section. 
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HP 3495A Scanner HP 87XM Microcomputer 
LC Smith DI-3R 
• •  
HP 747OA Plotter 
Fluke 8520A High-Speed 
Digital Multimeter 
HP 82905B Dot-Matrix Printer 
Figure 2.12. Components of the data acquisition system 
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2.3.1. The hot-wire/film anemometer 
The hot-wire/film anemometer is a thermal transducer capable of 
supplying electric current through the hot-wire/film probe sensing 
element, the latter being exposed to cross flow. As the rate of flow 
changes, so also does the heat transfer from the probe sensing 
element, thus altering the latter's heat balance. Since the probe 
sensing element is made from a material that possesses a temperature 
coefficient of resistance, i.e., changes in temperature cause 
corresponding changes in resistance, the variation in resistance can 
be monitored by the measuring system transducer, and a signal that is 
proportional to the variations in the flow velocity or temperature can 
be obtainedr 
There are two basic methods of operating the wire/film anemometer; 
the constant-temperature method and the constant-current method. In 
the former, a Wheatstone bridge, of which the probe forms a part, and 
a servo-amplifier are employed. Electric current from the servo-
amplifier flows through the bridge, thus heating the sensor. Any slight 
variation in sensor temperature and hence in electric resistance due 
to the cooling effect of the flow is immediately compensated for by 
means of the servo-amplifier. In other words, the output current of 
the amplifier is controlled by the bridge unbalance. The amplifier is 
usually polarized so that a change in probe resistance due to cooling 
will result in an increase in the amplifier output current, and thus, 













Figure 2.13. Schematic of a constant-temperature anemometer 
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In the constant current method, on the other hand, the sensor 
current is maintained constant by employing a large resistor in series 
with the probe sensor. A change in voltage due to a corresponding 
change in the velocity of the medium can be picked up by an amplifier 
for monitoring. This method is no longer widely used for the 
measurement of velocity and velocity fluctuations. This is primarily 
due to the fact that, for large velocity fluctuations, the response of 
the sensor will lag the actual change in velocity due to its own 
thermal inertia. However, by matching the amplifier frequency 
characteristics to that of the sensor, a flat frequency response is 
possible out to several KHz [180]. 
The constant current method, however, is very popular in the 
measurement of mean and fluctuating temperatures. This is usually 
accomplished by supplying the sensor with a very small current 
(1-3 mA) which will keep the sensor in thermal equilibrium with the 
fluid. This current, in general, is small enough to ensure that the 
sensor responds only to the temperature and temperature fluctuations 
independently of the velocity or the velocity fluctuations of the 
medium. It is recommended, however, that independent tests be 
carried out to determine how much velocity contamination (if any) in 
the temperature signal is present. 
2.3.2. Components of the anemometer systems 
Thermal anemometry was used extensively throughout the present 
study. Normal and 45°-slanted fiber-film probes were used with 
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anemometers operated both in the constant-temperature and constant-
current modes to measure mean velocities, mean temperature, turbulent 
stresses, and the RMS temperature fluctuations. Two constant-temperature 
channels and one constant-current channel were used. One constant-
temperature anemometer channel was comprised of a DISA 55M01 main unit, 
a DISA 55M10 standard bridge and a DISA 55M25 linearizer along with a 
DISA 55M05 power pack. The other constant-temperature anemometer 
channel was comprised of a DISA 55D01 main unit and a DISA 55D10 
linearizer. The constant-temperature anemometer was used in conjunction 
with a DISA 55Rll-90°-probe and a DISA 55R12 45°-slant probe. The 
constant-current anemometer channel was comprised of a DISA 55M01 main 
unit and a DISA 55M20 temperature bridge along with a DISA 55M05 power 
pack. The constant-current anemometer was used with a DISA 55Rll-90°-
probe for mean and RMS temperature measurements. A constant probe 
current of about 2.5 mA was used for all temperature runs. This 
relatively high value for the probe current was chosen because of the 
desire to increase the probe sensitivity to temperature fluctuations. 
The velocity dependence was checked and was found negligible at this 
value of the probe sensor current. For constant-temperature 
operation, an overheating ratio of 1.08 was used throughout the study. 
This value was chosen since it offered a compromise between a 
relatively high frequency response and an adequate probe lifetime. 
Also, at this overheating ratio, the voltage drift, mostly 
attributable to dirt and bubble accummulation on the sensor, was 
tolerable. Usually, the probe broke before it was too dirty to use. 
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Supporting equipment included a DISA 55D25 auxiliary unit, a DISA 55D35 
RMS meter, a HP 3435A multimeter, and a dual-beam oscilloscope. 
Figure 2.14 is a schematic of the anemometer system used and how it 
is connected to the data acquisition system. 
2.3,3. Probe calibrations 
As was mentioned in Section 2.3.2, extensive use was made of two 
types of fiber-film probes; the DISA 55Rll-90°-probe and the 
DISA 55R12-45°-slant probe. The 90°-probe was used for both velocity, 
temperature and turbulence intensity measurements, while the 45°-probe 
was used along with the 90°-probe for the measurement of the Reynolds 
stresses. A procedure to accurately calibrate these probes was 
necessary to ensure maximum accuracy in the experimental results. The 
velocity calibration set-up and procedure will be described first, 
followed by a description of the temperature-calibration set-up and 
procedure. 
2.3.3.1. Velocity The sensor was calibrated by adjusting the 
anemometer and the linearizer and recording their output voltages 
versus known velocity values. The known velocities were provided by 
the discharge of water from a 12-ft. long, one-inch diameter pipe 
operating in turbulent flow. The pipe is located on top of the channel 
and receives its water supply from the by-pass line at the pump 
discharge. The pipe was centered such that its centerline coincides 
with the center of the probe sensor. The pipe was fastened at 
different locations, along its length, with proper clamps so as to 































Figure 2.14. Thermal anemometers and data acquisition 
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maintain centerline alignment and to minimize vibrations during any 
calibration run. The anemometer was adjusted, according to the 
manufacturer's instructions, for the required overheating ratio and 
the anemometer bridge balance was optimized using the square-wave 
test procedure. The linearizer was adjusted for maximum linearity in 
the velocity range expected during the actual experiment by adjusting 
its exponent and temperature-compensating circuits and by suppressing 
its output voltage at zero flow velocity. The traversing carriage along 
with the probe and its supports were then brought to within a very 
small distance (z 0.5 mm) from the exit plane of the calibration pipe 
and fine adjustments for centering the probe tip to coincide with the 
calibration pipe centerline were made, if necessary, with the aid of 
the L. C. Smith DI-3R digital indicator. The carriage and the probe 
and its supports were then moved to a safe distance away from the 
calibration pipe. The water flow was started in the calibration pipe 
while the water temperature was monitored using a copper-constantan 
thermocouple. The flowrate was initially set to a relatively high 
value (corresponding to an average pipe velocity of about 7 ft/sec) 
by adjusting the throttle valve located upstream of the calibration pipe. 
The water flowrate, and consequently the average velocity, was computed 
by collecting a known amount of water in a known period of time with 
the help of a stop watch, a bucket and a balance which had a precision 
of 1 gram. The maximum centerline velocity was computed by assuming 
a fully-developed turbulent velocity profile at the pipe exit plane. 
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The ratio of the average velocity to the maximum centerline velocity 
is a known function of the Reynolds number based on the average 
velocity and the pipe diameter [181]. 
The output voltages of the anemometer and the linearizer were 
measured and recorded along with the water velocity and temperature. 
The flowrate was then reduced and the same procedure was repeated until 
the maximum centerline velocity was in the neighborhood of 2 1/2 ft/sec. 
For lower velocity values (< 2.0 ft/sec), a stop watch was used to time 
the flow of a specially-designed float in the water channel. The 
output voltages of the anemometer and the linearizer were also 
recorded in this case. The calibration run was considered completed 
after the acquisition of 20 calibration points (usually 16 points of 
which are obtained using the calibration pipe) . The calibration data 
were correlated using a King's law type of relationship; i.e., 
= A + B /u^ where A and B are constants to be determined from a 
least-square curve-fit. The linearizer data were collected using a 
relationship of the form: 
= S ÏÏ (2.3) 
where S is a constant to be determined from a least-square curve-fit. 
The linearizer calibration line usually passed through or was very 
close to the origin because of proper initial adjustments of the 
linearizer. If this was not the case, the whole calibration run was 
repeated. 
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During the calibration run, the turbulence intensity ranged from 
3-4% at the pipe centerline to less than 1% for the channel flow in 
the "float" case. The correlation coefficients were usually better 
than 0.9980. Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show results of a typical 
calibration run for the probes used. Figure 2.15 is the unlinearized 
calibration curve, while Figure 2.16 is the linearized curve for a 
45''-probe. A specially-designed interactive computer program for the 
HP 87XM was used for all velocity and temperature calibration runs. 
All anemometer and thermocouple readings recorded were the average of 
several hundred samples to ensure-maximum repeatability. Complete 
listing of the software is given in Appendix B. 
2.3.3.2. Temperature The temperature-calibration set-up 
consists of a Haake constant-temperature water bath model A81, having 
a resolution of 0.1°F, and a copper-constantan thermocouple attached 
to the fiber-film probe support. The DISA 55M01 main unit was operated 
with the DISA 55M20 temperature bridge as a constant-current anemometer 
to supply 2.5 mA of current to the probe sensor. The water bath was 
placed inside the channel to permit the probe to be lowered and 
immersed in the bath water. The water temperature was initially set 
at 50°F and the output voltage of the constant-current anemometer 
and the water temperature were recorded. The temperature was gradually 
increased (by increments of 2°F) and at each setting, both the 
anemometer output voltage and the bath temperature were recorded and 
stored. The calibration run was considered completed after the 
acquisition of 20 calibration points. A linear relationship always 
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Figure 2.16. 55R12-A 6.21 ohm slant probe linearizer calibration data 
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resulted between the anemometer voltage and the bath temperature which 
was represented by the following equation: 
E = T (2.4) 
cc t t 
where is the output voltage of the constant-current anemometer, 
T is the bath temperature, and and are constants to be 
determined by a least-square curve-fit of the calibration data. 
Correlation coefficients of 0.999998 or better were always obtained 
using this procedure. A typical temperature-calibration curve is given 
in Figure 2.17. The software given in Appendix B was also used in 
carrying out the temperature-calibration runs. 
2.3.4. Remarks on the use of hot-film probes in water 
Numerous problems, many of which were related to the use of 
hot-film probes in water, were encountered during the experimental 
program. These problems included anemometer output voltage drift, 
noise, anemometer instabilities, ground loops, and the strong 
temperature-dependence of the anemometer response. These and other 
problems have been mentioned and discussed in detail by Morrow and 
Kline [182]. Morrow and Kline [182] described an excellent study in 
which they tested, in a series of specially-designed experiments, the 
performance of three commercially available constant temperature 
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Figure 2.17. Calibration data for the 55R11-B 5.7-ohm fiber-film 
probe for temperature measurements 
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The output voltage drift encountered in this study was classified 
as either reversible or irreversible. The reversible drift was 
primarily the result of dirt or bubble formation on the hot-film 
sensor. The effect of bubbles could, generally, be reduced by 
electrically disconnecting the probe from the anemometer and shaking 
the probe support for a few seconds. If this did not work, removing 
the probe from under the water for a few minutes, until it drys, 
usually helped. At times, however, neither method worked and one 
would have a tendency to believe that permanent damage to the sensor 
quartz coating may have already taken place. A quick check of the probe 
cold resistance immediately decided this issue. An increase (even a 
slight one) in the sensor cold resistance would indicate the beginning 
of the end for the probe lifetime. The drift in voltage associated 
with this type of erosion of the sensor quartz coating was, therefore, 
irreversible and, eventually, the probe would have to be replaced. 
Many times, however, checking the probe cold resistance indicated that 
the quartz coating was still intact, yet, the drift persisted. 
Leaving the probe in air for a couple of hours helped restore the 
original probe calibration without even having to clean up the sensor. 
This behavior was usually observed after heating the probe continuously 
while in water for several hours (5-10 hours). The recurrence of this 
behavior became more frequent as the probe neared the end of its 
expected lifetime (50-130 hours). 
This problem, along with other drift-related problems, was 
overcome by continuously monitoring the anemometer output voltage and 
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by checking the calibration at reference locations in the channel 
where the flow velocity was known. A voltage normalization technique 
developed at Stanford University by Jeans and Johnston [183] was 
employed. The main feature of this technique was using the bridge 
voltage obtained in a region of known and constant velocity (outside 
the jet domain of influence) to normalize all measurements: 
Ë% =ËM - (2.5) 
ref ,s 
where = normalized voltage at measurement point, 
= actual voltage at measurement point, 
^ref p ~ '^''oltage at reference point during calibration 
(primary reference point), and 
^ref s ~ voltage at reference point at time of measurement 
(secondary reference point). 
The normalization procedure mentioned above corrects only for the 
DC component of the anemometer output voltage. Since the RMS voltage 
fluctuations are important in determining all the turbulence quantities, 
it was imperative not to tolerate appreciable voltage drift even in 
the DC component. This necessitated at times removing the probe from 
the water and recessing the experiment for a few hours if drift 
observed was reversible, i.e., not accompanied by an increase in the 
sensor cold resistance. When irreversible drift was diagnosed, the 
run was terminated. 
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The noise, in hot-film anemometry, can be categorized according 
to its origin as electronic or mechanical. Electronic noise is 
generated internally by the Johnson effect in the Wheatstone bridge 
resistors and has a very wide bandwidth [182] . This type of noise was 
not observed in the present work. Mechanical noise, however, was 
encountered, at the beginning of the program, because of probe 
vibrations due to vortex shedding or flow-induced vibrations, as well as 
vibrations originating from the recirculation pump. The noise due to 
vortex shedding and flow-induced vibrations was almost eliminated 
entirely by utilizing a specially-designed vibration-suppressing 
structure which was described in an earlier section of this chapter. 
Anemometer instabilities were encountered at the beginning of the 
experimental program from time to time. The main cause was water 
leaking into the probe compartment because of improper connections or 
bad sealing rings. This problem was corrected by strengthening and 
improving the sealing arrangements for all underwater connections. In 
cases where the instabilities persisted, the sensor quartz coating 
was found to be eroded and the probe was replaced. 
Ground loops were originally observed, but were later eliminated 
completely by grounding the channel water and the anemometer system 
and then connecting the channel water to the chassis of the anemometer 
system. The anemometer will, as a general rule, be grounded via the 
third pin of the AC plug. 
Strong temperature dependence was observed when operating the 
constant temperature hot-film anemometer in water. Temperature 
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compensating probes were not used in the present work primarily because 
a temperature-compensated slant probe (which would have been needed 
in Reynolds stress measurements) was not available. Mathematical 
correction to the calibration curve was, therefore, necessary for 
both the anemometer and the linearizer output signals due to variations 
in fluid temperature. Correction equations were, thus, derived for 
both normal and 45°-slanted probes. The equations are capable of 
handling cases where the fluid properties are strongly dependent on the 
ambient temperature. The details of the derivation of these equations 
are given in Chapter 3. 
2.3.5. Other measurements and calibrations 
2.3.5.1. Thermocouple measurements of mean temperature Copper-
constantan thermocouples were used for, the measurement of mean 
temperatures at the jet discharge, in the free stream, adjacent to the 
film probe and in many crucial locations in the mixing system outside 
the channel. The latter thermocouples served as early warning 
measuring units to help monitor and control the jet temperature at the 
discharge pipe. The free stream temperature was an important part of 
the data in addition to being necessary in order to correct for the 
temperature contamination of the velocity signals in constant-
temperature-anemometer operation. 
Preliminary calibration of the thermocouples revealed that the 
calibration data agreed to within + 0.1°F of the standard calibration 
data for copper-constantan thermocouples. On this basis, it was 
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decided that the standard data were accurate enough for this study, 
and these were employed for all thermocouples used in the present 
work. These data were correlated, for data acquisition purposes, 
using polynomial approximations. These correlations are given in 
Appendix C. 
2.3.5.2. Jet flowrate Two Brooks "full-view" rotameters were 
used to measure the jet flowrate at the discharge. A Brooks model 
1110-10H3A1V rotameter was employed to measure flowrates less than 
6.5 gpm, while a Brooks model 1112A10G3B1A was used for flowrates less 
than 8.5 gpm. The two rotameters were calibrated using a weigh-tank 
and a stop watch. The maximum error in the calibration data is 
estimated to be less than 1% of the full-scale reading. The calibration 
data were correlated using least-square curve-fits with correlation 
coefficients equal to or better than 0.9990. Details of the 
calibration data are given in Appendix D. 
2.3.5.3. Free-stream velocity A propeller-type velocity probe 
and a digital indicator (frequency counter) model 412 from Nixon, LTD, 
were employed for quick and approximate measurements of the free-stream 
velocity. This was never used during the actual measurement run 
because of the inherent inaccuracies associated with its use, 
especially at low velocities. 
2.3.5.4. Probe position The probe position was measured using 
the L. C. Smith DI-3R digital indicator and appropriate potentiometers 
placed on the traversing carriage. The positions of the probe (in the 
span, axial, vertical, and angular directions) were converted into 
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corresponding voltage readings using the DI-3R and the potentiometers. 
Calibrations of all four motions were carried out by physically 
measuring the probe positions relative to reference locations and 
recording the corresponding voltage readings on the L. C. Smith DI-3R. 
The distances in all three translational motions were measured using 
a calibrated vernier caliper of 0.01 mm resolution. The calibration 
of the angular motion was done employing a specially-designed protractor 
with a resolution of 1 degree. The calibration data were correlated 
using nonlinear least-square curve fits for data acquisition purposes. 
Details of the calibration data and polynomial correlations are given 
in Appendix E. 
2.3.6. Qualification tests 
A series of tests were carried out to qualify the water channel 
basic characteristics. At the early stages of the experimental 
program, before the installation of the foam and the metal screen, the 
velocity profile in the channel core was checked using the propeller 
velocity probe and the Nixon model 412 frequency counter and was found 
to be nonuniform. The turbulence intensity was also evaluated using 
the same equipment and was found to be high, especially in the upstream 
portion of the channel. The boundary layer effect was observed near the 
channel bottom and sides, while a periodic phenomenon, that may have 
been caused by the circulating pump, was observed in the velocity 
readings. 
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The installation of the foam upstream of the honeycomb made the 
channel velocity much more uniform and reduced the free stream 
turbulence intensity to 4%. Both the free stream velocity and 
turbulence intensity were evaluated using a DISA constant temperature 
anemometer and a DISA 55R11 normal probe. The installation of the 
metal screen downstream of the honeycomb helped reduce both the intensity 
and scale of turbulence even further. The maximum free stream 
turbulence intensity became less than 1% and in the channel core, 
less than 0.5%. Figure 2.18 shows both the channel free stream 
velocity and turbulence intensity three feet downstream of the plate 
leading edge after the installation of the homeycomb, the foam, and the 
metal screen. Each point in the graph is the average of 500 samples. 
Appendix F gives the mathematical details of measuring the free stream 
turbulence intensity. 
The boundary layer developing on the plate at the jet discharge 
location was found to be laminar based on the observation of tufts 
suspended in the flow. The boundary layer thickness, based on the 99% 
value, is estimated to be about 0.255 inches over the center of the 
jet discharge pipe for a free stream velocity of 1.15 ft/sec. At the 
velocity ratios considered in this study, the cross-stream should have 
very little influence on the jet flow upstream of the discharge pipe; 
see, for example, Andreopoulos and Rodi [32]. 
Qualification of the measurement procedures for mean velocities 
was carried out in two independent ways. The centerline trajectory, 
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Figure 2.18. Mean velocity and turbulence intensity without the 
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points of maximum velocity using a constant-temperature anemometer 
and a normal hot-film probe. The results were compared to the 
trajectories obtained by previous investigators such as Keffer and 
Baines [21], Abramovich [26], Kamotani and Greber [151], Ramsey [28], 
and Jordinson [24]. This is shown graphically in Figure 2.19. It 
should be mentioned here, however, that some of the velocity ratios 
reported by previous investigators and shown in Figure 2.19 are just 
nominal values. 
The other check on the mean velocity measurement procedures was 
done by comparing the profiles of mean velocity (measured in the 
streamline direction) of an isothermal jet to those of Ramsey and 
Goldstein [29] in the jet plane of symmetry at a velocity ratio of 
2.0. A comparison graph is given in Figure 2.20. The differences 
between the two velocity profiles are primarily the result of 
differences in the measurement positions and Reynolds numbers employed, 
as well as differences in the experimental apparatus. The velocity 
profile for the present study was measured at a streamwise distance 
of 1.837 D, while that of Ramsey and Goldstein [29] was measured at 
1.870 D. The jet discharge Reynolds numbers, on the other hand, are 
8865 for the present study and 110450 for Ramsey and Goldstein. The 
dependence of the jet characteristics on the discharge Reynolds number 
was first observed by Pratte and Baines [20] and later confirmed by 
Flatten and Keffer [22]. 
Qualification of the measurement procedures for the turbulence 
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Figure 2.20. Profiles of mean velocity for isothermal jets in 
cross flow 
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the direction of the mean velocity) of the same isothermal jet 
described above to that of Ramsey and Goldstein [29] at the same 
streamwise locations mentioned earlier. The comparison is shown in 
Figure 2.21. 
Qualification of the measurement procedure for the mean temperature 
profiles was carried out in two different and independent ways. In 
both ways, however, a DISA 55M01 main unit was used with a DISA 55M20 
temperature bridge and operated as a constant current anemometer in 
conjunction with a DISA 55R11 fiber-film probe. The first check was 
done by comparing the mean temperature profiles of a heated jet in 
cross flow at a velocity ratio of 2,0 to those of Ramsey and Goldstein 
at a velocity ratio of 2.38 in the jet plane of symmetry. Figure 2.22 
gives a graphical comparison at an X/D of 1.835 for the present study 
and 1.87 for Ramsey and Goldstein, while Figure 2.23 gives a similar 
comparison at an X/D of 3.670 for the present study and 3.560 for 
Ramsey and Goldstein. The jet Reynolds numbers corresponding to the 
former and latter cases are 16837 and 81438, respectively. 
The second check on the procedure used for temperature measurement 
was done by measuring the centerline temperature decay along the axis 
of a heated buoyant vertical turbulent jet discharged to a uniform 
stationary ambient. The data was compared to similar data by 
Pryputniewicz [184] and to predictions by Madni [185] at a discharge 
Froude number of 25. The comparison is shown graphically in Figure 2.24. 
For the same vertical jet, another check was done. The rate of 
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Figure 2.21. Profiles of turbulence intensity for isothermal jets 
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Figure 2.22. Profiles of mean temperature for heated jets in cross flow 
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Figure 2.24. Centerline temperature decay for buoyant vertical turbulent jets 
discharged in uniform ambients 
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distance, d was computed up to Z/D = 18.349 and found to be 
constant and equal to 0.11. This is in agreement with existing data 
for jets with straight-line trajectories [1]. 
In general, the agreement between the data obtained from the 
qualification tests and those of previous investigators is considered 
good enough to qualify both the apparatus used and the measurement 
procedures. Any disagreement observed was primarily the result of 
differences in the measurement locations, conditions, or the apparatus 
used. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE ANEMOMETER OUTPUT SIGNAL AND 
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
In this chapter, the anemometer response equations for both the 
constant temperature and the constant current modes of operation along 
with the temperature correction formulas will be derived and the details 
of the different measurement techniques and procedures employed in the 
present work will be discussed. It is appropriate, however, to start 
the chapter with a discussion of the directional characteristics of 
wire and film probes, followed by a derivation of a general expression 
for the effective cooling velocity of a rotating probe in a three-
dimensional turbulent flow field, since this will form the basis of 
most of the derivations that will follow. 
3.1. Directional Characteristics of Wire and 
Fiber-Film Probes 
Proper interpretation of the anemometer output signal requires that 
the directional characteristics of the probe be known. The directional 
sensitivity is generally assumed to follow normal component (or the 
cosine law) cooling. Normal component cooling refers to the dependence 
of the heat transfer rate from a hot-wire or film on the flow field 
only through the normal component of the velocity across the wire on 
film [186]. 
Prandtl [187], Jones [188] and Sears [189] established that, for 
laminar flow past an infinitely long cylinder oblique to a uniform 
velocity field, the two components of velocity in a plane perpendicular 
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to the cylinder axis are independent of the axial velocity component. 
They applied uniform heating along the cylinder axis and showed that 
the rate of heat loss per unit length is only a function of the normal 
velocity components. Schubauer and Klebanoff [190] conducted 
experiments to test the validity of the cosine law for yawed wires. They 
suggested that it should hold for finite wires for yaw angles less than 
70°. Kronauer [191] studied the effect of the hot-wire-length-to-
diameter ratio and the Reynolds number on the cosine law. He concluded 
that the deviation from the cosine law is dependent on the length-to-
diameter ratio of the wire and substantially independent of the Reynolds 
number. 
Hinze [192] and, more recently, Webster [193] introduced a yaw 
factor correction in the expression for the cosine law cooling. 
Hinze reported that the yaw factor increases with decreasing velocity 
and has a value that ranges from 0.1 to 0.3. Webster, on the other 
hand, suggested a value of 0.2 and argued that there was no systematic 
dependence of the yaw factor on the sensor aspect ratio. His data 
showed considerable scatter, however. 
Corrsin [194] carried out a theoretical analysis to study the 
deviation from the cosine law. His analysis gives a correction to the 
cosine law which arises only from the variation of end conduction 
losses with the angle of inclination. Delleur [195], on the other 
hand, verified the validity of the cosine law for yaw angles less than 
70°. For angles greater than 70°, he used the form of the cosine law 
given by Hinze [192] and Webster [193] and assigned a value of 0.14 to 
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the yaw factor. He did not report any dependence of the yaw factor 
on the probe aspect ratio or the Reynolds number. 
Champagne e£ al. [186] conducted heat transfer measurements on 
normal and inclined wires in air at subsonic speeds and investigated 
the effects of Reynolds number, the length-to-diameter ratio of the 
wire and the overheat ratio on the deviation from the cosine law. They 
used a form similar to that used by Hinze [192] and Webster [193] and 
found that the value of the yaw factor depends primarily on the 
length-to-diameter ratio of the wire. The yaw factor for platinum 
wires was found to be 0.2 for ii/d = 200, decreases with increasing 
&/d, and becomes effectively zero at 5,/d = 600. They, then, measured 
the temperature distribution along inclined and normal wires with a 
high-sensitivity infrared detector coupled to a high-resolution 
microscope with reflective optics. The measurements indicated that 
inclined wires and normal wires have nearly identical end conduction 
losses, although the temperature distribution on an inclined wire is 
slightly asymmetrical. They, therefore, concluded that the deviation 
from the cosine law is caused by an increase in the convection heat 
loss which, in turn, is attributed to the tangential component of 
velocity. 
Jorgensen [196] studied the behavior of wire and fiber-film 
probes in inclined operation. He composed the overall directional 
characteristics of the probe of both a pitch correction and a yaw 
correction. He, thus, included in his study the magnitude and 
variation of the pitch correction, characterized by a pitch factor, 
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analogous to the yaw factor, for various probe types. The effective 
cooling velocity was, therefore, expressed according to him in the 
form: 
"Lf " 4 + 4 4 + 4 "B 
where ^gff ~ instantaneous effective cooling velocity, 
= instantaneous velocity component normal to the 
sensor and lying in the plane of the prongs, 
= instantaneous velocity component binormal to the 
sensor (i.e., normal to the sensor and the plane 
of the prongs), and 
K^, K2 = the yaw and pitch factors, respectively. 
He showed that Equation (3.1) transforms into the form of the 
cosine law cooling first introduced by Hinze [192] and Webster [193] 
for the case where the pitch angle is zero; i.e., 
Ugff(4') = U^^(1(;=0) [cos^ip + KJ sin^ ip] (3.2) 
where ij; is the yaw angle and U^gg(^=0) is the instantaneous effective 
cooling velocity when the yaw angle is zero. He also made use of the 
work done by Gilmore [197] and Dahm [198] to argue that a natural 
choice for the instantaneous effective cooling velocity when the 
yaw angle is zero should take the form: 
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ujff(e) = Uggg(E=0) [cos^E + Kg sin^e] (3.3) 
where e is the pitch angle, a measure of how far the velocity vector 
is relative to the plane of the prongs (e being zero when the velocity 
2 
vector lies in the plane of the prongs), and U^^^(e=0) is the 
instantaneous effective cooling velocity when the pitch angle is zero. 
Figure 3.1 shows a general probe of slant angle (p in a three-
dimensional flow field. The probe can be rotated around the Z-axis 
(vertical axis) an angle 0 measured from a reference plane (plane of 
the paper). 
In all the analyses that follow, the form of the equation for the 
effective cooling velocity given by Jorgensen [196] (Equation (3.1)) 
will be utilized. A value of 0.2 was given to the yaw factor, K^, for 
both the DISA 55R11 and the DISA 55R12 fiber-film normal and slant 
probes based on the work by Webster [193], Champagne e£ [186], and 
Jorgensen [196], as well as many other investigators. The pitch 
factor, K^, on the other hand, was assigned a value of 1.02 for the 
two probes mentioned above based on the work by Jorgensen [196] and 
Orlando et al. [199]. 
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3.2. Effective Cooling Velocity of a Rotating 
Hot-Wire/Film Probe of Any Slant Angle in a 
Three-Dimensional Turbulent Flow Field 
3.2.1. General 
Refer to Figure 3.1 and define a probe-oriented coordinate 
system T, N, B, where T is tangent to the sensor, N is normal to 
the sensor in the plane of the prongs, and B is normal to the sensor 
and the plane of the prongs (called the binormal direction). The 
corresponding velocity components are U^, U^, and Ug, respectively. 
Transformation from the laboratory coordinate system to the probe-
oriented coordinate system can be accomplished by utilizing the 
following system of equations: 
= U COS0 sincj) - V sin0 sincj) - W cos({) (3.4) 
= U cos9 costj) + V sin0 coscj) + W sincj) (3.5) 
Ug = U sin0 + V COS0 . (3.6) 
Here ^  is the probe slant angle and 0 is the rotation angle measured 
from the reference plane (refer to Figure 3.1). Substituting 
Equations (3.4) through (3.6) into the general form of the instantaneous 
effective cooling velocity. Equation (3.1), gives; 
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Figure 3.1. A slanted sensor in three-dimensional flow showing yaw 
and pitch angles ij; and e, respectively 
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2 2 
= {U COS0 cos(j) + V sin0 coscfi + W sincj)} + 
2 2 {U COS0 sincj) - V sin0 sin(j) - W coscj)} + 
Kg {U sin0 + V cos0}^ . (3.7) 
Expanding the brackets in Equation (3.7) and collecting similar terms 
gives: 
= {cos^G (cos^cj) + K^sin^(|)) + K^sin^BlU^ + 
{sin^0 (cos^cj) + K^sin^cj)) + K^cos^0 }V^ + 
{sin^$ + K^cos^(j)}W^ + 
{sin 20(cos^(J) - K^sin^(j) + K^)}UV + 
{ sin 2(1) sin0 (1 + KJ) }VW + 
{sin 2(}) cos9(l - K^)}WU . (3.8) 
Since the instantaneous velocity is composed of a time-averaged part 
and a fluctuating part, we can write 
U = ÏÏ + u' 
V = V + v' 
W = W + w' . (3.9) 
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Also, 
^eff ^eff "eff " (3.10) 
Substituting Equations (3.9) and (3.10) into Equation (3.8) and time-
averaging both sides of the resulting Equation, we get the following: 
- 9  9  .  9  7  Z Z  /  Z  ^  — 7  I  o  
= {cos 0(cos (j) + K^sin (j)) + K^sin 0}(U + u ) 
+ {sin^0(cos^(j) + K^sin^(j)) + K^cos^8}(V^ + v ^) 
+ {sin^cj) + K^cos^ej)} (W^ + w ^ ) 
2  .  2 ,  
+ {sin 20(cos (j) - K^sin cfi + K^)}(UV + u'v') 
+ {sin 2<l> sin0(l + K^)}(VW + v'w') 
+ {sin 2(j) cos0(l - K^)}(WU + w'u') . (3.11) 
It is now possible to separate the time-averaged and the fluctuating 
parts of the instantaneous effective cooling velocity; the time-averaged 
part is given by 
= {cos^9(cos^(}) +K^sin^(fi) + K^sin^B}!]^ 
+ {sin^0 (cos^cj) +K^sin^(})) + K^cos^0}V^ 
+ {sin^ (j) + K^ cos^ (f)}W^  + 
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+ {sin 28(cos^(|, - K^sin^cj) + K^)}UV 
+ {sin 2(j> sin0(l + K^)}VW 
+ {sin 2(1) cos0(l - K^)}m (3.12) 
and the mean square fluctuation of the effective cooling velocity is 
given by: 
= {cos^ 9(cos^ (|) + K^ sin^ cj)) + K^ sin^ Glu'^  
+ {sin^9(cos^cj) + K^sin^^) + K^cos^8}v'^ 
+ {sin^ <}) + K^ cos^ cj)}w'^  
+ {sin 20(cos^(j) - K^sin^(J) + K^)}u'v' 
+ {sin 2(j) sin0(l + K^)}v'w' 
+ {sin 2(p cos0(l - K^)}w'u' . (3.13) 
3.2.2. Normal probe 




= {K^cos^e + K^sin^elÛ^ 
+ {K^sin^e + KgCOS^elV^ + 
+ {sin 28(Kg - kJ)}Ûv (3.14) 
"èL " {K^cos^S + KgSin^elu'^ 
+ {K^sin^e + KgCOs^eK'^ + w'^ 
2 „2 
+ {sin 28(K - K^)}u'v' . (3.15) 
3.2.3. 45°-slanted probe 
For a 45°-slanted probe, cj) = 45°, Equations (3.12) and (3.13) can 
be written as 
Ugff = J {cos^ed + K^) + 2 KgSin^elf 
+ I {singed + KJ) + 2 KgCOs^elV^ 
1 2 — 7  
+ i (1 + K^) 
+ i Sin 28(1 - K? + 2 K^) UV 
+ sin9(l + K^) VW 
+ cosed - K?) WU (3.16) 
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and 
u/ff = ^  {cos^0(l + K^) + 2 K^sin^Glu'^ 
+ y {singed + K^) + 2 K^cos^elv'^ 
+ I (1 + kJ) w'^ 
4- sin 20(1 - + 2 K^) u'v' 
+ sin9(1 + K^) v'w' 
+ cos0(l - K^) w'u' . (3.17) 
3.3. Temperature Correction for the Output Response of 
a C&nstant-Temperature Hot-Film Anemometer 
In constant-temperature operation, it is necessary to correct for 
the temperature contamination of the velocity signals if measurements 
are carried out at a temperature different than the calibration 
temperature. This is particularly important in liquid measurements 
because of the strong temperature dependence of the anemometer 
response. It will be shown that the linearized signal of a constant-
temperature anemometer is even more temperature-dependent than the 
unlinearized signal. So, in cases where a linearizer is employed in 
the analysis, temperature correction is imperative. 
In the following sections, the special formulas to correct for 
the linearized and unlinearized responses of a constant-temperature 
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anemometer will be derived for both normal probes and 45°-slant probes. 
The analysis will also be given for both constant and variable fluid 
property cases. The fluid properties are expressed as a function of 
temperature and presented in Appendix G. 
3.3.1. Variable fluid properties 
3.3.1.1. Unlinearized analysis 
3.3.1.1.1. General The equation of thermal equilibrium 
for a wire or film sensor is 
I^R = hCir d2) (T - T^) (3.18) 
P P P ^ 
where = probe current, 
Rp = probe resistance, 
d = probe sensor diameter, 
Z = probe sensor active length, 
= ambient temperature, and 
h = film coefficient of heat transfer between the 
sensor and the ambient fluid. 
Since Nusselt number, based on the sensor diameter, Nu^, is defined by 
Nu, = ^  (3.19) 
d Kg 
where is the thermal conductivity of the ambient fluid, evaluated 
at the film temperature, T^, and T^ = (T^ + T^)/2, Equation (3.18) can 
be written as 
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I^R = Tr£K. (T - T ) Nu, . (3.20) 
p p f p a d 
The resistance-temperature relationship for the sensor material takes 
the following form: 
R = R  [ 1 + a  ( T  -  T  )  +  ( T  -  T  +  :  
O O O 1 o 
which, by retaining only first-order terms, reduces to 
R = R  [ 1 + a  ( T - T ) ] .  ( 3 . 2 1 )  
0 0 0 
Equation (3.21) can be applied twice at T and T to give 
p a 
R = R [1 + a (T - T^)] (3.22) 
p o o p o 
and 
R = R [1 + a (T - T^)] . (3.23) 
a o o a o 
Subtracting Equation (3.23) from (3.22) and rearranging: 
(R - R ) = a R (T - T^) . (3.24) 
p a 0 0 p o 




V? = ®P - "a' ""d • 0.25) 
o o 
Kramers [200] found an empirical correlation between the Nusselt 
number and the Reynolds number for cylinders in cross flow in the 
absence of free convection and compressibility. His equation is given 
by 
Nu = 0.42 + 0.57 Pr Re°'^° . (3.26) 
a r r a 
Giovanangeli [201], on the other hand, derived a nondimensional heat 
transfer law for a slanted hot-film probe in water flow for two 
overheat ratios of 1.04 and 1.08. The proposed relationship takes 
the form 
At • I T m' 
Nu = — + {B' + C R" } (—) (3.27) 
p ef f a 
where Re^^^ is an effective Reynolds number given by 
^%ff = 
and A', B', C', n', and m' are constants which are given in Table 3.1, 
and is the fluid thermal conductivity evaluated at the sensor 
operating temperature, T^. 
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Table 3.1. Empirical constants for slanted probes 
Overheat ratio A' B' C n 
1.04 13.46 -22.05 1.40 0.32 -0.08 
1.08 16.10 -26.21 1.89 0.30 -0.03 
The relationship given in Equation (3.27) is considered an extension 
of the well-known Collis and Williams [202] law used to describe the 
behavior of a hot-film probe in water flow. 
Equations (3.26) and (3.27) can be written in a general form 
similar to King's equation as follows: 
(3.29) 
where, for a horizontal probe 
n = 0.5 
C = 0.42 Pr 0 . 2 0  (3.30) 
f 
D = 0.57 (^) 
0.50 
(3.31) 
and, for a slanted probe, 
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n = n 
A' . _ /f/' C = ^ + B' (^) (3.32) 
D = C (^) (^) . (3.33) 
f a 
Combining Equations (3.25) and (3.29) gives: 
2 "'"f - - - „ 
- ST »p - "= + » "e£fl • 0.34) 
0 0 
The output voltage, E, is related to the sensor current, 1^, by the 
following relation [203]: 
E = IRp + Ri + I, (3.35) 
where is the bridge top resistance (equal to 50 Q for the DISA 55M10 
standard bridge), and is the cable resistance. Combining 
Equations (3.34) and (3.35) gives 
R - R p tt£K. ~ _ n 
: - ) % + 4 + "ca' (rr) + » "effl 
p o o 
which can be rewritten in King's law form 
E^ = A + B U (3.37) 
err 
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where, in this case, the quantities A and B are given by 
R - R « TT&K- -
A = (-^ )^ ' (Rp + «T + ^ ca) ' (^ '38) 
p o o 
and 
R - R o p Tr£K 
B = (-^^) • (R + Rj 4. • (^) . D. (3.39) 
P 0 0 
Equation (3.37) can be applied twice, once at a calibration temperature, 
T^, and at an ambient temperature during actual measurements, T^, to 
give 
'"c + \ "jf 0'^°) 
and 
=  A  +  B  U p .  ( 3 . 4 1 )  
a a a erf 
where, 
and 
R - R , TTiUC 
A, • (-V^)(Rp + Ri + R„) (-rr) • c, (3.42) 
p 0 0 
«C • + 4 + • G, 0.43) 
p 0 0 
R_ - R O ïïS,K. \ + "l + (rf) • "•«' 
P 0 0 
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R - R o ttS/K^ ^ 
«a = ^ ' °a 
p 0 0 
with K^ ^ as the fluid thermal conductivity evaluated at where 
Tj, = (T + T )/2, so that the ratios A /A and B /B can be formed 
f,c c p c a c a 
as follows: 
A R - R K. C 
/= (3.46) 
a p " a f C 
a 
and 
B R - R D 
-=(^2 ^)(42£)(^) . (3.47) 
: a  % - V  D  
^ a 
It can be shown, however, that 
R - R T - T 
p a p a  
and Equations (3.46) and (3.47) can be rewritten as follows: 
A T - T K. C 
r = (f r> (f) (3.49) 
a p " a f 
a 
and 
B T - T K. D 
f = (/ /)(-|^ )(^ ) . (3.50) 
a p " a f 
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After combining Equations (3.40), (3.41), (3.49), and (3.50), solving 
—2 for and rearranging, the following general equation for the 
corrected anemometer voltage is obtained: 
„  D C  K .  D T - T „  
E^  = A {1 - (%^ )(%^ )} + (4^ )(f)(f f) (3.51) 
DC '^f D p " a 
a c a 
which gives the corrected voltage E^ as a function of the measured 
voltage.E^ along with the probe characteristics, fluid properties, 
calibration and measurement temperatures, and the calibration constant 
3.3.1.1.2. Normal probe For a normal probe, the 
quantities C^, D^, C^, and can be constructed making use of 
Equations (3.30) and (3.31). This gives 
n ?n 
C = 0.42 Pr. (3.52) 
c r ,c 
0 33 d ^•5'^ 
= 0.57 Pr, (—^) (3.53) 
^f,c 
C = 0.42 Pr°'^° (3.54) 
a f 
and 
n ri (^-50 
= 0.57 Prp-^ (^) . (3.55) 
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Substituting Equations (3.52) through (3.55) into Equation (3.51) gives 
the anemometer corrected voltage for the case of a normal probe, 
Pr, 0.13 V, 0.50 
t t ) c 
K. Pr. 0.33 V. 0.50 T - T „ 1/2 
+ . (3.56) 
f f f,c p a 
3.3.1.1.3. 45°-slanted probe For a 45°-slanted probe 
operated at an overheat ratio of 1.08, the quantities C^, D^, C^, and 
can be evaluated using Equations (3.32), (3.33), and Table 3.1. 
This gives 
~ 16 1 '^f c 
= ^ - 26.21 (-|^) (3.57) 
P c 
D = 1.89 (^) (-^) (3.58) 
f,c c 
~ 16 1 '^ f 
C = - 26.21 (-A) (3.59) 
^ a 
and 
0.30 T -0.03 
D = 1.89 (-^) (^) . (3.60) 
^ ^f a 
Substituting Equations (3.57) through (3.60) into Equation (3.51) gives 
the corrected anemometer voltage for the case of a 45°-slanted probe: 
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^ ^ 0.30 ^ ^ -0.03 ^ -0.03 
Ê = lA [1 - (-^ ) {(-4^ )(^ )} • 26.21 (-^ ) }/ 
^ L ^f,c c p a 
in T. -0.03 K. V. 0.30 
{16^  _ 26.21 (-^ ) }] + (-^ )(^ ) 
p ^f,c 
T. T -0.03 T - T -1^1/2 
{(-§^)(^)} • ( P _ /) • E^l 
c p a 
(3.61) 
3.3.1.2. Linearized analysis 
3.3.1.2.1. General The derivation of correction formulas 
for the linearized response of a constant temperature anemometer is 
more involved and depends on the type of linearizer employed. The 
DISA 55M25 linearizer, for example, accomplishes the linearization 
task by employing an analog computer with a transfer function composed 
of an exponential and a square root function. This is usually 
expressed as 
\ +F, (Ï -1 (3.62) 
where E = anemometer output voltage, 
= anemometer output at zero flow, 
m" = exponent, and 
F^, Fg = constants dependent on the measuring conditions [204] 
F^ and F^ can also be thought of as gain factors. The square root 
function becomes important at low velocities where free-convection heat 
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transfer from the probe sensor is of the same order of magnitude or 
higher than that of forced convection. The transfer function of the 
DISA 55D10 linearizer, on the other hand, does not include the square 
root function and, consequently, may be written as 
During all the measurements carried out in this study in which 
there was a need to use a linearizer, either a DISA 55D10 or a 
DISA 55M25 linearizer was used. When the latter linearizer was used, 
however, the square root function was disabled because free convection 
effects were believed to be substantially less than those of forced 
convection. Also, the addition of the square root function would have 
contributed to the complexities of the correction formulas and 
probably increased the uncertainties of the final experimental results. 
The analysis that follows will, therefore, deal with a transfer 
function of the form given by Equation (3.63). 
Since the anemometer output voltage is related to the effective 
cooling velocity by Equation (3.37), the linearizer output voltage 
can, in turn, be related to the effective cooling velocity by 
combining Equations (3.37) and (3.63). This gives 
(3.63) 
h ' fiK" + « (3.64) 
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Equation (3.64) can be applied at the calibration temperature, T^, 
and at the measurement temperature, T^, to give 
"A) -
and 
\.a = fl + «a • ".66) 
—2 
During the linearizer adjustment procedure, the value of E^ is 
always made equal to and the exponent m" is selected so that it be 
equal to 1/n, where n is the King's law exponent. This will reduce 
Equations (3.65) and (3.66), respectively, to 
°e££ ».67) 
and 
Eliminating from Equations (3.67) and (3.68), we get 
_ B 1/n E n 1/n 
' ''i (f) ^ 
Equations (3.49) and (3.50) can be utilized to replace and (B^/B^) 
in Equation (3.69) which becomes, after rearranging, 
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K. D T - T D C 1/n 
\.c - f^ ,a + V- *c fî <7'! • 
f D p a DC 
a a c 
(3.70) 
The gain factor, F^, can be determined by measuring both the 
linearized and unlinearized voltages at the same fluid velocity and 
temperature. This temperature can be selected to be the temperature 
of the actual measurements, i.e., T^. The linearized voltage is given 
by Equation (3.68), while the unlinearized voltage is given by 
Equation (3.41). These two equations can be solved to give the gain 
factor, F^, as: 
a c 
Substituting Equation (3.71) into Equation (3.70) and rearranging 
yields a general expression for the corrected linearizer voltage in 
terms of the actual measured linearized and unlinearized voltages along 
with the probe characteristics, fluid properties, calibration and 
measurement temperatures, and the King's law calibration constant, A^. 
This can be expressed in the following form: 
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A  D  C  K ,  C T - T  
f " 
a c a c a 
K, D T - T 1/n 
+ (-§^ )(z^ )(f A] . (3.72) 
f D p " a 
a 
Notice that the corrected linearizer response depends on the anemometer 
response. 
3.3.1.2.2. Normal probe For a normal probe, Equations 
(3.52) through (3.55) for C^, D^, C^, and can be utilized to 
transform Equation (3.72) into the following form: 
A Pr^ 0.13 v, 0.50 
a c f 
K- Pr, 0.20 T - T 
"if) • - » 
f f pa 
K. Pr 0.33 V, 0.50 T - T 2 
+ (-^ ) (-^ ) (^ ) (f f)] . (3.73) 
f f f,c p a 
3.3.1.2.3. 45°-slanted probe The quantities C^, D^, C^, 
and for a slanted probe are given by Equations (3.57) through (3.60) 
Substituting these equations into Equation (3.72) gives: 
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Et = E, 
L,c L,a 
r T -0.03 
Zô-^  - 26.21 (^ ) } / 
< - ^  P 
ic ir, T. -0.03 V. 0.30 
{i^_ 26.21 (^) } • (^) 
P c ^f,c 
T -0.03 K. T. ^  -0.03 
{(4^ )(^ )} • {(-4^ ) • 26.21 (-4^ ) ] 
K. K 
1^; m T. -0.03 T - T 
/ - 26.21 (^ ) ] • (/ _ - 1} 
p a p a 
K. V, 0.30 T. T 
+ (-f^ ) (^ ) • {(4^ )(^ )î 
^f,c 
-0.03 T - T -,2 
(-P Vrj, _ ^ / 
P a J 
(3.74) 
3.3.2. Constant fluid properties 
In this section, the previous correction equations will be derived 
for the special case where the fluid properties are independent of 
temperature. 
3.3.2.1. Unlinearized analysis 
3.3.2.1.1. Normal Probe In this case, 
and Equation (3.56) reduces to 
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Ë =Vc 
T - T 
^ -) • E . (3.75) 
c "T - T a 
This is compatible with the findings and results of Arya and 
Plate [205] and Bearman [206]. It is interesting to note that in 
Equation (3.75) is independent of the calibration constants. 
3.3.2.1.2. 45°-slanted probe In this case. Equation 
(3.61) reduced to 
r T -0.03 T. -0.03 
E_ = |A^ [1 - (^) • - 26.21 (^) } / 
L c pa
1ft in Tf -0.03 T -0.03 
_ 26.21 (-^ ) }] + (^ ) 
P ^c ^c 
T - T .-,1/2 
p a _i 
It is noted that, for the slanted probe, the corrected unlinearized 
response is not independent of the calibration constant, A^. It 
should be mentioned here, however, that the quantity multiplied by A^ 
in Equation (3.76) is much smaller than the quantity 
T -0.03 T - T 
(f) (firf) . 
c pa 
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especially for small differences between the calibration temperature, 
T , and the measurement temperature, T . Also, the term (T /T ) 
c a a c 
is very close to unity even for large differences between and T^. 
This can reduce Equation (3.76) to the form of the equation previously 
derived for a normal probe, i.e., Equation (3.75). 
3.3.2.2. Linearized analysis 
3.3.2.2.1. Normal probe The application of the constant-
property assumption in Equation (3.73) gives the following equation 
for the linearized response for the case of a normal probe: 
A  T - T  T - T o  
3.3.2.2.2. 45°-slanted probe For a 45°-slanted probe, 
the constant-property assumption reduces Equation (3.74) to 
r  A  T £ i r \  1  r  - u .  U J  
in T. -0.03 T -0.03 
{16^  _ 21 } • (^) 
p c c 
TA in T. -0.03 _ T -0.03 
^[1^ - 26.21 (^) ]/[i^ - 26.21 (^) ]• 
p c p a 
T - T  T  - 0 . 0 3  T  -  T  1 2  
pa c p a-
(3 .78)  
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3.4. Measurement of the Three-Dimensional Time-Averaged 
Velocity Field of Isothermal/Heated Flows 
In Section 3.2.2., an expression for the square of the time-
averaged effective cooling velocity was derived for the normal probe, 
Equation (3.14). This equation contains the three time-averaged 
velocity components U, V, and W in addition to the probe rotation 
angle 9. If, by suitable probe rotations, it is possible to obtain 
three independent signals, the velocity components U, V, and W can be 
determined. Furthermore, if the anemometer and linearizer signals 
are corrected for ambient temperature variations using the procedures 
employed in Section 3.3., the analysis can be extended to flows with 
heat transfer. 
For three angular positions corresponding to 9 = -90°, -45°, 0°, 
Equation (3.14) yields the following system of equations: 
—7 2 — 7  2 — 1  — 1  
U r.(0 = -90°) = C + K, + ir 






where the subscript n refers to normal probe quantities. This system 
of equations is nonlinear in the three unknowns, U, V, and W. The 
solution of the system is given by: 
+ {Ugff(-90°) + - 2 
{2(K^ - (3.82) i ,n J  
_ _ (3 33, 
" 
and 
W = [U^^.(-90°) - - K? . (3.84) 
The effective cooling velocity can be related to the linearizer 
output voltage by 
:L - "eff 
where is the calibration constant obtained using a least-square 
curve fit for the linearizer calibration data. Substituting U^££ from 
Equation (3.85) into Equations (3.82) through (3.84), the following 
expressions for the velocity components are obtained: 
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t[ '  U = $- I{E^(-90°) - E^(0°)} + [{EJ(-90°) - E^(O')}^ 
+ {E^(-90°) + EJ(0°) - 2 E^(-45°)}^]^'^^ / 
"«2,„ - 4,„» 
1/2 (3.86) 
[E^CO") + E^(-90°) - 2 E&-45'')] 
V = — (3.87) 
" <(4,n - 4, J " 
and 
E&-90°) , o T/9 
W = [-^^-5 U - K? . (3.88) 
g ^ Xyll 
n 
The above Equations (3.86) through ("3.88) are independent of the 
turbulence intensity and, therefore, should have the same accuracy 
in flows of any turbulence intensity. 
3.5. Measurement of the Components of the Reynolds 
Stress Tensor for Isothermal Turbulent 
Flows of any Turbulence Intensity 
The use of a rotating slanted probe in the experimental 
determination of turbulent stresses has been attempted by numerous 
investigators (see, for example, Fujita and Kovasznay [207], Ciray [208], 
Anderson et al. [209], Pimenta et al. [210], Acrivlellis [211-214], 
Rodi [215], Champagne et al. [186], Heskestadt [216], Kristensen [217], 
and Andreopoulos [31]). Some of the techniques used in this regard are 
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restricted to flows of low turbulence intensity or to those of high 
turbulence intensity and most of them cannot resolve the complete 
turbulence structure of highly three-dimensional flows. Furthermore, 
some of these methods require that the hot-wire or film be oriented 
such that the resultant velocity vector is perpendicular to the probe 
sensor. This is particularly difficult and, in cases where it is done, 
cannot be considered very accurate. 
The most usual procedure to carry out the probe rotations is that 
which requires rotation around two different axes. This is not 
possible in many cases as, for example, in duct flows. This was also 
not possible in the present study because of some restrictions imposed 
during the design process. The probe was allowed to rotate only 
around the vertical axis and, thus, the procedure that was implemented 
in the present study had to only permit this type of probe rotation. 
Conventional methods of hot-wire signal analysis rely on 
expressing the anemometer output voltage in terms of the velocity 
components, expanding binomially the resulting root terms of the 
velocity components and, thereafter, time-averaging and neglecting 
higher-order turbulence terms in the resulting binomial expansion. 
This method can be suitable for flows of small intensity of turbulence 
(less than 15%) but are inaccurate as the turbulence intensity gets 
higher. Durst [218], Jacobs [219], Rodi [215] and, more recently, 
Acrivlellis [211-214] introduced new and improved methods of analyzing 
hot-wire signals in highly turbulent flows in which they dealt directly 
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with the square of the linearized anemometer output signal. Using 
this procedure requires no binomial expansion of any kind and, thus, 
flows of low and high turbulence intensity can be analyzed without 
any loss of accuracy. These improved techniques, however, require 
direct manipulation of the linearized output. It was, therefore, 
decided in this study to employ a linearizer and use the new and 
improved methods, mentioned above, of analyzing hot-wire signals. 
In the procedure that will be described here, a 45"-slanted probe 
is rotated six times at -90°, -45°, 0°, 45°, 90°, and 180°, while a 
normal probe is used once at -90°. This results in seven response 
equations (6 for the 45°-probe and 1 for the normal probe) which are 
needed to solve for the six components of the Reynolds stress sensor, 
u'v', v'w', w'u', u' , v' and w' . As will be seen, the response 
equations resulting'- from the slant probe rotations are not sufficient 
to solve for all the unknown stress quantities since they are not 
independent and, thus, an additional response equation, from a different 
probe, is needed. 
Since it is the stress quantities that are to be determined, the 
AC component of the linearized anemometer output signal was utilized. 




Thus, it would be a logical step to start the analysis with 
Equation (3.13) of the mean square fluctuation of the effective 
cooling velocity. 
Combining Equations (3.13) and (3.89) gives: 
—% = {cos^0(cos^cj) + K^sin^(j)) + K^sin^G} u'^ 
S 
+ {sin^9(cos^^ + K^sin^(j)) + K^cos^G} v'^ 
+ {sin^O + K^cos^cj)} w'^ 
+ {sin 2G(cos^(j) - K^sin^c}) + K^)} u'v' 
+ {sin 2(j) sin0(l + K^)} v'w' 
+ {sin 2(j) COS0 (1 - K^)} w'u' . (3.90) 
For the 45°-slanted probe, (J) = 45°, Equation (3.13) can be applied 
six times at angular positions corresponding to G = -90°, -45°, 0°, 45°, 
90° and 180° to give the following six response equations: 
2 
e (-45°) .—Â -, 2 —9 1 ? —2 2 
_&l ^ _L _1_ ,.1^ , -L/1 . _ /-I J. 2 - Kgu' + -^(1 + K^) v' + ^ (1 + K^) w' - (1 + K^) v'w' 
(3.91) 
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= i(l + + 2 K^) ^  + ^(1 + + 2 Kg) ^  
+ yd + K^) w'^ - |(1 - KJ + 2 Kg) ïï^ 
- — (1 + KJ) V'W' + — (1 - KJ) W'U' (3.92) 
/2 ^ /2 ^ 
\(0°) 1 2 2 2 —2 1 2 —2 
Y (1 + Kp u'^ + v'^ +j a + KpW^ 
+ (1 - K^) w'u' (3.93) 
ej(45-) 
= ^  (1 + K^ + 2 Kg) u'^ + ^  (1 + K^ + 2 Kg) v'^ 
9 9 1 
+ -| (1 + Kp w'" + "I (1 - K~ + 2 Kp u'v' 




Kg u'^ +J a + kJ) v'^ + i (1+ K^) w'^ 
+ (1 + Kp v'w' (3.95) 
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and 
- (1 - kJ) FTP" . (3.96) 
The above system of equations is linearly dependent, i.e., the 
determinant of the coefficients is zero. Any increase in the number 
of slant probe rotations will not help overcome this problem and the 
only way out is to employ another probe (i.e., of different slant 
angle) to get the needed response equation. Using a normal probe 
(4) = 90°) at an angular position corresponding to 8 = -90° gives this 
extra response equation: 
where the extra subscript, n, refers to the normal probe. 
Equations (3.91) through (3.96) can be solved simultaneously in 
u'v', v'w' and w'u' to yield 
(3.97) 
n 
u'v' = [v/2 {e^(45°) - e^(-45°)} - {ej(90°) - e^(-90°)}] 
/[/2 sfd - + 2 Kg)] (3.98) 
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and 
ej(90°) - eJ(-90°) 
2 (1 + kJ) 
ej(0°) - 6^(180") 
2 (1 - K^) 
(3.99) 
(3.100) 
2 2 2 
One way to obtain the normal stress components, u' , v' and w' , 
is to solve Equation (3.97) simultaneously with a modified version of 
the system given by Equations (3.91), (3.93), (3.95) and (3.96). The 
modified system is obtained by adding Equation (3.91) to (3.95) and 
Equation (3.93) to (3.96) to get, respectively; 
e?(90°) + eJ(-90°) 
t = K? u'Z (1 + v,2 
2 S 
+ J a + kJ) W'^ (3.101) 
ana 
e^(0°) + e^(180°) . „ —j „ —j 
^ = i (1 + <) u'^ + < v'^ 
2 
+ J (1 + K^) w'^ . (3.102) 
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It is possible, now, to solve Equations (3.97), (3.101) and (3.102) in 
u'", v'~ and w'" to yield: 
v'^ = [[{K^ ^ (1 + K^) - 2 Kg} • {ej(0°) + ej(180°)} 
+ {(1 + K^)(l - Kg ^)} • {ej(90°) + e^(-90°)}]/ 
{sf(l + KJ - 2 Kg)} 
(1 + K:) , 
—2^ 
n 
{2K2 + a + 4)(i-4_„-4_^)} (3.103) 
u'^ = v'^ + [=2(0°) + ej(180°) - e^(90°) - e^X-90°)] 
/[S^d + - 2 Kg)] (3.104) 
and 
w'Z = 2 2 2 
Kz,. »' - %!.. ' 
, 2  (3.105) 
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3.6. Measurement of the Mean and Fluctuating Temperatures 
Using the "Cold-Film" Technique 
The use of a wire probe as a resistance thermometer for mean 
and fluctuating temperature measurements has been attempted, among 
others, by Corrsin [220], Bourke et al. [221], Maye [222], Chevray and 
Tutu [223], Hishida and Nagano [224], Hojstrup et al. [225], 
Pimenta et al. [210], LaRue et al. [226], Fabris [227], and 
Andreopoulos [30]. 
Corrsin [220] may have been the first to use the constant-current 
anemometer for mean and fluctuating temperature measurement. 
Bourke e£ a^. [221] developed and used a probe with a thin cold wire 
resistance thermometer, mounted close to a pair of crossed hot wires 
and with a sufficiently fast thermal response. Maye [222] presented 
an excellent analysis for the error arising from the thermal 
conduction between a cold wire and its supports. Chevray and Tutu [223] 
described an instrument consisting of two hot-wire probes operated in 
different modes and which is capable of providing separate and 
simultaneous signals directly proportional to velocity and temperature 
for a frequency ranging from zero to 10 KHz. A similar technique has 
also been used by Hishida and Nagano [224] in which the response 
equations of the two wires were solved by employing an analog technique, 
wherein not only the difference of the heat transfer coefficients 
between the two wires, but also their variations with both velocity 
and temperature were taken into consideration. The measuring system 
that they proposed was also capable of providing automatic 
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compensation even for very large amplitude velocity and temperature 
fluctuations over a frequency range of zero to 6 KHz. 
LaRue et [226] observed substantial deviations between the 
actually measured frequency response and the analytic results of wires 
operated as resistance thermometers to measure the turbulent 
temperature. They also observed a strong dependence of the wire 
frequency response on probe aging. They used the measured frequency 
response to correct a temperature spectrum measured in a heated jet. 
Fabris [227] used a specially-designed four-wire probe to measure 
the instantaneous temperature and the three velocity components in 
turbulent flow. He based his processing method on the solution of 
four complete nonlinear response equations for the sensors, yielding, 
in principle, exact instantaneous values of velocity components and 
temperature. Additional features of his processing method included 
instantaneous full correction for tunnel free-stream velocity and 
temperature fluctuations, first-order correction for DC drifts of the 
signals during data acquisition, subtraction of all 60-Hz related 
noise, and correction for streamwise displacement of sensors based 
on instantaneous streamwise velocity. 
In the present study, as was mentioned in Section 2.3.3.2., a 
DISA 55M01 main unit was operated along with a DISA 55M20 temperature 
bridge as a constant-current anemometer to supply a 2.5 mA of current 
to a DISA 55R11 fiber-film probe. The probe was, therefore, operated 
at a very slight overheat above-the fluid temperature. The resulting 
least-square curve-fitted calibration equation is given by 
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Equation (2.4). This equation was used to compute the mean temperature 
once the constant-current anemometer output voltage was measured. 
This results in 
- ®cc - \ 
T = g . (3.106) 
/ 2 
The root-mean-square temperature fluctuation,y t' , on the other 
hand, was measured using the AC component of the anemometer output 
voltage. This is based on the assumption that the instantaneous 
value of the anemometer voltage behaves, rigorously, in the same 
manner as the DC component. This can be expressed mathematically as 
follows: 
E = T • (3.107) 
cc t t 
where and T are instantaneous quantities, in this case. The 
fluctuations in temperature can be related to the fluctuations in 
voltage by: 
9E 
Squaring and time-averaging. 
—^ 9E 2 —y 
4 - ' ^ >  ^  
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The quantity (3E^^/3T) is approximately equal to (9E^^/9T) and, 
therefore. Equation (3.109) can be rewritten as 
(3.110) 
The root-mean-square temperature fluctuation, \[7^ , was computed 
using Equation (3.110) for the temperature runs reported in this study. 
Maye [222] indicated that there is no need to correct for end 
conduction losses (conduction to the prongs) when measuring the mean 
temperature (see also Pimenta et al. [210]). Maye argued successfully, 
however, that there may be a need to correct for prong conduction in 
temperature fluctuation measurements. His analysis will not be. 
repeated here, but his conclusions and findings will be utilized. The 
/~2 
corrected RMS temperature fluctuation, ^  t^, is related to the 
measured one, according to Maye, by 
(3.111) 
where T is a nondimensional quantity given by 
2 





h = film coefficient of heat transfer between the 
sensor and the ambient fluid, 
d and I = the sensor diameter and active length, and 
5 thermal conductivity of the ambient fluid 
evaluated at the average sensor-fluid film 
temperature. 
The film coefficient of heat transfer, h, is evaluated using the 
well-known Kramers [200] empirical formula. Equation (3.26). 
As can be seen from Equations (3.112) and (3.113), the quantity 
u is dependent on the film coefficient of heat transfer, h, and, 
consequently, on the flow velocity and temperature. Unfortunately, the 
flow velocity was itself an unknown quantity during all the 
temperature runs considered in this study and it was, therefore, 
decided not to carry out any systematic correction for end conduction 
losses. Since these corrections could be of sizable magnitude, it was 
necessary to indicate the correction procedure as well as a sense of 
how much correction may be needed for some selected cases. This is 
given below in Table 3.2 as a function of the fluid velocity for the 
case where the sensor-fluid film temperature is 100°F. 
The values given in Table 3.2 are based on an average thermal 
conductivity for the sensor material of 6.0154 Btu/hr. ft. °F, an 
Table 3.2. Error due to end conduction losses 
u (ft/sec.) 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8,0 9.0 
h (Btu/hr. ft? °F) 12618.17 15251.75 17471.95 21196.39 24336.24 25757.87 
T 0.0807 0.0734 0.0686 0.0623 0.0581 0.0565 
sl 2 t' (measured) 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 
t' (measured) 1.0878 1.0792 1.0736 1.0664 1.0617 1.0599 
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active sensor length of 1.25 mm and a sensor diameter of 70 microns^. 
The corrections calculated in Table 3.2 range in magnitude 
from 5.99% at a velocity of 9.0 ft/sec. to 8.78% at a velocity of 
2.0 ft/sec. These numbers, though nonnegligible, are far less than 
those reported for wire probes under similar conditions (could be 
as high as 44% [210]). The total error in the measurement of the RMS 
temperature fluctuations without correcting for end conduction losses 
is estimated to be 12%. 
^The DISA 55R11 fiber-film probe sensor is composed of a very thin 
nickel deposited on a 70-micron diameter quartz fiber. The film and 
the fiber are protected by a 2-micron quartz coating. 
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4, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Chapter Introduction 
In this chapter, the major experimental results obtained in the 
present study will be reported and discussed. These include velocity, 
temperature and turbulence data for isothermal, heated and cooled jets 
in cross flow. The velocity data reported here include mean velocity 
magnitudes measured in the streamline direction and, in a few cases, 
the streamwise and the vertical components of velocity. The turbulence 
data are also given, first in the form of an overall turbulence 
intensity measured in the mean flow direction, followed by detailed 
data for the turbulence structure including the turbulent shear stresses, 
the turbulent velocity fluctuations, the turbulent kinetic energy, the 
structural parameter, and the correlation coefficient. The temperature 
data, on the other hand, are either for the mean temperature or the 
root-mean-square fluctuations in temperature. In all the velocity runs 
where the actual ambient temperature was different from the calibration 
temperature, the temperature correction procedures described in Section 
3.3 were implemented. The DC drifts of the anemometer and linearizer 
responses, on the other hand, were corrected by the voltage 
normalization procedure described by Jeans and Johnston [183]. Flow 
visualization of the jet-cross stream interaction is given in the form 
of photographs of colored dye injected with the jet. A complete summary 
of the test runs is given towards the end of the chapter. 
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4.2. Temperature Centerline Trajectories 
The centerline temperature trajectory, defined as the locus of 
points of maximum mean temperature, was measured for both the heated 
and the cooled jet. Figure 4.1 shows centerline trajectories at a 
number of velocity ratio/Froude number combinations. At a velocity 
ratio of 7, results for Froude numbers of 63.69, -88.77, and -145.65 
are shown. At a velocity ratio of 4, data for Froude numbers of 
-46.95 and -82.62 are presented. At a velocity ratio of 2, results are 
presented for a Froude number of 19.73, while at a velocity ratio of 1, 
data for a Froude number of -10.26 is given. For this latter velocity 
ratio, trajectories up to 38 jet diameters downstream are presented. 
The figure also shows the centerline temperature trajectory at a 
velocity ratio of 2.34 for similar experiments conducted in a wind 
tunnel by Ramsey and Goldstein [29]. 
As a general rule, higher jet penetration is associated with 
higher velocity ratios. The role the Froude number plays is not obvious 
from the data presented in Figure 4.1. This is primarily because in 
most of the cases presented, the buoyancy forces were less significant 
than the momentum forces. For the case where the Froude number is 
-10.26, the role the Froude number plays is more pronounced. This is 
apparent by observing the jet sinking far doxmstream. For this 
particular Froude number and velocity ratio, the sinking effect can 
first be noticed at about 16 jet diameters downstream. It is expected 
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Figure 4.1. Centerline temperature trajectories 
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smaller negative Froude numbers. For small positive Froude numbers, it 
is expected that the jet rises as the downstream distance is increased. 
4.3. Centerline Temperature Decay/Rise 
The jet centerline temperature was measured for a number of velocity 
ratio/Froude number combinations. The temperature excess ratio, defined 
as (T-T^)/(T^^^-T^), where is the jet discharge temperature, is 
plotted against the nondimensional downstream distance, X/D, in 
Figure 4.2a. The centerline excess temperature decay measured by 
Andreopoulos [30] at a velocity ratio of 2 is also shown in Figure 4.2a. 
As can be observed, the choice of the excess temperature ratio to 
normalize the centerline temperature makes the data appear similar. 
For heated jets, Andreopoulos [30] argues that the maximum (centerline) 
—1/2 
temperature decays proportional to (X/D) regardless of the velocity 
ratio. He observed, for example, at M = 2 that his data (shown in 
Figure 4.2a) and those of Ramsey and Goldstein [29] fall on the 
—1 / 2 0.62 (X/D) curve. These observations are confirmed by the data 
shown in Figure 4.2a up to a downstream position of X/D = 10 (see the 
log-log plot of Figure 4.2b). At X/D positions greater than 10, the 
correlation suggested by Andreopoulos [30] is no longer holding. 
The centerline temperature rise for cooled jets, on the other hand, 
exhibits a behavior similar to that observed for heated jets. Using 
the same normalizing variable, (T-T^)/(T^^^.-T^), the resulting curves 
collapse on those of the heated jets for the corresponding velocity 
ratios. 
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4.4, Mean and Fluctuating Temperatures for Heated Jets 
4.4.1. Mean temperature 
The mean temperature profiles are presented in terms of the 
nondimensional temperature excess ratio, (T-T^)/(T^, for 
velocity ratios of 7, 4, and 1 both in and outside the jet plane of 
symmetry. The free stream velocity was 1.15 ft/sec. for all three 
velocity ratios. For the largest velocity ratio, M = 7, the jet and 
free stream temperatures were 125°F and 65°F, respectively, resulting 
in a Froude number of 63.69 and a Reynolds number of 62377 at the jet 
discharge. The same discharge and free stream temperatures were used 
for the intermediate velocity ratio, M = 4, resulting in Froude and 
Reynolds numbers at the jet discharge of 35.97 and 36263, respectively. 
For the smallest velocity ratio, M = 1, discharge and free stream 
temperatures of 122°F and 62°F, respectively, were used, resulting in 
Froude and Reynolds numbers at the jet discharge of 9.22 and 8821.7, 
respectively. Results of the largest velocity ratio (M = 7) case are 
presented in Figures 4.3 through 4.12, while those of the intermediate 
velocity ratio (M = 4) are presented in Figures 4.13 through 4.22. 
For the smallest velocity ratio (M = 1) case, the results are given 
in Figures 4.23 through 4.29. 
For M = 7 and M = 4, traverses as far doimstream as 36.697 jet 
diameters are presented in the jet plane of symmetry. These are shown 
in Figures 4.3 through 4.5 for M = 7 and 4.13 through 4.15 for M = 4. 
For M = 1, traverses as far downstream as X/D = 3.670 in the plane of 
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Figure 4.14. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4,15. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M - 4, 
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Figure 4.17. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4.18. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4.19. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4.20. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4.21. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4.22. Mean temperature profiles for heated jets, M = 4, 
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Figure 4.24. Profiles of mean temperature for heated buoyant jets, 
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Figure 4.26. Profiles of mean temperature for heated buoyant jets, 
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Figure 4.27. Profiles of mean temperature for heated buoyant jets, 
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Figure 4.28. Profiles of mean temperature for heated buoyant jets, 
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Figure 4.29. Profiles of mean temperature for heated buoyant jets, 
M = 1, Y/D = 0.921 
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traverses as far as 11.009 D streamwise and 1.150 D spanwise are 
presented in Figures 4.5 through 4.12 for M = 7 and Figures 4.16 
through 4.22 for M = 4. For M = 1, lateral traverses as far as 
0.921 D are presented in Figures 4.24 through 4.29. Temperature 
profiles were also obtained at M = 1 for a Froude number of 7.76 and 
at M = 2 for a Froude number of 19.72 both in and outside the jet 
plane of symmetry. Results of the former (M = 1) case are tabulated 
in Appendix H, while those of the latter (M = 2) are not presented 
in this chapter, but were partly used for comparison with similar data 
obtained by Ramsey and Goldstein [29] in Chapter 2. 
Comparing temperature profiles at the three velocity ratios 
considered reveals interesting information on the flow character, 
especially in the jet wake. Examination of the temperature values for 
M = 1 near the wall (Figures 4.23 through 4.29) indicates that the 
temperature excess ratio is not zero. This means that the fluid 
adjacent to the wall is apparently not free stream. Similar 
observations made on the profiles for the larger velocity ratio cases 
(Figures 4.3 through 4.12 for M = 7 and Figures 4.13 through 4.22 for 
M = 4) indicate that this is not the case and that the fluid adjacent 
to the wall is, indeed, free stream. This means that, for smaller 
velocity ratios, the jet interacts with the wall at small values of X/D 
where the value of the temperature excess ratio is relatively high, 
while, for larger velocity ratios, that interaction takes place at much 
larger values of X/D where the temperature excess ratio has a much 
smaller value. In other words, for smaller velocity ratios, the wall 
186 
temperature can be significantly affected by the temperature of the jet 
fluid, while that cannot happen for larger velocity ratios. The former 
case is in effect that which occurs in discrete hole cooling (e.g., 
gas turbine blades) except that the velocity ratio here is slightly 
higher than that for film cooling. 
Further examination of the temperature profiles for all three 
velocity ratios both in and outside the jet plane of symmetry indicates 
that the location and magnitude of the maximum temperature remain 
virtually unchanged up to Y/D = 0.462 for the larger velocity ratios 
(M = 7 and M = 4) and Y/D = 0.347 for the smaller velocity ratio 
(M = 1). The data also confirm the known fact that the location of 
the maximum temperature relative to the wall is an increasing function 
of the velocity ratio. At a velocity ratio of 7, the maximum 
temperature occurs at approximately Z/D = 6.8 from the wall at a 
downstream station corresponding to X/D = 3.670 in the jet plane of 
symmetry (Figure 4.3). This compares with approximately Z/D = 3.9 
for M = 4 (Figure 4.13) and Z/D = 1.22 for M = 1 (Figure 4.23) for the 
same downstream position. Farther downstream, the location of the 
maximum temperature moves farther from the wall. At X/D = 5.505, for 
example, the maximum temperature occurs at Z/D = 7 for M = 7 (Figure 
4.3) and Z/D =4.6 for M = 4 (Figure 4.13). The location of the 
maximum temperature relative to the wall increases to Z/D = 9.6 for 
M = 7 and 6.4 for M = 4 at the farthest downstream position shown, 
X/D = 36.697 (Figures 4.5 and 4.15). This also confirms the well-known 
187 
fact that the jet continues to rise as the downstream distance is 
increased, but at a slower rate than that in the initial region. This 
is partly attributed to the fact that, farther downstream, the 
momentum forces would have died out and the jet becomes only influenced 
by the buoyancy forces which tend to push the jet upward (for jets with 
positive buoyancy only). 
Further examination of the temperature profiles in the jet plane 
of symmetry (Figures 4.3 through 4.5 for M = 7, Figure 4.13 through 
4.15 for M = 4, and Figure 4.23 for M = 1) indicates that the value of 
the temperature excess ratio, (T-T^)/(T^, is a decreasing 
function of the velocity ratio. The maximum value of the temperature 
excess ratio at a downstream position of X/D = 3.670 is approximately 
0.22 for M = 7. This compares with 0.26 for M = 4 and 0.37 for M = 1. 
This simply means that the initial mixing region is shorter fo'r larger 
velocity ratios. The effect of the jet can still be seen as far 
downstream as X/D = 36.697. This is evidenced by examining the values 
of the temperature excess ratio at this downstream position (0.063 for 
M = 7 and 0.074 for M = 4). 
The effect of the lateral spreading of the jet can best be 
understood by examining the contour plots of the temperature excess 
ratio, (T-T^)/(Tj^j.-T^), at a number of different downstream positions 
for all three velocity ratios. For M = 7, contour plots at 
downstream positions of X/D = 0, 1.835, 3.67, and 11.009 are presented 
in Figures 4.30 through 4.33. For M = 4 and M = 1, contour plots at 
downstream positions of X/D = 0.1835, and 3.67 are given in 
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Figure 4.33. Contour plots of (T-TJ/(T^J, M = 7, X/D = 11.009 
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Figures 4.34 through 4.36 for M = 4 and Figures 4.37 through 4.39 for 
M = 1. 
In trying to explain the effect of increasing the downstream 
distance on the jet spread, it was decided to identify a jet edge and 
follow its development downstream. Squire [19] defined the jet edge 
as the boundary on which the velocity is 10% of the centerline value. 
A similar definition is adopted here employing the centerline excess 
temperature ratio, (T-T^)/(T^^^-T^). This resulted in the dashed lines 
shown in Figures 4.30 through 4.32 for M = 7, Figures 4.34 through 4.36 
for M = 4, and Figures 4.37 through 4.39 for M = 1. The jet growth 
with increasing downstream distance can be easily seen for all three 
velocity ratios. The above figures also indicate that jet spread is an 
increasing function of the velocity ratio. This observation is 
confirmed by the flow visualization study, the results of which will 
be presented towards the end of this chapter. The same observation is 
also consistent with a similar trend for jets in coflowing ambients 
[185]. For M = 7 at a downstream position of X/D = 11.009 (Figure 
4.33), the jet edge (as defined here) cannot be seen. This is 
attributed to the fact that, far enough downstream, the jet would have 
grown enough in all directions so that its edge was outside the 
measurement range reported here. 
Further examination of the contour plots for all velocity ratios 
reveals information on the structure of the cross-section of the jet 
and its wake including the so-called vortex region. For example, at 
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M = 7 just above the jet discharge plane (X/D = 0), the constant 
temperature lines indicate smooth spreading in both the transverse and 
vertical directions. Farther downstream (Figures 4.31 through 4.33), 
the jet seems to be experiencing changes in its cross-section primarily 
because of a developing vortex pair (see the suggested vortical pattern 
on the figures) in the wake causing the cross-section to look like a 
horseshoe (see the 0.27 and 0.28 contour lines in Figure 4.31). At 
X/D =3.67 (Figure 4.32), the jet cross-section is distorted even 
further and appears more like a kidney. Chan and Kennedy [25] report 
that the vortex pair in the wake induces, in turn, another pair of 
weaker vortices, with the same sense, in the jet itself. Flatten and 
Keffer [22] argue that these vortices account for a large portion of 
the entrainment of the free stream fluid into the jet which causes it to 
expand and diffuse much more rapidly than the free jet. These 
observations seem to be supported by the results of the present study in 
general and the constant temperature contours in particular. Farther 
downstream (X/D = 11.009), the wake vortex pattern seems to be 
weakening, as evidenced by flatter contour lines in the wake region. 
Similar observations can be made about the jet cross-section and 
its characteristic kidney shape as well as the wake vortices at M = 4 
(Figures 4.34 through 4.36). At M = 1, the jet seems to be 
experiencing a smoother lateral and vertical spread above the jet 
discharge (X/D = 0) than at the larger velocity ratios. This can be 
seen from the constant temperature contours shown in Figure 4.37. 
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Farther downstream, the kidney-shaped cross-section is seen to exist 
as early as X/D = 1.835. The jet wake region, however, seems to be a 
very narrow one and the vortical pattern is not easily distinguishable. 
This latter observation is consistent with previous observations made 
regarding the existence of a high temperature region between the jet 
and the wall which means (as explained earlier) that the fluid 
adjacent to the wall is not entirely free stream. 
Further examination of the constant temperature contours indicates 
that the temperature gradient is larger above the jet centerline than 
in the wake. This is evidence of the asymmetry usually associated with 
the jet discharging to a cross flow. The extent of this asymmetry 
increases if the jet and the wake regions are considered as the domain 
of interest. In the jet core, however, the axisymmetric assumption may 
not be a bad approximation (see Hwang [45] and Hwang and Fletcher [46, 
47]). 
4.4.2. Fluctuating temperature 
The fluctuating temperature profiles are presented in terms of the 
dimensionless quantity, J t'^/(T^^^-T^), for the same downstream and 
spanwise locations and velocity ratios for which the mean temperature 
profiles were presented. These are shown in Figures 4.40 through 4.49 
for M = 7,.Figures 4.50 through 4.59 for M = 4, and Figures 4.60 
through 4.66 for M = 1. Temperature fluctuation profiles were also 
obtained at M = 1 for a Froude number of 7.76 and at M = 2 for a Froude 
number of 19.72 both in and outside the jet plane of symmetry. As 
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Figure 4.41. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.43. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.44. EMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
M = 7, Y/D = 0.231 
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Figure 4,46. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
M = 7, Y/D = 0.462 
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Figure 4.47. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets 
M = 7, Y/D = 0.692 
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Figure 4.49. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.50. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.51. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.54. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.56. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.57. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.58. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.59. EMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated jets, 
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Figure 4.60. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated buoyant 
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Figure 4.62. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated buoyant 
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Figure 4.64. RMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated buoyant 
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Figure 4.56. SMS temperature fluctuation profiles for heated buoyant 
jets, M = 1, Y/D = 0.921 
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mentioned before, results of the former (M = 1) case are given in 
Appendix H, while those of the latter are not presented in this chapter. 
Examination of the temperature fluctuation profiles in the jet 
plane of symmetry (Y/D = 0) and above the jet discharge (X/D = 0), for 
the three velocity ratios considered, reveals that the fluctuations 
in temperature increase with decreasing velocity ratios. For example, 
Jt'^ reaches a peak value of 25% of (T^^^-T^) for M = 7 (Figure 4.40) 
compared with 27% for M = 4 (Figure 4.50) and 32% for M = 1 (Figure 
4.60). The locations of these peaks correspond to the locations of 
maximum mean temperature gradient (Z/D = 2.75) for M = 7, 1.8 for M = 4, 
and 0.7 for M = 1). Farther downstream, the temperature fluctuations 
of (Tj^^-T^) for M = 7 compared with 12% for M = 4, and 20% for M = 1. 
These maxima still,-, however, occur at the locations of maximum mean 
temperature gradient (Z/D = 8.25, 5.2, and 1,55, respectively). 
Farther downstream, a characteristic shape with two local maxima 
and one minimum emerges (the minimum near the wall is discounted 
because of boundary effects). Careful examination of the locations of 
minimum fluctuations in temperature indicate that they correspond 
closely to the locations where the nondimensional mean temperature is 
maximum. At a downstream position corresponding to X/D = 16.514, for 
example, the minimum Jt'^ occurs at Z/D = 8.6 for M = 7 (Figure 4.41) 
and 5.2 for M = 4 (Figure 4.51). These values compare with 8 and 4.85 
for the corresponding locations of the maximum mean temperature 
(Figures 4.4 and 4.14). At the farthest downstream position. 
decrease. At X/D = 3.670, for example, the maximum 
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X/D = 36.697, the minimum /1'^ occurs at Z/D = 9 for M = 7 (Figure 4.42) 
and 6.3 for M = 4 (Figure 4.52), compared with 9.9 and 6 for the 
corresponding locations of the maximum mean temperature (Figures 4.5 
and 4.15). This simply means that the temperature fluctuations are at 
their minimum level on or very close to the jet centerline. This is 
primarily because of the low level of entrainment and turbulent mixing 
(thus creating a thermally stable region) in the jet core. In this 
region, the temperature gradients are relatively small and so are the 
terms that contribute to the generation of \|t'^ [192]. 
The two maxima observed in the ^ profiles, as explained earlier, 
correspond closely to the locations of maximum temperature gradient. 
At a downstream position of X/D = 12.844, the two maxima take place 
at Z/D = 6.8 and 10.9 for M = 7 (Figure 4.41) and Z/D =3.2 and 6.8 for 
M = 4 (Figure 4.51). It is not difficult to see that these locations 
correspond very closely to the regions of maximum gradients in the 
mean temperature (Figure 4.4 for M = 7 and 4.14 for M = 4). The same 
trend is seen to remain at the farthest downstream position, 
X/D = 36.697. For M = 1, on the other hand, one of the two local 
maxima occurs very close to the wall. At a downstream position of 
X/D = 3.67 (Figure 4.60), for example, this takes place at Z/D = 0.46. 
Examination of Figure 4.23 reveals the existence of a large mean 
temperature gradient at approximately the same Z/D position. 
Further examination of the temperature fluctuation profiles 
indicates that the larger peak consistently occurs above the jet 
centerline and not in the wake. This is expected since it was shown, 
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using the constant temperature contours, that the region above the jet 
centerline possesses a larger temperature gradient than that in the 
Outside the jet plane of symmetry in the region 0 < Y/D < 0.347 
(Figures 4.43 through 4,45 for M = 7, Figures 4,53 through 4.55 for 
M = 4, and Figures 4.61 through 4.63 for M = 1), the temperature 
fluctuation profiles have, more or less, the same shape. At larger 
lateral distances, Y/D > 0.347 (Figures 4.46 through 4.49 for M = 7, 
Figures 4.56 through 4.59 for M = 4, and Figures 4,64 through 4.66 for 
M = 1), they t' profiles start to gradually deviate from those at the 
centerplane. More nonuniformities are, generally, observed in the 
neighborhood of the jet side boundaries where large temperature 
gradients and, consequently, large temperature fluctuations exist. As 
explained above, this is primarily attributed to the large rates of 
extrainment and turbulent mixing between the free stream and jet fluids. 
Furthermore, the existence of the two counter-rotating vortices in the 
jet wake, as confirmed by the contour plots presented in Figures 4.30 
through 4.39, contributes greatly to the entrainment and mixing 
mechanisms and, thus, to higher values of 
4.5. Mean and Fluctuating Temperatures for Cooled Jets 
4.5.1. Mean temperatures 
The mean temperature profiles for cooled jets are presented in 
wake, thus, contributing 
terms of the nondimensional excess temperature ratio, (T-T^)/(T^^j_-T^), 
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for velocity ratios of 7, 4, and 1 in the jet plane of symmetry for 
M = 7 and M = 4 and both in and outside the jet plane of symmetry for 
M = 1. A free stream velocity of 1.15 ft/sec. was used for all three 
velocity ratios considered. For the largest velocity ratio, M = 7, 
jet and free stream temperatures of 53°F and 74°F were used. This 
resulted in a Froude number of -145.65 and a Reynolds number of 27081 
at the jet discharge. For the intermediate velocity ratio, M = 4, 
jet and free stream temperatures of 53°F and 73°F were employed. The 
corresponding Froude and Reynolds numbers in this case were -82.62 and 
15475, respectively. For M = 1, discharge and free stream temperatures 
of 58°F and 111°F were used, resulting in Froude and Reynolds numbers 
at the jet discharge of -10.26 and 4322, respectively. The results of 
these three runs are presented in Figures 4.67 through 4.78. 
For the largest two velocity ratios (M = 7 and M = 4), traverses 
as far as 25.688 jet diameters downstream are presented in the jet 
plane of symmetry. These are shown in Figures 4.67 and 4.68 for M = 7, 
and Figures 4.69 and 4.70 for M = 4. For M = 1, traverses as far 
downstream as 11.009 jet diameters are presented both in and outside 
the jet plane of symmetry (up to Y/D = 1.150). For M = 1 and the same 
ambient and jet discharge conditions, traverses as far as 36.697 D 
downstream are presented in tabulated form in Appendix H. Appendix H 
also provides comprehensive information on the mean and fluctuating 
temperatures obtained for the same velocity ratios (M = 7, 4, 1), but 
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Figure 4.67. Profiles of mean temperature for subcooled lets, M = 7 
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Figure 4.69. Profiles of mean temperature for subcooled jets, M = 
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Figure 4.71. Profiles of mean temperature for negatively buoyant 
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Figure 4.72. Profiles of mean temperature for negatively buoyant 
jets, M = 1, Y/D = 0.115 
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Figure 4.73. Profiles of mean temperature for negatively buoyant 
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Figure 4.76. Profiles of mean temperature for negatively buoyant 
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temperature runs, refer to Section 4.14. 
Comparing the temperature profiles obtained for cooled jets at 
M = 7, M = 4, and M = 1 to those of heated jets at the same velocity 
ratios reveals striking similarities especially close to the jet 
discharge. For example, at a velocity ratio of 7, the maximum 
temperature excess ratio for the cooled jet occurs at approximately 
Z/D = 6.8 from the wall at an X/D of 3.67 (Figure 4.67). This also 
happens to be the same location where the temperature is maximum for 
the corresponding heated jet case. These values compare with 
Z/D = 4 for the cooled jet and Z/D =3.9 for the heated jet for M = 4, 
and Z/D =1.26 for the cooled jet and Z/D =1.22 for the heated jet 
for M = 1, at the same downstream position of X/D = 3.67 (Figures 4.69 
and 4.13 for M = 4 and Figures 4.71 and 4.23 for M = 1). The 
corresponding maximum values are 0.26 for both the cooled jet and the 
heated jet at M = 4, and 0.36 for the cooled jet and 0.37 for the 
heated jet at M = 1. Farther downstream, the agreement is not as close. 
At M = 4 and X/D = 20.184, for example, the temperature excess ratio 
is maximum at Z/D = 5.9 (Figure 4.70) for the cooled jet compared with 
Z/D = 5.5 for the heated jet (Figure 4.14). The corresponding maximum 
values are 0.1 and 0.08, respectively. For M = 7, the agreement far 
downstream is generally better than for M = 4. 
The reason for the close agreement between the mean temperature 
profiles for heated and cooled jets is the relatively minor role that 
buoyancy plays in these runs. Although the Froude number was different 
in each case, its value was not small enough to enable the buoyancy 
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forces to play a significant role. It is believed that the Froude 
number would have to be as small as 4 or 5 in order for the effects of 
buoyancy forces to become more noticeable. Even if that was the case, 
it is expected that the jet would still behave more or less the same 
way in the near field zone (Z/D £ 5) based on the findings of previous 
investigators such as Cavola and Davis [2] and Chan and Kennedy [25]. 
4.5.2. Fluctuating temperature 
As in the heated jet case, the fluctuating temperature profiles 
for the cooled jet are presented in terms of the dimensionless quantity, 
\J t'^ /(T^-T. ), for the same downstream and spanwise locations tor 
which the mean temperature profiles were presented for M = 7 and M = 4. 
These are presented in Figures 4.79 through 4.82. For M = 1, however, 
theyt' profiles are not displayed graphically, rather, presented 
and M = 1, but with higher ambient temperatures, are also presented 
in Appendix H. 
The velocity centerline trajectories were presented earlier during 
the discussion on the qualification tests in Section 2.3.6. Several 
of these trajectories were shown in Figure 2.19 for velocity ratios 
ranging from 2 to 10. Some of the trajectories measured in this study 
and corresponding to velocity ratios of 2, 4.88, and 6 were shown in 
Figure 2.19 and are compared with those of previous investigators. 
in tabulated form in Appendix H. 
4.6. Velocity Centerline Trajectories 
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Figure 4.79. Profiles of RMS temperature fluctuations for cooled 
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Figure 4.81. Profiles of RMS temperature fluctuations for cooled 
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jets, M = 4, Y/D = 0 
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As is known from nonbuoyant jet experiments, the only parameter 
controlling the shape of the centerline trajectory is the jet-to-cross 
stream velocity ratio. It is also well established that the larger 
the velocity ratio, the higher the trajectory of the jet. These 
characteristics are verified and supported by the trajectories shown 
in Figure 2.19. 
4.7. Mean Velocity in the Streamline Direction 
The hot-film technique described in Appendix I was used to measure 
the magnitude of the mean velocity in the streamline direction for 
isothermal jets at velocity ratios of 2, 4, and 6. The effect of the 
downstream distance on the shape of the mean velocity profiles is 
shown in Figures 4.83 and 4.84 for a velocity ratio of 4 and in 
Figures 4.85 and 4.87 for a velocity ratio of 6. This is given as a 
nondimensional velocity, U^/U^, plotted against the nondimensional 
vertical distance from the jet-injection platform, Z/D. Velocity 
profiles at a velocity ratio of 2 were given earlier in Section 2.3.6 
during the discussion on the qualification tests. For that latter 
velocity ratio, a comparison was given with similar data by Ramsey 
and Goldstein [29]. The total error associated with the measurement 
of the mean velocity magnitude is estimated to be 3.18% for an error in 
the calibration curve of 2.5%. Details of the error analysis are given 
in Appendix J. 
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Figure 4.86. Mean velocity profiles for isothermal jets, M = 6, 
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It is worth noticing here that in all the velocity profiles shown, 
there are two maxima, one in the jet wake which is usually a local 
maximum, while the other is in the jet field and is an absolute maximum. 
The latter maximum always corresponds to the jet centerline trajectory. 
These observations are true irrespective of the value of the jet-to-free-
stream velocity ratio. The location of both maxima, however, is a 
strong function of the velocity ratio and probably, a weak function of 
the discharge Reynolds number and the shape of the discharge port. The 
latter observations are consistent with the findings of Pratte and 
Baines [20], Keffer and Baines [21], and Flatten and Keffer [22, 127]. 
This study, however, does not present any functional trends for the 
Reynolds number or the discharge port dependency. 
The description of the flow field in the jet cross-section is 
best described by examining constant velocity contours at a number of 
downstream stations. These are presented in Figures 4.88 and 4.89 at 
a velocity ratio of 2 and X/D positions of 0 and 1.835, respectively. 
Figure 4.88 indicates that the region of high velocity exists just 
above the jet discharge and is fairly uniform. Farther downstream 
(X/D = 1.835), the jet cross-section changes to the well-known 
characteristic kidney shape and is, generally, characterized by low 
velocity values. The free stream fluid can easily be seen accelerated 
to the jet wake (as evidenced by the high velocity region underneath the 
jet) and entrained into the jet. It is easy to visualize a vortical 
pattern in the jet wake using the constant velocity contours similar 
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to that presented with the constant temperature contours. 
4.8. Turbulence Intensity 
The turbulence intensity was measured using the hot-film technique 
described in Appendix F. This was determined for the same isothermal 
jet runs reported in the last section for velocity ratios of 2, 4, and 6. 
Figures 4.90 and 4.91 show the effect of varying the streamwise distance, 
X, on the turbulence intensity profiles in the jet plane of symmetry 
for a velocity ratio of 4. This is given for 8 downstream positions 
up to an X/D of 12.844. Similar profiles of turbulence intensity at a 
velocity ratio of 2 were given earlier in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 along 
with those obtained by Ramsey and Goldstein [29] for an air jet. The 
above profiles are all given as a function of the nondimensional 
vertical distance Z/D. 
In the technique used to convert the voltage output readings of 
the constant-temperature anemometer to turbulence intensity values, 
use was made of the fact that the fluctuating velocity components are 
small compared to the mean velocity. At a turbulence intensity of 25%, 
an error of 2,5% in the turbulence intensity reading is expected, while 
that error increases to 10% for a 50% intensity. Appendix J gives a 
detailed analysis for the errors associated with the use of this 
technique in the measurement of the turbulence intensity. 
Careful observation of the turbulence intensity profiles given in 
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maximum at the location of maximum velocity gradient and a local 
maximum near the plate surface in the wake region. Combining of the 
velocity data with that of the turbulence intensity indicates that, 
in general, an increasing trend in the mean velocity corresponds to a 
decreasing trend in the turbulence intensity and vice versa. This 
follows directly from the fact that the intensity employed in this 
study (as well as most other similar studies) is a relative one. 
The effect of the velocity ratio, M, on the magnitude of the 
turbulence intensity can be determined by comparing Figures 4.90 and 
2.21 at an X/D of 1.835. A maximum turbulence intensity-of 55% is 
observed in Figure 2.21 at a velocity ratio of 2, while that in 
Figure 4.90 at a velocity ratio of 4 is 37% for the same downstream 
position. This trend is consistent with the findings of previous 
investigators such as Ramsey and Goldstein [29], Andreopoulos [31], 
This trend, also, explains why some turbulence modelers [185] found it 
necessary to include a velocity ratio parameter in the equation for 
the turbulent viscosity that increases its value at larger velocity 
ratios. 
The development of the turbulence structure of the jet cross-section 
is best illustrated using the contour plots of constant turbulence 
intensity at a number of downstream positions. This is presented in 
Figures 4.92 and 4.93 at the same downstream positions and velocity 
ratio for which the constant velocity contours were presented. 
and Crabb et al. [33], as well as a similar trend noted 
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Figure 4.93. Turbulence intensity contours,V u'(M = 2, X/D = 1.835) 
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At X/D = 0 (just above the jet discharge), the regions of high 
turbulence intensity are shown to occur at the interaction region 
between the jet and the cross-stream (where the velocity gradients 
are maximum) and not in the jet core (where the velocities are 
maximum). Farther downstream (X/D = 1.835), the kidney-shaped region 
identified in the constant velocity contours (Figure 4.89) is shown 
here to be a region of very high turbulence. Once more, a vortical 
pattern similar to that proposed for the temperature contours can easily 
be visualized for the turbulence intensity contours, 
4.9. Structure of the Velocity Field 
4.9.1. Isothermal jets 
The velocity profiles presented in Figures 4.83 through 4.87 and 
discussed above give magnitudes of the resultant mean velocity. Neither 
the individual values of the velocity components nor the flow 
direction could be obtained as part of the measuring process. The probe 
rotation technique described in Section 3.4 closes this gap since it is 
exact as well as capable of providing the details of the velocity 
field. The only drawback for the latter technique is that its accuracy 
deteriorates as the flow deviates from three-dimensionality, being 
accurate only for the predominant velocity components. In the present 
study, the transverse (spanwise) velocity component was generally one 
order of magnitude smaller than either the streamwise or the vertical 
components. Thus, the transverse component, V, could not be accurately 
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determined using this technique. The data presented in this section, 
therefore, will only include the streamwise and the vertical velocity 
components, U and W, respectively. Typical nominal values for the 
errors associated with the use of this technique are: U, 6%; V, 24.5%; 
and W, 7.5%. Refer to Appendix J for the details of the uncertainty 
analysis. 
Figures 4.94 through 4.109 show the streamwise and vertical 
velocity components for a complete isothermal jet run at a velocity 
ratio of 6. The data were taken at downstream locations of 
X/D = 5.505 and X/D = 12.844. The-profiles shown were measured both 
in and outside the jet plane of symmetry with Y/D corresponding to 0, 
,0.115, 0.231, 0.347, 0.462, 0.692, 0.921, and 1.150. The jet is fully 
turbulent as evidenced by a discharge Reynolds number (based on the 
jet pipe diameter) of 27431. 
Examination of the streamwise component indicates that it 
possesses characteristics similar to the resultant mean velocity given 
earlier in Figures 4.83 through 4.87. It generally has an absolute 
maximum located in the jet field and a local maximum in the wake-like 
region. Also, the streamwise component decreases underneath the jet 
lower boundaries in the kidney-shaped region corresponding to the 
general flow deceleration in the same region observed in Figures 4.83 
through 4.87. The magnitude of the streamwise component eventually 
approaches that of the free stream far enough above the jet upper 
boundaries. Furthermore, the streamwise component becomes flatter and 
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Figure 4.94. Time-averaged velocity distribution (streamwise 
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Figure 4.95. Time-averaged velocity distribution (vertical 
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Figure 4,96. Time-averaged velocity distribution (streamwise 
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Figure 4.97. Time-averaged velocity distribution (vertical 
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Figure 4.98. Time-averaged velocity distribution (streamwise 
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Figure 4.99. Time-averaged velocity distribution (vertical 
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Figure 4.101. Time-averaged velocity distribution (vertical 
component), M = 6, Y/D = 0.347 
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Figure 4.104. Time-averaged velocity distribution (streamwise 
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Figure 4.106. Time-averaged velocity distribution (streamwise 
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X/D = 12.844 than at X/D = 5.505. 
The vertical component, on the other hand, experiences a drastically 
different development than either the streamwise component, U, or the 
resultant mean velocity, U^. Examination of Figures 4.95, 4.97, 4.99, 
4.101, 4.103, 4.105, 4.107, and 4.109 indicates that the vertical 
component has an absolute maximum right below the streamwise 
component's absolute maximum. As Z/D increases, the vertical component 
decreases in a nonlinear fashion until it almost becomes zero far 
enough above the jet upper boundaries. Values of W as high as 0.7 
in the plane of symmetry and 0.75 outside the plane of symmetry 
have been observed at a transverse location of Y/D = 0.462. 
4.9.2. Heated jets 
The probe rotation technique described in Section 3.4 was also 
used here to measure U and W for heated jets. The use of the 
temperature correction procedures described in Section 3.3 was 
necessary to eliminate or minimize any temperature contamination of 
the velocity voltage signals. 
Figures 4.110 and 4.111 present the streamwise and vertical 
velocity components of a 90°F heated jet discharged into a 70°F 
ambient for a velocity ratio of 4. Traverses were taken at streamwise 
stations of X/D = 5.505 and X/D = 12.844, and spanwise locations 
corresponding to Y/D of 0, 0.115, and 0.231. The Froude and Reynolds 
numbers were 70.96 and 25376, respectively. 
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Examination of both the streamwise and vertical components at 
the three lateral positions considered reveals a striking degree of 
similarity. This is evidenced by the fact that the profiles for both 
U and W almost collapse for the three lateral positions considered. 
This near similarity becomes slightly more apparent at the farthest 
downstream position (X/D = 12.844) than at X/D = 5.505. 
Comparing the U and W profiles of the heated jet to those of the 
isothermal jet indicates that the overall jet behavior is the same. 
Obviously, the Froude number in the case of the heated jet is too 
large for the'buoyancy forces to play a significant role. 
4.10. Kinetic Energy of Turbulence 
Profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy for an isothermal jet at 
a velocity ratio of 4 and a discharge Reynolds number of 18036 are 
presented in Figures 4.112 through 4.119. The profiles are shown in 
2 2 
terms of a nondimensional turbulent kinetic energy, q' /U^ = 
2 2 2 2 (u* + v' + w' )/U^, plotted against the nondimensional vertical 
distance from the platform, Z/D. The data are presented for downstream 
positions of X/D = 5.505 and 12.844, and transverse (spanwise) 
positions, Y/D = 0, 0.115, 0.231, 0.347, 0.462, 0.692, 0.921, and 1.150. 
At the smaller downstream position (X/D = 5.505), the profiles 
are nearly the same up to a transverse position of Y/D = 0.692 (Figures 
4.112 through 4.117). The turbulent kinetic energy has an absolute 
maximum and a local maximum and has less irregularities than at 
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Figure 4.112. Profiles' of turbulent kinetic energy for isothermal 
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Figure 4.113. Profiles of turbulent kinetic energy for isothermal 
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Figure 4.114. Profiles' of turbulent kinetic energy for isothermal 
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Figure 4.115. Profiles of turbulent kinetic energy for isothermal 
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Figure 4.116. Profiles of turbulent kinetic energy for isothermal 
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Figure 4.117. Profiles of turbulent kinetic energy for isothermal 
jets, M = 4, Y/D = 0.692 
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the location of the absolute maximum is the same as that of the 
resultant mean velocity (marked on the graph in Figure 4.112). Outside 
the plane of symmetry, no matching velocity data are available. It is 
striking, however, to note that the location of the absolute maximum 
outside the plane of symmetry up to a transverse position of 
Y/D = 0.692 corresponds very closely to that in the plane of symmetry. 
Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] observed the same behavior at a velocity 
ratio of 2. At lower velocity ratios (M = 1 and M = 0.5), they 
2 
observed that the peak in the q' profile corresponds to the location 
where the velocity gradients are maximum. 
The magnitude of the turbulent kinetic energy changes as the 
transverse position changes, being slightly higher outside the plane 
of symmetry up to a transverse position of Y/D = 0.462. This increase 
in the magnitude of the turbulent kinetic energy is attributed to a 
corresponding increase in the mean velocity gradients. At transverse 
positions greater than Y/D = 0.462, the turbulent kinetic energy starts 
a decreasing trend mostly because of a corresponding decrease in the 
velocity gradients. 
At the larger downstream position (X/D = 12.844), the magnitude 
of the turbulent kinetic energy is far less than that at X/D = 5.505. 
For example, in the jet plane of symmetry, the maximum value of the 
2 
turbulent kinetic energy is approximately 0.062 at X/D = 5.505 
2 
compared to about 0.018 at X/D = 12.844. This is attributed to the 
fact that, farther downstream, the wake behavior is much weaker and 
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the stresses are smaller which cause less turbulent kinetic energy to 
be generated. Furthermore, the turbulent kinetic energy produced 
upstream is convected downstream and diffused by the turbulent 
transport towards the plate. In the transverse direction, the 
turbulent kinetic energy attains the same level partly because of the 
above reasons. 
2 
The double-peak behavior in the q' profiles was first observed by 
Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] at velocity ratios of 1 and 2. They 
reported that this behavior was more pronounced at a velocity ratio 
of 2 than at a velocity ratio of 1, and was hardly noticeable at a 
velocity ratio of 0.5. In the present study (M = 4), the double-peak 
behavior was much more pronounced than that reported by Andreopoulos 
2 
and Rodi [32]. This behavior in the q' profiles is accompanied by a 
double-peak behavior in the mean velocity profile (see Figure 4.83). 
As the downstream distance increases (X/D = 12.844, Figure 4.112), 
the double-peak behavior disappears. Examination of the corresponding 
mean velocity profile at X/D = 12.844 (Figure 4.84) reveals that the 
double-peak behavior has been drastically weakened. This suggests 
2 
a strong relationship between the q' profiles and the mean velocity 
profiles at large velocity ratios similar to the relationship between 
2 
the q' profiles and the mean velocity gradients at the smaller velocity 
ratios. 
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4.11. Turbulent Velocity Fluctuations 
Profiles of  t h e  t u r b u l e n t  v e l o c i t y  f l u c t u a t i o n s  J u ' ^ , ] l a n d  
rr yw' are presented in Figures 4.120 through 4.135 for the same 
downstream and transverse locations and velocity ratio for which the 
turbulent kinetic energy profiles were presented. The streamwise 
rf 
component of the turbulent velocity fluctuations, yu' , is discussed 
I 2 first, followed by the vertical component, \jw' , and the transverse 
component, \|v'^. 
At the smaller downstream position (X/D = 5.505), the \|u'^ profiles 
2 (similar to q' and the mean velocity) are dominated by twin peaks 
up to a transverse location of Y/D = 0.692. For transverse positions 
greater than Y/D = 0.692, the double-peak behavior starts to fade and 
gradually transforms into one peak. In the jet plane of symmetry 
(Y/D = 0), the location of the largest peak is slightly below that 
of the mean velocity (marked on the graph in Figure 4.120) and 
corresponds to the location where the streamwise velocity gradient is 
maximum. Outside the plane of symmetry, no matching velocity data 
are available. It is striking, however, to note that the locations of 
the largest peak outside the plane of symmetry up to a transverse 
position of Y/D = 0.921 corresponds very closely to that in it. 
The level of the streamwise turbulent velocity fluctuations 
increases as the transverse distance increases, being the highest at 
Y/D = 0.115. At Y/D = 0.231, the ^ u'^ profiles start a decreasing 
f 2 
trend. For example, the maximum level of u' in the jet plane of 
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Figure 4.120. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.121. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
X/D = 12.844, Y/D = 0 
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Figure 4.122. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
X/D = 5.505, Y/D = 0.115 
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Figure 4.123. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
X/D = 12.844, Y/D = 0.115 
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Figure 4,124. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.125. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.126. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.127. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.129. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.130. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
X/D = 5.505, Y/D = 0.692 
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Figure 4.131. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
X/D = 12.844, Y/D = 0.692 
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Figure 4.132. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal iets 
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Figure 4.133. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
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Figure 4.135. Turbulent velocity fluctuations for isothermal jets, 
X/D = 12.844, Y/D = 1.150 
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symmetry is about 19% of the free-stream velocity compared to 24% at 
Y/D = 0.115 and 15.5% at Y/D = 1.150. 
At the larger downstream position (X/D = 12.844), the level of 
I 2 \ju' is already much lower than that at X/D = 5.505. For example, in 
the jet plane of symmetry (Figure 4.121), the maximum value of ^ u'^ is 
approximately 7% of the free-stream velocity compared to 19% at 
X/D = 5.505 (Figure 4.120). The double-peak behavior is much weaker 
and the l|u'^ profiles are flatter than at X/D = 5.505. 
Similar behavior can be observed for the vertical component of the 
f 2 
turbulent velocity fluctuations, \Jw' , in terms of the double-peak 
phenomenon. At the smaller downstream position (X/D = 5.505), in 
I 2 
the jet plane of symmetry (Figure 4.120), the Yw' profile has a 
local maximum at roughly Z/D = 2.75 and an absolute maximum at 
Z/D = 5.1. The latter peak is just above those of the turbulent 
kinetic energy and the mean velocity (marked on the graph in Figure 
4.120). As the transverse distance increases, the level of the 
vertical fluctuations increases in the wake region (Z/D < 4) but stays 
mainly constant in the jet. For example, in the plane of symmetry at 
a vertical distance of Z/D = 2.75 (Figure 4.120), the level of the 
vertical fluctuations is about 7% of the free-stream velocity compared 
to 18% at Y/D = 1.150 (Figure 4.134). This can probably be explained 
by the fact that, in the wake region, the vortex pair increases the 
entrainment of the free-stream fluid into the jet fluid, thus, 
increasing the level of the vertical velocity fluctuations (as well as 
the streamwise and transverse velocity fluctuations). 
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At the larger downstream position (X/D = 12.844), the twin-peak 
behavior is, once again, not as pronounced as that at X/D = 5.505. As 
I 2 
the transverse distance is increased, the level of\Jw' stays mainly 
the same in both the jet and the wake up to a transverse position of 
Y/D = 0.692 and increases slightly beyond that. This is probably 
attributed to the fact that, farther downstream, the vortex strength 
would have decreased and the entrainment rate is smaller. This, in 
turn, does not give rise to increasing vertical fluctuations in the 
wake beyond that in the center plane. 
The development of the transverse component of the velocity 
I 2 I 2 
fluctuations, \|v' , is somewhat similar to that of\Ju' except for 
the location of the largest peak and the general fluctuation level. 
At the smaller downstream position (X/D = 5.505), the largest peak 
r 2 
consistently occurs above that of \Ju' and is equal to about 13% of 
the free-stream velocity. The smaller peak is closely related to 
I 2 
that of vu' in terms of where it occurs but, usually, has a slightly 
smaller value. The\[v'^ profiles are also characterized by a 
pronounced minimum that consistently occurs very close to the location 
I 2 
of the minimum in theyu* profile, but has a much smaller value. 
I 2 
Farther downstream, (X/D = 12.844), the development of yv' is 
much the same as \|u'^ only in the symmetry plane. Outside the symmetry 
plane, v'^ is somewhat different than ju'^. This is probably 
because the role the vortex pair plays outside the plane of symmetry 
is much more pronounced than in it. The vortex pair, of course, 
influences the ^  u'^ and the ]lv'^ profiles differently. 
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4.12. Reynolds Shear Stresses, Structural Parameter, 
and Correlation Coefficient 
Profiles of the turbulent shear stresses u'v', v'w', and w'u' are 
presented in Figures 4.136 through 4.139 for the same isothermal jet 
discussed above at a downstream position of X/D = 12.844 and the 
same spanwise locations for which the turbulent kinetic energy profiles 
were presented. The shear stress w'u' is discussed first, followed by 
u'v' and w'v'. 
Examination of Figures 4.136 through 4.139 reveals that the shear 
stress w'u' increases with increasing transverse distance. For example, 
in the jet plane of symmetry, the maximum value of the stress w'u' is 
2 2 
approximately 0.0037 compared to about 0.005 at Y/D = 0.462. 
Also, as the transverse distance is increased, the location at which 
the maximum shear stress occurs moves farther from the wall. For 
example, in the jet plane of symmetry, the maximum w'u' occurs at 
roughly Z/D =4.1 from the wall compared to about Z/D = 5 at a 
transverse position of Y/D = 1.150. 
The stresses u'v' and v'w', on the other hand, have smaller values 
than w'u', especially in the plane of symmetry where they are close 
to zero. The level of the shear stresses, in general, is small at 
this downstream position because of the decreasing velocity gradients 
which are primarily due to the diminishing shear layer. 
The development of the main shear stress w'u' relative to the 
• 2 
turbulent kinetic energy q' can be described by examining the ratio 
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Figure 4.137. Turbulent stress profiles for isothermal jets 
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Figure 4.139. Turbulent stress profiles for isothermal jets 
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2 
u'w'/l/2 q' , which is referred to as a structural parameter. This is 
presented in Figure 4.140 for the same jet at a downstream position 
of X/D = 12.844 and transverse positions of Y/D = 0, 0.115, 0.231, 
0.347, 0.692, and 1.150. In the wake region, the shear stress w'u' 
is quite small compared to the turbulent kinetic energy up to a 
vertical distance from the wall of approximately Z/D = 3.25 (see 
Figure 4.140). Beyond this vertical position (at virtually all 
transverse locations), the shear stress w'u' increases relative to the 
turbulent kinetic energy and then decreases once more. The location 
of the peak of thé structural parameter varies with the transverse 
location. In the plane of symmetry, that takes place at Z/D = 4.2 
where the shear stress is maximum. At a transverse location of 
Y/D = 1.15, the structural parameter has a peak at Z/D = 5 where, once 
more, the shear stress is maximum. _ The maximum value of the 
structural parameter observed at this downstream position is about 
0.59 at a transverse location of 1.150 D. In the plane of symmetry, 
the peak value is 0.48. These peaks are not in complete agreement 
with those reported by Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] at lower velocity 
ratios. For example, at a velocity ratio of 0.5, they report a 
maximum value for the structural parameter of 0.49 in the jet plane 
of symmetry at a downstream position of X/D = 0. Farther downstream 
at a downstream position close to that reported here (X/D = 10), a 
maximum value of 0.3 is given. Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] argue that 
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Figure 4.140. Profiles of the structural parameter 
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report that there is a tendency for the structural parameter to adopt 
the 0.3 value over a large range in the Z-direction, developing 
towards the situation found in a boundary layer. This discrepancy may 
be attributed to differences in the flow character due to differences 
in the velocity ratios used. The relatively larger value the 
structural parameter seems to be adopting in the present study implies 
that the shear stress w'u' increases at a faster rate relative to the 
turbulent kinetic energy than at smaller velocity ratios. 
The development of the shear stress w'u' relative to the product 
of the streamwise and vertical components of the turbulent velocity 
fluctuations can best be described in terms of the ratio 
presented in Figure 4.141 for the same velocity ratio, downstream and 
lateral positions for which the structural parameter was presented. 
It is very striking to note that the profiles of the correlation 
coefficient are very much like those of the structural parameter, 
except for differences between their respective values. The maximum 
value of the correlation coefficient increases from about 0.7 in the 
jet plane of symmetry to about 1.0 at a transverse position of 1.150. 
The locations of the peaks in the correlation coefficient profiles 
remain virtually the same as.those of the structural parameter where 
they mostly occur where the shear stress is maximum. 
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4.13. Visualization of the Jet-Cross Stream Interaction 
Visualization of the jet discharging into a cross flow was done 
by taking photographs of colored dye injected with the jet fluid at 
a number of velocity ratios, Froude numbers, and Reynolds numbers. 
Some of these photographs are shown in Figures 4.142 through 4.147. 
Figure 4.142 presents a photograph of a jet with a velocity ratio 
of 4, a Froude number of 63, and a Reynolds number of 25238. This 
jet was extensively studied in terms of velocities, temperatures, and 
turbulence parameters. The trajectory, as shown in Figure 4.142, is 
in very good agreement with that measured by determining the locus of 
points of maximum velocity. 
Figures 4.143 through 4.146 provide photographs of jets with 
larger velocity ratios (M = 8, 9, and 10). The trajectory data 
displayed by these photographs are of particular interest since these 
velocity ratios were not attempted in the quantitative portion of the 
experimental program. These can be used as preliminary data to plan 
where to conduct the measurements, especially if a jet-trajectory-
oriented coordinate system is to be adopted. Figures 4.145 and 
4.146 are, also, useful in terms of showing the minor role the 
buoyancy forces play when the Froude number is large. Finally, 
Figure 4.147 provides a photograph for a velocity ratio of 1. 
Measurements of mean and fluctuating temperatures were obtained for 
this jet. The absence of any extensive region of "free stream" 
between the jet and the wall can be seen in the photograph. 
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Figure 4,142. Dye injection photograph of the jet in cross flow; Froude 
No. = 63, Reynolds No. = 25238, velocity ratio = 4 
Figure 4.143. Dye injection photograph of the jet in cross flow; Froude 
No. = 99, Reynolds No. = 57194, velocity ratio = 8 
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Figure 4.145. Dye injection photograph of the jet in cross flow; Froude 
No. = 156, Reynolds No. = 63096, velocity ratio = 10 
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Figure 4.146. Dye injection photograph of the jet in cross flow; rroude 
No. = 142, Reynolds No. = 65974, velocity ratio = 10 
Figure 4.147. Dye injection photograph of the jet in cross flow; Froude 
No. = 10.8, Reynolds No. = 7770, velocity ratio = 1 
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The following general conclusions can be reached after careful 
examination of the previous visualization photographs: 
1. The jet-to-free stream velocity ratio is the major factor 
in determining the jet wake path. 
2. The jet growth is an increasing function of the velocity 
ratio. 
3. The free stream has little or no influence on the jet flow 
characteristics at the discharge (and presumably upstream of the jet 
discharge) for higher velocity ratios, while that is not the case 
for lower velocity ratios (see Figure 4.147). 
4.14. Summary of the Test Cases 
In this section, tabulated summaries for the test runs including 
a list of inlet conditions, measured variables, and grid geometry will 
be given. The isothermal jet in cross flow is given first, followed 
by the jet in cross flow with heat transfer, and finally, the heated 
vertical buoyant jet. 
4.14.1. Isothermal jets in cross flow 
A complete summary of the isothermal jet in cross flow cases is 
given in Table 4.1. A full space indicates that measurements were 
taken in the plane of symmetry and on both sides of the plane of 
symmetry. 
Table 4.1. Summary of test cases for isothermal jets 
Run No. 
Dates 
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Table 4.1. (Continued) 
Run No. N41T64M6D3 
Dates 
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4.14.2. Negatively buoyant jets 
The measurements that were taken in this flow category are all 
mean and RMS temperatures as well as centerline temperature trajectories. 
The jet discharge Froude number is always preceded by a negative sign 
to indicate a negative buoyancy. The larger the absolute value of the 
discharge Froude number, the smaller the ratio of buoyancy forces 
to momentum forces. Table 4.2 gives a complete list of runs involving 
cooled jets discharging into a uniform ambient. 
4.14.3. Heated jets 
Both velocity and temperature data were obtained for heated jets 
in cross flow test cases. The velocity runs provided information on 
the three-dimensional structure of the flow, while the temperature runs 
provided information on the mean and RMS temperature distributions as 
well as the centerline temperature trajectories. Table 4.3 provides 
a complete summary of those best runs. 
4.14.4 Heated vertical buoyant jets 
One test case was evaluated for a heated buoyant vertical 
turbulent jet discharging to a stationary ambient in which the mean 
and RMS temperatures were measured. The relevant data are given 
below: 
Table 4.2. Summary of test cases for cooled 
Run No. 
Dates 
U^, ft/sec. & T^, °F 
 ^"-"jet'"» 
Fr= - Ujeg/tgD ûp/p^l 
Measured quantities 
Grid shape 


















T, Vt'^, Traj. 
Plane of symmetry 
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Table 4.2. (Continued) 
Run No. 
Dates 
U_, ft/sec. & T_, "F 
Fr- -Ujg^/[gD Ap/p^] 
Measured quantities 
Grid shape 
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Table 4.2. (Continued) 
Run No. 
Dates 
U , ft/sec. & T , °F 
Tjet- & «-"jet'"» 







Measured quantities Traj . 
Grid shape Plane of symmetry 



































T, Traj . 
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Table 4.2. (Continued) 
Run No. 
Dates 
U , ft/sec, & T , °F 
"'•"jet"'«jet 
Fr= -Uje^/fgD Ap/p^] 
Measured quantities 
Grid shape 
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Table 4.3. Summary of test cases for heated 
Run No. 
Dates 
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Table 4.3. (Continued) 
Run No. 
Dates 
U^, ft/sec. & °F 
Tjet' 
F r . U j ^ j . / ( 8 D  A p / p J  1/2 
Measured quantities 
Grid shape 
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Table 4.3. (Continued) 
Run No. 
Dates 
U , ft/sec. & T , °F 
CO CO 
f^""jet/[8D Ap/p^] 1/2 
Measured quantities 
Grid shape 









































Traj, Traj . 
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Table 4.3. (Continued) 
Run No. 
Dates 




Fr=Uj2t/[gD h p / p j  '  
Measured quantities 
Grid shape 

















ÏÏ, V, W 
Two downstream positions 










Run No. : H37T14400 
Date : 4/21/1984 
Too 63°F 
^jet 4.60 ft/sec. 
^jet 144°F 
Re : 42597 
Fr : 29.48 
Measured quantities: 
Grid shape : Vertical plane passing through jet centerline 
Grid size : Radial (0.0625"/0.125"), vertical (0.25") 
Grid points : Radial (10), vertical (40), total (400) 
Largest downstream 
position, X : 18.807 D . 
max 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1. Concluding Remarks 
An experimental investigation of the flow, turbulence, and thermal 
characteristics of isothermal and nonisothermal turbulent jets in 
cross flow was carried out. A water channel facility, 28-ft. long, 
2-ft. wide, and 3 1/2-ft. deep, of the recirculation type was designed 
and constructed. Hot or cold water was injected vertically upward 
from a circular pipe located near the bottom of the channel to 
simulate the turbulent jet. Measurements were primarily carried out 
in a rectangular region in space bounded by 0 ^  X/D _< 38, 
0 £ Y/D < 1.38, and 0.459 £ Z/D £ 15 and covered a range of jet-to-free-
stream velocity ratios of 1 to 7, a range of Reynolds numbers of 4196 
to 62377, and a range of Froude numbers of -145.65 to «>. The most 
negatively buoyant jet included in this study had a Froude number of 
-10.26, while the most positively buoyant jet had a Froude number of 
7.76. 
A new signal analysis technique capable of resolving the three-
dimensional character of the flow was developed. The technique is 
suited for both isothermal and nonisothermal flows. New temperature 
compensation technqiues were developed for both the unlinearized and 
linearized responses of a constant temperature anemometer. The 
techniques enable the use of normal and 45°-slanted probes in constant 
temperature operation in nonisothermal laminar and turbulent flows and 
in situations where the fluid properties are strongly dependent on 
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temperature. Computerized data acquisition techniques were extensively 
used in this study. This helped reveal important and interesting 
flow phenomena that would have otherwise been hard to observe. The 
following is a summary of the major results and conclusions. 
1. The initial mixing region is shorter for larger velocity 
ratios. The data confirm the findings of Andreopoulos [30] that the 
—1/2 
centerline temperature excess ratio decays proportional to (X/D) 
regardless of the velocity ratio, but only up to X/D = 10. Beyond 
X/D = 10, the data deviate from this correlation. The data also 
confirm Andreopoulos' [30] finding that, at M = 2, the centerline 
—1/2 
temperature excess ratio follows the 0.62 (X/D) curve. Again, this 
seems to be only valid up to a downstream location of X/D = 10. 
2. The jet lateral and vertical spread is smoother for smaller 
velocity ratios as evidenced by fewer distortions in the constant-
temperature contours. This is consistent with a similar finding by 
Ramsey and Goldstein [29]. A definition for the jet edge employing the 
temperature excess ratio (similar to the one introduced by Squire [19] 
using the velocity excess ratio) was adopted to show the development 
of the jet edge and growth with the downstream distance. 
3. In this study, the downstream development of both the jet and 
its wake has been documented for velocity ratios of 1, 2, 4, and 7 -
up to a downstream location of X/D = 11.009. The change of the jet 
cross-section (at the jet discharge) to horseshoe-like immediately 
downstream of the jet discharge to kidney-like farther downstream was 
best observed through changes in the constant temperature, constant 
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velocity, and constant turbulence intensity contours at a number of 
downstream locations for the velocity ratios mentioned above. The 
existence of the so-called double-vortex structure in the downstream 
portion of the jet wake was confirmed and was shown to consistently 
occur in the jet wake for larger velocity ratios (see the proposed 
vortical pattern in Figures 4.31 through 4.33). For smaller velocity 
ratios, a weaker vortex pattern was identified. 
4. The temperature profiles for both heated and cooled jets 
possess a peak which occurs in the jet core region. The mean 
temperature had a virtually flat distribution in the lateral direction 
up to Y/D = 0.462 for M = 7 and M = 4 and Y/D = 0.347 for M = 1. 
5. The resultant mean velocity profiles are characterized by 
two peaks. The larger peak consistently occurs in the jet core, while 
the smaller one corresponds to fluid entrained into the jet wake 
behind the near vertical portion of the jet. The streamwise component 
of the mean velocity, on the other hand, possesses characteristics 
similar to those of the resultant velocity in terms of, for example, 
the double-peak pattern. While the locations of the peaks remain 
virtually the same, the magnitudes are slightly smaller for the 
streamwise component than for the resultant velocity. The distribution 
of the vertical component of velocity, however, does not share any 
similarities with either the resultant mean velocity or the streamwise 
component of velocity and has, generally, smaller values than either 
of them. The vertical component seemed to possess only one peak that 
consistently occurred in the wake-like region. The overall magnitude 
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of the vertical component decreased with increasing the vertical 
distance from the wall, Z/D, and eventually, vanished far enough above 
the jet upper edge. 
6. A double-peak pattern seems to develop for all turbulence 
quantities such as the turbulence intensity, turbulent velocity 
fluctuations, turbulent kinetic energy, and the temperature 
fluctuations. One peak usually occurs in the wake, while a larger 
peak occurs above the jet centerline in a region of higher velocity 
and/or temperature gradients. The only exception to the latter 
observation seems to be the turbulent kinetic energy at M = 4 (in this 
study) and M = 2 (Andreopoulos and Rodi [32]) where the larger peak 
is observed to occur where the mean velocity is maximum and not where 
the mean velocity gradient is maximum. For smaller velocity ratios 
(M £ 1), Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] observed a trend for the turbulent 
kinetic energy similar to the one noted above for the other turbulent 
quantities. 
7. The turbulent quantities are generally more significant at 
lower velocity ratios. This explains why some turbulence modelers [185] 
(coflowing jets) found it necessary to introduce a velocity ratio 
parameter that in effect increases the value of the turbulent 
kinematic viscosity at lower velocity ratios. 
8. Profiles of mean and fluctuating quantities, generally, 
appeared more similar with increasing downstream distance. This, 
however, does not imply any exact self similarity. 
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9. In terms of the quantities measured in this study, the 
effects of buoyancy forces appeared to be minor. It is entirely 
possible, however, that quantities such as the turbulent heat flux 
would indicate some difference, 
10. The lower-velocity-ratio-flows (M £ 2) behave differently 
than those with higher velocity ratios. In the lower velocity ratio 
case, the jet interacted with the wall at a smaller X/D where the 
value of the temperature excess ratio was still fairly high. For 
larger velocity ratios, on the other hand, the interaction took place 
at a much larger X/D where the temperature excess ratio had a much 
smaller value. The wall temperature, therefore, is more likely to be 
influenced by the jet temperature in the low-velocity-ratio-jet. 
Furthermore, in the low velocity ratio case, the wake was not as 
pronounced and, thus, the mixing process was not as good as that 
observed for higher velocity ratios (see the contour plots of 
Figures 4.30 through 4.39). Previous investigators [33, 129] have 
observed other differences in the flow character. In particular, 
Crabb et al. [33] and Bergeles et al. [129] reported severe 
distortions in the velocity profile just above the jet discharge plane 
(and inside the jet discharge pipe) at very low velocity ratios 
(M £ 0.5). Crabb al. [33] reported less severe distortions at 
M = 2.3. These observations were confirmed to some extent by the flow 
visualization study using tufts suspended in the flow and by injecting 
colored dye with the jet fluid. 
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11. The development of the shear stress w'u' relative to the 
turbulent kinetic energy was described in terms of a structural 
"2 
parameter, = 2 w'u'/q' , and was shown to have a maximum of 0.59 
at a downstream position of X/D = 12.844 (M = 4). This was rather 
surprising because of the obvious deviation from the value found in 
undisturbed shear layers (0.3) as reported, for example, by 
Andreopoulos and Rodi [32] at a velocity ratio of M = 0.5 and X/D = 10. 
It should be mentioned here, however, that the 0.3 value is adopted 
in a large portion of the jet-wake region. 
5.2. Suggestions for Future Work 
Several suggestions regarding the extension of this work can be 
made. These are summarized below. 
1. More information on the three-dimensional character of the •. 
flow is needed for both the isothermal and heated jet. An improved 
method that is capable of dealing with flow reversals may be required. 
This may require the use of a two- or three-component laser doppler 
anemometer. 
2. The detailed turbulence data reported in this study for the 
isothermal jet were obtained at a velocity ratio of 4. It is believed 
that more turbulence data are needed for a wider range of velocity 
ratios. Furthermore, no detailed turbulence data were obtained closer 
than X/D = 5.505 to the jet discharge primarily because of the potential 
for large errors because of the large jet deflection expected in that 
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region. It is, once more, believed that more data are needed closer 
to the jet discharge. This is best done employing an X-probe or a 
triple-sensor probe and not a slanted probe. In this case, minor 
modifications in both the probe support system and the data 
acquisition and analysis program may be required. 
3. If the suggestions in 1 and 2 above are carried out 
successfully, it would be possible at this stage to carry out more 
detailed measurements of the turbulence structure for the isothermal 
jet. This should include the measurement of triple velocity 
correlations, spectra, length scale, intermittency, skewness and 
flatness factors, and the probability distributions. The measurement 
of these quantities requires, in general, a substantially larger number 
of samples (probably in the order of 10^) in order to reduce the 
scatter in the data. The present data acquisition program is capable 
(with some modifications) of carrying out an analysis of this type. 
4. If the suggestions 1 and 2 are carried out successfully, it 
will also be possible to extend the turbulence analysis to jets with 
heat transfer. This can, generally, be done by either modifying 
the rotational probe technique used to solve for the six components 
of the Reynolds stress tensor in isothermal jets or by using a 
multisensor probe. If the former approach is adopted, it is expected 
that the new method should have enough independent signals to solve 
for the six components of the Reynolds stress tensor and the three 
components of the turbulent heat flux along with the fluctuating 
temperature. The current data acquisition program has a series of 
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subroutines that do just that. The only prerequisite for the success 
of the method is being able to accurately measure the three time-
averaged velocity components and to do the measurement in a region of 
highly three-dimensional character since the accuracy of the method 
deteriorates for one- and two-dimensional flows. If the latter approach 
is adopted (the one utilizing a multi-sensor probe), on the other 
hand, a triple-sensor probe (with one sensor operating as a cold wire) 
or a four-sensor probe (with one sensor operating as a cold wire) may 
be required. 
5. Data on buoyancy-dominated jets are needed for both positively-
buoyant and negatively-buoyant jets. A maximum Froude number of +4 
should be adopted in order for the buoyance forces to play a major 
role. This may require minor modifications in the test facility to 
accommodate cases of small Froude numbers without drastically reducing 
the jet discharge velocity (and consequently, the discharge Reynolds 
number which will cause the jet to lose its turbulent character). 
Increasing the jet pipe diameter to one inch or even two inches, may 
suffice. 
Other problems that can be attempted using the same test facility 
include: 
1. Jets discharging at an angle different from 90°. 
2. Discharge of effluent from multiport diffusers. 
3. Vertical heated and unheated jets and plumes. 
4. Free surface effects on shallow submerged jets. 
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8. APPENDIX A: A DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
PROGRAM FOR MEASUREMENTS OF A JET-IN-CROSS FLOW 
This appendix provides a complete listing of the main data 
acquisition program employed in the present study. The program is 
written in HP-enhanced BASIC and is primarily designed for use with 
the HP 87XM microcomputer, the HP 3495A scanner, the HP 9121D dual 
flexible disc drive, the Fluke 8520A digital multimeter, the 
L. C. Smith DI-3R and the L. C. Smith BBR. For more details about 
the program or its use, the reader is advised to contact the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering at Iowa State University. 
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10 REM «MAIN: UNHEATED/HEATED JETS* 
20 REM 
30 REM 
40 IMAGE 9X,3<2X,9A,MZZZ.DDDD,2X) 
50 IMAGE 33X,14A,5D 
60 IMAGE 15X,2(2A,4D,2A,MZZZ.DDDD,5X) 
70 PRINTER IS 704,80 6 DEG 
80 OPTION BASE 1 
90 OUTPUT 704 CHR* (27)&"&k9S" 
100 PRINT CHRS (27)&"&I66p50fIL" 
110 DIM C9(2),N(3),EO(8) , AO<2) ,HO(2),RO(2),R1 (2) ,TO (2), T2 (2), XX (200), ZZ (200) 
120 DIM F7(10),G(9,10),T(5) 
130 SHORT PI (5) , P2 (5), P3 <5) , P4 (5), P5 (5), P7 (5) ,P8 <2), P9 (2), T3 < 13), UO, U (5), V (3), W ( 
3),U1,R8(2),R9(2),R18(5) 
140 SHORT A8,A9,Z(4),Z1(6),Z2(4),Z3,T1(2),FROUDE,REYNDS 
150 SHORT El (3) , E2 (3), E3 <3) , E4 (3), E5 (3), E6 (3),E7 (3) , E8 (3), E9 (3), F9 (5), FT (2) 
160 DISP "INPUT DATE:MONTH,DAY,YEAR" 6 INPUT 01,02,03 
170 DISP "INPUT RUN NUMBER. Note:this is a string variable" 8 INPUT 04$ 
180 NUMB=0 
190 PRINT ;"DATE:";01;"/";02;"/";D3;" RUN#";04$;" OPERA 
TOR:SHERIF" 
200 DISP "IS THIS A MEASUREMENT RUN OR A DATA REDUCTION RUN? 0=MEASUREMENT 1=DA 
TA REDUCTION" @ INPUT RED 
210 IF RED=0 THEN CHD=0 
220 IF REDO 0 THEN 230 ELSE 250 
230 IF REDO 1 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 250 
240 GOTO 200 
250 IF RED=1 THEN TANK=0 6 CP=4 9 C5=l 
260 IF RED=1 THEN GOSUB 16520 
270 IF RED=1 THEN PRINT CHR$ (27)&"&klS DATA REDUCTION RUN" @ GOSUB 16780 
280 GOSUB 16520 
290 IF KED=0 THEN DISP "DO YOU WANT TO READ HOT-WATER-MIXING-TANK TEMP? 1=YES , 
0=N0" 8 INPUT TANK 
300 IF TANKO 1 THEN 310 ELSE 340 
310 IF TANKO 0 THEN 320 ELSE 340 
320 GOSUB 18650 
330 GOTO 290 
340 DISP "INPUT CLEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND PLATE IN inches" 8 INPUT CC 
350 IF CC<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 370 
360 GOTO 340 
370 PRINT "CLEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND INJECTION NOZZLE=";CC;" inches" 
380 IF RED=0 THEN 390 ELSE C4=2 8 GOTO 430 
390 DISP "JET MEAS7 2=YES 1=N0 " 8 INPUT C4 
400 IF C40 1 THEN 410 ELSE 430 
410 IF C40 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 430 
420 GOTO 380 
430 IF C4=l THEN CJ=0 8 GOTO 480 
440 IF C4=2 THEN DISP "NONHEATED JET OR HEATED JET? 1=N0NHEATED 2=HEATED" 8 INP 
UT CJ 
450 IF CJO 1 THEN 460 ELSE 480 
460 IF CJO 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4SO 
470 GOTO 440 
480 IF RED=1 THEN 490 ELSE LINEAZ=1 8 DEM=3 8 GOTO 590 
490 IF CJ=1 THEN DISP "DO YOU WANT TO DO THE DATA REDUCTION USING LINEARIZED OR 
NONLINEARIZED VOLTAGES? 1=LINEARIZED, O=N0NLINEARI2ED" 8 INPUT LINEAZ 
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500 IF CJ=2 THEN LINEAZ=1 
510 IF LINEAZO 0 THEN 520 ELSE 540 
520 IF LINEAZO 1 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 540 
530 GOTO 480 
540 IF CJ=1 THEN DISP "WANT THE ANALYSIS TO BE 2-D OR 3-D? 2=2-D,3=3-D.note that 
the Reynolds stresses M i l l  be based on a 3-D analysis in any case" 0 INPUT DEM 
550 IF CJ=2 THEN DEM=3 
560 IF DEMO 2 THEN 570 ELSE 590 
570 IF DEMO 3 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 590 
580 GOTO 540 
590 IF C4=l THEN CJ=0 e C5=2 @ D0=1 0 DEM=3 S LINEAZ=1 B GOTO 890 
600 IF CJ=2 THEN 610 ELSE 680 
610 IF RED=1 THEN 620 ELSE 680 
620 IF CP=4 THEN 630 ELSE 680 
630 DISP "DO YOU WANT DATA REDUCTION DONE USING PREVIOUS ISOTHERMAL RUN DATA OR 
USING RAW DATA? 1=ISDTHERMAL 0=RAW" 9 INPUT CHD 
640 IF CHDO 1 THEN 650 ELSE 680 
650 IF CHDO 0 THEN 660 ELSE 680 
660 GOSUB 18650 
670 GOTO 630 
680 IF CJ=1 OR CJ=0 THEN CHD=0 
690 IF CJ=2 THEN GOSUB 19820 ELSE 840 
700 IF C50 1 THEN CP=0 
710 GOSUB 20000 
720 IF CP=4 THEN 1080 ELSE 730 
730 GOSUB 19900 
740 IF C5=4 THEN GOSUB 19970 
750 IF C5=4 THEN GOSUB 19980 
760 IF C5=4 THEN 830 
770 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 19970 
780 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 19980 
790 IF CP=5 THEN 830 
800 GOSUB 19910 
810 GOSUB 19920 
820 GOSUB 19950 
830 IF CJ=2 THEN 1080 
840 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "3-D MEAN VELOCITY? OR JET TRAJEC? OR COMPLETE JET ANALYS 
IS ? ENTER 3 OR 2 OR 1" e INPUT C5 
850 IF C50 3 THEN 860 ELSE 890 
860 IF C50 2 THEN 870 ELSE 890 
870 IF C50 1 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 890 
880 GOTO 840 
890 GOSUB 19900 
900 GOSUB 19910 
910 GOSUB 19920 
920 IF C4=l THEN GOSUB 19930 
930 IF C4=2 THEN GOSUB 19950 
940 IF C50 1 THEN CP=0 
950 IF C4=l THEN DISP "INPUT FREE STREAM VELOCITY" @ INPUT U1 
960 IF C40 1 THEN 990 
970 IF UKO THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 990 
980 GOTO 950 
990 IF RED=0 THEN 1000 ELSE 1080 
1000 IF C5=l THEN DISP "IF COMPLETE ANALYSIS IS IT:SLANT# 1 OR SLANT#2 OR NORMAL 
PROBE OR DATA REDUCTION OR ALL OF ABOVE?ENTER 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 0" @ INPUT CP 
1010 IF C50 1 THEN 1080 
y 
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1020 IF CPO 0 THEN 1030 ELSE 1080 
1030 IF CPO 1 THEN 1040 ELSE 1080 
1040 IF CPO 2 THEN 1050 ELSE 1080 
1050 IF CPO 3 THEN 1060 ELSE 1080 
1060 IF CPO 4 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1080 
1070 GOTO 990 
1080 GOSUB 9350 
1090 IF CPO 4 THEN DISP "WANT PROBE SCAN A 3-D SPACE OR MEASURE AT SELECTED POI 
NTS CLOSE TO JET? 1=3-D SPACE 2=SELECTED POINTS" 8 INPUT CIO 
1100 IF CP=4 THEN 1140 
1110 IF ClOO 1 THEN 1120 ELSE 1140 
1120 IF ClOO 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1140 
1130 GOTO 1090 
1140 IF CP=4 THEN DISP "WHAT WAS THE KIND OF PROBE MOTION? SCAN A 3-D SPACE OR M 
EASURE AT SELECTED POINTS CLOSE TO JET? 1=3-D SPACE ;2=SELECTED PTS" 6 INPUT CIO 
1150 IF ClOO 1 THEN 1160 ELSE 1180 
1160 IF ClOO 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1180 
1170 GOTO 1140 
1180 IF CPO 4 THEN DISP "WANT PROBE BE ALLOWED TO MOVE IN 1/2 CHANNEL SPACE OR 
IN THE WHOLE SPACE? 2=1/2 SPACE, 1=WH0LE SPACE, 2=PLANE OF SYMMETRY" 0 INPUT C13 
1190 IF CP=4 THEN DISP "WAS THE PROBE ALLOWED TO MOVE IN 1/2 CHANNEL SPACE OR IN 
THE WHOLE SPACE? 2=1/2 SPACE, 1=WHDLE SPACE, 2=PLANE OF SYMMETRY" g INPUT C13 
1200 IF C130 1 THEN 1210 ELSE 1230 
1210 IF C130 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1230 
1220 GOTO 1180 
1230 IF CP=4 THEN 1260 
1240 IF CI0=2 THEN GOSUB 17900 
1250 IF C10=2 THEN GOSUB 18030 
1260 ON C4 GOTO 1600,1270 
1270 DISP "INPUT NOMINAL FREE STREAM TEMP" 8 INPUT TSTREAM 
1280 IF TSTREAM<45 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1300 
1290 GOTO 1270 
1300 PRINT -FREE STREAM TEMP = TSTREAM;"F" 
1310 DISP "INPUT FREE STREAM VEL Ul.JET DISCHARGE VELOCITY U2" 8 INPUT U1,U2 
1320 IF Ul>= 0 THEN 1340 ELSE GOSUB 18650 
1330 GOTO 1310 
1340 IF U2>0 THEN 1360 ELSE GOSUB 18650 
1350 GOTO 1310 
1360 DISP "INPUT JET TEMP T4" 8 INPUT T4 
1370 IF T4<50 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1390 
1380 GOTO 1360 
1390 IF Ul>.1 THEN M=U2/U1 
1400 DISP "INPUT JET DIAM DO INCH" 8 INPUT DO 
1410 IF D0<= O THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1430 
1420 GOTO 1400 
1430 1=3 8 0=4 e T3<Q)=T4 8 GOSUB 15390 
1440 AB=.816666667SU2SP2(3)«D0^2».1198/3.055775 
1450 A9=(A8+.057413333)/.065819879 
1460 1=1 8 0=1 e T3(Q)=TSTREAM 8 GOSUB 15390 
1470 IF T40 TSTREAM THEN FR0UDE=U2/<32.2*D0/12*ABS <P2(1)-P2<3))/P2<1))^.5 ELSE 
PRINT "FROUDE NUMBER = INFINITY" 
1480 REYNDS=U2«D0S3600/P5<3)/12 
1490 IF CPO 4 THEN DISP "ADJUST ROTAMETER % OF MAX FLOW T0";A9; 
1500 PRINT "ROTAMETER 7.MAX FLOW = ";A9;"7." 
1510 PRINT "JET FLOW RATE = ";A8; "GPM" 
1520 PRINT "JET DIAMETER = ";D0;"INCH" 
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1530 PRINT "FREE STREAM VELOCITY = ";U1;"FT/SEC" 
1540 PRINT "JET NOMINAL VELOCITY = ";U2;"FT/SEC" 
1550 IF Ul>. 1 THEN PRINT "VELOCITY RATIO = ";M 
1560 IF Ul<= .1 THEN PRINT "VELOCITY RATIO =INFINITY" 
1570 PRINT "JET NOMINAL TEMP = ";T4;"F" 
1580 IF T4<> TSTREAM THEN PRINT "DISCHARGE FROUDE NO. = " ; FRO 
UDE 
1590 PRINT "DISCHARGE REYNOLDS N0= ";REYNDS 
1600 GOSUB 9810 
1610 IF CP=5 THEN C6=l 0 GOTO 1710 
1620 IF C5=4 THEN C6=l 9 GOTO 1710 
1630 IF RED=0 THEN 1650 ELSE 1640 
1640 DISP "WAS TEMP CORRECTION FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS APPLIED? YES=2 , N0=1" 
9 INPUT C6e GOTO 1660 
1650 DISP "WANT TO APPLY TEMP CORRECTION FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS? YES=2 , N0=1 
" 9 INPUT C6 
1660 IF C6<> 1 THEN 1670 ELSE 1690 
1670 IF C6<> 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1690 
1680 GOTO 1630 
1690 IF C6=l THEN PRINT "NO TEMP CORRECTION IS APPLIED FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 
1700 IF C6=2 THEN PRINT "TEMP CORRECTION IS APPLIED FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS" 
1710 IF RED=0 THEN 1720 ELSE DISP "WAS DATA TAKING BASED ON CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 
FLUID PROPERTIES? 1=C0NSTANT , 2=VARIABLE" S INPUT CUB GOTO 1730 
1720 DISP "CONSTANT OR VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES? INCONSTANT , 2=VARIABLE" 9 INP 
UT Cll 
1730 IF Clio 1 THEN 1740 ELSE 1760 
1740 IF Clio 2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1760 
1750 GOTO 1710 » 
1760 IF CI1=1 THEN PRINT "CONSTANT FLUID PROPERTIES" 
1770 IF CI1=2 THEN PRINT "VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES" 
1780 IF C5=4 THEN X0=0 6 GOTO 1870 
1790 IF CP=5 THEN X0=0 9 GOTO 1870 
1800 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "WANT TO APPLY VOLTAGE NORMALIZATION FOR CTA OPERATION?Y 
ES=1,N0=0.CAUTION:DONT APPLY NORMALIZATION IN CASES WHERE STREAM VEL=0" 9 INPUT 
XO 
1810 IF RED=1 THEN DISP "WAS VOLTAGE NORMALIZATION FOR CTA OPERATION APPLIED? 1= 
YES, 0=N0" e INPUT XO 
1820 IF XOO O THEN 1830 ELSE 1850 
1830 IF XOO 1 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1850 
1840 GOTO 1800 
1850 IF X0=0 THEN PRINT "NO VOLTAGE NORMALIZATION IS APPLIED DURING VELOCITY MEA 
SUREMENTS" 
1860 IF X0=1 THEN PRINT "VOLTAGE NORMALIZATION IS APPLIED DURING VELOCITY MEASUR 
EMENTS" 
1870 IF CP=5 THEN 1890 ELSE 1880 
1880 IF C5=4 THEN 1890 ELSE 1950 
1890 DISP "WANT TO APPLY VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION DURING TEMP MEASUREMENTS? 1=YE 
S 0=N0" e INPUT XOO 
1900 IF XOOO O THEN 1910 ELSE 1930 
1910 IF XOOO 1 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1930 
1920 GOTO 1890 
1930 IF X00=0 THEN PRINT "NO CORRECTION FOR VOLTAGE DRIFT IS APPLIED DURING TEMP 
MEASUREMENTS" 
1940 IF X00=1 THEN PRINT "VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION IS APPLIED DURING TEMP MEASUR 
EMENTS" 9 GOTO 1960 
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1950 X00=0 
1960 IF C10=l THEN DISP "IN WHICH CHANNEL DIVISION WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONDUCT MEA 
SUREMENTS? 1=ALL THREE OR FIRST, 2=SEC0ND, 3=THIRD" 8 INPUT CI 
1970 IF ClOO 1 THEN 2020 
1980 IF CIO 1 THEN 1990 ELSE 2020 
1990 IF CIO 2 THEN 2000 ELSE 2020 
2000 IF CIO 3 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 2020 
2010 GOTO 1960 
2020 IF CI0=2 THEN NUMB=0 9 GOTO 2080 
2030 IF CIO 1 THEN DISP "DO YOU LIKE TO START POINT NUMBERING FROM ONE? 1=YES, 
0=N0" @ INPUT NUMB 
2040 IF NUMBO O THEN 2050 ELSE 2080 
2050 IF NUMBO 1 THEN 2060 ELSE 2080 
2060 GOSUB 18650 
2070 GOTO 2030 
2080 IF X0=0 THEN 2090 ELSE 2100 
2090 IF X00=0 THEN N0RMA=0 S GOTO 2160 ELSE 2100 
2100 IF RED=0 THEN 2110 ELSE N0RMA=0 0 GOTO 2160 
2110 DISP "DO YOU WANT SECONDARY REFERENCE READINGS TAKEN AFTER EVERY POINT OR A 
T THE END OF EVERY SPANWISE STATION? 1=P0INT 0=STATI0N" 0 INPUT NORMA 
2120 IF NORMAO 1 THEN 2130 ELSE 2160 
2130 IF NORMAO 0 THEN 2140 ELSE 2160 
2140 GOSUB 18650 
2150 GOTO 2100 
2160 GOSUB 4090 
2170 PRINT "END OF RUN FOR TODAY";01;;02;"/";03 9 GOSUB 16520 
2180 GOSUB 16520 
2190 GOTO 21260 
2200 REM «PROBE CODE* 
2210 GOSUB 16520 
2220 ON D9 GOTO 2230,2240 
2230 PRINT "PROBE TYPE: NORMAL SENSOR DISA 55R11" 9 GOTO 2250 
2240 PRINT "PROBE TYPE; SLANTED SENSOR DISA 55R12" 
2250 GOSUB 16520 
2260 RETURN 
2270 REM «THERMOCOUPLE mVOLT-TEMP CONVERSION* 
2280 REM 
2290 OUTPUT 725 ; "7.VR0T0D6B5?" 
2300 FOR 10=1 TO 50 
2310 ENTER 725 ; FO 
2320 EO<I)=EO<I>+FO 
2330 NEXT 10 
2340 E0(I>=EO(I)«2O 
2350 IF EO(I)<= 1.494 THEN 2380 
2360 IF E0(I)<= 3.941 THEN 2400 
2370 IF EO(I)<= 6.62 THEN 2420 
2380 T3 <I)=31.99925+46.80117SE0(I)-1.407396SE0 <I)^2+.07802«E0(I)^3-.007394SE0(I) 
-^4 
2390 GOTO 2430 
2400 T3(I) =33.42956+44.48835SE0(I)-.07422SEO<I)^2-.253S954E0(I)^^3+.02B78«E0(I)"4 




2440 REM «PROBE POSITIONING ROUTINE* 
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3000 IF E>Z<3)+.0004 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7274782" 
3010 IF E>Z<3)+.0004 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,727BE" e GOTO 2970 
3020 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,727SE" 6 GOTO 3050 
3030 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7275785" 0 GOTO 2930 
3040 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,727478E" 8 GOTO 2930 
3050 WAIT 2000 @ RETURN 
3060 REM «VERTICALWISE VOLTAGE-TO-DISTANCE CONVERSION* 
3070 E=Z(3) 
3080 Z1 (3) =Z0-29. 60027249+3. 2174106»E-.04197364*E'^2+.01478537537*E^3-.00196384*E 
^4 
3090 Z1(3)=21(3)+.00007865574«E^5 
3100 IF Z1 (3X0 THEN Zl(3)=0 
3110 Z1(6)=2113)+CC 
3120 RETURN 
3130 REM «ANGULAR MOTION» 
3140 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "197,7379E" 
3150 OUTPUT 725 ;"%VR2T0D6B10?" 9 ENTER 725 ; E 
3160 IF E<Z(4)-.02 THEN 3250 
3170 IF E>Z(4)+.02 THEN 3260 
3180 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7379E" 
3190 OUTPUT 725 ;"%VR2T0D6B10?" 6 ENTER 725 ; E 
"7,737579E" 
"7,7379E" & GOTO 3190 
"7,737479E" 
"7,7379E" e GOTO 3190 
3200 IF E<Z(4)-.0015 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3210 IF E<Z(4)-.0015 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3220 IF E>2(4)+.0015 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3230 IF E>Z(4)+.0015 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3240 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7379E" 6 GOTO 3270 
3250 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,737579E" 9 GOTO 3150 
3260 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,737479E" 8 GOTO 3150 
3270 WAIT 2000 S RETURN 
3280 REM *ANGLE-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERSION» 
3290 ON C9(2) GOTO 3300,3330 
3300 Z (4) =4.97767834+.05302377«Z 1(4) + .0000C890B1B9*Z 1 (4) ^ 2+9.595242E-8*Z1 (4) "^3 
3310 Z(4)=Z(4)+1.423765E-9*Z1 (4)'"4+9.115043E-12*Z1 (4)-5 
3320 GOTO 3350 
3330 Z ( 4 > =-5.06530715+. 07377285* Z 1(4)-. 00029772* Z 1(4) -^2+. 000002024116*Z1 (4)'"3 
3340 Z(4)=Z(4)-6.779774E-9*Z1(4)"4+9.115043E-12*Z1(4)"5 
3350 RETURN 
3360 REM *SPANWISE DISTANCE-TO VOLTAGE CONVERSION* 
3370 Z1(1)=Z1(1)+12.012012049 
3380 Z(l) =-.40516111+.38860814*Z1 ( 1 )-.05693967*Z1 ( 1 )-^2+.00494179*Z1 ( 1 )"3-.000209 
47*Z1(1)^4 
3390 Z(1)=Z(1)+.000003698163*Z1(1)"S 
3400 X=Z(1) e 1=1 ® GOSUB 3990 
3410 Z1(1)=Z1(1)-12.0!2012049 
3420 RETURN 
3430 REM «STREAMWISE DISTANCE-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERSION* 
3440 Z (2) =3.606907654-.70964464*Z1(2) + . 13738493*Z1 (2)'^2-.02193417*Z1 (2)*^3+. 00193 
127*Z1 (2)-^4 
3450 Z(2)=Z(2)-.0000718656*Z1(2)"5 
3460 X=Z(2) e 1=2 e GOSUB 3990 
3470 RETURN 
3480 REM «VERTICALWISE DISTANCE-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERSION* 
3490 Z1(3)=Z1(3)+31.637-Z0 
3500 Z (3) =-. 624388696+. 30217428*Z1 (3)+.00255974*Z1 (3) "2-. 000211384Z1 (3) "^3+. 00000 
7194051 *Z1 (3)-^4 
3510 Z(3>=Z(3)-7.862684E-B#Z1 (3)-^5 
y 
352 
3520 X=Z(3> e 1=3 e GOSUB 3990 
3530 Z1(3)=Z1(3)-31.637+ZO 
3540 RETURN 
3550 REM «COMPUTING PRIMARY REFERENCE VOLTAGES FORS 
3560 REM «CONSTANT TEMPERATURE ANEMOMETER OPERATION* 
3570 IF CP=5 THEN 3640 
3580 IF C5=4 THEN 3640 
3590 IF D9=l THEN R9<1)=SQR (A2+B2«SQR (Ul)) & R9(2)=U1*S2 
3600 IF D9=2 THEN R9(1)=SQR (A1+B1*SQR (Ul)) P R9(2)=U1*S1 
3610 IF X0=1 THEN PRINT "REFERENCE VELOCITY = ";U1;"FT/SEC 
3620 IF X0=1 THEN PRINT "LINEARIZER REF VOLTAGE= ";R9 (2) ; "VOLT 
S" 
3630 IF X0=1 THEN PRINT "ANEMOMETER REF VOLTAGE= ";R9(1) ; "VOLT 
S" 
3640 RETURN 
3650 REM «MEASURING SECONDARY REFERENCE VOLTAGES* 
3660 IF CP=5 THEN 3770 
3670 IF C5=4 THEN 3770 
3680 IF X0=0 THEN 3810 
3690 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "08E" 
3700 FOR Q=1 TO 2 
3710 GOSUB 7170 
3720 NEXT Q 
3730 ON C6 GOTO 3810,3740 
3740 GOSUB 15540 
3750 GOSUB 15510 
3760 GOTO 3810 
3770 IF X00=0 THEN 3810 
3780 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "OlE" B 1=1 0 EO(I)=0 9 GOSUB 2290 
3790 X9=3 8 0=5 @ GOSUB 7170 
3800 TREF=(R18(5)-AT2)/BT2 9 ERR0R=TREF-T3(1) 
3810 RETURN 
3820 REM «ENTERING PROBE POSITION VOLTAGES* 
3830 IF CI0=2 THEN 3960 
3840 IF CIO 1 THEN GOSUB 3570 
3850 IF CIO 1 THEN X9=2 P Z(l>=.75 6 Z(2)=2.32 @ Z(3)=.006 S Z<4)=.43 0 Zl(4)=-
90 e GOSUB 3090 
3360 IF CIO i THEN GOSUB 3660 
3870 IF Cl=l THEN Z<1)=1.176 8 Z(2)=2.32 & Z(3)=.006 @ Zl(4)=-90 @ Z(4)=.43 
3880 IF C1>1 THEN DISP "INPUT POSITION VOLTAGES FOR SPAN,FLOW,TRAVERSE,ANGLE.ALS 
0 INPUT PROBE ANGLE IN DEG" S BEEP @ INPUT Z(1),Z(2),Z(3),Z<4),Z1(4) 
3890 GOSUB 3140 
3900 GOSUB 2470 
3910 GOSUB 2620 
3920 GOSUB 2700 
3930 GOSUB 2850 
3940 GOSUB 2920 
3950 GOSUB 3070 
3960 RETURN 
3970 REM «ROUNDING OFF POSITION VOLTAGES TO 4 DIGITS* 
3980 REM 
3990 DEF FNR(X) = INT <X4100000)/100000 
4000 DEF FNRKX) = INT <X*10000)/lOOOO 
4010 X1=FNR<X)-FNR1(X) 
4020 IF Xl>= .00005 THEN 4060 
353 
4030 X1=0 
4040 DEF FNR2(X) = FNR1(X)+X1 
4050 GOTO 4070 
4060 XI=.0001 e GOTO 4040 
4070 Z(I)=FNR2(X> 
4080 RETURN 
4090 REM *MAIN SUBROUTINE* 
4100 REM 
4110 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "ENTER DESIRED SAMPLING TIME/SCANNER CHANNEL IN SECONDS. 
IT HAS TO BE AN INTEGER (usually 5 or 10 or 15 or 20 or 25)" S INPUT STIME 
4120 IF RED=1 THEN DISP "WHAT WAS THE SAMPLING TIME/SCANNER CHANNEL IN SECONDS?! 
T SHOULD HAVE BEEN AN INTEGER (usually 5 or 10 or 15 or 20 or 25)" S INPUT STIME 
4130 IF IP (STIME)<> STIME THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4150 
4140 GOTO 4110 
4150 IF STIMEs'O THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4170 
4160 GOTO 4110 
4170 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "INPUT FACTOR FOR RMS READINGS. this is a number from 0 
.1 to 100 that will be multiplied by SAMPLING TIME for D.C. readings." 
4180 IF RED=1 THEN DISP "WHAT WAS FACTOR FOR RMS READINGS?it should have been a 
number from 0.1 to 100" 
4190 DISP "the only requirement is that the product (SAMPLING TIMEJFACTOR) be an 
integer" @ INPUT FACTOR 
4200 IF IP (FACTOR*STIME)<> FACTOR*STIME THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4220 
4210 GOTO 4170 
4220 IF FACT0R<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4240 
4230 GOTO 4170 
4240 IF FACT0R>100 THEN DISP "TOO LARGE OF A SAMPLING TIME" ELSE 4260 
4250 GOTO 4170 
4260 PRINT "SAMPLING TIME FOR D.C. VOLTAGES =";STIME;"SECONDS" 
4270 PRINT "SAMPLING TIME FOR R.M.S. VOLTAGES =";2*STIME*FACT0R; "SECON 
DS" 
4280 20=29.52096954 
4290 IF CI0=2 THEN 4350 
4300 DISP "ENTER VERTICAL DIST INCHES AFTER WHICH PROBE MOTION TO BE RECTANGULAR 
IN %z-PLANE.IF MOTION TO BE RECTANGULAR FROM BEGINNING ENTER ZERO" @ INPUT Z4 
4310 IF Z4<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4330 
4320 GOTO 4300 
4330 IF Z4>20 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 4350 
4340 GOTO 4300 
4350 IF CP=0 THEN GOTO 4370 
4360 GOTO 4410 
4370 GOSUB 16110 
4380 IF C5<> 1 THEN 4430 
4390 GOSUB 16560 
4400 GOTO 4430 
4410 GOSUB 16790 
4420 IF CP=4 THEN 6530 
4430 ON C5 GOTO 4440,4490,4490,4490 
4440 IF CP=0 THEN 4470 
4450 IF CP=3 THEN 4490 
4460 IF CP=5 THEN 4490 
4470 DISP "MAKE SURE SLANT PROBE IS IN.press continue" 8 PAUSE & BEEP 
4480 GOTO 4500 
4490 DISP "MAKE SURE NORMAL PROBE IS IN.press continue" S PAUSE 9 BEEP 
4500 IF CI0=2 THEN 4630 
4510 IF Cl=l THEN DISP "ALIGN CARRIAGE WITH REF LINE.press continue" S PAUSE P 8 
EEP 
354 
4520 DISP "INPUT TOTAL# OF GRID POINTS IN THE SPANWISE,FLOWWISE AND VERTICAL DIR 
ECTIONS.ALSO INPUT GRID SIZES SAME DIRECTIONS" 9 INPUT Ml, M2,M3,Z2(1>,Z2(2),Z2(3 
) 
4530 60SUB 18670 
4540 IF CIO 1 THEN DISP "INPUT NUMBER OF PLANES/DIVISION AND NUMBER OF CHANNEL 
DIVISIONS" e INPUT N7,N<3) 
4550 IF Cl=l THEN 4570 
4560 GOSUB 18960 
4570 IF Cl=2 THEN DISP "MOVE CARRIAGE";N7*Z2(2);"INCH DOWNSTREAM FROM REFERENCE 
LINE.press continue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
4580 IF Cl=3 THEN DISP "MOVE CARRIAGE";2«N7«Z2(2)INCH FROM REFERENCE LINE.près 
s continue" 6 PAUSE 6 BEEP 
4590 GOSUB 17410 
4600 Z3=L3 
4610 IF L3>= Z4 THEN PRINT "PROBE WILL MOVE IN A RECTANGULAR PARALLELOGRAM" 
4620 IF L3<Z4 THEN PRINT "PROBE WILL MOVE AT AN ANGLE TILL PROBE IS";Z4;"INCHES 
ABOVE MODEL,IT WILL THEN MOVE IN A PARALLELOGRAM" 
4630 IF C13=l THEN N4=(Ml+l)/2 
4640 IF C13=2 THEN N4=M1+1 
4650 IF C5<> 1 THEN 6180 
4660 IF CPO 5 THEN DISP "DISCONNECT ANY CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER AND GET REA 
DY TO PUT CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER ON OPERATE.press continue" 6 PAUSE @ BEEP 
4670 IF CP=5 THEN DISP "DISCONNECT ANY CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER AND GET READY TO 
PUT CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER ON OPERATE, press continue" 6 PAUSE @ BEEP 
4680 IF CJ=1 THEN 4720 ELSE 4690 
4690 IF CP=1 THEN D9=2 e GOTO 4740 
4700 IF CP=2 THEN D9=2 8 GOTO 4740 
4710 D9=l 8 GOTO 4740 
4720 IF CPO 3 THEN D9=2 8 GOTO 4740 
4730 D9=l 
4740 GOSUB 2210 
4750 IF C5=2 THEN C9(2>=1 
4760 IF C5=3 THEN C9(2)=2 
4770 IF C5=4 THEN C9(2>=3 
4780 IF C9<1)>1 THEN 4870 
4790 GOSUB 3570 
4800 IF CI0=2 THEN GOSUB 18230 
4810 IF CI0=2 THEN 4830 
4820 X9=2 8 Z(1)=.75 8 Z(2)=2.32 8 Z<3)=.006 8 Z(4)=.43 8 Z1(4)=-90 8 GOSUB 3890 
4830 GOSUB 3660 
4840 IF CI0=1 THEN GOSUB 3830 
4850 IF CI0=2 THEN GOSUB 18340 
4860 IF Cl=l THEN PAUSE 8 BEEP 8 DISP "FINE ADJUST PROBE POSITION IF NECESSARY.p 
ress continue" 
4870 IF Cl=l THEN OUTPUT 704 USING "3(/)" 
4880 IF C1>1 THEN GOSUB 3830 
4890 GOSUB 10770 
4900 IF C1>1 THEN 4920 
4910 IF C9(l)>1 THEN 5020 
4920 IF CI0=2 THEN GOSUB 18360 
4930 IF CI0=2 THEN 5010 
4940 PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID P0INTS=";N5 
4950 PRINT "NUMBER OF GRID PTS: SPAN=";M1;" FL0W=";M2;" TRAV=";M3 
4960 IF C1>1 THEN PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID PTS/DIVISION#"; C9(1);"=";N6 




4980 PRINT "GRID SIZE; SPAN=";Z2<1>;" FLOW=";Z2(2);" TRAV="jZ2(3) 
4990 PRINT "LENGTHS,inches: SPAN=";L1;" FL0W=";L2;" TRAV=";L3 
5000 PRINT "NUMBER OF PLANES/DIV=";N7;" NUMBER OF CHANNEL DIV=";N(3) 
5010 GOSUB 16520 
5020 GOSUB 9950 
5030 GOSUB 10580 
5040 FOR J=N8 TO N9 
5050 GOSUB 6540 
5060 IF J>1 THEN 5090 
5070 GOSUB 8050 
5080 GOTO 6040 
5090 IF Ml=l THEN 5430 
5100 IF N0RMA=0 THEN 5170 ELSE 5110 
51lO IF N0RMA=1 THEN 5120 ELSE 5170 
5120 IF Nl=l THEN 5190 ELSE 5130 
5130 SPD=Z1(1) e SPV=Z(1) e X9=2 S Z(l)=.75 e Z1(4)=-90 @ Z(4)=.43 @ GOSUB 2470 
5140 GOSUB 3140 
5150 GOSUB 3660 
5160 Z1<1)=SPD e Z(1)=SPV 
5170 IF Nl=l THEN 5190 
5180 GOTO 5230 
5190 Z(l)=1.176 
5200 GOSUB 2620 
5210 GOSUB 2470 
5220 GOTO 5350 
5230 IF N1>N4 THEN 5250 
5240 GOTO 5380 
5250 IF N1=N4+1 THEN 5270 
5260 GOTO 5290 
5270 Z(l)=1.176 
5280 GOSUB 2620 
5290 IF 04=2 THEN 5310 
5300 GOTO 5320 
5310 IF Nl<= N4+4 THEN Zl(l)=Zl(l)-Z2(l)/2 @ GOTO 5330 
5320 Z1(1)=Z1(1)-Z2(U 
5330 GOSUB 3370 
5340 GOSUB 2470 
5350 GOSUB 8050 
5360 IF N1=M1 THEN 5430 
5370 GOTO 6040 
5380 IF C4=2 THEN 5400 
5390 GOTO 5410 
S400 IF Nl<= 5 THEN Z1(1)=Z1<1)+Z2(1>/2 e GOTO 5420 
5410 Z1 (1)=Z1 (1)+Z2<1) 
5420 GOTO 5330 
5430 IF C10=l THEN 5490 
5440 IF Ml=l THEN 5450 ELSE 5460 
5450 IF N2=M2+1 THEN 6030 ELSE 5470 
5460 IF N2=M2 THEN 6030 
5470 GOSUB 18420 
5480 GOTO 5660 
5490 IF Ml=l THEN 5500 ELSE 5630 
5500 IF M2=l THEN 5510 ELSE 5520 
5510 IF N3<= M3 THEN 5640 
5520 IF N2=l THEN 5530 ELSE 5540 
5530 IF N3<= M3 THEN 5640 
356 
5540 IF N2<> N7 THEN 5550 ELSE 5600 
5550 IF N2<> 2*N7 THEN 5560 ELSE 5600 
5560 IF N2<> 3*N7 THEN 5570 ELSE 5600 
5570 IF N2<> M2 THEN 5580 ELSE 5600 
5580 IF N3=l THEN 5860 ELSE 5590 
5590 IF N3<= M3 THEN 5640 
5600 60SUB 6740 
5610 IF N3=l THEN 5680 ELSE 5620 
5620 IF N3<= M3 THEN 5640 
5630 IF N3=M3 THEN 5820 
5640 Z1<3)=Z1(3)+Z2(3) 
5650 Z1(6)=Z1(3)+CC 
5660 GOSUB 3490 
5670 GOSUB 2920 
5680 X9=2 e 2(1)=.75 6 Z1(4)=-90 9 Z(4)=.43 @ GOSUB 2470 
5690 GOSUB 3140 
5700 GOSUB 3660 
5710 IF Ml=l THEN 5720 ELSE 5810 
5720 Z(l)=1.176 e GOSUB 2620 
5730 GOSUB 2470 
5740 GOSUB 8050 
5750 IF C10=2 THEN 5810 
5760 IF Ml=l THEN 5770 ELSE 5810 
5770 IF N2=N7 THEN 5800 ELSE 5780 
5780 IF N2=2*N7 THEN 5800 ELSE 5790 
5790 IF N2=M2 THEN 5800 ELSE 5810 
5800 IF N3=M3 THEN 6030 
5810 GOTO 6040 
5820 IF N2<> N7 THEN 5830 ELSE 6030 
5830 IF N2<> 2*N7 THEN 5840 ELSE 6030 
5840 IF N2<> 3*N7 THEN 5850 ELSE 6030 
5850 IF N2<> M2 THEN 5860 ELSE 6030 
5860 Z1 (2)=Z1 (2)+Z2(2) 
5870 Z1<5)=Z1(2)-2.805964116+(C9(1)-1)«(N7*Z2(2)) 
5880 IF N2=N7 THEN GOSUB 6600 
5890 IF N2=N7 THEN 6030 
5900 IF N2=2»N7 THEN GOSUB 6600 
5910 IF N2=2*N7 THEN 6030 
5920 GOSUB 3440 
5930 GOSUB 2700 




5980 GOTO 5660 
5990 Zl(3)=21(3)-L3 
6000 IF Z1 (3X0 THEN Zl(3)=0 
6010 Z1(6)=21(3)+CC 
6020 GOTO 5660 
6030 GOSUB 10210 
6040 NEXT J 
6050 IF D9=2 THEN 6070 
6060 GOTO 6280 
6070 IF C9(2)=l THEN 6090 
6080 GOTO 6180 
6090 IF CP=0 THEN 6120 
357 
6100 GOSUB 17690 
6110 GOTO 6530 
6120 C9(2)=2 
6130 DISP "PUT CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER ON STAND BY AND TURN SLANT PROBE 180 DE 
G.press continue" @ PAUSE 6 BEEP 
6140 DISP "GET READY TO PUT CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER ON OPERATE, press continue" 
e PAUSE @ BEEP 
6150 GOSUB 2210 
6160 IF C1>1 THEN 4880 
6170 GOTO 4790 
6180 IF CPO 2 THEN 6210 
6190 GOSUB 17690 
6200 GOTO 6530 
6210 D9=l 
6220 IF CJ=1 THEN 6250 ELSE 6230 
6230 IF C5=4 THEN DISP "GET READY TO PUT CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER TO OPERATE. 
press continue" @ PAUSE @ BEEP 6 GOTO 6270 
6240 IF CP=5 THEN DISP "GET READY TO PUT CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER TO OPERATE.. 
press continue" ® PAUSE S BEEP 6 GOTO 6270 
6250 DISP "PUT CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER ON STAND BY AND GET READY TO PUT NORMAL 
PROBE.press continue" <3 PAUSE @ BEEP 
6260 DISP "GET READY TO PUT CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER ON OPERATE.press continue" 
e PAUSE e BEEP 
6270 GOTO 4740 
6280 IF C1>1 THEN 6330 ELSE 6290 
6290 IF CP=0 THEN 6330 ELSE 6300 
6300 IF CP=3 THEN 6310 ELSE 6330 
6310 GOSUB 17690 
6320 GOTO 6530 
6330 IF C1>1 THEN 6490 
6340 IF N<3)=3 THEN 6370 
6350 IF Ni3)=2 THEN 6400 
6360 GOTO 6490 
6370 IF C9(l)=3 THEN 6490 
63S0 IF C5=l THEN DISP "REMOVE DISK&INSERT ANOTHER DISK.press continue" 0 PAUSE 
S BEEP 
6390 IF C9'.l)=2 THEN C9<1)=3 @ GOTO 6420 
6400 IF C9(l)»l THEN C9(l)=2 8 GOTO 6420 
6410 GOTO 6490 
6420 IF C9<1)<> 1 THEN GOSUB 9350 
6430 IF C9(1)=2 THEN DISP "MOVE CARRIAGE";N7«Z2(2);"INCH DOWNSTREAM FROM REFEREN 
CE LINE.press continue" @ PAUSE @ BEEP 
6440 IF C9(l>=3 THEN DISP "MOVE CARRIAGE";2*N7«Z2(2)INCH DOWNSTREAM FROM REFER 
ENCE LINE.press continue" @ PAUSE S BEEP 
6450 Z(2)=2.32 
6460 GOSUB 2850 
6470 GOSUB 2700 
6480 GOTO 4650 
6490 IF C5<> 1 THEN GOSUB 17550 
6500 IF C5<> 1 THEN 6530 
6510 OUTPUT 704 ;CHR$ (12) 
6520 GOSUB 17540 
6530 RETURN 
6540 IF C10=l THEN N2=IP (<J-1)/(Ml«M3))+1 
6550 IF C10=l THEN N3=IP ((J-I-Ml*M3*(N2-1))/Ml)+1 
6560 IF C10=l THEN N1=J-M1*M3»(N2-1)-Ml»(N3-1> 
y 
358 
6570 IF Cl0=2 THEN N2=IP ((J-1)/M1)+1 
6580 IF CI0=2 THEN N1=J-M1«<N2-1) 
6590 RETURN 
6600 IF CI0=2 THEN 6730 




6650 GOSUB 3490 
6660 GOSUB 2920 
6670 GOTO 6730 
6680 Z1<3)=Z1<3)-L3 
6690 IF Zl(3)<0 THEN Zl(3)=0 
6700 Z1(6)=Z1<3)+CC 
6710 GOSUB 3490 
6720 EOSUB 2920 
6730 RETURN 
6740 IF N3=l THEN 6750 ELSE 6780 
6750 Z1(2)=Z1(2)+Z2<2) 8 Z1<5)=Z1(2)-2.805964116+(C9(1)-1)*(N7*Z2(2)) g GOSUB 34 
40 
6760 GOSUB 2700 
6770 GOSUB 6600 
6780 RETURN 
6790 REM «COMPUTING ANEMOMETER VOLTAGES* 
6800 REM 
6810 EB(1) =F9(2) S E8(2) =F9(4> e E8(3)=F9(1) e RETURN 
6820 E9(l) =F9(2) e E9(2> =F9(4) @ E9(3)=F9(1) e RETURN 
6830 E7<1) =F9(2) 9 E7<2) =F9(4) E7(3)=F9(1) @ RETURN 
6840 E3(l) =F9(2) e E3(2) =F9(4) E3(3>=F9<1) s RETURN 
6850 E4(l) =F9(2) 8 E4<2) =F9(4> E4(3)=F9(1) e RETURN 
6860 E2<1) =F9(2) e E2(2> =F9(4) 8 E2(3)=F9(1> @ RETURN 
6870 El (1) =F9(2) e El <2) =F9(4) e El(3>=F9<1) e RETURN 
6880 E5(l) =F9(2) e E5(2) =F9(4) e E5(3)=F9(1) e RETURN 
6890 E6(l) =F9(2) e E6<2) =F9(4) E6(3)=F9(1) e RETURN 
6900 REM 
6910 REM «ROUTINE TO ROTATE NORMAL PROBE COUNTERCLOCKWISE* 
6920 REM «AND MEASURE AT 0 , -45 , -90 DEGREES* 
6930 REM 
6940 IF Zl<4)=0 THEN 6960 
6950 GOTO 6970 
6960 IF Z<4)=5.08 THEN 6980 
6970 Z1 (4)=0 e Z(4>=5.08 
6980 GOSUB 3140 
6990 GOSUB 15540 
7000 GOSUB 7150 
7010 ON C6 GOTO 7030,7020 
7020 GOSUB 15480 
7030 IF Zl«4>=0 THEN 7060 
7040 IF Zlt4>=-45 THEN 7080 
7050 IF Zl(4)=-90 THEN 7100 
7060 GOSUB 6820 
7070 Zl(4)=-45 e Z(4)=2.72 S GOTO 6980 
7080 GOSUB 6810 
7090 Zl(4)=-90 @ Z<4)=.43 & GOTO 6980 
7100 GOSUB 6830 




7130 REM «HOT-FILM CHANNEL SCANNING AND VOLTAGE NORMALIZATION* 
7140 REM 
7150 X9=0 8 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "OSE" 
7160 FOR Q=1 TO 4 
7170 IF Q=1 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "09E" 
7180 IF 0=2 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "lOE" 
7190 IF 0=4 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "12E" 
7200 IF 0=5 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "13E" 
7210 IF 0=3 THEN 7660 
7220 IF 0<> 4 THEN OUTPUT 725 ;"%VR3T0D5B20?" 
7230 IF 0=4 THEN OUTPUT 725 ;"%VAR3T0D6B2O?" 
7240 IF X9=2 THEN R8(Q)=0 6 GOTO 7270 
7250 IF X9=3 THEN R18(Q)=0 8 GOTO 7270 
7260 F9(0)=0 
7270 IF 0=4 THEN STIMEF=FACTOR*STIME 
7280 IF 0<> 4 THEN STIMEF=STIME 
7290 FOR 01=1 TO STIMEF 
7300 F0=0 
7310 IF 0=4 THEN IC=0 8 QMAX=200 
7320 IF Q<> 4 THEN QMAX=20 
7330 FOR 00=1 TO OMAX 
7340 ENTER 725 ; F 
7350 IF OO 4 THEN 7380 
7360 IF Q0<= 10 THEN 7410 
7370 IF F<= .016 THEN 00=5 @ GOTO 7410 
7380 FO=FO+F 
7390 IF 0=4 THEN IC=IC+1 8 GOTO 7400 ELSE 7410 
7400 IF I020 THEN 7420 
7410 NEXT 00 
7420 IF 0=4 THEN FO=FO/IC 
7430 IF OO 4 THEN F0=F0/20 8 GOTO 7450 
7440 F0=F0-.016 
7450 IF X9=2 THEN R8(0)=R8(Q)+F0 8 GOTO 7490 
7460 IF X9=3 THEN RIS(Q)=Ria<Q)+F0 8 GOTO 7490 
7470 IF Q=4 THEN F0=F0-^2 
7480 F9(B)=F9(Q)+F0 
7490 NEXT 01 
7500 IF X9=2 THEN R8(Q)=R8(0)/STIMEF 8 GOTO 7700 
7510 IF X9=3 THEN R18(Q)=R18(Q)/STIMEF 8 GOTO 7700 
7520 F9(0)=F9(0)/STIMEF 
7530 IF 0=4 THEN F9<Q>=SQR (F9(Q)) 8 GOTO 7660' 
7540 IF X0=1 THEN 7560 
7550 GOTO 7660 
7560 IF C4=l THEN GOSUB 7710 
7570 IF C4=l THEN 7660 
7580 IF C10=l THEN 7620 
7590 IF Zl(5)<.2 THEN 7600 
7600 IF Zl(3)<.3 THEN 7660 
7610 GOTO 7650 
7620 IF N2=l THEN 7640 
7630 GOTO 7650 
7640 IF N3<3 THEN 7660 
7650 F9(Q)=F9(0)«R9(0)/R8(0) 
7660 IF CJ=2 THEN 7670 ELSE 7690 
7670 IF C5=4 THEN 7700 
y 
360 
7680 IF CP=5 THEN 7700 
7690 NEXT Q 
7700 RETURN 
7710 IF C10=2 THEN 7740 




7760 REM «ROUTINE TO ROTATE SLANT PROBE (1ST PHASE)* 




7810 GOSUB 3140 
7820 GOSUB 15540 
7830 GOSUB 7150 
7840 ON C6 GOTO 7860,7850 
7850 GOSUB 15480 
7860 IF Z1(4)=-90 THEN 7900 
7870 IF Z1(4)=-45 THEN 7940 
7880 IF Zl(4)=0 THEN 7980 
7890 IF Z1(4)=4S THEN 8020 
7900 GOSUB 6890 
7910 Z1(4)=-45 
7920 Z(4)=2.72 
7930 GOTO 7810 
7940 GOSUB 6880 
7950 Z1(4)=0 » 
7960 Z(4)=5.08 
7970 GOTO 7810 
7980 GOSUB 6870 
7990 Z1(4)=45 
8000 Z(4)=7.51 
8010 GOTO 7810 
8020 GOSUB 6860 
8030 GOSUB 9160 
8040 RETURN 
8050 IF CJ=1 THEN 8130 ELSE 8060 
8060 IF C5=l THEN 8070 ELSE 8180 
8070 IF CP=1 THEN 8230 
8080 IF CP=2 THEN 8250 
8090 IF CP=3 THEN 8290 
8100 IF CP=4 THEN 8320 
8110 IF CP=5 THEN 3310 
8120 GOTO 8320 
8130 IF CP=0 THEN 8180 
8140 IF CP=1 THEN 8230 
8150 IF CP=2 THEN 8250 
8160 IF CP=3 THEN 8270 
8170 IF CP=4 THEN 8320 
8180 IF D9=2 THEN 8220 
8190 IF C9(2)=l THEN 8270 
8200 IF C9(2)=2 THEN 8290 
8210 IF C9(2)=3 THEN 8310 
8220 ON C9(2) GOTO 8230,8250 
8230 GOSUB 8800 
•f 
361 
8240 GOTO 8320 
8250 GOSUB 11200 
8260 GOTO 8320 
8270 GOSUB 11810 
8280 GOTO 8320 
8290 GOSUB 8370 
8300 GOTO 8320 
8310 GOSUB 8490 
8320 RETURN 
8330 REM 
8340 REM «ROUTINE TO DETERMINE WHICH DIRECTION TO ROTATE* 
8350 REM «NORMAL PROBE* 
8360 REM 
8370 IF Zl(4)=0 THEN 8410 
8380 IF Zl<4)=-90 THEN 8430 
8390 GOSUB 11840 
8400 GOTO 8440 
8410 GOSUB 6960 
8420 GOTO 8440 
8430 GOSUB 11830 
8440 RETURN 
8450 REM 
8460 REM «ROUTINE TO MEASURE MEAN AND RMS TEMPERATURES* 
8470 REM «WITH A NORMAL PROBE* 
8480 REM 
8490 IF Zl(4)=-90 THEN 8510 
8500 GOTO 8520 
8510 IF Z(4)=.43 THEN 8530 
8520 Z1(4)=-90 e Z(4)=.43 e GOSUB 3140 
8530 GOSUB 15540 
8540 X9=0 e OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "HE" 
8550 FOR Q=4 TO 5 
8560 GOSUB 7170 
8570 NEXT Q 
8580 FT<l)=F9<5) 6 FT(2)=F9(4) e TBAR=(FT(1)-AT2)/BT2-ERR0R & TRMS=-(FT(2>/BT2) 
e THETA=(TBAR-T3(1))/(T3(4)-T3(1)) @ TD5=TRMS/TBAR«100 
8590 IF Nl=l THEN TML=TBAR 
S600 TKETAML=TBAR/TML 
8610 GOSUB 19290 
8620 GOSUB 19300 
8630 GOSUB 19680 
8640 GOSUB 19690 
8650 GOSUB 19700 
8660 GOSUB 19710 
8670 GOSUB 16520 
8680 IF NUMB=0 THEN PRINT# 5,J-N6«(C9(1)-1) ; Zl(5),Z1(1),Z1(6),FT(1),FT(2),TBAR 
,TRMS,T3(4),T3(1),THETAML 
8690 IF NUm=l THEN PRINT# 5,OF ; Zl (5), Zl (1), Zl (6), FT (1), FT (2), TEAR, TRMS, T3 (4), T 
3(1),THETAML 
8700 IF CI0=1 THEN 8710 ELSE 8750 
8710 IF NUMB=0 THEN 8720 ELSE 8740 
8720 IF C5=4 THEN PRINT# 4,J-N6*(C9(1)-1) ; Zl(5)/DO,Zl(1)/DO,Zl(6)/DO,THETA,TD5 
8730 GOTO 8750 





8770 REM «ROUTINE TO DETERMINE WHICH DIRECTION TO ROTATE* 
8780 REM «SLANT PROBE 1ST PHASE* 
8790 REM 
8800 IF Z1(4)=-90 THEN 8840 
8810 IF Z1(4)=45 THEN 8860 
8820 GOSUB 8920 
8830 GOTO 8870 
8840 GOSUB 7820 
8850 GOTO 8870 
88ÔO GOSUB 8950 
8870 RETURN 
8880 REM 
8890 REM «ROUTINE TO ROTATE SLANT PROBE 1ST PHASE CLOCKWISE* 




8940 GOSUB 3140 
89SO GOSUB 15540 
8960 GOSUB 7150 
8970 ON C6 GOTO 8990,8980 
8980 GOSUB 15480 
8990 IF Z1(4)=45 THEN 9030 
9000 IF Zl<4)=0 THEN 9070 
9010 IF Zl<4>=-45 THEN 9110 
9020 IF Zl(4)=-90 THEN 9150 
9030 GOSUB 6860 
9040 Z1(4)=0 
9050 Z(4)=5.08 * 
9060 GOTO 8940 
9070 GOSUB 6870 
9080 Z1(4)=-45 
9090 Z(4)=2.72 
9100 GOTO 8940 
9110 GOSUB 6880 
9120 Zl(4)=-90 
9130 Z(4)=.43 
9140 GOTO 8940 
9150 GOSUB 6890 
9160 GOSUB 19290 
9170 GOSUB 19300 
9180 GOSUB 19310 
9190 GOSUB 19320 
9200 GOSUB 19330 
9210 GOSUB 19340 
9220 GOSUB 19470 
9230 GOSUB 19400 
9240 GOSUB 16520 
9250 IF NUMB=0 THEN GOSUB 9280 
9260. IF NUMB=1 THEN GOSUB 9300 
9270 RETURN 
9280 PRINT# 1,J-N6«(C9(1)-1) ; El(1),E1(2),E1(3),E2<1),E2(2),E2(3),E5(1),E5{2),E 
5(3),E6(1),E6(2),E6(3),T3(1),T3(4) 
9290 RETURN 






9330 REM «NAMING DATA FILES* 
9340 REM 
9350 IF C4=l THEN 9490 ELSE 9360 
9360 IF CS=1 THEN GOSUB 9500 ELSE 9390 
9370 GOSUB 9680 
9380 GOTO 9490 
9390 IF C5=4 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA" g INPUT FILES* 
9400 IF C5=4 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA =";FILES* 
9410 IF C5=3 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING 3-D MEAN VELOCITY DATA" g IN 
PUT F3D4 
9420 IF C5=3 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING 3-D MEAN VELOCITY DATA = ";F3D$ 
9430 IF CJ=1 THEN 9440 ELSE 9470 
9440 IF C5=2 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING NONHEATED JETS MEAN VELOCITY 
««TURBULENCE DATA" 8 INPUT FILE6* 
9450 IF C5=2 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING NONHEATED JETS MEAN VELOCITY&TURB 
ULENCE= ";FILE6$ 
9460 GOTO 9490 
9470 IF C5=2 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING HEATED JETS MEAN VELOCITY&TU 
RBULENCE DATA" @ INPUT FILE7$ 
9480 IF C5=2 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING HEATED JETS MEAN VELOCITY&TURBULE 
NCE= ";FILE7$ 
9490 RETURN 
9500 IF CP=1 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING DATA FOR SLANT#! POSITION" 6 
INPUT FlLEli 
9510 IF CP=2 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING DATA FOR SLANT#2 POSITION" e 
INPUT FILE2* 
9520 IF CP=3 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING NORMAL PROBE DATA" 9 INPUT F 
ILE3S 
9530 IF CP=5 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA" 9 INPUT FILES* 
9540 IF CP=0 THEN DISP "ENTER THREE FILE NAMES FOR STORING DATA FOR SLANT#!, SLA 
NT#2, NORMAL PROBE" 6 INPUT FILE1$,FILE2$,FILE3$ 
9550 IF CP=0 THEN 9610 
9560 IF CJ=1 THEN 9570 ELSE 9590 
9570 IF CP=4 THEN DISP "ENTER THE THREE FILE NAMES THAT WERE USED FOR STORING TH 
E DATA FOR SLANT#!, SLANT#2, AND NORMAL PROBE" @ INPUT FILE1$,FILE2$,FILE3$ 
9580 GOTO 9610 
9590 IF CP=4 THEN DISP "ENTER THE FOUR FILE NAMES THAT WERE USED FOR STORING DAT 
A FOR SLANT#!,SLANT#2,NORMAL PROBE,TEMP" @ INPUT FILE!*,FILE2$,FILE3*,FILES* 
9600 IF CP=4 AND CHD=1 THEN DISP "ENTER FILE NAME THAT WAS USED TO STORE REDUCED 
DATA FOR CORRESPONDING ISOTHERMAL CASE" 0 INPUT FILE4* 
9610 IF CP=0 OR CP=4 THEN DISP "ENTER ALSO A FILE NAME FOR STORING REDUCED DATA" 
e INPUT FILE9* 
9620 IF CJ=2 THEN 9630 ELSE 9640 
9630 IF CP=4 THEN DISP "ENTER A 2ND FILE NAME FOR STORING REDUCED DATA FOR HEATE 
D JETS IN THE STREAMLINE-ORIENTED COORDINATE SYSTEM" @ INPUT FILEIO* 
9640 RETURN 
9650 REM 
9660 REM «PRINTING OUT DATA FILE NAMES* 
9670 REM 
9680 IF CP=1 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME USED TO STORE DATA FOR THE SLANT#! POSITION = 
";FILE!« 
9690 IF CP=2 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME USED TO STORE DATA FOR THE SLANT#2 POSITION = 
";FILE2$ 
9700 IF CP=3 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME USED TO STORE DATA FOR THE NORMAL PROBE 
FILES* 
364 
9710 IF CP=5 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME USED TO STORE THE NORMAL PROBE TEMP DATA 
FILES* 
9720 IF CJ=1 THEN 9730 ELSE 9730 
9730 IF CP=4 THEN PRINT "FILE NAMES USED TO STORE DATA FOR THE SLANT#! AND SLANT 
#2 AND NORMAL PROBE POSITIONS ARE:" 
9740 IF CP=4 THEN PRINT "SLANT#1="jFILEli;" SLANT#2=";FILE2$;" NORMAL PROB 
E=";FILE3$ @ GOTO 9770 
9750 IF CP=4 THEN PRINT "FILE NAMES USED TO STORE DATA FOR SLANT#!,SLANT#2,NORMA 
L PROBE, TEMP ARE:";FILEIS;" ";FILE2$;" ";FILE3$;" FILES* 
9760 IF CP=4 AND CHD=1 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME TO STORE REDUCED FOR CORRESPONDING 
ISOTHERMAL CASE = ";FILE4$ 
9770 IF CP=4 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME TO STORE REDUCED DATA=";FILE9$ 
9780 IF CJ=2 THEN 9790 ELSE 9800 
9790 IF CP=4 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME TO STORE DATA FOR HEATED JETS IN THE STREAMLI 
NE-ORIENTED COORDINATE SYSTEM= ";FILE!0$ 
9800 RETURN 
9810 IF C5=l THEN 9910 
9820 IF C5=3 THEN 9910 
9830 IF C4=2 THEN 9870 ELSE 9840 
9840 IF C10=l THEN DISP "INPUT A FILE NAME FOR STORING CHANNEL MEAN VEL&TURB DAT 
A FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES" 8 INPUT FF$ 
9850 IF C10=l THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING CHANNEL VELOCITY&TURBULENCE DATA 
FOR PLOTTING PURPDSES="; FF* 
9860 GOTO 9910 
9870 IF C10=! THEN DISP "INPUT A FILE NAME FOR STORING JET MEAN VELOCITY AND TUR 
BULENCE OR MEAN AND FLUCTUATING TEMP FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES" 6 INPUT FF* 
9880 IF CI0=2 THEN 9910 
9890 IF C5=4 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING JET MEAN&FLUCTUATING TEMP DATA FO 
* R PLOTTING PURP0SE5=";FF* 
9900 IF C5=2 THEN PRINT "FILE NAME FOR STORING JET MEAN VELOCITY&TURBULENCE DATA 
FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES»"; FF* 
9910 RETURN 
9920 REM 
9930 REM «CREATING AND OPENING DATA FILES* 
9940 REM 
9950 IF C5<> 1 THEN 10110 
9960 IF CP=0 THEN 10020 
9970 IF CP=i THEN 10060 
9980 IF CP=2 THEN 10070 
9990 IF CP=3 THEN 10080 
10000 IF CP=5 THEN 10100 
10010 IF CP=4 THEN 10190 
10020 IF D9=2 THEN 10040 
10030 GOTO 10080 
10040 IF C9<2)=1 THEN 10060 
10050 GOTO 10070 
10060 CREATE FILE1$,N6,112 0 ASSIGN# 1 TO FILEl* 9 GOTO 10190 
10070 CREATE FILE2*,N6,72 0 ASSIGN# 2 TO FILE2S G GOTO 10190 
10080 IF CJ=1 THEN CREATE FILE3*,N6,72 P ASSIGN# 3 TO FILE3* 0 GOTO 10190 
10090 IF CJ=2 THEN CREATE FILE3*,N6+M1,136 6 ASSIGN# 3 TO FILE3* @ GOTO 10190 
10100 CREATE FILES*,N6,SO 0 ASSIGN# 5 TO FILES* 0 GOTO 10190 
101lO IF C5=3 THEN 10170 
10120 IF C10=l THEN CREATE FF*,N6,40 0 ASSIGN# 4 TO FF* 
10130 IF C5=4 THEN CREATE FILES*,N6,80 0 ASSIGN# S TO FILES* 0 GOTO 10190 
10140 IF C5=2 THEN 10150 ELSE 10190 



























































IF CJ=2 THEN CREATE FILE7$,N6,80 6 ASSIGN# 7 TO FILE7» @ GOTO 10190 
IF CJ=1 THEN CREATE F3D«,N6+M1,128 @ ASSIGN# 3 TO F3DS 
IF CJ=2 THEN CREATE F3D$,N6+M1,136 S ASSIGN# 3 TO F3D* 
RETURN 
REM «CLOSING DATA FILES* 
IF C5<> 1 THEN 10410 
IF N2=N7 THEN 10270 
IF N2=2*N7 THEN 10270 
IF N2=3*N7 THEN 10270 
IF N2=M2 THEN 10270 
GOTO 10570 
IF CP=0 THEN 10330 
IF CP=1 THEN 10370 
IF CP=2 THEN 10380 
IF CP=3 THEN 10390 
IF CP=4 THEN 10540 
IF CP=5 THEN 10400 
IF D9=2 THEN 10350 
GOTO 10390 
IF C9(2)=l THEN 10370 
GOTO 10380 
ASSIGN# 1 TO t @ GOTO 10570 
ASSIGN# 2 TO « e GOTO 10570 
ASSIGN# 3 TO * e GOTO 10570 
ASSIGN# 5 TO « @ GOTO 10570 
IF N2=N7 THEN 10460 
IF N2=2*N7 THEN 10460 
IF N2=3*N7 THEN 10460 
IF N2=M2 THEN 10460 
GOTO 10570 
IF CI0=2 THEN 10490 
IF C5=3 THEN 10490 " 
ASSIGN# 4 TO * 
IF C5=4 THEN ASSIGN# 5 TO 
IF C5=3 THEN ASSIGN# 3 TO 
IF C5=2 THEN 10520 ELSE 10570 
IF CJ=i THEN ASSIGN# 6 TO *9 GOTO 10570 
IF CJ=2 THEN ASSIGN# 7 TO » 0 GOTO 10570 
ASSIGN# 9 TO « 
IF CP=4 AND CHD=1 THEN ASSIGN# 4 TO « 
IF CJ=2 THEN ASSIGN# 10 TO : 
RETURN 
IF NUMB=0 THEN 10600 ELSE 10590 
N8=l @ N9=N6 e GOTO 10640 
ON C9(l) GOTO 10610,10620,10630 
N8=l e N9=N6 8 GOTO 10640 
N8=N6+1 e N9=2«N6 S GOTO 10640 
Na=2*N6+l e N9=3*N6 
RETURN 
IF C5<> 1 THEN 10730 
IF CP=1 THEN 10730 
IF CP=2 THEN 10730 
IF CP=3 THEN 10730 
IF CP=5 THEN 10730 
DISP "INSERT DISK THAT HAS DATA FILES IN ORDER TO PERFORM DATA REDUCTION" 
DISP "IF FILES ARE STORED ON MORE THAN ONE DISK, YOU WILL HAVE TO COPY" 
* e GOTO 10570 











































press continue" S PAUSE 8 BEEP 
«PRINTING OUT EXPERIMENT TITLE* 
IF CJ=1 THEN 10860 ELSE 10780 
IF CP=1 THEN 10980 
IF CP=2 THEN 11000 
IF CP=3 THEN 11020 
IF CP=4 THEN 11150 
IF CP=5 THEN 11040 
IF C5=2 THEN 11070 
IF C5=3 THEN 11120 
IF C5=4 THEN 11030 
IF CP=0 THEN 10910 
IF CP=1 THEN 10970 
IF CP=2 THEN 10990 
IF CP=3 THEN 11010 
IF CP=4 THEN 11150 
IF C5=2 THEN 11050 
IF C5=3 THEN 11110 























NONHEATED JET:SLANT PROBE#1 POSITION" 8 GOTO 11130 
HEATED JET:SLANT PROBE#1 POSITION" 9 GOTO 11130 
NONHEATED JET:SLANT PR0BE#2 POSITION" 8 GOTO 11130 
HEATED JET:SLANT PR0BE#2 POSITION" 9 GOTO 11130 
NONHEATED JET:NORMAL PROBE DATA" P GOTO 11130 
HEATED JET:NORMAL PROBE CVEL DATA]" 8 GOTO 11130 
HEATED JET MEAN 0 RMS TEMP DATA" 9 GOTO 11130 
HEATED JET:NORMAL PROBE [TEMP DATA]" @ GOTO 11130 
THEN GOSUB 16520 
THEN PRINT CHR$ (27)&'&klS CHANNEL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION" 9 GOT 
0 11130 
11070 PRINT CHR$ 
11080 PRINT CHRî 
11090 PRINT CHR* 
11100 PRINT CHR$ 
11110 PRINT CHR* 
11120 PRINT CHRS 
11130 GOSUB 16780 






11200 IF Z1(4)=90 THEN 11240 
11210 IF Zl(4)=ia0 THEN 11260 
11220 GOSUB 11600 
11230 GOTO 11270 
11240 GOSUB 11350 
11250 GOTO 11270 
11260 GOSUB 11630 
(27)&"&klS HEATED JET TRAJECTORY" 
{27)&"&klS HEATED JET VELGCITYSTURBULENCE DATA" @ GOTO 11130 
(27)&'&klS NONHEATED JET TRAJECTORY" 
(27)&"&klS NONHEATED JET VELOCITYGTURBULENCE DATA" 8 GOTO 11130 
(27)&"&klS NONHEATED JET 3-D MEAN VELOCITY DATA" 8 GOTO 11130 
<27)&"&klS HEATED JET 3-D MEAN VELOCITY DATA" 
«ROUTINE TO DETERMINE WHICH DIRECTION TO ROTATE# 





11290 REM «ROUTINE TO ROTATE SLANT PROBE 2ND PHASE CLOCKWISE* 




11340 GOSUB 3140 
11350 GOSUB 15540 
11360 GOSUB 7150 
11370 ON C6 GOTO 11390,11380 
11380 GOSUB 15480 
11390 IF Zl(4)=90 THEN 11410 
11400 IF Zl<4)=ia0 THEN 11450 
11410 GOSUB 6840 
11420 Z1(4)=1S0 
11430 Z<4)=5.0B 
11440 GOTO 11340 
11450 GOSUB 6850 
11460 GOSUB 19290 
11470 GOSUB 19300 
11480 GOSUB 19350 
11490 GOSUB 19360 
11500 GOSUB 19470 
11510 GOSUB 19400 
11520 GOSUB 16520 
11530 IF NUMB=0 THEN PRINT# 2,J-N6*(C9(1 )-1 ) ; c3(1),E3<2),E3(3),E4(1),E4(2),E4( 
3),T3<1),T3(4),T3(8) 




11570 REM «ROUTINE TO ROTATE SLANT PROBE 2ND PHASE* 




11620 GOSUB 3140 
11630 GOSUB 15540 
11640 GOSUB 7150 
11650 ON C6 GOTO 11670,11660 
11660 GOSUB 15480 
11670 IF Zl(4)=180 THEN 11690 
11680 IF Z1(4)=90 THEN 11730 
11690 GOSUB 6850 
11700 Zl(4)=90 
11710 Z(4)=.43 
11720 GOTO 11620 
11730 GOSUB 6840 
11740 GOSUB 11460 
11750 RETURN 
11760 REM 
11770 REM «ROUTINE TO MEASURE MEAN VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE* 
11780 REM «AND ROTATE NORMAL PROBE CLOCKWISE AT 0,-45,-90 DEG* 
11790 REM *FOR 3-D MEAN VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS* 
11800 REM 
368 
11810 IF ZI(4;=-90 THEN 11830 
11820 GOTO 11840 
11830 IF Z(4)=.43 THEN 11860 
11840 ZI<4)=-90 e Z(4)=.43 
11850 GOSUB 3140 
11860 GOSUB 15540 
11870 GOSUB 7150 
11880 ON C6 GOTO 11900,11890 
11890 GOSUB 15480 
11900 IF CJ=2 THEN 11910 ELSE 11920 
11910 IF CP=3 THEN 12150 
11920 IF C5=3 THEN 12150 
11930 GOSUB 6830 
11940 U(4>=E7<1)/S2 
11950 IF C4=2 THEN 12050 
11960 IF C6=2 THEN 11980 
11970 GOSUB 15600 
11980 D5=4#E7(3)SE7(2)/(B2*SDR (U(4)))*100 
11990 GOSUB 19290 
12000 GOSUB 19300 
12010 GOSUB 19480 
12020 GOSUB 19490 
12030 GOSUB 16520 
12040 GOTO 12120 
12050 GOSUB 19290 
12060 GOSUB 19300 
12070 GOSUB 19370 
12080 IF C4=2 THEN D5=E7(2>/E7(1)*100 S GOSUB 19490 
12090 GOSUB 19S10 
12100 GOSUB 19400 
12110 GOSUB 16520 
12120 IF C5=2 THEN 12310 
12130 IF NUMB=0 THEN PRINT# 3,J-N6#(C9(1)-1> ; E7(1),E7(2),E7(3),Z1(5),Z1(1),Z1( 
6),T3<1),T3<4),T3(8) 8 GOTO 12370 
12140 IF NUMB=1 THEN PRINT# 3,J ; E7(l>,E7<2),E7<3),Z1(5),Z1(1),Z1(6),T3(1>,T3(4 
),T3(8) e GOTO 12370 
12150 IF Zl(4)=-90 THEN 12180 
12160 IF Z1(4)=-45 THEN 12200 
12170 IF Zl<4)=0 THEN 12220 
12180 GOSUB 6830 
12190 Z1(4)=-45 e Z(4)=2.72 8 GOTO 11850 
12200 GOSUB 6810 
12210 Zl<4)=0 e Z(4)=5.0S 6 GOTO 11850 
12220 GOSUB 6820 
12230 GOSUB 19290 
12240 GOSUB 19300 
12250 GOSUB 19370 
12260 GOSUB 19380 
12270 GOSUB 19390 
12280 GOSUB 19400 
12290 GOSUB 14050 
12300 GOTO 12370 
12310 IF C10=2 THEN 12370 
12320 XX=Z1<5)/D0 8 YY=ZI(1)/D0 8 ZZ=Zl(6)/DO 8 TURB=D5/100 
12330 IF UK. 1 THEN UJET=U(4) 
12340 IF Ul>= .1 THEN UJET=U<4»/U1 
369 
12350 IF NUMB=0 THEN PRINT# 4,J-N6*(C9(1)-1) ; XX,YY,ZZ,UJET,TURB 
12360 IF NUMB=1 THEN PRINT# 4,J ; XX,YY,ZZ.UJET,TURB 
12370 RETURN 
12380 GOSUB 12720 
12390 RETURN 
12400 REM 
12410 REM «READING DATA FILES FOR DATA REDUCTION* 
12420 REM 
12430 READ# 1,J-N6*<C9<1)-1) ; El(1),E1(2),El(3),E2(1),E2(2),E2(3),E5(1),E5(2),E 
5(3) ,E6(1) ,E6(2),E6(3) ,T3(1) ,T3(4) 
12440 RETURN 
12450 READ# 2,J-NA*(C9(1)-l) ; E3(1>,E3<2),E3(3),E4<1),E4<2),E4(3),T3(1),T3(4),T 
3(8) 
12460 RETURN 
12470 READ# 2,J ; E3(1),E3(2),E3(3),E4(1),E4(2),E4(3),T3(1),T3(4),T3(8) 
12480 RETURN 
12490 READ# 3,J-N6#(C9(1)-1> ; E7(l),E7(2),E7(3),Z1(5),Z1(1),Z1(6),T3(1),T3(4),T 
3(8) 
12500 RETURN 
12510 READ# 3,J ; E7(l),E7(2),E7(3>,Z1(5),Z1(1), Z1(6),T3(1),T3(4),T3(8) 
12520 RETURN 
12530 READ# 5,J-N6*(C9(1)-1) ; Z1(5),Z1(1), Z1(6),FT(1),FT(2),TEAR,TRMS,T3(4),T3( 
1),THETAML 
12540 RETURN 
12550 READ# 5,J ; Z1(5),Z1(1),Z1(6),FT(1),FT(2),TBAR,TRMS,T3(4),T3(1),THETAML 
12560 RETURN 
12570 J0=J-N6t(C9(l)-l) 
12580 READ# 4,JO ; SX,SY,SZ,U(2>,V(2),W(2),U(3), V(3),W<3),Ul,U2,T3(1>,T3(4),KET 
12590 Z1(5)=SX e Z1(1)=SY 6 Z1(6)=SZ @ RETURN 
1%600 READ# 4,J ; SX,SY,SZ,U(2>,V(2),W(2),U(3),V(3>,W(3),U1,U2,T3(1),T3(4),KET 
12610 Z1(S)=SX 8 Z1(1)=SY 6 Z1(6)=SZ S RETURN 
12620 J0=J-N6«(C9(1)-1) 
12630 READ# 3,JO ; SX,SY,SZ,E7(1),E7(2),E7(3),E8(1),EB(2),E8(3),E9(1),E9(2),E9(3 
),R8(1),R8(2),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
12640 Z1(5)=SX e Z1<I)=SY S Z1(6>=SZ S RETURN 
12650 READ# 3,J ; SX,SY,SZ,E7(1),E7(2),E7<3),EB(1),EB(2),EB(3),E9(1),E9(2),E9(3) 
,R8(1),R8(2),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
12660 Z1(5)=SX e Z1(1)=SY S Z1(6)=SZ © RETURN 






12720 IF C5<> 
12730 IF CPO 
12740 IF CPO 
12750 ASSIGN# 
12760 IF CJ=2 
12770 IF CJ=1 
12780 IF CP=0 
12790 IF CP=4 
12800 IF CJ=1 
12810 IF CJ=2 
12820 IF CJ=2 
12830 IF CJ=2 
(CREATING AND OPENING DATA FILES FOR DATA REDUCTION* 
1 THEN 12850 
0 THEN 12740 ELSE 12750 
4 THEN 12850 ELSE 12750 
1 TO FILEl* e ASSIGN# 2 TO FILE2$ @ ASSIGN# 3 TO FILE3S 
THEN ASSIGN# 5 TO FILE5$ 
THEN 12780 ELSE 12790 
OR CP=4 THEN 12800 ELSE 12850 
THEN 12800 ELSE 12850 
THEN CREATE FILE9S,N6+M1,112 6 ASSIGN# 9 TO FILE9$ 
THEN CREATE FILE9S,N6+M1,136 8 ASSIGN# 9 TO FILE9S 
AND CHD=0 THEN CREATE FILEIO*,N6+M1,120 8 ASSIGN# 10 TO FILEIOS 
AND CHD=1 THEN CREATE FILE10»,N6,72 8 ASSIGN# 10 TO FILE10» 
y 
370 
12840 IF CJ=2 AND CH0=1 THETi ASSIGN# 4 TO FILE4$ 
12850 RETURN 
12860 FF<Q) = (EE''4+2*EE'^2» <3*EEE-^2-AA)-2»AA*EEE'^Z+AA'^2) /BB'^2 




12910 REM «RESULTANT VELOCITY MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION* 
12920 REM 
12930 Y3=ATN (U<l)/U(l)> 6 Y4=ATN (V<1)/SQR (U( 1 )''2+W( 1 )^2) ) 8 RETURN 
12940 U(5)=SQR (U<l)'>2+V(l)'>2+W(l>'^2) 6 RETURN 
12950 REM 
12960 REM «MEAN VELOCITY AND REYNOLDS STRESSES* 
12970 REM 
12980 IF C5<> 1 THEN 15270 
12990 IF CJ=1 THEN 13010 ELSE 13000 
13000 GOTO 13020 
13010 IF CP=0 THEN SS=S1 
13020 IF NUMB=0 THEN 13030 ELSE 13100 
13030 GOSUB 12430 
13040 GOSUB 12450 
13050 IF CJ=1 THEN GOSUB 12490 
13060 IF CJ=2 THEN GOSUB 12620 
13070 IF CJ=2 THEN GOSUB 12530 
13080 IF CJ=2 AND CHD=1 THEN GOSUB 12570 
13090 GOTO 13160 
13100 GOSUB 12670 
13110 GOSUB 12470 
13120 IF CJ=1 THEN GOSUB 12510 
13130 IF CJ=2 THEN GOSUB 12650 
13140 IF CJ=2 THEN GOSUB 12550 
13150 IF CJ=2 AND CHD=1 THEN GOSUB 12600 
13160 GOSUB 6540 
13170 IF CJ=2 THEN 13180 ELSE 13190 
13180 IF CHD=0 THEN 14200 ELSE 14420 
13190 IF LINEAZ=0 THEN 13200 ELSE 13280 
13200 Q=1 e EE=E1<3) B EEE=E1(2) 8 SAS=S1 6 AA=A1 
13210 3=2 @ EE=E2(3J S EEE=E2(2) @ GOSUB 12860 
13220 Q=3 e EE=E3(3} S EEE=E3(2) S SAS=SS S AA=AS 
13230 Q=4 e EE=E4(3) 8 EEE=E4(2) @ GOSUB 12860 
13240 Q=5 e EE=E5<3) @ EEE=ES(2) 0 SAS=S1 0 AA=A1 
13250 Q=6 @ EE=E6(3> 8 EEE=E6(2) ® GOSUB 12860 
13260 0=7 8 EE=E7(3) 0 EEE=E7(2) 0 SAS=S2 0 AA=A2 
13270 GOTO 13350 
13280 Q=1 8 EE=E1(1) 8 SAS=S1 8 AA=A1 8 BB=B1 8 GOSUB 12880 
13290 Q=2 0 EE=E2<1) 0 GOSUB 12880 
13300 Q=3 0 EE=E3(1) 0 SAS=SS 0 AA=AS 8 BB=BS 8 GOSUB 12880 
13310 Q=4 e EE=E4(1) 8 GOSUB 12880 
13320 Q=5 8 EE=E5(1) 8 SAS=S1 8 AA=A1 0 BB=B1 0 GOSUB 12380 
13330 Q=6 8 EE=E6(1) 8 GOSUB 12880 
13340 Q=7 0 EE=E7<1) 0 SAS=S2 0 AA=A2 8 BB=B2 0 GOSUB 12880 
13350 IF DEM=3 THEN 13440 ELSE 13360 
13360 IF DEM=2 THEN 13370 ELSE 15270 
13370 V(1)=0 
13380 U<1)=SQR <2)*(FF(6)-FF(5))+FF<1)-FF(6) 
13390 U (1 ) =U ( 1) / ( l+Kl'^2-2*K2-2) * (2*SQR (2)/(SQR (2)-l)) 
e BB=B1 0 GOSUB 12860 
0 BB=BS 0 GOSUB 12860 
0 BB=B1 0 GOSUB 12860 
0 BB=B2 0 GOSUB 12860 
371 
13400 IF UdXO THEN U<1)=0 
13410 W < 1 ) =2# (FF (6) -K2''2«U ( 1 ) ) / ( l+Kl^^Z) 
13420 IF WdXO THEN Wd)=0 
13430 U(1)=SQR (U(l>) e W( 1) =SQR (Wd) ) 8 GOTO 13550 
13440 V (1 ) = ( ( l+Kl'^Z) * ( 1-K4''2)- d+Kl'"2-2*K2'"2) ) * (FF ( 1) +FF (4) )-( 1+K1'"2) * ( 1-K4^2) * ( 
FF(3)+FF(6)) 
13450 V(I)=Vd)/( (2»K2'^2-d+Kl''2))»( d+Kl-^2) t (l-K4''2)+2*K2'^2-K3''2*(l+Kl-"2) > > 
13460 Vd)=Vd)-(l+Kl'>2)*FF(7)/((l+Kl'^2>*d -K4'"2 ) +2«K2^2-K3^2« ( 1+KI '"2 ) > 
13470 IF VdXO THEN VV=0 6 GOTO 13490 
13480 W=V(1> 
13490 Ud) =VV+ (FFd ) +FF(4)-FF(3) -FF(6) ) / ( 1+K1^2-2*K2'>2) 
13500 IF UdXO THEN Ud)=0 
13510 Wd) =FF(7)-K4^2*U( 1 )-K3^2*VV 
13520 IF WdXO THEN W(1)=0 
13530 Vd)=SQR (VV> 
13540 Ud)=SOR (Ud)) 9 W(1)=SQR (Wd)) 
13550 GOSUB 12940 
13560 GOSUB 12930 
13570 U(2) = (SQR (2) * (E2(2)'>2-E5(2)'>2)/Sl'^2-E3 (2)-^2/SS^2+E6 (2)'-2/Sl-^2) / (SQR (2) * ( 
l-Kl'~2+2*K2'-2) ) ! turbulent stress u'v' 
13580 V(2) = (E3(2)^2/SS^2-E6(2) ^ 2/S 1"^2) / (2* d+Kl "^2) ) ! turbulent stress v'w' 
13590 W (2) = (El (2)^2/Sl'~2-E4(2) ^ 2/SS^2) / (2* ( 1-K1^2) ) ! turbulent stress w'u' 
13600 V(3) = (l+Kl'"2)*d-K4^2)*(E3(2)'^2/SS''2+E6(2)-^2/Sl'"2) 
13610 V(3)=V(3) + (K4'^2* (1+K1'"2) -2*K2'^2> * (El (2)^2/Sl'^2+E4 (2)' 2/SS"2) 
13620 V (3) =V (3) / ( 1+K1'^2-2*K2^2) - d+Kl'-2) /S2'^2*E7(2) -2 
13630 V(3>=Vf3)/(2*K2'-2+(l+Kl''2)«(l-K3'^2-K4'^2>) ! normal stress v'2 
13640 IF V(3X0 THEN V(3)=0 
13650 U (3) =V (3) + (El (2) ^ 2/S1^2+E4 (2) -2/SS^2-E3 (2) '^2/SS'^2-E6 (2) "^2/51^2) / ( l+Kl'^2-2* 
K2"~2) ! normal stress u'2 
13660 W(3)=E7(2)-~2/S2''2-K4'"2»U(3)-K3''2*V(3) ! normal stress w'2 
13670 IF U(3X0 THEN U(3)=0 
13680 IF W(3X0 THEN W(3)=0 
13690 U(3>=SQR (U(3)) e V(3)=SQR (V(3)) @ W(3)=SQR (W(3>) ! turbulent velocity f 
luctuations 
13700 KET=U(3)^2+V(3)''2+W(3)^^2 ! kinetic energy of turbulence 
13710 GOSUB 19290 
13720 GOSUB 19300 
13730 GOSUB 19310 
13740 GOSUB 19320 
13750 GOSUB 19330 
13760 GOSUB 19340 
13770 GOSUB 19350 
13780 GOSUB 19360 
13790 GOSUB 19370 
13800 GOTO 13830 
13810 GOSUB 19520 
13820 GOSUB 19500 
13830 GOSUB 19530 
13840 GOSUB 19540 
13850 GOSUB 19550 
13860 GOTO 13890 
13870 GOSUB 19580 
13880 GOSUB 19600 
13890 GOSUB 19610 
13900 GOSUB 19630 
13910 GOSUB 19640 
y 
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13920 GOSUB 19660 
13930 GOSUB 19470 
13940 GOSUB 16520 
13950 GOSUB 15280 
13960 IF NUMB=0 THEN 13970 ELSE 13990 
13970 PRINT# 9,JO ; SX,SY,SZ,U(2),V<2),W<2),U(3),V(3),W<3),U1,U2,T3(1>,T3(4),KET 
13980 GOTO 15270 
13990 IF NUMB=1 THEN 14000 ELSE 15270 
14000 PRINT# 9,J ; SX,SY,SZ,U(2),V(2),W<2),U(3),V(3),W(3),U1,U2,T3(l),T3(4),KET 
14010 GOTO 15270 
14020 REM «EQUATIONS THAT COMPUTE 3-D MEAN VELOCITY* 
14030 REM «FIELD USING NORMAL PROBE* 
14040 REM 
14050 U< 1 ) =SQR ( (E7( 1 )^ 2-E9( 1 )"2)"2+ (E7( 1 )-^ 2+E9( 1 )''2-2*E8(1)'"2)^ 2) 
14060 IF UdXO THEN U<l)=-U(l) 
14070 U(1)=SQR ( <E7 ( 1 ) ^2-E9( 1 )'~2+U( 1 ) ) / (2*S2^ 2* (K4^ 2-K3'^ 2) ) ) ! streamwise compon 
ent of velocity 
14080 V < 1 ) = <E9( 1 )^ 2+E7 ( 1 ) '~2-2*E8 < 1 ) ""2) / <2*S2'"2* (K4''2-K3''2) *U ( 1 ) ) ! transverse co 
mponent of velocity 
14090 W ( 1 > =E7 ( 1 ) ^2/S2'~2-K4'"2*U < 1 ) '•2-K3'^ 2*V < 1 ) "2 
14100 IF WdXO THEN W(1)=0 
14110 W< 1)=SQR (W(l)) ! vertical component of velocity 
14120 GOSUB 12930 
14130 GOSUB 12940 ! magnitude of resultant velocity 
14140 IF CJ=1 THEN 14150 ELSE 14160 
14150 IF C5=3 THEN 15040 ELSE 15270 
14160 IF C5=3 THEN 15040 ELSE 14170 
14170 IF C5=l THEN 14180 ELSE 15270 
14180 IF CP=3 THEN 15040 ELSE 14190 
14190 IF CP=4 THEN 14200 ELSE 15270 
14200 GOSUB 12930 
14210 GOSUB 12940 
14220 Y1=0 e Y2=45 g K(1)=K1 6 K(2)=K2 8 D9=2 8 SAS=S1 0 Fa=El (2) 8 GOSUB 20460 
14230 L=1 e GOSUB 21170 
14240 Y1=45 8 FB=E2(2) 0 GOSUB 20460 
14250 L=2 8 GOSUB 21170 
14260 Yl=90 e SAS=SS g FB=E3<2) 8 GOSUB 20460 
14270 L=3 e GOSUB 21170 
14280 Yl=180 8 F8=E4(2) 8 GOSUB 20460 
14290 L=4 8 GOSUB 21170 
14300 Yl=-45 e SAS=S1 8 F8=E5(2) 8 GOSUB 20460' 
14310 L=5 e GOSUB 21170 
14320 Yl=-90 8 F8=E6(2) 0 GOSUB 20460 
14330 L=6 8 GOSUB 21170 
14340 Y1=0 8 Y2=90 @ K(1)=K3 8 K<2)=K4 8 D9=l 6 SAS=S2 @ F8=E9(2) @ GOSUB 20460 
14350 L=7 e GOSUB 21170 
14360 Yl=-45 8 F8=EB(2) 0 GOSUB 20460 
14370 L=a e GOSUB 21170 
14380 Yl=-90 8 F8=E7<2) 8 GOSUB 20460 
14390 L=9 8 GOSUB 21170 
14400 GOSUB 20120 
14410 GOSUB 20910 
14420 IF CHD=1 THEN 14430 ELSE 14620 
14430 GOSUB 12930 
14440 GOSUB 12940 
14450 Y1=0 8 Y2=90 ® K<1)=K3 8 K(2)=K4 9 D9=l 8 SftS=S2 8 F8=E9<2) 8 GOSUB 20460 
373 
14460 GOSUB 21210 
14470 GG10=G1 & GG40=G4 8 GG50=65 8 RHS0=RHS 
14400 Yl=-45 e F8=EB(2) 0 GOSUB 20460 
14490 GOSUB 21210 
14500 GG14S=G1 @ GG445=64 8 GG545=G5 8 RHS4S=RHS 
14510 Yl=-90 8 F8=E7(2) 8 GOSUB 20460 
14520 GOSUB 21210 









14610 GOSUB 21080 
14620 GOSUB 19290 
14630 GOSUB 19300 
14640 GOSUB 19310 
14650 GOSUB 19320 
14660 GOSUB 19330 
14670 GOSUB 19340 
14680 GOSUB 19350 
14690 GOSUB 19360 
14700 GOSUB 19370 
14710 GOSUB 19380 
14720 GOSUB 19390 
14730 GOSUB 19680 
14740 GOSUB 19690 
14750 IF CHD=0 THEN GOSUB 19720 
14760 IF CHD=0 THEN GOSUB 19730 
14770 GOSUB 19740 
14780 GOSUB 19520 
14790 GOSUB 19530 
14800 GOSUB 19540 
14310 GOSUB 19550 
14820 GOSUB 19750 
14830 GOSUB 19580 
14840 GOSUB 19610 
14850 GOSUB 19640 
14860 GOSUB 19760 
14870 GOSUB 19770 
14880 GOSUB 19670 
14890 GOSUB 16520 
14900 GOSUB 15290 
14910 IF NUMB=0 THEN 14920 ELSE 14980 
14920 PRINT* 9, JO ; S,SY,SZ,U(2) , V(2) ,W (2) ,U (3) , V(3) ,W (3), T (3), T (4) , T (5) ,U1,U2, T 
3(1),T3(4),KET 
14930 IF CHD=0 THEN 14940 ELSE 14960 
14940 PRINT# 10,JO ; S,SY,SZ,G(1,10),G(2,10),G(3,10),G(4,10),G(5,10),6(6,10),6(7 
,10),6(8,10),G(9,10),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
14950 60T0 15270 
14960 PRINT# 10,J0 ; S,SY,S2,G<7,10),6(8,10),6(9,10),U(1),V(I), W(1) 
14970 GOTO 15270 




14990 IF CHD=0 THEN 15000 ELSE 15020 
15000 PRINT# 10,J ; S,SY,SZ,S<i,10) ,G<2,10),G<3,10>,G<4,10),G{5,10),6(6,10),G(7, 
10),G(8,10),G(9,10),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
15010 GOTO 15270 
15020 PRINT# 10,J ; S,SY,SZ,G(7,10),6<B, lO),G(9,10),U(l) , V<1) , W(1) 
15030 GOTO 15270 
15040 GOSUB 19520 
15050 GOSUB 19670 
15060 GOSUB 19600 
15070 GOSUB 19470 
15080 IF UK.l THEN GOSUB 16520 
15090 IF U1>.1 THEN PRINT USING 40 ; "U/Uinf =" ; U ( 1 )/U1 ; "V/Uin-f =" ; V < I )/U15 "W/Ui 
nf =";W(1)/U1 
15100 GOSUB 16520 
15110 IF CJ=1 THEN 15200 ELSE 15120 
15120 IF NUMB=0 THEN GOSUB 15290 
15130 IF NUMB=0 THEN 15140 ELSE 15160 
15140 PRINT# 3,JO ; S,SY,SZ,E7(1),E7(2),E7(3),E8(1),E8(2),E8(3),E9(1),E9(2),E9(3-
),R8(1),R8(2),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
15150 GOTO 15270 
15160 IF NUMB=1 THEN GOSUB 15280 
15170 IF NUMB=1 THEN 15180 ELSE 15270 
15180 PRINT# 3,J ; SX, SY,SZ, E7(1),E7(2) ,E7(3),E8(1),EB(2),ES(3),E9(1),E9(2),E9(3 
),R8(1> ,R8(2),U(1>,V(1) ,W(1) 
15190 GOTO 15270 
15200 IF NUMB=0 THEN GOSUB 15280 
15210 IF NUMB=0 THEN 15220 ELSE 15240 
15220 PRINT# 3,JO ; SX,SY,SZ,E7(1),E7(3),E8(1),E8(3),E9(1),E9(3),Ra(1),R8(2),T3< 
4),T3(1),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
15230 GOTO 15270 
15240 IF NUMB=1 THEN GOSUB 15280 
15250 IF NUMB=1 THEN 15260 ELSE 15270 
15260 PRINT# 3,J ; SX,SY,SZ,E7(1),E7(3),EB(1),E8(3),E9(1),E9(3),R8(1),R8(2),T3(4 
),T3(1),U(1),V(1),W(1) 
15270 RETURN 
15280 J0=J-N6»(C9(1)-1> g SX=Z1(5) @ SY=Z1(1) S SZ=Z1(6> 9 RETURN 
15290 J0=J-N6«(C9(1)-1) & S=Z1(5) e SY=Zi(l) ê SZ=Z1(6) & RETURN 
15300 IF C5<> 1 THEN 15380 
15310 IF CPO 0 THEN 15320 ELSE 15330 
15320 IF CPO 4 THEN 15380 ELSE 15330 
15330 ASSIGN# 1 TO * 6 ASSIGN# 2 TO * @ ASSIGN# 3 TO « 
15340 IF CJ=2 THEN ASSIGN# 5 TO * 
15350 ASSIGN# 9 TO * 
15360 IF CJ=2 THEN ASSIGN# 10 TO * 
15370 IF CJ=2 AND CP=4 AND CHD=1 THEN ASSIGN# 4 TO « 
15380 RETURN 
15390 REM «PROPERTY-TEMP RELATIONSHIPS FOR WATER* 
15400 REM 
15410 REM "P1=PR#,P2=DENSITY,P3=DYN VISC,P4=THER C0ND,P5=KIN VISC,P6=THER EXP 
,P7=SP HEAT" 
15420 PI(I)=EXP (3.2276-.02328*T3(Q)+.0000705596$T3(Q)"2-.000000096664*T3(Q)^ 3) 
15430 P2(I)=62.4108+.0049876#T3(Q)-.00010006*T3(Q)'^ 2+.OOOOOOOB6156*T3(Q)''3 
15440 P3 ( I)=.0115B0236«EXP (6.5004-.0208792*T3(Q)+.000063396«T3(Q)"2-.0000000906 
4*T3(D)"3) 
15450 P4(I)=.30810223+.000685619«T3(Q)-.0000013592*T3(Q)-2 




15480 REM «TEMP CORRECTION FOR CTA OPERATION* 
15490 REM «DURING VELOCITY MEASUREMENT* 
15500 REM 
15510 IF D9=2 THEN 60SUB 15660 
15520 IF D9=l THEN GOSUB 15860 
15530 RETURN 
15540 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "OlE" 8 1=1 6 E0(I)=0 8 GOSUB 2290 ! reading free 
stream temperature 
15550 IF TANK=1 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING ; "03E" 8 1=3 8 EO(I)=0 8 OUTPUT 725 
;"XVR0T0D5B5?" 8 GOSUB 2300 ! reading mixing tank temperature 
15560 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "04E" 8 1=4 8 E0(I)=0 8 GOSUB 2290 ! reading jet 
discharge temperature 
15570 IF CP=5 THEN 15600 
15580 IF C5=4 THEN 15600 
15590 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "08E" 8 1=8 8 EO(I)=0 8 GOSUB 2290 ! reading temp 
erature near probe 
15600 IF C4=l THEN 15620 
15610 IF ABS <T3<4>-T4)>= 10 THEN PAUSE 8 BEEP 8 DISP "ADJUST JET TEMP T0*';T4;"F 
. press continue" 
15620 RETURN 
15630 REM 
15640 REM *TEMP CORRECTION EQUATIONS FOR SLANT PROBE* 
15650 REM 
15660 IF X9=2 THEN F9(I)=R8(1) 8 F9<2)=R8(2) 
15670 IF C4=l THEN 15690 
15680 GOSUB 18520 
15690 Q=9 @ T3(Q)=(T3(a)+Tl<l))/2 8 1=1 8 GOSUB 15420 
15700 0=10 8 T3(Q)=<T2(1>+T1(l))/2 8 1=2 8 GOSUB 15420 
15710 0=11 8 T3(Q)=T1<1> 8 1=3 8 GOSUB 15420 
15720 IF CI 1=1 THEN P5<2)=P5(1) 8 P4(2)=P4(1) 
15730 P8 ( n = ( 16.1 /P4 (3) -26.21 * (T3 (9) /T3 (8) ) 03) / ( 16. 1/P4(3)-26.21* <T3< 10)/T2 ( 1 
))"-.03) 




15790 F9 ( 1 > =SQR (F9 ( 1 ) -^ 2»P4 (2) /P4 < 1 ) /P9 (1)*(T1(1) -T2 (1))/(T1(1) -T3 (8) ) +A1S < 1-P8 ( 
1)/P9(1))) 
15790 IF C4=l THEN 15810 
15800 GOSUB 18570 
15810 IF X9=2 THEN R8(1)=F9(1) 8 R8<2)=F9(2) 
15820 RETURN 
15830 REM 
15840 REM «TEMP CORRECTION EQUATIONS FOR NORMAL PROBE* 
15850 REM 
15860 IF X9=2 THEN F9(1)=R8(1) 8 F9<2)=R8(2) 
15870 IF C4=l THEN 15890 
15880 GOSUB 18520 
15890 Q=12 8 T3(Q)=<T3(8)+Tl<2))/2 8 1=4 8 GOSUB 15420 
15900 Q=13 8 T3(Q)=(T2<2)+Tl<2>>/2 8 1=5 8 GOSUB 15420 
15910 IF Cll=l THEN PI(5)=P1(4) 8 P5(5>=P5<4) 8 P4(5)=P4(4) 
15920 P8(2) = (P1 (4)/Pl (5))'-.2 8 P9(2) = (PI (4)/PI (5) )".33* <P5(5)/P5(4) )'^ .5 
15930 F9(3)=A2«PS(2)/P9(2)« <P4(5)/P4(4)/P8<2)*(T1(2)-T2<2))/(T1(2)-T3(8))-1) 
15940 F9(3)=F9(3)/(F9(1)^ 2-A2) 
15950 F9 <2)=F9 (2) * <F9 (3) +P4 (5) /P4 (4) /P9 (2) t (T1 (2) -T2 (2) ) / (T1 (2) -T3 (8) ) ) -^ 2 
376 
15960 F9 ( 1 > =SQR (F9 ( 1 ) '-2*P4 (5) /P4 (4) /P9 <2) * (T1 (2> -T2 (2) ) / <T1 (2) -T3 (B) ) +A2» ( 1-P8 ( 
2)/P9<2))) 
15970 IF C4=l THEN 15990 
15980 GOSUB 18570 
15990 IF X9=2 THEN R8(1)=F9(1) 8 R8<2)=F9<2) 
16000 RETURN 
16010 REM 
16020 REM «ENTERING NORMAL PROBE TEMP CALIBRATION DATA* 
16030 REM 
16040 DISP "ENTER NORMAL PROBE TEMP CALIBRATION CONSTANTS At, Bt" S INPUT AT2,BT 
29 RETURN 
16050 REM 
16060 REM «PRINTING NORMAL PROBE TEMP CALIBRATION DATA» 
16070 REM 
16080 PRINT "TEMP CALIB CONSTANT A= ";AT2;"VOLTS" 
16090 PRINT "TEMP CALIB CONSTANT B= ";BT2;"VOLTS/F" 
16100 RETURN 
16110 IF CJ=1 THEN GOSUB 16320 ELSE 16130 
16120 GOTO 16280 
16130 IF C5=2 THEN GOSUB 16320 ELSE 16150 
16140 GOTO 16280 
16150 IF C5=3 THEN GOSUB 16320 ELSE 16170 
16160 GOTO 16280 
16170 IF C5=4 THEN GOSUB 16040 ELSE 16200 
16180 GOSUB 16080 
16190 GOTO 16280 
16200 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 16040 ELSE 16230 
16210 GOSUB 16080 
16220 GOTO 16280 
16230 IF CP=3 THEN GOSUB 16320 ELSE 16250 
16240 GOTO 16280 
16250 IF CP=4 THEN GOSUB 16320 ELSE 16280 
16260 GOSUB 16040 
16270 GOSUB 16080 
16280 RETURN 
16290 REM 
16300 REM SENTERINE AND PRINTING NORMAL PROBE DATA» 
16310 REM 
16320 DISP "INPUT NORM PROBE OMR,REF TEMP,REF RES,COEF RES,CAL TEMP,CAL CONSTSsA 
,B,S,YAW .PITCH FACTORS" @ INPUT HO(2),TO<2),RO<2),AO(2),T2<2>,A2,B2,S2, K3,K4 
16330 IF H0(2)>.1 THEN GOSUB 18660 ELSE 16350 
16340 GOTO 16320 
16350 IF H0(2)<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 16370 
16360 GOTO 16320 
16370 R1<2)=R0(2)«<1+H0(2)) 8 T1(2)=TO<2)+(Rl<2>-R0<2))/(R0(2)«A0(2)) 
16380 PRINT "NORMAL PROBE DATA:" 
16390 PRINT "OVERHEAT RATIO = ";H0(2) 
16400 PRINT "REFERENCE TEMP = ";TO<2);"F" 
16410 PRINT "REFERENCE RESISTANCE = ";RO(2);"OHMS" 
16420 PRINT "RESISTIVITY = "; AO(2);"1/F" 
16430 PRINT "OPERATING RESISTANCE = " ;R1(2);"OHMS" 
16440 PRINT "OPERATING TEMP = ";T1(2);"F" 
16450 PRINT "CALIBRATION TEMP = ";T2<2);"F" 
16460 PRINT "KING'S LAW CONST: A = ";A2 
16470 PRINT "KING'S LAW CONST: B = ";B2 
16480 PRINT "LINEARI2ER CONST: S = ";S2 
y 
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16490 PRINT "YAW FACTOR : K1 = ";K3 
16500 PRINT "PITCH FACTOR : K2 = ";K4 
16510 RETURN 
16520 OUTPUT 704 USING "</)" 6 RETURN 
16530 REM 
16540 REM «ENTERING AND PRINTING SLANT PROBE DATA* 
16550 REM 
16560 IF CJ=1 THEN 16580 ELSE 16570 
16570 IF CP=0 THEN 16770 
16580 DISP "INPUT SLANT PROBE OHR.REF TEMP.REF RES.COEF RES,CAL TEMP,CAL CONSTS; 
A,B,S,YAW,PITCH FACTORS" Q INPUT HO(1),TO(1),ROC1),AO(1),T2<1),A1,B1,SI, K1,K2 
16590 IF H0<1)>.1 THEN GDSUB 18660 ELSE 16610 
16600 GOTO 16580 
16610 IF H0<1><= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 16630 
16620 GOTO 16580 
16630 R1(1)=R0(1)*(1+H0<1)) 8 T1<U=T0(1)+<Rl(1)-R0(1))/(R0(1)*A0(1)) 
16640 PRINT "SLANT PROBE DATA:" 
16650 PRINT "OVERHEAT RATIO 
16660 PRINT "REFERENCE TEMP 
16670 PRINT "REFERENCE RESISTANCE 
16680 PRINT "RESISTIVITY 
16690 PRINT "OPERATING RESISTANCE 
16700 PRINT "OPERATING TEMP 
16710 PRINT "CALIBRATION TEMP 
16720 PRINT "KING'S LAW CONST; A 
16730 PRINT "KING'S LAW CONST: B 
16740 PRINT "LINEARIZER CONST: S 
16750 PRINT "YAW FACTOR : K1 
16760 PRINT "PITCH FACTOR : K2 
16770 RETURN 
16780 OUTPUT 704 CHR$ (27)&"&k9S" 
16790 IF CP=i THEN GOSUB 16560 
16800 IF CP=2 THEN GOSUB 16560 
16810 IF CP=3 THEN GOSUB 16110 
16820 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 16040 
16830 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 16080 
16840 IF CPO 4 THEN 17400 
16850 IF CI0=2 THEN GOSUB 17900 
16860 IF CI0=2 THEN GOSUB 18030 
16870 IF CP=4 THEN 16890 
16880 IF CI0=2 THEN 17390 
16890 DISP "INPUT LINEARIZED CALIB CONSTS FOR SLANT#1 POSITION, SLANT#2 POSITION 
, AND NORMAL PROBES" 6 INPUT S1,SS,S2 
16900 IF Sl<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 16920 
16910 GOTO 16890 
16920 IF SS<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 16940 
16930 GOTO 16890 
16940 IF S2<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 16960 
16950 GOTO 16890 
16960 PRINT "LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR SLANT PROBE 1ST PHASE=..."; SI 
16970 PRINT "LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR SLANT PROBE 2ND PHASE=...";SS 
16980 PRINT "LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR NORMAL PROBE =...";S2 
16990 DISP "INPUT KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTS FOR SLANT#1, SLANT#2, AND NORMAL 
PROBES A1,B1,AS,BS,A2,B2" 8 INPUT A1,B1,AS,BS,A2,B2 
17000 IF Al<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 17020 














17020 IF Bl<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 17040 
17030 GOTO 16990 
17040 IF A2<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 17060 
17050 GOTO 16990 
17060 IF B2<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 17080 
17070 GOTO 16990 
17080 IF AS<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 17100 
17090 GOTO 16990 
17100 IF BS<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 17120 
17110 GOTO 16990 
17120 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 16040 
17130 IF CP=5 THEN GOSUB 16080 
17140 IF CJ=2 THEN 17150 ELSE 17170 
17150 IF CP=4 THEN GOSUB 16040 
17160 IF CP=4 THEN GOSUB 16080 
17170 PRINT "SLANT PROBE 1ST PHASE KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTANT: A 
17180 PRINT "SLANT PROBE 1ST PHASE KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTANT: B 
17190 PRINT "SLANT PROBE 2ND PHASE KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTANT: A 
17200 PRINT "SLANT PROBE 2ND PHASE KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTANT: B 
17210 PRINT "NORMAL PROBE KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTANT : A 
17220 PRINT "NORMAL PROBE KING'S LAW CALIBRATION CONSTANT : B 
•;A1 





17230 DISP "INPUT YAW AND PITCH FACTORS FOR SLANT AND NORMAL PROBES" 8 INPUT Kl, 
K2,K3,K4 
17240 IF KKO THEN 17280 ELSE 17250 
17250 IF K2<0 THEN 17280 ELSE 17260 
17260 IF K3<0 THEN 17280 ELSE 17270 
17270 IF K4<0 THEN 17280 ELSE 17300 
17280 GOSUB 18650 
17290 GOTO 17230 
17300 PRINT "SLANT PROBE YAW FACTOR : Kl= ";K1 
17310 PRINT "SLANT PROBE PITCH FACTOR : K2= ";K2 
17320 PRINT "NORMAL PROBE YAW FACTOR : Kl= ";K3 
17330 PRINT "NORMAL PROBE PITCH FACTOR : K2= ";K4 
17340 IF CI0=1 THEN DISP "INPUTttGRID POINTS SPANWISE,FLOWWISE, VERTICAL.ALSO INPU 
T GRID SIZES INCH SPAN,FLOW,VERTICAL" g INPUT Ml,M2,M3,Z2(1), Z2(2) , Z2(3) 
17350 IF C10=l THEN GOSUB 18670 
17360 IF C10=l THEN DISP "INPUT » OF PLANES/DIVISION AND # OF DIVISIONS" 9 INPUT 
N7,N(3> 
17370 IF CI0=1 THEN GOSUB 18960 
17380 IF CI0=1 THEN GOSUB 17450 
17390 GOSUB 17540 
17400 RETURN 
17410 IF CI0=2 THEN 17530 
17420 IF Cl=l THEN DISP "INPUT #0F PLANES/DIVISION AND # OF DIVISIONS" @ INPUT N 
7,N(3) 
17430 IF CIO 1 THEN 17450 
17440 GOSUB 18960 
17450 IF Cl=2 THEN C9<1)=2 6 GOTO 17480 









17540 GOSUB 16520 
17550 GOSUB 16520 
17560 IF Cl>i THEN 17580 
17570 C9(l)=l 
17580 GOSUB 10650 
17590 GOSUB 12380 
17600 GOSUB 10580 
17610 FOR J=N8 TO N9 
17620 GOSUB 12960 
17630 NEXT J 
17640 GOSUB 15300 
17650 IF N(3)=l THEN 17690 
17660 IF C9(l)=l THEN C9(l)=2 B GOTO 17580 
17670 IF N(3)=2 THEN 17690 
17680 IF C9(l)=2 THEN C9<1)=3 B GOTO 17580 
17690 IF C5=2 THEN 17730 
17700 IF C5=3 THEN 17810 
17710 IF CS=4 THEN 17820 
17720 GOTO 17750 
17730 IF C4=l THEN PRINT "END OF CHANNEL VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE DATA" D GOTO 17 
830 
17740 PRINT "END OF JET TRAJECTORY,RESULTANT VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE DATA" @ GOT 
0 17830 
17750 IF CP=0 THEN 17800 
17760 IF CP=1 THEN PRINT "END OF SLANT#1 POSITION DATA" 8 GOTO 17830 
17770 IF CP=2 THEN PRINT "END OF SLANT#2 POSITION DATA" I? GOTO 17830 
17780 IF CP=3 THEN PRINT "END OF NORMAL PROBE VELOCITY DATA" & GOTO 17830 
17790 IF CP=5 THEN PRINT "END OF NORMAL PROBE TEMP DATA" B GOTO 17830 
17800 PRINT "END OF JET VELOCITY AND TURBULENT STRESS DATA" B GOTO 17830 
17810 PRINT "END OF JET 3D-MEAN VELOCITY DATA" @ GOTO 17830 
17820 PRINT "END OF JET MEAN AND FLUCTUATING TEMP DATA" 







17900 Cl=l B C9(l)=l 8 N<3)=1 
17910 IF C5<> 1 THEN 17970 
17920 IF CP=1 THEN C9<2)=1 
17930 IF CP=2 THEN C9<2>=2 
17940 IF CP=3 THEN C9(2)=l 
17950 IF CP=5 THEN C9(2)=3 
17960 IF CP=0 THEN C9(2)=l 
17970 DISP "A MEASUREMENT STATION IS DEFINED BY TWO COORDINATES X AND Z.press co 
ntinue" 
17980 DISP "INPUT #0F MEASUREMENT STATIONS" B INPUT M2 
17990 GOSUB 19100 
18000 DISP "INPUT #0F SPANWISE GRID POINTS PER STATION" B INPUT Ml 
18010 GOSUB 19180 
18020 N6=M1«M2 B N7=M2 B RETURN 
18030 DISP "INPUT DISTANCE BETWEEN CART AND REF LINE INCHES" B INPUT DIST 
18040 IF DIST<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18060 
18050 GOTO 18030 
18060 DISP "INPUT GRID SIZE IN SPANWISE DIRECTION INCHES" @ INPUT Z2(l) 
•ENTERING COORDINATES OF POINTS OF MEASUREMENTS* 
*AND OTHER RELEVANT DATA* 
«FOR THE CASE OF PROBE MOTION ACCORDING TO* 
*A PREDEFINED SET OF COORDINATES* 
B NUMB=0 
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18070 IF Z2(l)<0 THEN GDSUB 18650 ELSE 18090 
18080 GOTO 18060 
18090 IF Z2(l)>5 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18110 
18100 GOTO 18060 
18110 DISP "GET READY TO ENTER X,Z COORDINATES OF POINTS OF MEASUREMENTS" 
18120 DISP "NOTE THAT WHEN ENTERING THE Z COORDINATE THAT YOU DO NOT ADD" 
18130 DISP "THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE PROBE TIP AND THE PLATE" 
18140 DISP "BECAUSE THIS WILL BE ADDED AUTOMATICALLY" 
18150 DISP "MAKE SURE TOTAL STREAMWISE DISTANCE NOT TO EXCEED 7 INCHES" 
18160 DISP "MAX NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT STATIONS MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 200 
" e PRINT "THE X,Z COORDINATES ARE AS FOLLOWS:" 
18170 FOR 1=1 TO M2 
18180 DISP "INPUT X(";I;"),Z(";I;")" 8 INPUT XX(I>,ZZ(I) 
18190 PRINT USING 60 ; "X(I;"); XX(I);"Z("; I;");ZZ(I)+CC 
18200 XX(I)=XX(I)+2.805964116 
18210 NEXT I 
18220 DISP "ALL COORDINATES ENTERED" 9 PRINT "NOTE THAT THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN TH 
E PROBE TIP AND PLATE HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE VERTICAL DISTANCE" @ RETURN 
18230 X9=2 e Z(l)=.75 
18240 Z1(4)=-90 e Z(4)=.43 8 Z1(2)=XX<1)-DIST 8 Z1<3)=ZZ(1) 8 GOSUB 3440 
18250 GOSUB 3490 
18260 GOSUB 3140 
18270 GOSUB 2620 
18280 GOSUB 2470 
18290 GOSUB 2700 
18300 GOSUB 2920 
18310 GOSUB 2850 
18320 GOSUB 3070 
18330 RETURN 
18340 Z(l)=1.176 8 GOSUB 18240 
18360 PRINT "TOTALUOF GRID POINTS = ";N6 
18370 PRINT "TOTAL#OF MEASUREMENT STATIONS = ";M2 
18380 PRINT "#0F SPANWISE GRID POINTS PER STATION = ";M1 
18390 PRINT "DISTANCE BETWEEN CART AND REF LINE = ";DIST; "I 
NCHES" 
18400 PRINT "GRID SIZE IN SPANWISE DIRECTION = ";Z2(1);" 
INCHES" 
18410 RETURN 
18420 FOR 1=1 TO M2 
18430 IF Ml=l THEN 18440 ELSE 18460 
18440 IF N2=I THEN Z1<3)=ZZ(I) 8 Z1(2)=XX<I)-DIST 
18450 GOTO 18470 
18460 IF N2=I T!-ÎEN 21 (3) =ZZ (I+l) 8 Z1<2)=XX <I+1)-DIST 
18470 NEXT I 
18480 Zl<6)=21(3)+CC 6 Z1(5)=Z1<2)-2.805964116+DIST 
18490 GOSUB 3440 
18500 GOSUB 2700 
18510 RETURN 
18520 IF X9=2 THEN 18560 
18530 IF ABS (Z1(6))<2*D0 THEN 18540 ELSE 18560 
18540 IF ABS (Z1(5))<D0/2 THEN 18550 ELSE 18560 
18550 IF ABS (Zl(l))<D0/2 THEN DUM=T3(8> 8 T3(8)=T3(4) 
18560 RETURN 
18570 IF X9=2 THEN 18610 
18580 IF ABS (Z1(6))<2>D0 THEN 18590 ELSE 18610 
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18590 IF ABS (ZI(5))<D0/2 THEN 18600 ELSE 18610 
18600 IF ABS (Zl<l))<D0/2 THEN T3(B)=DUM 
18610 RETURN 
18620 REM «FOOLPROOFING PROGRAM USE* 
18630 REM 
18640 BEEP e DISP "NUMBER OF SPANWISE GRID POINTS MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER" 6 RETUR 
N 
18650 BEEP e DISP "ERROR IN ENTERING DATA" & RETURN 
18660 BEEP e DISP "OHR MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.1" S RETURN 
18670 IF CI3=2 THEN 18700 
18680 IF IP ((Ml+l)/2)<> (Ml+l)/2 THEN GOSUB 18640 ELSE 18700 
18690 GOTO 18930 
18700 IF IP <M1)<> Ml THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18720 
18710 GOTO 18930 
18720 IF IP (M2><> M2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18740 
18730 GOTO 18930 
18740 IF IP (M3)<> M3 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18760 
18750 GOTO 18930 
18760 IF Ml<= O THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 1S780 
18770 GOTO 18930 
18780 IF M2<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18800 
18790 GOTO 18930 
18800 IF M3<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18820 
18810 GOTO 18930 
18820 IF Z2<2>>7 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18840 
18830 GOTO 18930 
18840 IF Z2 ( 1 ) >5 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18860 
18850 GOTO 18930 
18860 IF Z2(3)>15 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 188BO 
18870 GOTO 18930 
18880 IF Z2(l)<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18900 
18890 GOTO 18930 
18900 IF Z2<2)<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18920 
18910 GOTO 18930 
18920 IF Z2(3)<0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18950 
18930 DISP "INPUTttGRID POINTS SPANWISE,FLOWWISE,VERTICAL.ALSO INPUT GRID SIZES I 
NCH SPAN,FLOW,VERTICAL" » INPUT Ml,M2,M3,Z2(1),Z2<2),Z2(3) 
18940 GOTO 1S670 
18950 RETURN 
18960 IF IP (N(3))<> N<3> THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 18980 
18970 GOTO 19070 
18980 IF IP (N7)<> N7 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19000 
18990 GOTO 19070 
19000 IF N(3)>3 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19020 
19010 GOTO 19070 
19020 IF N7>200 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19040 
19030 GOTO 19070 
19040 IF N(3)<= O THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19060 
19050 GOTO 19070 
19060 IF N7<= O THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19090 
19070 DISP "INPUT # OF PLANES/DIVISION AND # OF DIVISIONS" 0 INPUT N7,N(3) 
19080 GOTO 18960 
19090 RETURN 
19100 IF IP <M2)<> M2 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19120 
19110 GOTO 19150 
19120 IF M2>200 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19140 
y 
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19130 GOTO 19150 
19140 IF M2<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19170 
19150 DISP -INPUT #0F MEASUREMENT STATIONS" 0 INPUT M2 
19160 GOTO 19100 
19170 RETURN 
19130 IF C13=2 THEN 19210 
19190 IF IP ((Ml+l)/2)<> <Ml+l>/2 THEN GOSUB 18640 ELSE 19210 
19200 GOTO 19240 
19210 IF IP (Ml)<> Ml THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19230 
19220 GOTO 19240 
19230 IF Ml<= 0 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 19260 
19240 DISP "INPUT #0F SPANWISE GRID POINTS PER STATION" S INPUT Ml 




«PRINTING OUT RESULTS* 
19290 PRINT USING 50 "POINT NUMBER ";J e RETURN 
19300 PRINT USING 40 "X(inch) =";Z1(5) "Y(inch> =" ;Z1(1); "2 (inch) = "  11 (6) e R 
ETURN 
19310 PRINT USING 40 "E(-90)s =";E6(3) "EL(-90)s=" ;E6(1); "e(-90)s =  "  E6(2) e R 
ETURN 
19320 PRINT USING 40 "E(-45)s =",-E5(3) "EL(-45)s=" ;E5(1); "e(-45)s E5(2) e R 
ETURN 
19330 PRINT USING 40 "E( 0 )s =";E1(3) "EL( 0 )s=" ;E1(1); "e( 0 )s = "  El (2) e R 
ETURN 
19340 PRINT USING 40 "E<45)s =";E2<3) "EL(45)s =" ;E2(1); "e(45)s = ' *  ;E2(2) e R 
ETURN 
19350 PRINT USING 40 "E<90)s =";E3<3) "EL(90)s =" ;E3(1); "e(90)s = ' *  ;E3(2) 9 R 
ETURN 
19360 PRINT USING 40 "E(lS0)s =";E4<3) "EL(180)s=" ;E4(1); "e(180)s = "  ;E4<2) e R 
ETURN 
19370 PRINT USING 40 "E(-90)n =";E7(3) "EL(-90)n=" ;E7(1); "e(-90)n ;E7(2) s R 
ETURN 
19380 PRINT USING 40 "E(-45)n =";E8(3) "EL(-45)n=" ;E8(1); "e(-45)n ;E8(2) e R 
ETURN 
19390 PRINT USING 40 "E( 0 )n =";E9<3) "EL( 0 )n=" ;E9(1); "e( 0 )n ='• ;E9(2) 8 R 
ETuRN 
19400 IF CP=5 THEN 19460 
19410 IF C5=4 THEN 19460 
19420 IF X0=0 THEN 19460 
19430 IF D9=l THEN U000=R8<2>/S2 
19440 IF D9=2 THEN UOOO=R8(2)/SI 
19450 PRINT USING 40 
19460 RETURN 
19470 PRINT USING 40 
1) e RETURN 
19480 PRINT USING 40 
ETURN 
19490 PRINT USING 40 
N 
19500 PRINT USING 40 
TURN 
19510 PRINT USING 40 
3(1) @ RETURN 
19520 PRINT USING 40 
RN 
"Eanemref=";RB(l);"Eli nzref=";R8(2);"T3(8) =";T3«8) 
"Tjd-Ti;T3{4>-T3(1);"Tjdi schg=";T3(4);"Ti nf =";T5( 
"E(anem) =";E7(3);"E(linz) ="^ E7(1);"e(rms) =";E7(2) e R 
"Umean =";U<4);"Tinf =";T3(l);"%Turb. =";D5 6 RETUR 
"Umean =";U(5);"Tjdischg=";T3(4);"Tinf =";T3(1) » RE 
"Um/Uinf =";U(4)/U1;"Tjdi schg=";T3(4);"Tjd-Ti nf=";T3(4)-T 
"U =";U(1);"V =";V(1);"W =";W(1> 8 RETU 
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19530 PRINT USING 40 ; "u'v' =";U(2);"v'w' =";V(2);"w'u' =";W<2) 6 RETU 
RN 
19540 PRINT USING 40 ; "SQRu'2 =";U(3);"SQRv'2 =";V(3);"SQRw'2 =";W(3) @ RETU 
RN 
19550 IF U1>.1 THEN PRINT USING 40 ; "K.E.Turb=";KET;"KET/Uf^ 2=";KET/Ul-2;"KET/U 
j^ 2=";KET/U2^ 2 
19560 IF Ul<= .1 THEN PRINT USING 40 ; "K.E.Turb=";KET;"KET/Uj^ 2=";KET/U2^ 2;"T3( 
8) =";T3(8) 
19570 RETURN 
19580 IF U1>,1 THEN PRINT USING 40 ; 'U/Uinf ="5U(1)/U1;"V/Uinf =";V(1)/U1;"W/ 
Uinf =";W<1)/U1 
19590 RETURN 
19600 PRINT USING 40 ; "U/Ujet =";U(1)/U2;"V/Ujet =";V(1)/U2;"W/Ujet ="jW(l)/ 
U2 e RETURN 
19610 IF U1>.1 THEN PRINT USING 40 ; "uv/Uf^ 2 =" 5U(2)/Ul''2; "vw/Uf'>2 =";V(2)/U1^ 2 
}"wu/Uf2 ="}W<2)/U1''2 
19620 RETURN 
19630 PRINT USING 40 ; "uv/Uj'"2 =";U<2)/U2'-'2; "vw/Uj^ 2 =";V(2)/U2^ 2; "wu/Uj^ 2 =";W 
<2)/U2^ 2 e RETURN 
19640 IF Ul>.1 THEN PRINT USING 40 ; "SQRu2/Uf=";U(3)/U1;"SQRv2/Uf="; V(3)/U1;"SQ 
Rw2/Uf=";W(3)/Ul 
19650 RETURN 
19660 PRINT USING 40 
U2 e RETURN 
19670 PRINT USING 40 
N 
19680 PRINT USING 40 
ETURN 
19690 PRINT USING 40 
URN 
19700 PRINT USING 40 ; "dl=Tj-T-f=" ;T3(4)-T3( 1 ) ; "d=T jr-T-f="; TBAR-T3( 1 > ; "d/dl 
(TBAR-T3(1>>/(T3<4>-T3(1)> 6 RETURN 
19710 PRINT USING 40 ; "Tjcenter=";TML; "T/Tcentr=";THETAML; "%Trms/Tm=";TD5 @ RET 
URN 
19720 PRINT USING 40 ; "us'un' =";G(4,10);"us'ub' =";G(5,10);"un'ub' =";G<6,1 
0) e RETURN 
19730 PRINT USING 40 s "RTCus'23=";SQR (G(1,10)) ; "RTCun'23=";SQR (G(2,10));"RTCu 
b'23=";SQR (G(3,10)) @ RETURN 
19740 PRINT USING 40 ; "us't' =";G(7,10);"un't' =";G(8,10);"ub'f =";G(9,1 
0) 8 RETURN 
19750 PRINT USING 40 ; "u'f =";T(3);"v't' . =";T(4);"w'f =";T(5) S RETU 
RN 
19760 PRINT USING 40 ; "ut/Uf.Tf=";T(3)/U1/TSTREAM;"vt/Uf.Tf=";T(4)/U1/TSTREAM;" 
wt/Uf.Tf=";T(5)/Ul/TSTREAM 8 RETURN 
19770 PRINT USING 40 ; "ut/Uf.dT=";T <3)/U1/(T4-TSTREAM);"vt/Uf.dT=";T(4)/U1/(T4-
TSTREAM);"wt/Uf.dT=";T(5)/Ul/(T4-TSTREAM) 8 RETURN 
19780 PRINT USING 40 ; "ut/Uj.Tj=";T(3)/U2/T4;"vt/Uj.Tj=";T(4)/U2/T4;"wt/Uj.Tj=" 
;T(5)/U2/T4 8 RETURN 
19790 REM 
19800 REM «HEATED JETS ROUTINES* 
19810 REM 
19820 IF RED=0 THEN 19830 ELSE 19890 
19830 DISP "TEMP MEASUREMENT OR 3-D MEAN VELOCITY OR JET TRAJECTORY OR COMPLETE 
JET ANALYSIS? ENTER 4 OR 3 OR 2 OR 1" 8 INPUT C5 
19840 IF C5<> 4 THEN 19850 ELSE 19890 
19850 IF C5<> 3 THEN 19860 ELSE 19890 
"SQRu2/Uj=";U(3)/U2;"SDRv2/Uj="; V(3)/U2;"SQRw2/Uj=";W <3)/ 
"Um/Ujet =";U(5)/U2;"Beta =";Y3; "Delta =";Y4 8 RETUR 
"Eccanemo=";FT(1);"eccanemo=";FT(2);"Tinf =";T3(1) 8 R 
"Tjettr3 =";TBAR;"Tjet rms=";TRMS;"Tjdischg=";T3<4) 8 RET 
384 
19860 IF C5<> 2 THEN 19870 ELSE 19890 
19870 IF C5<> 1 THEN EOSUB 18650 ELSE 19890 
19880 GOTO 19820 
19890 RETURN 
19900 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CONNECT SCANNER CHANNELS AS FOLLOWS:" 6 RETURN 
19910 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CHANNEL#9 TO CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER MAIN UNIT OUTPUT 
" e RETURN 
19920 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CHANNEL#10 TO LINEARIZER OUTPUT" @ RETURN 
19930 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CHANNEL#12 TO CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER MAIN UNIT OUTPU 
T. press continue" 6 PAUSE B BEEP 
19940 RETURN 
19950 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CHANNEL#12 TO LINEARIZER OUTPUT, press continue" 0 PAU 
SE 8 BEEP 
19960 RETURN 
19970 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CHANNEL#13 TO CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER OUTPUT" S RE 
TURN 
19980 IF RED=0 THEN DISP "CHANNEL#12 TO CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER OUTPUT, près 
s continue" 0 PAUSE 9 BEEP 
19990 RETURN 
20000 IF C5=l THEN 20010 ELSE 20080 
20010 IF RED=0 THEN 20020 ELSE 20080 
20020 DISP "IF COMPLETE ANALYSIS IS IT:SLANT#1 OR SLANT#2 OR NORMAL PROBE OR TEM 
P MEASUREMENT? ENTER 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 5" e INPUT CP 
20030 IF CPO 1 THEN 20040 ELSE 20080 
20040 IF CPO 2 THEN 20050 ELSE 20080 
20050 IF CPO 3 THEN 20060 ELSE 20080 
20060 IF CPO 5 THEN GOSUB 18650 ELSE 20080 
20070 GOTO 20010 
20080 RETURN 
20090 REM 
20100 REM «SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR ALGEBRAIC-EQUATION SOLVER* 
20110 REM 
20120 18=9 e 19=10 ! I8=NUMBER OF EQUATIONS ; 19= NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS 
20130 16=18-1 
20140 FOR Jl=l TO 16 
20150 I5=J1 
20160 I4=J1+1 
20170 FOR J2=I4 TO 18 
20180 IF ABS <G(I5,J1)XABS (G(J2,J1)) THEN IS=J2 
20190 NEXT J2 
20200 IF ABS <G(15,J1))<.00001 THEN GOSUB 20400 
20210 13=18+1 
20220 FOR J5=I3 TO 19 
20230 G(Î8,J5)=G(I8,J5)/G(I8,I8) 




20280 FOR K9=I1 TO 18 
20290 I0=I0-G(I2,K9)«G(K9,J5) 
20300 NEXT K9 
20310 G(I2,J5)=I0/G(I2,12) 
20320 NEXT J2 
20330 NEXT J5 
20340 D6=G(1, 1)*G(2,2)»G<3,3>*G<4,4)«G<5,5>«G(6,6)SG(7,7)SG(8,B)»G(9,9) 
20350 IF ABS (D6)<.0001 THEN PRINT 
y 
385 
IF 6(1,10X0 THEN G<1,10)=0 
IF 6(2,10X0 THEN 6(2,10)=0 





20400 PRINT "ZERO PIVOT" © PAUSE 6 BEEP 
20410 RETURN 
20420 REM 
20430 REM «COEFFICIENTS OF THE RESPONSE EQUATIONS* 
20440 REM «FOR HEATED JETS* 
20450 REM Y1=PR0BE ROTATION ANGLE ; Y2=SLANT AN6LE ; Y3 AND Y4 = ANGLES DEFINING 
FLOW DIRECTION IN SPACE 
20460 G1=(C0S (Y4>*(C0S <Y3)«COS (YD«COS (Y2)+SIN (Y3)*SIN (Y2))+SIN (Y4>*SIN ( 
YD «COS (Y2))^ 2 
20470 G1=G1+K(D''2«(C0S (Y4) «(COS (Y3)«SIN (Y2) «COS (YD-SIN (Y3)*C0S (Y2))-SIN 
(Y4)«SIN (Y2)«SIN (YD)-2 
20480 G1=G1+K(2)^ 2«(C0S (Y4) «COS (Y3)«SIN (YD+SIN (Y4) «COS (YD >"2 8 F7(D=G1 
20490 G2=(C0S (Y3)«SIN (Y2)-SIN (Y3) «COS (YD «COS (Y2))'^ 2 
20500 62=e2+K(D'~2«(SIN (Y3)«SIN (Y2) «COS (YD+COS (Y3) «COS (Y2D'^ 2+(K(2) «SIN (Y 
3) «SIN (YD) ^2 8 F7(2>=62 
20510 G3=(C0S (Y4)«SIN (YD«COS (Y2)-SIN (Y4)«(COS (Y3)«COS (YD«COS (Y2)+SIN (Y 
3) «SIN (Y2)))''2 
20520 G3=G3+K(D'^ 2«(SIN (Y4)«(C0S (Y3)«SIN (Y2) «COS (YD-SIN (Y3)«C0S (Y2))+C0S 
(Y4)«SIN (Y2)*SIN (YD>^ 2 
20530 G3=G3+K(2)'^ 2«(C0S (Y4) «COS (YD-SIN (Y4) «COS (Y3)«SIN (YD)'^ 2 @ F7(3)=G3 
20540 G4=2«(COS (Y4)«(C0S (Y3)«COS (YD«CDS (Y2)+SIN (Y3)«SIN (Y2))+SIN (Y4)«SIN 
(YD «COS (Y2) ) 
20550 G4=G4«(COS (Y3)*SIN (Y2)-SIN (Y3)«COS (YD«COS (Y2)) 
20560 08=64 
20570 G4=2«K(D''2«(C0S (Y4)»(C0S (Y3)«SIN (Y2) «COS (YD-SIN (Y3J «COS (Y2>J-SIN ( 
Y4>«SIN (Y2)«SIN (YD) 
20580 G4=G4« (SIN (Y3)«SIN (Y2) «COS (YD+COS (Y3) «COS (Y2) ) 
20590 DS-D9-S4 
20600 G4=D8-2«K(2)'>2«SIN (Y3)«SIN (YD «(COS (Y4) «COS (Y3)#SIN (YD+SIN (Y4) «COS 
(YD) e F7(4)=G4 
20610 65=2«(COS (Y4)«(C0S (Y3)«COS (YD«COS (Y2)+SIN (Y3)«SIN (Y2))+SIN (Y4)«SIN 
(YD «COS (Y2) ) 
20620 G5=G5«(COS (Y4)«SIN (YD«COS (Y2)-SIN (Y4)#(C0S (Y3)*C0S (YD«COS (Y2)+SIN 
(Y3)*SIN (Y2))) 
20630 D8=B5 
20640 G5=2*K(D-^ 2«(C0S (Y4)S(CQS (Y3) «SIN (Y2) (COS (YD-SIN (Y3) «COS (Y2))-SIN ( 
Y4)«SIN (Y2)«SIN (YD) 
20650 6S=GS«(SIN (Y4)«(C0S (Y3)«SIN (Y2)«COS (YD-SIN (Y3)«COS (Y2))+C0S (Y4)*SI 
N (Y2)«S1N (YD) 
20660 D8=DB-G5 
20670 65=2SK(2)'"2«(C0S (Y4) «COS (Y3)*SIN (YD+SIN (Y4)«C0S (YD) 
20680 G5=D8+G5« (CDS (Y4) «COS (YD-SIN (Y4) «COS (Y3)«SIN (YD) e F7(5)=G5 
20690 G6=2«(COS (Y3)«SIN (Y2)-SIN (Y3)SCOS (YD«COS (Y2)) 
20700 66=66*(COS (Y4)«SIN (YD«COS (Y2)-SIN (Y4)«(COS (Y3)«COS (YD«COS (Y2)+SIN 
(Y3)«SIN (Y2))) 
20710 DB=G6 
20720 G6=2*K(D''2«(SIN (Y3) «SIN (Y2) «COS (YD+COS (Y3)«C0S (Y2) ) 
20730 G6=66«(SIN (Y4)«(C0S (Y3)*SIN (Y2)«COS (YD-SIN (Y3)«C0S (Y2))+C0S (Y4)«SI 
N (Y2)«SIN (YD) 
20740 D8=D8+G6 
20750 66=D8-2«K(2)*^ 2«SIN (Y3) «SIN (YD «(COS (Y4)«C0S (YD-SIN (Y4) «COS (Y3) «SIN 




20770 F7<7)=2«BT2#SQR (GD/SENS 
20780 F7<8>=BT2»G4/SQR (61)/SENS 
20790 F7(9)=BT2«G5/SQR (G1)/SENS 
20800 F7 < 10) = (F8'"2-BT2^ 2*TRMS'^ 2) /SENS''2 
20810 PRINT USING 40 ; "G1 =";F7(1);"G2 ="5F7(2);"G3 =';F7(3) 
20820 PRINT USING 40 ; "G4 =";F7(4);"G5 =";F7(5);"G6 =";F7{6) 
20830 PRINT USING 40 ; "G7 =";F7(7);"G8 =";F7(8);"G9 =";F7(9) 
20840 PRINT "GIO = ";F7(10> 
20850 RETURN 
20860 REM 
20870 REM «TURBULENT STRESSES AND HEAT FLUXES* 
20880 REM *IN HEATED JETS* 
20890 REM *IN THE X , Y, Z COORDINATE SYSTEM* 
20900 REM 
20910 U(3)=C0S (Y3)'~2*(C0S (Y4)-^ 2*8(1,10)+SIN (Y4) "2*6(3,10)-SIN (2*Y4) *G(5, 10) ) 
+SIN (Y3)-^ 2*6 (2,10) 
20920 U(3)=U(3)+SIN (2*Y3)*(SIN (Y4)*G(6,10)-COS (Y4)*G(4,10)) ! turbulent veloc 
ity fluctuation SQRCu'2] 
20930 IF U(3)<0 THEN U(3)=0 
20940 U(3)=SBR (U(3)) 
20950 V(3)=G(1,10)*SIN (Y4)^ 2+G(3,10)*COS (Y4)"2+SIN (2*Y4)*G(5,10) ! turbulent 
velocity fluctuation SQRCv'2] 
20960 IF V(3)<0 THEN V(3)=0 
20970 V(3)=SQR (V(3)) 
20980 W(3)=SIN (Y3)'^ 2*(C0S (Y4)"2*8( 1,10)+SIN (Y4)^ 2*G(3,10)-SIN (2#Y4) SG(5, 10) ) 
+COS (Y3)'~2*G(2,10) 
20990 W(3)=W(3)+SIN (2»Y3)*(COS (Y4)*G(4,10)-SIN (Y4)*G(6,10)) ! turbulent veloc 
ity fluctuation SQRCw'2] 
21000 IF W(3)<0 THEN W(3)=0 
21010 M(3)=SQR (W(3)) 
21020 U(2)=.5«C0S (Y3)*(SIN (2*Y4)*(G(1,10)-G(3,10))+2*C0S (2*Y4)*G(5,10)) 
21030 U(2)=U(2)-SIN (Y3)*(SIN (Y4)*6(4,10)+COS (Y4)*G(6,10)) ! turbulent stress 
u' v' 
21040 V(2)=.5«SIN (Y3)«(SIN (2*Y4)*(G(1,10)-G(3,10))+2«C0S (2ÏY4)*G(5,10)) 
21050 V(2)=V(2)+C0S (Y3)*(SIN (Y4)*G(4,10)+CDS (Y4)»G(6,10)) ! turbulent stress 
v'w' 
21060 W(2)=.5SSIN (2«Y3)*(C0S (Y4)'"2*6( 1, 10)-G(2,10)+SIN (Y4)-^ 2*6(3,10)-SIN (2SY 
4)*G(5,10)) 
21070 W(2)=W(2)+C0S (2»Y3)*(C0S (Y4)*6(4,10)-SIN (Y4)*G(6,10)) ! turbulent stres 
s w'u' 
21080 T(3)=C0S (Y4)SC0S (Y3)SG(7,10)-SIN (Y3)SG(8,10)-SIN (Y4)«C0S (Y3)*6(9,10) 
! turbulent heat flux u't' 
21090 T(4)=SIN (Y4)*6(7,10)+C0S (Y4)*6(9,10) ! turbulent heat flux v't' 
21100 T(5)=CDS (Y4)*SIN (Y3)*6(7,10)+C0S (Y3)*G(8,10)-SIN (Y4)*SIN (Y3)*6(9,10) 
! turbulent heat flux w't' 
21110 IF CHD=0 THEN KET=U(3)'^ 2+V(3)'^ 2+W(3)"2 ! kinetic energy of turbulence 
21120 RETURN 
21130 REM 
21140 REM *6ENERATIN6 MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS* 
21150 REM «FOR NINE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS* 
21160 REM 
21170 FOR 0=1 TO 10 
21180 6(L,Q)=F7(Q) 





21220 UPEF= <K( 1 )"2*003 (Y1)"2+K(2)"2*SIN (Y1)'"2)*U(3)"2+(K(1)"2*SIN (Yl)"2+K<2>" 
2SCDS (Y1)"2)*V(3)"2+W(3)"2 
21230 UPEF=SQR (UPEF+ <K(2)"2-K(1)"2)*SIN (2«Y1)*U(2)) 




9. APPENDIX B: A DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM FOR THE 
CALIBRATION OF FILM PROBES FOR VELOCITY AND 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
This appendix provides a complete listing of the program employed 
to calibrate film probes for velocity and temperature measurements. 
The program is written in HP-enhanced BASIC. This program is also 
designed for use with the HP 87XM microcomputer and the rest of the 
data acquisition system components mentioned in Appendix A. 
389 
10 REM «PROBE CALIBRATION* 
20 REM »«*MAIN PROGRAM»*»* 
30 REM 
40 REM 
50 PRINTER IS 704,80 @ OPTION BASE 1 
60 OUTPUT 704 CHR$ (27)&"&k9S" 
70 PRINT CHR* (27)&"&166p50fIL" 
80 DIM E0(8),N(2) 
90 SHORT P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P7,S(1),S1(15),S2(3),S3(1),S4(5),S5(3),A1,B1,A2,B2,S0 
100 SHORT Z(4),Z1(5),U1,T1,T2,T3(8),R3,D4,D5,D6,D7,TP 
110 DISP "INPUT DATE:M/D/Y" 9 INPUT 01,02,03 
120 PRINT "DATE: " ; 01 ; " /" ; 02; " /" ; 03; " OPERATOR: Sherit" 
130 GOSUB 340 
140 DISP "VELOCITY CALIBRATION? ENTER 2 FOR YES, 1 FOR NO" 8 INPUT CI 
150 IF CIO 1 THEN 160 ELSE 190 
160 IF CIO 2 THEN 170 ELSE 190 
170 GOSUB 4300 
180 GOTO 140 
190 GOSUB 520 
200 ON CI GOTO 220,210 
210 GOSUB 740 
220 DISP "TEMP CALIBRATION? ENTER 2 FOR YES, 1 FOR NO" 9 INPUT C2 
230 IF C20 1 THEN 240 ELSE 270 
240 IF C20 2 THEN 250 ELSE 270 
250 GOSUB 4300 
260 GOTO 220 
270 ON C2 GOTO 290,280 * 
280 GOSUB 2490 
290 PRINT "END OF CALIBRATION" 
300 GOTO 4310 
310 REM 
320 REM tPROBE CODE* 
330 REM 
340 DISP "PROBE TYPE? INPUT 1 FOR 55R11, 2 FOR 55R12, 3 FOR 55R14, 4 FOR S5R62, 
5 FOR 55RB6 " 8 INPUT D9 
350 IF D90 1 THEN 360 ELSE 420 
360 IF D90 2 THEN 370 ELSE 420 
370 IF D90 3 THEN 380 ELSE 420 
380 IF D9<> 4 THEN 390 ELSE 420 
390 IF D90 5 THEN 400 ELSE 420 
400 GOSUB 4300 
410 GOTO 340 
420 ON D9 GOTO 430,440,450,460,470 
430 PRINT "PROBE USED IS 55R11" S GOTO 480 
440 PRINT "PROBE USED IS 55R12" 8 GOTO 480 
450 PRINT "PROBE USED IS 55R14" g GOTO 480 
460 PRINT "PROBE USED IS 55R62" S GOTO 480 
470 PRINT "PROBE USED IS 55R86" 
480 RETURN 
490 REM 
500 REM «PROBE DATA* 
510 REM 
520 DISP "INPUT PROBE REFERENCE TEMP IN DES F, REFERENCE RESISTANCE IN OHMS, AND 
SENSOR MATERIAL TEMP-COEFF OF RESISTANCE IN 1/F" 0 INPUT T0,R0,A0 
530 IF T0<32 THEN 560 ELSE 540 
y 
390 
540 IF R0<0 THEN 560 ELSE 550 
550 IF A0<0 THEN 560 ELSE 580 
560 GOSUB 4300 
570 GOTO 520 
580 IF CI=2 THEN DISP "INPUT OVERHEAT FACTOR ! NOTE: THIS IS EQUAL TO OVER HEAT 
RATIO MINUS 1" e INPUT H 
590 IF CIO 2 THEN 670 
600 IF H<0 THEN 620 ELSE 610 
610 IF H>.1 THEN 620 ELSE 640 
620 GOSUB 4300 
630 GOTO 580 
640 R3=R0*(1+H) 
650 T1=T0+(R3-R0)/(R0«A0) 
660 PRINT "SENSOR OPERATING TEMP ";T1; "F" 
670 PRINT "SENSOR REFERENCE TEMP ";TO;"F" 
680 IF Cl=2 THEN PRINT "SENSOR OPERATING RESISTANCE ';R3; "OHMS" 
690 PRINT "SENSOR REFERENCE RESISTANCE ";R0; "OHMS" 
700 PRINT "SENSOR RESISTIVITY ";A0; "1/F" 
710 IF Cl=2 THEN PRINT "OVERHEAT RATIO ";H 
720 RETURN 
730 REM 
740 REM «VELOCITY CALIBRATION ROUTINE* 
750 REM 
760 PRINT "VELOCITY CALIBRATION" 
770 DISP "PUT THERMOCOUPLES COLD JUNCTIONS IN AN ICE BATH, press continue" S PAU 
SE e BEEP 
780 DISP "CONNECT CHANNEL 9 TO CONSTANT TEMP ANEMOMETER, CHANNEL 10 TO LINEARIZ 
ER, CHANNEL 12 TO ANALOG RMS METER, press continue" @ PAUSE 8 BEEP 
790 DISP "DISCONNECT ANY CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER, press continue" & PAUSE 8 
BEEP 
800 DISP "MAKE SURE THAT OUTPUT OF CTA IS CONNECTED TO A DC VOLTMETER, AN RMS ME 
TER AND THE LINEARIZER. press continue" 6 PAUSE 6 BEEP 
810 DISP "PUT ANALOG RMS METER VOLTAGE RANGE ON .3. press continue" @ PAUSE e BE 
EP 
820 DISP "PUT ANALOG RMS METER TIME CONSTANT ON 0.3 SECONDS, press continue" P P 
AUSE e BEEP 
830 DISP "MAKE SURE PROBE IS CONNECTED TO SUPPORT.press continue" S PAUSE 9 BEEP 
840 DISP "MAKE SURE WATER IN THE CHANNEL IS RUNNING AND CLEAN, press continue" S 
PAUSE @ BEEP 
850 DISP "CHECK STEADY STATE, press continue" @ PAUSE & BEEP 
860 DISP "MOVE CART AWAY FROM CALIB PIPE, press continue" S PAUSE e BEEP 
870 Z1(4)=-90 e Z(4)=.33 0 Z(2>=2.32 & Z0=29.58096954 
880 DISP "START CALIB WITH FLOAT? OR WEIGH TANK? 1=FL0AT 2=WEIGH TANK" 8 INPUT 
C4 
890 IF C4<> 1 THEN 900 ELSE 930 
900 IF C4<> 2 THEN 910 ELSE 930 
910 GOSUB 4300 
920 GOTO 880 
930 IF C4=l THEN Z<1)=1.176 8 Z(3)=2.5 9 GOTO 950 
940 Z<1)=1.176 e Z(3)=9.088 
950 GOSUB 3260 
960 GOSUB 3430 
970 GOSUB 3530 
980 GOSUB 3700 
990 GOSUB 3780 
1000 GOSUB 3950 
y 
391 
1010 GOSUB 4050 
1020 N(l)=l 
1030 DISP "INPUT NONLINEARIZED VOLTAGE AT ZERO VELOCITY" 0 INPUT D8 
1040 IF DB<0 THEN 1050 ELSE 1070 
1050 GOSUB 4300 
1060 GOTO 1030 
1070 S1(1)=0 e SI(2)=08^2 
1080 FOR 1=3 TO 10 
1090 SI(I)=0 




1140 SS(l)=Da''4 e S5(3)=0 
1150 OUTPUT 704 USING "(/)" 
1160 PRINT USING 1170 ; "DIST","TIMEl","Ucal","Wt.Kg","TIME2","Teal","Ebar","rms 
"ELnz","rootU","Ebar2" 
1170 IMAGE X, 4(6A,X),X,4(6A,X),8A,X,2(6A, X) 
1180 N<1)=N(1)+1 
1190 IF N<1)<> 1 THEN DISP "FLOAT OR WEIGH TANK? 1=FLDAT 2=WEIGH TANK" 8 INP 
UT C4 
1200 IF C4<> 1 THEN 1210 ELSE 1240 
1210 IF C4<> 2 THEN 1220 ELSE 1240 
1220 GOSUB 4300 
1230 GOTO 1190 
1240 ON C4 GOTO 1250,1340 
1250 DISP "MAKE SURE CART IS AWAY FROM CALIB PIPE, press continue" 6 PAUSE 6 BEE 
P * 
1260 Z(3)=2.5 e GOSUB 3780 
1270 GOSUB 3950 
1280 DISP "PUT CTA OPERATE AND INPUT DIST FT, TIME SEC" & BEEP 40,50 0 INPUT Dl, 
D2 
1290 IF DKO THEN 1310 ELSE 1300 
1300 IF D2<0 THEN 1310 ELSE 1330 
1310 GOSUB 4300 
1320 GOTO 1280 
1330 U1=D1/D2 e D6=0 ê D7=0 S GOTO 1560 
1340 DISP "PUT CTA ST.BY AND INPUT WEIGHT OF BUCKET WITH WATER KG,TIME SEC" 0 IN 
PUT D6,D7 
1350 IF D6<0 THEN 1370 ELSE 1360 
1360 IF D7<0 THEN 1370 ELSE 1390 
1370 GOSUB 4300 
1380 GOTO 1340 
1390 DISP "DO YOU WANT PROBE POSITION FINE ADJUSTED? 1=YES 2=N0" @ INPUT C5 
1400 IF C5<> 1 THEN 1410 ELSE 1440 
1410 IF C5<> 2 THEN 1420 ELSE 1440 
1420 GOSUB 4300 
1430 GOTO 1390 
1440 ON C5 GOTO 1450,1490 
1450 Z(l)=1.176 e Z(3)=9.088 & GOSUB 3260 
1460 GOSUB 3430 
1470 GOSUB 3780 
1480 GOSUB 3950 
1490 DISP "MAKE SURE CART IS CLOSE TO CALIB PIPE AND PUT CTA OPERATE, press cont 
inue" @ PAUSE @ BEEP 
1500 UI=6.47771392*(D6-.939)/D7 8 D1=0 P D2=0 9 D4=7702.6512*U1 
392 
1510 IF D4<= 4000 THEN U1=U1/.791208791 0 GOTO 1560 
1520 IF D4<= 23000 THEN U1=U1/.80726464 9 GOTO 1560 
1530 IF D4<= 110000 THEN U1=U1/.816666667 8 GOTO 1560 
1540 IF D4<= 1100000 THEN U1=U1/.849681808 6 GOTO 1560 
1550 IF D4<= 3200000 THEN U1=U1/.B65B 
1560 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "OlE" @ 1=1 e E0<I)=0 0 GOSUB 2310 
1570 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "08E" 
1580 FOR 1=1 TO 4 
1590 IF 1=1 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "09E" 
1600 IF 1=2 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "lOE" 
1610 IF 1=4 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "12E" 
167.0 IF 1=3 THEN 1720 
1630 IF 1=1 THEN OUTPUT 725 ; "7.VR3T0D6B20?" 8 GOTO 1650 
1640 OUTPUT 725 ;"XVR2T0D6B20?" 
1650 E0(I)=0 
1660 FOR 10=1 TO 20 
1670 ENTER 725 ; FO 
1680 EO(I)=EO(I)+FO 
1690 NEXT 10 
1700 E0(I>=E0(I)/20 
1710 IF 1=4 THEN E0(I)=E0(I)«.3 
1720 NEXT I 
1730 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "06E" 0 1=6 6 E0(I)=0 6 GOSUB 2310 
1740 PRINT USING 1750 ; D1,D2,U1,D6,D7,T3(1),EO(1),EO(4),EO(2),SDR (U1),EO<1)"2 
1750 IMAGE 3(MZZ.DD, X),MZZ.DDD,X,3(MZZ.DD,X),MZ.DDD,X,MZZ.DDDD,X,MZZ.DD, X, M2ZZ.D 
0 
1760 DISP "DO YOU WANT THIS STEP IN YOUR DATA? 1=YES 2=N0" 6 INPUT CO 
1770 IF COO 1 THEN 1780 ELSE 1810 
1780 IF COO 2 THEN 1790 ELSE 1810 
1790 GOSUB 4300 
1800 GOTO 1760 
1810 ON CO GOTO 1830,1820 
1820 PRINT "PREVIOUS LINE IS EXCLUDED FROM CALIBRATION DATA" 0 GOTO 1190 
1830 SI(11)=SQR (Ul) 
1840 SI(12)=EO(l)^ 2 
1850 SI(13)=Si(11)*S1(12) 










1960 S1(7)=S1(7)+U1^ 2 
1970 SI(8>=S1(8)+Ul*E0(2) 




2020 IF N(l)>= 21 THEN 2040 







2090 A1=(S1(2)*S1(4)-S1(1)*S1(3))/(N(1)*S1(4)-S1(1)^ 2) 
2100 B1=<N(1)*S1<3>-S1<1)«S1<2))/(N(l)*Sl"2) 
2110 S0==(S1 (6) *S1 (7)-SI (5) *S1 (B) ) / (N(1)*S1 (7>-Sl (5)-2) 
2120 S<1> = (N<1)*S1 (B)-Sl (5>*S1 (6))/(N(l)*Sl (7)-SI (5) •"2) 
2130 IF ABS (SO)>= .1 THEN 2210 
2140 PRINT "VOLTAGE AT ZERO VEL0CITY=";D8;"VOLTS" 
2150 PRINT "NO OF CALIBRATION POINTS=";N(1);" INCLUDING POINT OF ZERO VELOCITY 
2160 PRINT "THE AVERAGE CALIBRATION TEMP ";T2;"F" 
2170 PRINT "THE CALIBRATION CONSTANTS ARE A=";A1;"..AND B=";B1 
2180 PRINT "THE LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CONSTANTS ARE So="; SO;"..AND S=";S(1) 
2190 PRINT "THE AVERAGE ROOM TEMP ";S1(10);"F" 
2200 GOTO 2230 
2210 DISP "THE LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CURVE DOES NOT PASS BY THE ORIGIN" @ PAUSE 
e BEEP 
2220 GOTO 2140 
2230 D5=4*S2(1)*S2(3)/(B1*SQR (S3(l>))*100 
2240 PRINT "AVERAGE TURBULENCE INTENSITY DURING CALIBRATION=";D5; "7. AT Uavg=";S3 
(1);"FT/SEC" 
2250 D6=(N<1)*S1(3)-Sl(1)»S1(2))/SQR ((N<1>«S1(4)-SI(1)"2)*<N(1)*S5(1)-SI(2)"2)) 
2260 D7=(N(l)*Sl(a)-Sl(5)*Sl(6))/SQR ((N<1)*S1(7)-SI(5)^ 2)*(N(1)*S5(3)-SI(6)"2)) 
2270 PRINT "CORRELATION COEFF FOR NONLINEARIZED CURVE=";D6 
2280 PRINT "CORRELATION COEFF FOR LINEARIZED CURVE=";D7 
2290 RETURN 
2300 REM 
2310 REM *mVOLT-TEMPERATURE CONVERSION* 
2320 REM 
2330 OUTPUT 725 ; "7.VR0T0D6B5?" 
2340 FOR 10=1 TO 5 
2350 ENTER 725 ; FO 
2360 E0(I)=E0<I>+F0 
2370 NEXT 10 
2380 EO(I)=E0(I)*200 
2390 IF E0<I)<= 1.494 THEN 2420 
2400 IF EO(I)<= 3.941 THEN 2440 
2410 IF EO(I)<= 6.62 THEN 2460 
2420 T3<I)=31.99925+46.80117*E0(I)-1.407396*E0(I)"2+.07802*E0(I)"3-.007394«E0(I) 
^4 
2430 GOTO 2470 
2440 T3(I> =33.42956+44.48835*E0(I)-.07422*E0<I)^ 2-.253B95*E0(I)^ 3+.02878*E0(1)^ 4 
2450 GOTO 2470 
2460 T3 <I)=33.82822+45.39092JE0(I)-1.015078*E0(I)^ 2+.03592SE0(I)"3-.000642*E0(I> 
2470 RETURN 
2480 REM 
2490 REM *TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION ROUTINE* 
2500 REM 
2510 PRINT "TEMP CALIBRATION" 
2520 DISP "PUT THERMOCOUPLES COLD JUNCTIONS IN AN ICE BATH, press continus" S PA 
USE 6 BEEP 
2530 DISP "DISCONNECT ANY CONSTANT TEMPERATURE ANEMOMETER FROM THE SYSTEM, press 
continue" e PAUSE e BEEP 
2540 DISP "CONNECT RMS METER TO CCA. press continue" 9 PAUSE g BEEP 
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"PUT ANALOGUE RMS METER VOLTAGE RANGE ON 0.01 . press continue" @ PAUS 
"PUT ANALOGUE RMS METER TIME CONSTANT ON 0.3 . press continue" 6 PAUSE 
"CONNECT SCANNER CHANNELS AS FOLLOWS:" 
"CHANNEL# 12 TO ANALOGUE RMS METER OUTPUT" 
"CHANNEL#13 TO CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER OUTPUT, press continue" 6 P 
AUSE e BEEP 
2600 DISP "MAKE SURE THERE IS A THERMOCOUPLE ATTACKED TO THE PROBE BODY" 
2610 DISP "MAKE SURE THIS THERMOCOUPLE IS CONNECTED TO SCANNER CHANNEL#8.press c 
ontinue" 0 PAUSE 6 BEEP 
2620 DISP "PUT CONSTANT TEMP WATER BATH IN THE CHANNEL SEATED ON A CHAIR. CHECK 
MECHANICAL STABILITY, press continue" 8 PAUSE 0 BEEP 
2630 DISP "FILL IN THE WATER BATH WITH CLEAN FILTERED WATER, press continue" & P 
AUSE e BEEP 
2640 DISP "CONNECT THE BATH TO AC OUTLET VIA AN EXTENSION CORD, press continue" 
e PAUSE @ BEEP 
2650 DISP "ADJUST BATH TEMP SETTING ON 000.0 degree Celsius AND TURN ON THE BATH 
SWITCH, press continue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
2660 DISP "MAKE SURE WATER IN THE BATH IS STILL CLEAN AFTER BATH HAS BEEN TURNED 
ON. press continue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
2670 DISP "MOVE CARRIAGE SO THAT PROBE TIP IS CENTERED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BATH 
. press continue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
2680 DISP "MANUALLY MOVE PROBE DOWN SO THAT PROBE IS SLIGHTLY UNDERNEATH THE WAT 
ER SURFACE IN THE BATH- press continue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
2690 DISP "NOTE THAT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CALIBRATION POINTS IS 20" 
2700 DISP "KEEP THAT IN MIND WHEN CHANGING BATH TEMP SO THAT YOU GET" 
2710 DISP "AN APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TEMP INTERVALS OVER THE WHOLE CALIBRATION RANG 
E. press continue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
2720 DISP "GET READY TO PUT CONSTANT CURRENT ANEMOMETER ON OPERATE, press contin 
ue" 8 PAUSE 8 BEEP 
2730 N<2)=0 
2740 FOR 1=1 TO 5 
2750 S4<I)=0 
2760 NEXT I 
2770 PRINT "RESULTS OF TEMP CALIBRATION" 
2780 OUTPUT 704 USING "X,K,11X,K,11X,K" ; "Teal","Ecca";"ecca" 
2790 N(2)=N(2)+1 
2800 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "07E" 
2810 1=8 8 E0(I)=0 8 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "08E" 8 GOSUB 2310 
2820 Q=8 8 GOSUB 4220 
2830 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "HE" 
2840 FOR 1=4 TO 5 
2850 IF 1=4 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "12E" 
2860 IF 1=5 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "13E" 
2870 OUTPUT 725 ; "7.VR3T0D6B20?" 
2880 EO(I)=0 
2890 FOR 10=1 TO 20 
2900 ENTER 725 ; FO 
2910 EO(I)=E0{I)+F0 
2920 NEXT 10 
2930 E0<I)=E0(I)/20 
2940 IF 1=4 THEN EO(I>=E0(I)*.01 
2950 NEXT I 
2960 PRINT USING 2970 ; T3<8),EO(5),EO<4) 
2970 IMAGE MZZZ.DD,8X,MZZ.DDD,8X,MZZ.DDDD 
2550 DISP 








2980 DISP "DO YOU WANT THIS STEP IN YOUR DATA? 1=YES 2=N0" 8 INPUT CO 
2990 IF COO 1 THEN 3000 ELSE 3030 
3000 IF COO 2 THEN 3010 ELSE 3030 
3010 GOSUB 4300 
3020 GOTO 2980 
3030 ON CO GOTO 3050,3040 
3040 PRINT "PREVIOUS LINE IS EXCLUDED FROM DATA" 6 GOTO 2800 
3050 S4(1)=S4(1)+T3(8) 
3060 S4<2)=S4(2)+E0<5) 
3070 S4 (3) =S4 (3) +T3 (8) '"Z 
3080 S4(4)=S4(4)+T3(8)*E0(5) 
3090 S4(5)=S4(5)+E0(4) 
3100 IF N(2)>= 20 THEN 3130 
3110 DISP "CHANGE BATH TEMP SETTING, press continue" 9 PAUSE 0 BEEP 40,50 
3120 GOTO 2790 
3130 E0<4>=S4<S)/N<2) 
3140 A2=(S4(2)«S4<3)-54(1)»S4<4))/(N(2)*S4(3)-S4(l)^ 2) 
3150 B2= (N (2) *S4 <4) -S4 ( 1 ) *S4 (2) ) / <N(2) *S4 (3) -S4 ( 1 ) •*'2) 
3160 TP=-<E0(4)/B2) 
3170 PRINT "AVERAGE RMS TEMP DURING CALIBRATION=";TP;"F" 
3180 PRINT "CALIBRATION CONSTS ARE A2=";A2;"VOLTS AND B2=";B2;"VOLTS/F" 
3190 RETURN 
3200 REM 
3210 REM «PROBE POSITIONING ROUTINE* 
3220 REM 
3230 REM 
3240 REM «SPANWISE POSITIONING* 
3250 REM 
3260 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "197,7076E" 
3270 OUTPUT 725 ;"XVR2T0D6B10?" 0 ENTER 725 ; E 
3280 IF E<Z(l)-.02 THEN 3370 
3290 IF E>Z<l)+,02 THEN 3380 
3300 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7076E" 
3310 OUTPUT 725 ; "7.VR2T0D6B10?" & ENTER 725 ; E 
3320 IF E<Z(l)-.0004 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3330 IF E<Z(l)-.0004 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3340 IF E>Z<i>+.0004 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "S,K" 
3350 IF E>Z(l)+.0004 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
3360 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7076E" 0 GOTO 3390 
3370 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,707476E" 8 GOTO 3270 
3380 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,707576E" 8 GOTO 3270 
3390 WAIT 2000 8 RETURN 
3400 REM 
3410 REM «SPANWISE VOLTAGE-TO-DISTANCE CONVERSION* 
3420 REM 
3430 E=Z<1) 
3440 Z1 ( 1 ) =-S. 86508512-24.20833933*E+56.2333236SE-^ 2-38. 5026596*E'^ 3+11.609508*E^ 4 
-1.31748*5-^ 5 
3450 Z1(1)=Z1<1)02507825947 
3460 IF ZKIXO THEN 3480 
3470 GOTO 3490 
3480 IF Zl(l)>-.005 THEN Z1(1)=0 
3490 RETURN 
3500 REM 
3510 REM *STREAMWISE POSITIONING* 
3520 REM 
"7,707476E" 
"7,7076E" 8 GOTO 3310 
"7,707576E" 
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4070 IF E<Z(4)-.02 THEN 4160 
4080 IF E>Z(4)+.02 THEN 4170 
4090 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" ; "7,7379E" 
4100 OUTPUT 725 ; "7.VR2T0D6B10?" 8 ENTER 725 ; E 
4110 IF E<Z(4)-.001 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
4120 IF E<Z(4)-.001 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
4130 IF E>Z(4)+.001 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
4140 IF E>Z(4)+.001 THEN OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
"7,737579E" 
"7,7379E" e GOTO 4100 
"7,737479E" 
"7,7379E" e GOTO 4100 
"7,7379E" e GOTO 4180 
"7,737579E" @ GOTO 4060 
"7,737479E" S GOTO 4060 
«PROPERTY-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS* 
4150 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
4160 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 
4170 OUTPUT 709 USING "#,K" 




4220 REM "P1=PR#,P2=DENSITY,P3=DYN VISC,P4=THER C0ND,P5=KIN VISC,P6=THER EXP, 
P7=SP HEAT" 
4230 P1=EXP <3.2276-. 0232S*T3(Q) +. 0000705S96*T3 (Q) ^2-. 000000096664#T3(Q) -^ 3) 
4240 P2=62.410B+.0049B76*T3(D)-.00010006*T3(a) *'2+.0000000B6156*T3(Q>'"3 
4250 P3=.011580236*EXP (6.5004-.0208792*T3(Q)+.000063396»T3(Q)^ 2-.00000009064»T3 
(Q)^ 3) 




4300 BEEP e DISP "ERROR IN ENTERING DATA" P RETURN 
4310 END 
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10. APPENDIX C: MILLIVOLT-TEMPERATURE CONVERSION 
EQUATIONS FOR COPPER-CONSTANTAN THERMOCOUPLES 
Thermocouple readings were converted to temperature readings 
using equations that correlate the calibration data for copper-
constantan thermocouples. These equations were obtained from Beckwith 
and Buck [228] and are given below. In the equations, T is the 
temperature reading in degrees Fahrenheit and E is the mVolt reading. 
T = 31.99925 + 46.80117 E - 1.407396 E 2 
+ 0.07802 E^  - 0.007394 for E < 1.494 (10.1) 
T = 33.42956 + 44.48835 E - 0.07422 - 0.253895 E^  
+ 0.02878 i^ , for È < 3.941 (10.2) 
and 
T = 33.82822 + 45.39092 i - 1.015078 E^  + 0.03592 
- 0.000642 E^, for <6.62 . (10.3) 
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11. APPENDIX D: CALIBRATION DATA OF THE ROTAMETERS 
As was mentioned in Chapter 2, two rotameters were used to monitor 
the jet flowrate. Calibration of these rotameters was performed 
using a weigh-tank technique. The calibration curve of the Brooks 
full-view rotameter 1110-10H3A1V is shown in Figure 11.1, while that 
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Figure 11.1. Calibration curve of the Brooks full-view rotameter 
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Figure 11.2. Calibration curve of the Brooks rotameter 
model #112A10G3B1A 
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12. APPENDIX E: CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE L. C. SMITH BBR 
STANDARD CONFIGURATION PROBE ACTUATOR AND THE 
L^. C. SMITH DI-3R DIGITAL INDICATOR 
The raw data for the calibration of the traversing mechanism is 
given in Figures 12.1 through 12.3 and in Table 12.1. Figure 12.1 is 
a plot of the distance, in inches, between the probe axis and the 
inner surface of the channel sidewall on the one hand, and the 
L. C. Smith DI-3R digital readout on the other hand. The latter is 
the voltage reading across the potentiometer on the traversing 
carriage multiplied by 10. To ensure maximum precision, however, the 
Fluke 8520A digital multimeter was employed in the calibration process 
to read the position voltages to within + 0.0001 volts. Figure 12.2 
is a similar plot for the axial direction. Figure 12.3 gives the 
probe rotation angle (measured from the extreme counterclockwise 
position) as a function of the DI-3R digital readout. Table 12.1 
gives the vertical distance between the moving block of the BBR and 
the protractor upper surface on the one hand and the DI-3R digital 
readout on the other hand. These data have been correlated using 
nonlinear least-square curve fits for the two cases in which either 
the probe physical position or the probe position voltage is known. 
The equations are given below first for the latter case and then 
for the former case. 
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Figure 12.3. Angular motion calibration 
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Table 12.1. Vertical motion calibration data for the L. C. Smith 
DI-3R and the L. C. Smith BBR 
Distance between L. C. Smith 
BBR moving block DI-3P 
and protractor readout 
Distance between L, C. Smith 
BBR moving block DI-3R 






























































12.1. Voltage-Co-Distance/Angle Conversion 
12.1.1. Spanwise motion 
The distance across the channel (measured from the channel plane 
of symmetry), Y, is given as a function of the span position voltage, 
s^pan' ''y: 
Y = 5.92165631462 - 24.20833933 F 
span 
+ 56.2333236 - 38.5026596 
span span 
+ 11.609508 E'^  - 1.31748 E^  . (12.1) 
Equation (12.1) predicts the distance, Y, with a maximum error 
equal to + 0.005 inches in the voltage range, 0.58 ^  ^gpan — volts. 
12.1.2. Axial motion 
The axial (streamwise) distance, X, is measured from the jet 
discharge plane and is given in terms of the axial position voltage. 
X = 10.88164215 - 1.58494106 - 0.37275719 
- 1.42952169 E^  . , + 0.8052624 E^  . , 
axial axial 
- 0.1170977 , . (12.2) 
axial 
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Equation (12.2) predicts the streamwise distance, X, in terms of 
the axial position voltage, , with a maximum error of + 0.005 
inches in the voltage range, 0.80 £ ^ x^ial — volts. 
12.1.3. Traverse (vertical) motion 
The vertical distance, Z, from the probe tip to the jet-injection 
platform is given as a function of the traverse position voltage, 
Z = - 0.01930295 + 3.2174106 - 0.04197364 E^  
trav trav 
+ 0.01478537537 E^  - 0.00196384 E^  
trav trav 
+ 0.00007865574 E^  . (12.3) 
trav 
Equation (12.3) predicts the vertical distance, Z, with a maximum 
error of + 0.005 inches in the voltage range, 0.16 £ ^trav — 
The distance, Z, computed using this equation is based on zero 
clearance between the probe tip and the upper surface of the jet-
injection platform. Since this is not possible for all practical 
purposes, the initial clearance has to be added to the distance Z 
computed from Equation (12.3). This clearance was adjusted to 
0.25 inches for all the experimental runs. This was done by employing 
two blocks of the same thickness (0.25 inches in this case) and looking 
from one side of the channel while manually moving the probe support 
up and down until the probe tip and the upper edges of the two blocks 
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were on the same horizontal level. The uncertainty in locating the 
probe tip is estimated to be equal to 0.005 inches. 
12.1,4. Angular motion 
The inability of the BBR to rotate the probe more than 172° 
necessitated manually orienting the probe tip during the Reynolds stress 
runs. Two correlations were, therefore, obtained corresponding 
to the above probe orientations. The first probe orientation covered 
rotation angles from -90° (corresponding to the extreme counterclockwise 
position) to 82° (corresponding to the extreme clockwise position). 
In the second case, the probe body is oriented 180° relative to the 
first position in order to cover the range 90° (corresponding to the 
extreme counterclockwise position) to 262° (corresponding to the extreme 
clockwise position). Refer to Figures 12.4 and 12.5 for the 
identification of directions. The two correlations are given below: 
8 = -93.45893526 + 10.52252453 E , + 16.55384021 , 
angle angle 
- 14.24099092 E^  , + 6.56258530 E^  , - 1.76895229 , 
angle angle angle 
+ 0.28806075 E , - 0.02792385 E , + 0.00148402 E , 
angle angle angle 
- 0.00003329629 E^  , , for -90° < 0 < 72° (12.4) 











Figure 12.5. Second probe orientation 
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= 86.53106379 + 10.52262425 E , + 16.55384074 E^  , 
angle angle 
- 14.24099136 , + 6.5625855 , - 1.76895235 E^  , 
angle angle angle 
+ 0.28806076 E^  , - 0.02792385 E^   ^ + 0.00148402 E^  , 
angle angle angle 
- 0.00003329629 E^  , , for 90° < 9 < 262° . (12.5) 
angle — — 
Equations (12.4) and (12.5) predict the angle 0 in terms of the 
angular position voltage, with a maximum error in 0 of + 0.15 
degrees. 
12.2. Distance/Angle-to-Voltage Conversion 
12.2.1. The span position voltage, is given in terms of the 
spanwise distance, Y, by: 
E = -0.40516111 + 0.38860814 (Y + 12.012012049) 
span 
- 0.05693967 (Y + 12.012012049)^  
+ 0.00494179 (Y + 12.012012049)^  
- 0.00020947 (Y + 12.012012049)^  
+ 0.000003698163 (Y + 12,012012049)^  . (12.6) 
Equation (12.6) predicts E with a maximum error of + 0.0005 
span -
volts in the previously given range for the distance Y. 
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12.2.2, Axial (streamwise) motion 
The axial position voltage, is given in terms of the 
axial distance (as measured from the jet discharge plane) by: 
 ^ 2 
E . = 3.606907654 - 0.70964464 X + 0.13738493 X 
axial 
- 0.02193417 X^  + 0.00193127 X^  - 0.0000718656 X^  (12.7) 
where = 2.32 volts at X = 0. The axial position voltage, 
a^xial' predicted using Equation (12,7) to within + 0.0005 volts. 
12.2.3. Traverse (vertical) motion 
The traverse position voltage, is given in terms of the 
vertical distance between the probe tip and the upper surface of the 
jet-injection platform by: 
\rav " -0-624388696 + 0.30217428 (Z + 2.056031) 
+ 0.00255974 (Z + 2.056031)^  - 0.00021138 (Z + 2.056031)^  
+ 0.000007194051 (Z + 2.056031)^ 
- 0.00000007862684 (Z + 2.056031)^  . (12.8) 
Equation (12.8) predicts the traverse motion voltage to within 
+ 0.0005 volts. 
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12.2.4. Angular motion 
The angular motion voltage, given in terms of the 
rotation angle 9 as follows: 
2 
E , = 4.97767834 + 0.05302377 0 + 0.000008908189 0 
angle 
+ 0.000000009595242 0^  + 0.000000001423765 8^  
+ 0.000000000009115043 0^ , for -90° < 0 < 82° (12.9) 
and 
E T = -5.06530715 + 0.07377285 0 - 0.00029772 0^  
angle 
+ 0.000002024116 0^  - 0.000000006779774 0^  
+ 0.000000000009115043 0^ , for 90° < 0 < 262° . (12.10) 
Equations (12.9) and (10.10) predict the angular position voltage 
with an uncertainty of + 0.0005 volts. 
During preliminary testing of the data acquisition system, the 
Fluke 8520A digital multimeter was set to read the position voltages 
only to the nearest 0.0001 of a volt. The voltages computed using 
Equations (12.6) through (12.10), therefore, were rounded off to the 
nearest 0.0001 of a volt in order for the computer to be able to 
recognize the probe position. Potentiometer backlash, on the other 
hand, prevented the position voltages from being read to less than 
+ 0.0003 volts. Adjustments in the data acquisition system were made 
accordingly. 
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13. APPENDIX F: MEASUREMENT OF THE FREE-STREAM TURBULENCE 
INTENSITY USING A SINGLE NORMAL PROBE 
The free-stream turbulence intensity was measured using a 
DISA 55M01 main unit and a DISA 55M10 constant temperature anemometer 
standard bridge along with a DISA 55R11 fiber-film probe. The 
equation that was employed in the data acquisition process is given by 
i2 
Turbulence intensity = —^   ^  ^^  
2 
e (13.1) 
where E = DC component of the CTA output, 
e = AC component of the CTA output, 
= pitch factor for the normal probe, 
z, n 
B = calibration constant in King's law, and 
n = King's law exponent = 0.5. 
The derivation of Equation (13.1) can be found in any standard book 
on hot-wire anemometry such as Sandborn [229] and will be presented 
in this appendix for completeness. 
King's law is given by 
E^  = A + B (13.2) 
eri 
while the effective cooling velocity, U^ ^^ , for. a normal probe oriented 
to a flow that is one-dimensional and whose velocity, U^ , is 
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perpendicular to the plane of the prongs is given by 
"eff • K;,. • <".3) 
Equation (13.2) can be rewritten in the form 
(E + e)^  = A + B (13.4) 
which when combined with Equation (13.3), can be written as 
(E + e)^ = A + B (U^ + uj;,)" 
or 
_ 9 _ "è II 
(E + e) = A + B K" [1 + —] (13.5) 
2,n " % 
The right-hand side of Equation (13.5) can be expanded using the 
binomial theorem to give 
E ^ + 2 e E  +  e ^  =  A +  B K ^  1 ?  [ 1  +  n  ( — )  
2,n .
+ * + ] . (13.6) 
Û 
But it follows from Equation (13.2) that, 
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= A + B K2 ^  ïP . (13.7) 
Combining Equations (13.6) and (13.7) and neglecting second and 
higher-order terms gives: 
2 e E = B k" Î? - n(-^ ) 
2.n . -
or 
u ' — 
2 e E 
Squaring, time-averaging, and taking the square root of the above 
equation yields the required equation for the free-stream turbulence 
intensity. Equation (13.1). 
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14, APPENDIX G: EQUATIONS FOR THE VARIATION OF FLUID 
PROPERTIES WITH TEMPERATURE 
The property relations for water used in the present study are 
taken from Morcos [230] and are given below. The temperature, T, is 
in °F. 
1. Density: 
p = 62.4108 + 4.9876 x 10~^  T - 1.0006 x ICT^  T^  
+ 8.6156 X 10"^  T^ , Ib/ft^  (14.1) 
2. Dynamic viscosity: 
}j = 0.011580236 exp [6.5004 - 0.0208792 T 
+ 6.3396 X 10"^  T^  - 9.064 x 10 ^  T^ ], lb/ft.hr. 
(14.2) 
3. Thermal conductivity: 
K = 0.30810223 + 0.000685619 T 
- 1.3592 X lO'G T^ , Btu/hr.ft.°F (14.3) 
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4. Prandtl number: 
Pr = exp [3.2276 - 0.02328 T + 7.05596 x 10 ^  
9.6664 X  10 8  T ^ ]  . (14.4) 
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15. APPENDIX H: ADDITIONAL TEMPERATURE RESULTS 
This appendix provides computer-printed data for three more 
temperature runs. The first data set presented is for a heated jet 
at a velocity ratio of 1 and Froude and Reynolds numbers of 7.76 and 
10144, respectively. The data is presented both in and outside the 
jet plane of symmetry up to a downstream distance of X/D = 9.174. 
The second and third data sets are primarily those of cooled jets. 
The second set provides mean and RMS temperature data for a velocity 
ratio of 7 and Froude and Reynolds numbers of -88.77 and 26218, 
respectively. The data are given just in the jet plane of symmetry up 
to a downstream distance of X/D = 25.688. The third data set is for 
a velocity ratio of 4 and Froude and Reynolds numbers of -46.947 and 
15668, respectively. Once more, the data is presented both in and 
outside the plane of symmetry up to X/D = 11.009 and in the plane of 
symmetry only up to X/D = 25.688. 
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HEATED JET MEAN «S RMS TEMF> DATA 
DATE: 4/21/ 1984 RUN#HI6T13eMl OPERATOR, SHERIF 
OJEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND INJECTION NOZZLE» .25 inchem 
FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA «HI6T138MI 
FREE STREAM TEMP - 62 F 
ROTAMETER %MAX FLOW » 11.07B % 
JET FLOW RATE - 67171 GPM 
JET DIAMETER » 543 INCH 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY - 1.13 FT/SEC 
JET NOMINAL VELOCITY » 1.15 FT/SEC 
VELOCITY RATIO » I 
JET NOMINAL TEMP » 138 F 
DISCHARGE FROUDE NO. •> 7.7618 
DISCHARGE REYNOLDS MO- 10144 
FILE NAME FOR STORING JET MEANIFUJC TEMP DATA FOR PLOTTING PURP0SES=H36T 138M1P 
VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES 
VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION IS APPLIED DURING TEMP MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLING TIKE FOR D.C. VOLTAGES » 5 SECONDS 
SAWLING TIME FOR R.M.S. VOLTAGES » 25 SECONDS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT A- 13.732 VOLTS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT B» -.084264 VOLTS/F 
PROBE MILL MOVE IN A RECTANGULAR PARALLELOGRAM 
PROBE TYPE: NORMAL SENSOR DISA 55R11 
TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS" 392 
NUMBER OF GRID PTS: SPAN» 8 FLOW- 7 TRAV" 7 
GRID SIZE: SPAN= .125 FLOW= 1 TRAV=» .25 
LENGTHS, inches: SPAN» .875 FLOW» 6 TRAV» 1.5 
NUMBER OF PLANES/DIV» 7 NUMBER OF CHANNEL DIV" 1 
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«Uncl») » «03.0000 
TjMCri • «akéna ë#"T#-T## 077.«7«0 
TicaïUr* ««I.VllS 
iiinch» * «a.oooe 
Tiattr] - *0.mw 4l*Tj-Tf* 077.IM0 T>c«»Ur* Ofl.Vlll 
iiiMch» # «oa.oooo k nm u" 009.473a Ti«i(r) • 071.7109 
«l-rj-T<» 077.4720 T|ca»ftar> 0*1.9*1% 
Ktnch) « 003.0000 CccMM»- 000.2344 THKCrS . 0M.V942 ël#Tj-T#- 077.4340 T>c«n%ar* cas.«943 
• llnc*i> • 003.0000 iccewe» 00#. 3324 TjtKCrS • OM.80I3 dl>rj-TI« 077.3S30 TiCHniar* OW.0943 
Klncht • 003.0000 Etcâoeeo* 004.1900 Tj#t[r) # 009.3044 dl»Tj~T«« 077.4620 
Tjc*nt«rB «*.0942 
MXWr IM1H 124 VUnch) - 000.3770 
•rf wII 001.1039 
rm#* 013.119a 
«•Tyf#» 034.423* T/Tc«ntr« 000.944# 
rOMT MMf» 137 VUiKH» • 000.5030 001.3344 TM f##" 015. *339 ë-Tjf-f*» 010.32*9 T/Tc*nir« 000.«743 
lj«l r 009.4929 000.7003 
tf»Tjr-T# 
000.0430 
013.494a 024.7443 000.97*9 
KJINF NLMKR 131 V(iiKh) . 000.1240 
*CC#A##@" 001.239# T|«t ra*- 014.9471 d«Tir-TI- 027.2764 T/Tcentr- 001.0044 
POINT tUltCR 
llinch» • OOO.OOM Vtnf • 043.0910 
nWlMAy" 199.S3M 
é/ é i  • «00.3434 XTrM/T#» 014.7993 
tdncJil » 000.9000 Tlnf • 043.0630 Tjd&tfi#" 199.3400 
«/4l » 000.2379 X1rm/r«« 019.7011 
Z(lncti> " OM.MOO Tin# • 043.0I#0 139.49C0 d/Wl • 000.134# 014.MS3 
ZUnth: m 000.7900 Ttn« • 043.0440 TjdlmOyr >39.9000 
É/4t • 000.3449 019.1934 
Zdnchl - 000.7900 Tin« " 042.0370 TjrflscHi- 139.4300 0/41 - 000.3499 
airM/T»- 019.1943 
KInch» " 000.7900 Tlnf • 042.0280 Tjrfiftchg- 13*.9:00 d/tft • 000.3320 XTrM/T» 014.2094 
lUnch» " 002.0000 CcbflMMv* 00#.2012 TjvtCr] . 0*9.1719 
«l-Tj-Ttf» 077.4100 TjMntar* 0*9. «943 
Klnchl • 003.0000 Ce WW 00#. 4314 T|*CCrJ « ##4.4379 4l«rj*7#» 077.4330 TjunUra 0##.*943 
- 003.0000 Utm ««Il 00«.70#4 Ti*t:r] » 0#3.1900 41#Tj-T*m 077.3940 7;«#nt#r. V#4.*#43 
Illnchl • OOS.OOOO Kccammmo" 009.039* fjatlrl » 079.3199 
«l-Tj-Tf» 077.3140 Tjcentmr- 0#B.e«43 
g(lncK> » 003.0000 ktam##»# 009.9824 Tj«t(r) • 04#.030# Ul«ti-T#» 077.J140 Tic«rit*r« 0#8.«943 
lartchl - 003.0000 Ccc*n>*0«i 009.41I* Ti»t(r) • 072.4294 dl-Tj-T#« 077.2140 T073.4794 
VClftch) " 000.1«*0 
•ccânw» 001.1«37 Tjal rM- 014.0713 d«T|r-'«" 037.1399 T/Tc«nkr- 001.0032 
POINT MM» 133 V<lnch> • 000.3920 
Ti*t rm*» 014.1999 
*»Tjr-T<- 024.4093 T/lcwtU- 000.9723 
POINT Hjmsn 134 Vllm&hl - 000.3770 
•ccwvMO- 001.3#37 Tj#t f##» 014.4310 
«•T)r-tf« 021.1140 T/Tcmntr# 000.9394 
ZClnchl - 000.7500 Tin# - 043.0330 
r|<llMh«« :39.&9V0 
«/dl • 000.3497 tTra«/T*« 019.7*00 
ZdnchI • 000.7900 Tint » 043.02*0 Tfdimcho- 139.4600 
«/dk • 000.3192 XrrM/Ta> 014.4333 
Klm&h* - 000.7900 TtA« • 043.0340 T|dlKht« 139.3900 tf/dl • 000.7733 XTf##/T*. 019.74#7 
POINT 139 VdnchI - 000.9U20 001.2437 Ti«t #"##» 014.7594 jf-Tf- 017.1939 T/Tc«ntr* OOO.Wll 
POINT MMBK 134 Vltncht - 000.4370 
•CCAOMKH» 000.49*4 Tj#t f#* 00#.2907 d-Tjr-T*" 003.994* T/Tc*ntr« 000.7433 
POINT NUratR 137 VUrKht • OOO.OOOO 
•CCMMO* 0QI.Cw;7 T|*t rM> 01I.9M* d-T)r>T«> 010.3794 T/Tc««tr« 001.0000 
POINT NL«tKR 13* VilAChi > 000.0430 
•CCAOMU* 001.0493 
Kinchl » 000.7300 Tin* • 0*3.02*0 Tjdl*ch«- I3V.9400 
tl/al • 000.2218 XTrM/T»- 010.4312 
ZUnch> « 000.7900 Tln« • 042.0340 Tjdl*«h«« I39.3900 0/dl • 000.0779 XTf#*/T#- 012.1847 
ZllACh» - OOI.OOOO Tin« - 042.0440 
TidlKh^ - 139.2400 d/cJl -0U0.1344 %Tf»#/T#" 014.9119 
073.9241 T>*pi rw TjglwA*" 199. 073. T/Tcantr* 000. *424 077.3740 T^y-T*» T""""" 073.4394 T/Tcw«tf XTrM/Ta* 017. 
003. 
Itlnch) • OOl. dl»fj-l«" 073*149 Tjdlëch#" 139. 077.4140 T>c«nt«r« 073.4X94 T/1ccnir« XTrao/Ta- 01*. 12»# 
POINT MM 002.0000 r U n A i  " Zcinsri» > COI. 7443 Tjdi 009.704# 001. TwkSrS # 071.3959 T>rt r» 013. 7699 Tiâteeto* 139.0700 T/Tccntr* ,4g4 009. 3419 130# t inomurm ooo. 9*44 XTfao/Ta* 019. 3403 POINT HIK 147 Xianchi • 001. MINT MJrt a* 141 4390 043. Vllnc*) • 000.2920 Ittnch» » 001. 4332 . 1 }dt Kl>9« 138. 4*40 Ti«t rm» Tjtfl«ch«* 139. t''*"." dl"Tj-T#* 077.3390 XTr#*/T## 014. 
ZllnOa • 001. ,03V9 
.4400 . d-ljr-T#»-000. d/d: —000. Tjdl*ch#m 139 . 4lf4 d"Tjr"T#" d/dl • 000, 000, ...w X1r##/T#- 019. 




Kinchl • 003.WOO 1|0I 0:0.4500 dl»T; Tl# Tjdi*chy# *38 Ol"îj-Tf- 074.7750 tf-Tjr-TI» 000.43:0 
427 
Kinch» • 002.0000 âccwieee» 0)0. *#90 Ti«iCr3 • 043.as»« tfl*Ti-T*a 073.#3*0 Tjcaniv* 042.4m 
Kincht # 003.00nM CccanMo* 0:0.4#70 1 . 042.0&W 073.W60 T|c*rtt«ra 0*3.41** 
IUnc.»i> • 002.0000 Eccwwe» 010. *#90 Tjatif] • 0*1.«TU 075.7200 TiC»rt»«r» 0*1.W53 
Kinchi • 002.0000 CCCAOMW» 010.4#90 Tjvttrl - 0*1.V9U 075.7110 Tjc#mt#r« 0*1.$953 
Klnchl • 002.0000 Kcc#n##o" OlO.AWO Tjvtir) - 0*2.0071 
«l*Tj->T«- 07S.*e70 0*1.9953 
XUncK) - 002.0000 CCCAMNO" 010.4##0 Ti»t(r} m 0*2.0071 
«l*Tj-T<« 075.4B20 T)C«ntar> 0*1.9953 
vdnchi • ooo.euo 
•cw• 000.007# Ttmt rmm" 000.0929 (>»T>r-1<»-000.014| T/Tcatkr- 000.993# 
«ÏIIfT MMCR 1» Vllnchl » 000.&270 
*CC»n—0" 000.0000 Tl*k rm*" OOO.OOOO #«Tjr-T«- OOO.OTt* T/Tc«ntr- 000.9943 
rainr muhhji is3 Yllitch) - 000.0000 
•CCMNMO- 000.0000 Ti«t #*" 000.0000 d« T J r -1 » —000. 044 7 T/Ttantr« COI.0000 
rai«a itMcn is4 Vllnch) • 000.0*W 
000.0000 
Tjel rmtm 000.0000 é*rjr-1#—000.04S7 T/Tcantr* Wl.OOOO 
POINT HJraCR 139 V(lnch) - 000.12M 
•CCViMO« OOO.OOOO Tj«t CM* OOO.OOOO 000.0159 T/rc*ntr» 001.0003 
XIlNCh» " #01.3900 TIW # tIél.OtO ixr.vio» #/#! «-#00.0003 STraft/Ta* eoo.l*V7 
foiNT Munam 15* Vdnchl • 000.1B90 
•cctpuau" C00.0040 Ti*t rM- 000.047# 
*-Tjr-l»»-<i00.0209 T/Tc«ntr« 001.0003 
POINT NUrOCA 
Xllnch» • 001.3MO Tlnf • 043.03*0 Tidirncbo* 137.9900 #/dl • 000.0004 XTrM/T«- OOO.OOOO 
Xlinch» • 001.8000 Tlnl • 043.0400 Tjdl#ch9» 137.7*00 
a/éi *-000.000* &Tr#m/T#« OoO.OOCO 
r<inch> - 001.5000 Tlrtf " 043.0390 Tjdlwh»* 137.7300 tt/él •-000.0004 %Tr##/T#" OOO.OOOO 
Klnch) • 001.5000 Tin# • 043.0290 T*4l#chg- 137.7100 4/at —000.0002 XTrM/Tap- 000.0000 
Klnthl m 001.5000 Tlnl - 042.03#0 TjOlKho» 137.9100 #/#l —000.0003 %Tr##/T#" 000.0770 
XUMCM • 003.0000 
•comw 010.4070 TjstCr] » 042.0190 
«l*Tj-T#" 075.0100 Ticankar* 041.9953 
XUncM • 002.0000 tccww» 010.40*0 TjalCr) - 042.0071 ël»Tj-T4» 075.2440 TiC«nt«r« 0*1.9953 
lllnch» » 002.0000 tcowfo» 010.4#*0 T>«ttr) » 042.0309 dl-Tj-Tf" 074.9910 Tjc#nt#f" 041.9953 
XdncM • 002.0000 fecmni—" 010.4##0 Tt»t{r) > 0*3.0071 dl«Tj-H- 075.1230 IjcentBr» 0*1.9953 
Viincn» - 000.3520 
•CCanMps OOO.OOOO T|»t r#m- OOO.OOOO d • T >r - T « «-OOO. 0111) T/Tcantr* 09t.0004 
POINT NLMUt 13# YdnchI • 000.3770 
«CC«n«Mf- OOO.OOOO Yjai rm»' ÛOO.OOOO d"T j r - r#—OOO. 03»9 T/Tc«nlr* 001.0002 
POINT NUnbCR Vdncn) - 000.5020 
•CCfiao- OOO.OOOO Tj*t f##» OOO.OOOO #.Tjr-T<—OOO.OMl 
r/Tc«ntr» 001.000* 
XlruJi) • OOI.9000 Tln« • 042.OS00 Tjdl»cft9> 1S7.0400 d/dl —000.0001 XTrM/T«* 000.0000 
JUncM • OOl.SOOO Ttnl • 0*3.03*0 1>dtKh«« lS7.3#oe 
a/êi —000.0004 
Zlinctt» # 001.3000 T>n« • 043.0090 TidiMhtf* 137.0000 d/dl —000.0004 llfM/T*- OOO.OOOO 
POINT MMCX 1*0 YdnchI - 000.4270 
eccwew» OOO.OOOO tj«t *#- OOO.OOOO d-r jr-7*—OOO.0)09 T/Tcontr- 001.0002 
POINT MjnaCR 1*1 YdnchI • OOO.OOOO 
•CCAOMO* 000.0000 T)«t rM« OOO.OOi^ O d-rjr-7«—000.0070 T/Tcantr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT NLTVCX 1*2 YdnchI » 000.0*SO OOO.OOOO Ti«t r##* 000.0000 d-T|r-TI—000.0040 T/Tcwitr- 001.0000 
POINT MMIR 1*3 Ydnch> - OVO. 12*0 
eccane#»" 000.0000 
2(tnch) - 001.9000 Tlnl • 0*2.0S#0 137.1*00 
d/dl —000.0004 XTraa/To- 000 OVOO 
KinchI • 001.7900 
r»nf - 0*i'.04»o TjdIKhg» 114.nuo d/dl —OOO.OOOl XtrM/Ta- OOO.OOOO 
Zdrtch» - 00t.7500 
rin« . 0*2.0400 T|diach«- 13*.8500 d/dl —000.0001 %Tf##/Te" 000.0000 
Ti«tCr] » 043.0340 
T|c«niar« 043.0340 
SU<«cM 003.0060 CccanaM»* 010.4#70 TjattrI • 043.0340 dl"Tj-I#" 07*.3U#0 Ticantar* 043.03*0 
Idnch) m 003.0000 tcceneeo» 010.4S60 TjatlrJ # 043.0459 dl-Tj-T** 074.3310 Tjcantar* 0*3.03*0 
Idnch) " 003.0000 
ecc«A«a«* 010.4070 Tjatir] - 043.0340 dl-Tj-T4» 074.1300 T)cantar« 043.0340 
Idnchl • 003.0000 tccâfiaaa» 010.4#70 TjatCr) • 043.0340 dl#Tj-T*. 074.1340 ljcaniar« 0*3.0340 
SdnchI > 003.0000 Cccartaao» 010.4#50 Tjattr} - 043.0577 dl»Tj-T#» 074.0940 Tjcantar* 043.0340 
Idnch) # 003.0000 CicanaM- 009.150# IjakCr} - 077.706* 
dl«Tj-r«- 073.*030 
ti#t ree" 000.0000 #"Tx-Tf" 000.0030 T/Tcanir* OOl.OOOO 
PotKT caessa 1*4 
» ccs.is^  
eccaneee» OOO.OOOO T>at rM« 000.0000 
T/Tcanir» OOl.OOOO 
POINT MMSK 1*3 YUnch) • 000.3330 
occcneea" OOO.OOOO 1|«t re#» 000.0000 #«T)f-T#—000.0131 T/TcaAtr« OOI.0002 
POINT MJWCn I** Ydnch) - 000.3770 
•CCAAMO* OOO.OOOO Tf*t f#a" 000.0000 d-Tjr-l*—000.01#0 T/Tcantr» OOl.OOOO 
POINT MJMBfcN 1*7 YdnchI - 000.5020 





tidlach#« 134.7700 d/dl • 000.0000 %Tfma/Te- 000.0000 
2:lr.LA; « es:.7509 Tin* - 0*3.0730 Tidlmchq- 13*.3*00 d/dl —000.0005 %Tr##/T#" 000.0000 
2rinch> • 001.7500 Tin* - 0*3.0990 TjdlMh#- 134.3900 d/dl —000.0002 XTr*«/Taa OOO.OOOO 
flinch» • 001.7500 Tlnf •> 043.0530 Tjdlacho- 134.1000 d/dl —000.0002 %Tf*#/T*- 000.0000 
f dnthl - 001.7500 Tinf • 043.0440 Tjdi*chg# 13*.2O00 d/dl —000.0004 %Tr#*/T*" 000.0000 
IdncK) - 001.7500 Tln« « 0*2.0540 TjdlftChg* 134.1500 d/dl • OOO.OOOl ltrM/T«- 000.0000 
fdnchl # O00.3S00 Tin# - 0*3.0770 Tjdiachg- 135.7*00 d/dl - CÛ0.21S2 
Tjcamtar. 077.7#44 
Idncli) " 003.0000 BectfMoe* 009.3094 T i f i c r :  -  o r s . r m  dl«Tj-T«a 073.5020 Tjeantar* 077.7#*4 
lUnch» • 003.0000 Kccanamu. 009.12## TjatCr) • 070.1437 dl"Tj.T#. 073.4790 Tjcantar# 077.7044 
KinchI • 003.0000 £cc<niao« 009.06*# Tjat(r) > 070.4411 dl«Tj-T<> 073.1990 Tjcankar» 077.7044 
Iddchi # 003.0000 tccanaa*. 009.27*0 TiattrI • 07*.30*3 dl*)J-T<- 073.4030 Tjcantar* 077.70*4 
Xdnch) " 003.0000 Kccana#*" 009.4393 tjaKr I # 074.5777 dl«Tj~ll» 073.99*0 Tjcantar» 077.70** 
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I (inch) • 000.0000 
Eccenwe* 010.4010 
Tjattr) • 043.0000 
067.30M 
Tjcvntar* 063.34*4 
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COLD JET MEAN & RMS TEMF= DAT A 
DATE: 2 / 24 / 1984 RUN#N23r51M7 OPERATORS StER IF 
CLEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND INJECTION NOZZLE= .25 inches 
FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA =N23T51M7 
FREE STREAM TEMP = 94 F 
ROTAMETER %MAX FLOW = 73.467 % 
JET FLOW RATE = 4.7782 GPM 
JET DIAMETER .................. .545 INCH 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY = I. IS FT/SEC 
JET NOMINAL VELOCITY «= 8.05 FT/SEC 
VELOCITY RATIO 7 
JET NOMINAL TEMP = 51 F 
DISCHARGE FROUDE NO. •= -88.772 
FILE NAME FOR STORING MEAN&FLUC TEMP DATA FOB PLOTTING PURP0SES-N23T51M7P 
05T REYNOLDS NO = 26218 
VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES 
VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION IS APPLIED DURING TEMP MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR D.C. VOLTAGES = 5 SECONDS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR R.M.S. VOLTAGES = 10 SECONDS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT A= 15.732 VOLTS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT B= -.084264 VQLTS/F 
PROBE WILL MOVE IN A RECTANGULAR PARALLELOGRAM 
PROBE TYPE: NORMAL SENSOR DISA 55R11 
TOTAL# GRID PTS« 336 
«GRID PTS: SPAN= 1 
GRID SIZE: SPAN= 0 
LENGTHS, in: SPAN» 0 
#PLANES/DIV= 7 
FLOW= 14 TRAV= 24 
FLOW= 1 TRAV= .25 
FLOW» 13 TRAV= 5.75 
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COl_D a ET MEAN 13 RMS TEMP DATA 
DATE: 2/24/ 1984 RUN#N24T51M7 OPERATOR:SHERIF 
CLEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND INJECTION NOZZLE- .25 inches 
FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA •N24TSlfî7 
FREE STREAM TEMP = 94 F 
ROTAMETER %MAX FLOW =» 73.467 Z 
JET FLOW RATE =" 4.7782 GPM 
JET DIAMETER = 545 INCH 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY « 1.15 FT/SEC 
JET NOMINAL VELOCITY = 8.05 FT/SEC 
VELOCITY RATIO = 7 
JET NOMINAL TEMP = 31 F 
DISCHARGE FROUDE NO. = —08.772 
FILE NAME FOR STORING MEAN&FLUC TEMP DATA FOR PLOTTING PURP0SES=N24T31M7P 
JET REYNOLDS NO = 26218 
VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES 
VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION IS APPLIED DURING TEMP MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR D.C. VOLTAGES = 5 SECONDS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR R.M.S. VOLTAGES =• 10 SECONDS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT A= 15.732 VOLTS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT B= -.084264 VOLTS/F 
PROBE WILL MOVE IN A RECTANGULAR PARALLELOGRAM 
PROBE TYPE: NORMAL SENSOR DISfl 55R11 
TOTAL» GRID PTS» 336 
«GRID PTS: SPAN» 1 
TOTAL#GRID PTS/DIV* 2 
•GRID PTS/DIV# 2 ARE: 
GRID SIZE: SPAN= O 
LENGTHS,in: SPAN= 0 
#PLANES/DIV= 7 
FLOW» 14 TRAV- 24 
=» 168 
SPAN- I FLOW" 7 TRAV- 24 
FLOW» 1 TRAV» .25 
FLOW» 13 TRAV» 5.75 
•CHANN DIV= 2 
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POINT Nuracn ir-o 
Vlinth» • iXiO.'WOO 
•<C<r»«o» I»).0616 




V<inch> • uOO.OOOO 
#cc*>ww» 000.1391 
T)*t rmmm 001.6313 
d»T;r-T • —000. 1 aso 
T/Tcantr* OOl.ifOvO 
ZCtnch» • 001.5000 
Tin# » 094.2340 
Tjdimchgm 03t.4l*0 
d/dl • 000.0001 
XTrM/Ta- 001.099* 
2(tnch> • 001.7900 
Tim* - 094.34#0 
TjdIMho- 091.39A0 d/dl « ûoo.oota 
%Tr#m/Tm. OC«i.2317 
KtncM • 003.0000 
Tin* « 094.7380 
TjdlkcKga 051« 3770 
d/dl - COO.0030 
XTr#$/Tm. 001.1433 
Ktnch) - U07.7300 
Tir>< > 094.26SO 
TjdlKh«« 03I.3660 
d/dl - OUO.0033 
Vrmm/Tmm 00*.4073 
2(«nchl - 003.3000 
Till* • 0*4.3370 
TjdlKltgo 09t.S730 
d/dl > ooo.oo#o 
000.777* 
ZCInchl . 003.7300 
rinf - 0*4.3490 
7jdl*chg« 031.S490 
d/dl - 000.0043 
ZTrM/T*- 001.7555 
Klncht # 013.0000 
ECCMMD* OuT.oceO 
Tjattr] • 093.aA60 
di#T)-T4—043.9I80 
Tjcantar* 0*3.MW 
• (inch) • OlS.Ot'OO 
CccAneas* 007.460(9 
Tj»ttrl - 093.3421 
dl»Tj-T#«-042.*090 
Tjc«nt«r- 093.3431 
X(lnch) • 0l3.00(i0 
CeeaoMo- 007.4U6 
TjvtCr] - 093.3433 
dl-Tj-T#—042.9030 
Tjc#nt#r" 0*3.34:3 
Ktnctil - On.OOvO 
Ece«nw 007.666A 
T}«tCr} • 0*1.3079 di*Tj-r«—04;.9;*<> 
rj(.vnt«r- 093.Ï079 
X(lnch) " 013.0000 
ECCAAMO- 007.693a 
TjvtCrl • 097.9063 
dl-Tj-Tf—042.9300 
Tjc«ntar* 0*3.9043 
Zdnchi • 01:.0000 
Ecc*nMe« 007. /9«6 
Tj»tlrJ - f«9|.6496 
ai-rj-TI—042.9340 
Tjcaotar- 091.44*6 
IllnctO - 013.0000 
POINT tumCP 113 
vuftcni «ouo.oooo 
•ccarfp- OiX).U459 
T]«t r##* OuO.5451 
d«T ir-Tf—wOO. 37;o 
T/Tc#**r# OOl.MKM 
POIWT -UtR 133 
VdncM - OOO.OOCO 
•CC*ri«— «I0.0QU7 
Tj»l f##- 001.0530 
d-r J r - »-«-OO1. 0239 
T/Tcantr* vul.vOOv 
POINT NUMCR 134 
Y'lr>cH) •> UOO.UUOO 
#cc#m#mo- vvO.(,719 
Tj#t p##- oco.Ki; 
d»T jr -T<M->>iOO. ! :47 
T/Te*.lr- fX)1.00vu 
POINT NUHER US 
Yllnchi — OvO.^MXW 
#cc«m##cm OOO.OdlH 
Tj«l f#*# *>X«.Sf4l 
d"T jr -f* 1 .•>rtl I 
T/Tu mmtf " iX*l .O^iOO 
POINT MMCR 134 
Y(tnet«> -OOO.OOOO 
wccww^ •jù0.t>9T7 
T |#t f##* 001.04U7 
d'Tjf-T#—4X)l.4v,)7 
T/TcwW— OOt.OOOO 
POINT mam» 137 
Y(inc.M ••iMM.'X'Oi) 
•CCAAMO- 0v0.1Vl4 
T;*t rmmm 001.2v37 
d«T jr -T*—003.64V4 
T/Tcantr" CVl.OOOO 
; lincrt* - 003.0000 
rin« • 0*4.24:0 
T ;dl#thq" -331.3430 
d/dl • 000. OOM 
XTp««/Ta> 000.5#04 
Zitncht • 003.3300 
Tio« - 094.3690 
TjdiMhg- 031.3390 
d/dl " OU0.03S9 
%îr»,/T*# 001.12*3 
24inch» • OOS.9000 
Tint - 094.2700 
T,d»%chg" 031.3730 
il/dl - OOO.OI7I 
XTf»»/T«« 000.9134 
f UmthI • 003.7SOO 
Tin* • O94.2890 
T)d«*chg. 031.3600 
d/dl - 000.0252 
%Tr»m/T*" 001.U644 
ZdncM « 004.0000 
Tin# - 094. VJ/O 
T|di«c'>9" u3l. 1490 
d/'M - 000.1J326 
%T,#»/T#. OOt.1197 
runcr»» • 01)4.2500 
Tml - 094.2990 
T jdi Wh*" 031.36SO 
d/dl • 000.04I7 
XTrM/T«- 001.3134 
tcc6we- 007.M90 
TjvtCrJ - 0*1.557* 
dl»Tj-T<«-042.*i50 
Ticantar- 0*1.3379 
Xllnth» - 013.00X> 
Ccc^nMO* 007.B374 
Tj«t.(r] - 031.19)9 
dl-Tj-TI«-o43.9*70 
T)cent#f- 0*1.19%9 
Xllnch) - 013.OCX) 
C(.CAnMu> 007.0: M 
TjattrJ • 0*1.1930 
dl»Tj-T<«-042.*7K> 
Tjctint«r> 0*1.1990 
XUnchI - 013.00X> 
Ecc6n##a" 007.8914 
TjaltrJ - 0*0.9#77 
dl»Tj-T«»-O43.O0l0 
TjC«mtf 090.9877 
Xdncht - 013.00)0 
Ecc«n#mo* 007.0444 
Ttatlrl . 090.U34 
dl#1j-Tf—043.07*0 
Tjcantar* 0*0.8334 
Xllnch) - 013.0e00 
CccM^MO* 007.0450 
T|«ttr1 - 090.0113 
dl'Tj-T##-043.1(00 
Tj<»nl»r- 0*0.0113 
X<inch> - OlS.oe&O 
Eci.«n##»« 007.8313 
7j«ttr J •> 0*0.*f»4 
mccMW 000.0*54 
Ti«t r#— 001.1339 
d«T,r-T*»-002.7531 
T/Tc«itP« 001.0000 
POINT MMEA 139 
Y(lnch) « OOO.OOOO 
ecCAm##o- 000.0949 
Tj«t r#*- OOl.l24é 
d"Tjr-T*—003.12*1 
T/TcanV- 001.0000 
Tin* • 0*4.3110 
TjdittchQ" 091.3240 
d/dl • 000.0440 
%Trm#/T#- 001.2349 
Zilneh) • 004.7300 
Tin* - 0*4.3230 
Tjdi«chgo 05I'3260 
d/dl - 000.0728 
XTrM/T*« 001.3334 
POINT NkMER 140 
Yltncni • OOO.OOOO 
ecc«n*ao« 000.0873 




Vdncrti # OOO.OOOO 
McwtMO* OOO.OOOO Tj*t r—m 000.9493 
dmTjf-T*'—003.3633 
r/Tc«ntr« OOt.OOOO 
POIKT NUr«CR 143 
VilncM • OOO.OOOO 
•ccanan* 000.0950 
Tj#t r#** 001.1373 
U#Tjr-T*—003.5224 
T/Tc#ntf 001.0000 
ZUnch) - 005.0000 
TloJ # 0*4.3370 
Tjdiach9" 051.3390 
d/dl - 000.0731 
XTfM/T— 001.1347 
2(ir<ch> • 0OS.7SO(* 
Tin* - 094.3530 
Tjdi*chg* 051.3320 
d/dl - 000.0703 
XTraa/T*» 001.0433 
Zdnch) - 003.3000 
Tin* - 094.3530 
Tjdlachq- 031.2890 
d/dl • 000.0010 
XTr#m/T«. 001.2520 
POINT fUVCn 143 
Vdnchl • 000.0000 
•CCAfMM- 000.0914 
Tj*t #*" 001.0849 d»1jr-T«••O03.5307 
T/Tc«nlP« OOl.OOOO 
POINT NklttCR 144 
V<tncK( " MO.OOOO 
•ccarwo- OOO.f4ll 
Tj»t 000.9620 
2dnch) • 003.7900 
Tin* • 094.3420 
Tjdtvchq* 031.2540 
d/dl • 000.0824 
XTf##/T*- 001.1946 
2C.n..h> - 004.OOW 




Xllnch) - 014.0000 
Eccanaaff- 007.9434 
Tj»ttp] - 094.3900 
dl-Tj-ff—043.1370 Tjcsntsr* 09@.39S0 
t(lnch) - 014.0000 
Ecc*naao« 007.5708 
TjalCrl - 094.3017 
dl*Tj-Tf*-043.1240 
TjcantW" 094.3017 
lllncht • 014.0000 
EccAna*o> 0>>7.3834 
TjaKf J - 094.3949 
dl-Tj-T#--043.1*00 
TjcafUar» 094.3949 
X(inch> - 014.0000 
Eicaamo- 007.5*26 
TjalCrI - 094.3337 
dl-Tj-T*—043.3790 
Tjtanlarx 094.3337 
K^nxht m OI4.0000 
Cccwoa 007.3**2 
TjallfÎ • 094.3394 
dI"Tj-T*»-043.3340 
Tjianlar* 0*4,3394 
X(tnch) - 014.0000 
Ccc*na<K>- 007.4104 
TjatCr) - 094.2561 
dl-1 j-Tf—043. 3490 
Tjcwttar* 0*4.3541 
PQIMT MMRt 143 
Y41nch> - OOO.OOOO 
mcctnmmm» 000.0148 












POINT NUfOCR 140 
YtlncM '000.0000 
•ccww*- 000.0131 
Tj«t FM-OOO. 1334 
d.TK-T4"-000.06l3 
T/Tc«ttr« OOl.OoOO 
Zdnch) • 000.2500 
Tin* • 094.39*0 
T,dl#chq" 031.3710 
d/dl - 000.0000 
XTrss/Ts« eOO.lSii 
Zdmch) - 000.3000 
Tin* - 0*4.4000 
T)d%*chq" 031.276W 
d/dl • 000.0023 
XTPM/T*- 000.1662 
2dnch> - 000.7500 
Tin* - 0*4.4020 
Tjdl»chg* 031.2120 
d/dl • 000.0025 
XTrea/T#« 000.1243 
ZUneh) • 001.0000 
Tin* - 094.3970 
T>dt*clt*« OSl.llOU 
d/dl - 000.0014 
XTra#/T*" OOO. 1440 
POINT MUNKR 14* 
Ydnc*i> - OOO.OOOO 
•ccatmm^ 000.0107 
Tjat <-M»- OOO.Z323 
d-Tj,-T4.-.@00.0654 
T/Tcantr* OOl.OOOO 
fOINT MMV 130 
V<lnctt> • OOO.OOOO 
mccmmma' 000.0132 
fjat rf OwO. 1364 
d* T jr > 1 «—««0.143* 
T / It. Vkt P • OU 1. OijOO 
Zdnchl . 001.2500 
Tim* » 094.4030 
TjdiMKg* 031.0710 
d/dl - 0(0.0015 
XTr#*/T#. OOO.2337 
ldiM.hl - 001.«"Ov 
Tim* - 094.4020 
TjiilKhg* 03I.0330 
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COI—D JET MEAN S- RMS TEMP DATA 
DATE: 3 / 2 / 1984 RUN#N25T54M4 OPERATOR:SHERIF 
CLEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND INJECTION NOZZLE- .23 inchos 
FILE NAME FOR STORING TEW DATA =N25TS4M4 
FREE STREAM TEMP = 100 F 
ROTAMETER XMAX FLOW = . 42.346 % 
JET FLOW RATE 2.7298 GPM 
JET DIAMETER = 545 INCH 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY = 1.15 FT/SEC 
JET NOMINAL VELOCITY = 4.6 FT/SEC 
VELOCITY RATIO = 4 
JET NOMINAL TEMP = 34 F 
DISCHARGE FRQUDE NO. = -46.947 
FILE WME FOR STORING JET MEAN&FLUC TEMP DATA FOR PLOTTING PIJRP0SES=N25T54M4P 
JET REYNOLDS NUMBER • 15668 
VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES 
VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION IS APPLIED DURING TEMP MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR D.C. VOLTAGES =• 5 SECONDS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR R.M.S. VOLTAGES = 10 SECONDS 
TEMP CAL IB CONSTANT A= 13.732 VOLTS 
TEMP GAL IB CONSTANT B" -.084264 VOLTS/F 
PROBE WILL MOVE IN A RECTANGULAR PARALLELOGRAM 
PROBE TYPE: NORMAL SENSOR DISA 5SR11 
TOTAL# GRID PTS= 588 
«GRID PTS: SPAN= 7 FLOW= 7 TRAV= 12 
GRID SIZE: SPAN= .125 FLOW» 1 TRAV= .25 
LENGTHS, in; SPAN= .75 FLOW- 6 TRAV» 2.75 
#PLANES/DIV- 7 »CHANN DIV= 1 
oe^ v'^ to — tBSC'OOO • }p/p 
of»vi*(y>t • »ofi 
owtoo - (H*»»)! 
»4ce*£to /<'^i*noo • tp/p OtïP'^ O 
«KfCl'OOJ - #i»ix 
0000*100 - (MMOz 
»r*£>io IBCC'OOO - IP/P OÎSO'WO .AsiMlpfi OOtfOOt • tv%l OOOO'tOO - (W3wnz 
0^4C*»t0 i£0£*000 - IP/P OfiCO'»CO -6*13*ipFi 
omi'ool - »«iii OOOO'tOO - (U3UI»I 
KWVOO O^ CO'OOO # tP/P OCOO'fcCO OOCI'OOl - #*j?i 
ooti'ooo - ig>it)z 
tZCO'MO 9*B£'000 • IP/P CPit'CÏO OOCI'OOl - •««! 
ooc^ 'ooo " 
6906'000 
eoE* flO -*« )a<i 
«0##W*33* 
OMt'OOO » (M3wt)A 
tamtm IMIQ<I 
tsro'ino 66SC*tlO-*M-''4*P te^ c'cio '—>* î»'i 
ttCO'tOO #@*ew*33# 0»ei*000 - iuawuA 
Z»ZO'IOO 0*68 S>I9'£I0 >arx 
oimiMoo • CtVO'OOO • (UWI)A 
0000*100 CfOO *10—fi-^ i#P 
*£éE*eto •Mj /••OMOO «wewaa* 
0000'OPO • (UMI>A 
to»»'100 
roc»'£oo UlZ^ 'OOO -oeeuraae 
osoG'ooo - mmoA 
aiK'ioo 4CiLC "(TO— 
r?i!*2:e »«•« 
r^o'ioo •eu*u»9M 0/22'000 • mxDA 
RTSt 'WO I OVAO'ffO-»#!-'t'tP icco'cto -
acc»*t00 ••owMuvaaa 0000*000 - <«3uujt 
CM* 'WO »jm*w#3rt 
tOM'tllO •» 
'*00 «oMwvasa 




OOOO'OOO " (MMM)! 
CCCt'WO «.M^ uaarx 0C2«*t»0—»l-'l»IP SSCI'900 " 
#0*C @00 -oMuvaaa OOOO'OOO • (M3>II)X 
oe$;'9»o—*A-(i#ip 
C0e$V60 • t<<n«ri 
cizpuoo a OOOO'OOO • JM3U|)X 
/ce»'4»o — 00»l*»»0—»1-«A^ 7P 
Oe/A'CSO Ipff C6Wrin OOZ* 00* • fulj ACVO'lOO .o**w*)3# OOCi'OOO • OZK'OOO . lUautiA 
*6W000 • tP/P 
owt'tgo «MMipfi 
oori'o»! - fwn 
O^i'OOO • <M3U||J 
Z£6C'ZtO Wi^ 'OOO • IP/P 0£»*'£S0 mOwM *p(i 
005* 001 • #W*I OOCZ'OOO * (MMit)Z 
0C£9*410 
»T#Z'000 # IP/P 0C»*'CC0 •bMTVipfi 
ooEi'ooi 
- #w;i 00c/'000 » (wawnz 
»9C0'I00 T006'*(0— VfWno **ej i 1664*000 
0601 000 # (T43UITA 
WSWTM iMttM 
WIO'TOO -J>u*>l/l C9t£*1SC-»»l-*'l-P B»OI *210 0020*100 •O—IWJJ* O9St*000 » (MMit)A 
f£Z6'000 -JiMn/l 
eofii •»ro—» i—*< J «p 44t9'1t0 m*mj %mri 
04^'000 -aJfiLJgJSq OgVO'OOO • 
fltOC'/IO •«i/H-'ll CfOZ'OOO - IP/P OEC*'CCO «kqwipfl OOll'OOt • *uu OOU'OOO - (tpwn; 
»048'*00 -"i/*#^ i% 
ozeo'ooo - IP/P 
oossi'rso •tKjsBip'i COM'001 - »"Ti CCOC'OOO * 
C6*8'CI0 «•l/M-'il C6i**000 » IP/P 02»6*£s0 -6»4»ipfi 00»!*00! • «u«l 
0000*100 -j)w33i/l M2#'M0—»A-^ fi"P &6WII0 Wz CSM'OOQ •ewura* OOOO'OOO » <M3UI>A H3sum IHtU 
sAOx'loo -Ji««»n/i 
&MZ'EOO-**l-Jfi"P WCT'TOO •«••* WCE'OOO *0##U*33# CZCC'OOO • 
WBunw iNiOd 
»»«*tOO •««•3A/1 lOCT'MO— 
eOM'OlO "—J A 
*:i4*ooo 
toii'Cio -0S*S'*00 OOOO'OOO - «M'M't)! 
tw<#0 t OWI X4»i*oio • COtA'400 -ewuviii 
0000*000 » 
OCOC'ttO— 
o*o«*eto • c uWi 9EW400 aewaaa 0000*000 • IW3U1,, 
<wz9o «jpiucsri 










»9CC*£00 •€>••«•333 OOOO'OOO -
CVR **CO 0*61 * tto-» » A - r 1 • IP 
«484*X^ 0 • 
»tl0*400 "^ #^ 333 
000: 000 - iw)wi)z 
IZIO IIO 
»»Be*ooo > IP/P 09I4*CC0 «kywipfA 0011*001 » »utx 
000C 000 - (WAWILF 
Z#6C'*00 — i a:a*OOO - IP/P 
OTCi'cco •*gs4«pfA 0000*001 • J"U OOOC'OOO - <«l>ut>Z 
ZOIC'fOO ""A/*#^ i% 5CC6*000 - IP/P 0024*C£0 «tgMiprx 0060*001 • »M|i OOOC-000 -
rooz'wo ««i/MJix 1454*000 • IP / P  
o:Z4*r&o -4w)#ip(A 
0011 *001 " H<U OOOS'OOO # <*«3U||2 
tcf: *400 -«A/M<'iX Xt»4'000 # IP/P 04I4*£C0 •fttoaiP^ A OOIT *001 • »wu OOOC'OOO • (wawnz 
Zi41*000 «#A/«e^ A% 1400*000— IP/P 04i4*XS0 >fc«3«tPfA 
0001*001 • »WTA OOCS'OOO • (Ipwut 
etCO'lOO 
SSZC'VOO A 44 M: 000 
ozcz'ooo - <y»«i>A HMurM INIOd 
WTo'loo ZZ«A'Z*0—#i-^ U-P 
*0#( too ••••* I»'A Wlt'OOO «0#*w#33# 040: 000 - «MMDA 
^£44 000 «J)TM3I/A C60I CZWDX^  «MJ *»l A UhZ'ooo -OMuvaM 
09ZI 000 - JW3*»1>A 
<044*000 -J>u*3i/A 9fi4Z'»*0-«#!-•<' i*r 4ZZ9*Z00 -*#j )•'! 
»t2Z-000 •e*K*3»e OCVO'OOO • 
OOOO'tOO >J)vaai/i C£AA*£»0-*»i-^ 'l«P 
c*##*eQo wfi 
OOOO'OOO - IW3W|)A 
#£4A't«e "^ 1W#3A/A t4I»*000 -»X-'fj*P 
co4i*eoo -•••' >•'I 
^•lo'oon .a»#w#33# ococ'oeo • fti>uitA 
OOOO'OOO • tM3il»H 
ever*950 0l'4l*f»0->«*l-u>ip 4SCZ'4S0 -0059'010 -0^ ii»3t>3 OOOO'OOO • insut»* 
C9£I'9C0 A 
owl '9*0—#i-U-1P 
ez4Z'ico • OETB'OlO •t^ '»333 OOOO'OOO • CM3«")I 
C9££*960 -j#)w#3fA 0:9%'9*0—*i-fi-(P COO4'M0 » 09Z6*010 *0»#w*333 OOOO'OOO » <M3ut)X 
CV£C'9S0 1 0£«i*9ro—#i-'i-iP 
»»ta'sso -00*6'010 eWW*»»! OOOO'OOO • fM>Wt>l 
C9££'9tv OI4I'9»f>—ll-'l-IP B9££'9B0 • I 094B'010 #o—»»333 OOOO'OOO - «M3UI)( 
C4V0*9C0 1 OI»l'9»»^ «#l-fj-IP £4IS'00I > [ ^n*'l 8/ IZ'^ OO -o*u*»33 OOOO'OOn • IM3UIII 
flt£C'400 «*A/*#^ A% 
woc'ooo - IP/P OOZ4'£CO »Bi|3*1pfA 0011*001 - »uu 
oosz'ooo » (wawnz 
V8B»*000 "#A/9»^ AX (4C6 000 • IP/P O4l4*£C0 *6w3*ipfA 0011*001 - •«?! OOCZ'OOO " (MVUDI 
ioz»*eoo ""A/*#^ At 
£$*4 000 " IP/P 0Ct4'£C0 «WMIpri OOtl'OOl • «MU OOCZ'OOO » <U3wt>Z 
Rtft'OOO "#A/*"'A% 9iC4'000 - IP/P O904'£C0 #4N3*«#fA 
0011*001 » «UI1 OOCZ'OOO • <«43un2 
oe4Z'ooo ««A/M^ xx 9AC4'000 • IP/P 0104*£S0 «frMMtpfl 
ooei'ool • *w*A OOCZ'OOO - tHXTII 
#09£'000 -mi/pmjix B£S4*000 • IP/P 0414're0 »*W3#IPfA OOll'OOl • #W1A OOCZ'OOO • (MMDZ 
6tK>*9S0 m^ 1w#3fA 006t '9^ 0—»i-'A«IP 10*0*900 " X^ )l#fA Ci2»*000 «owwvaq OOOO'OOO » «M3«nx 
C4*0*900 #^ 1u#3fA 0l41*9»0-»»i-'i»1P ZZ0^ *9C0 • (^ )»#fA 
0014*010 "0##^333 
OOOO'OOO • (W3ui,: 
C4»O*9C0 OC4I •9»0—»A-*i-IP 900**950 • 
oez6*cto •WKW333 
0000*000 • (H3WII: 
56*0*950 -.*4ju*3fi 0*0Z'9*0—#i-(A"IP 
»**l *950 " OA54 010 -ewtf»>33 OOOO'OOO - <U3W|)X 
9966*000 -J*u#3A/A 54*0*950 A 
*09Z*»*0—^ A-JO-P 04l:*9*f-##A-f A«IP 5991*000 "Wj le'A 9458'650 • [^ )1»FA 0*10*000 -«"«u*33# 0104*010 »0#*w#333 0£90 000 • (U3U|(A OOOO'OOO - <M3U|)X 
OOOO'tOO •^ Ju«3i/A 54*0'950 «^ 1u#3fA 6090***0-**i-^ 'A-P 0£4I '»*0—M-^ i-IP OZOZ'OOO )«'A 54*0'950 > 
o^ io'ooo •WIW33» oc9t10 #o"*w*33a 0000*900 • <M3UtlA OOOO'OOO • 
I tamrt Awiow 
ot«ta'*w»ciszN 
ZC£«*100 .j)w#3A/A 
6l®0*HO-»*A-J'l"P VZOZ'OOO **'A 1169*000 «0#*w*3)* OAA£*000 • tM3ul>A 
9 «OUTM IHIOH 
9lt0*t00 «^ 3w#3i/i 
OfO* £*0-"*A-^(A"P 49AZOOO 1*'A 
0Z5Z*000 - t«r»wt»A 5 tOSUriN IMtSd 
0^ 00*100 ••t^ uan/X 
»IZ9'CK>—»A—''A"P £A£Z*000 -4#^  )«'A 
00:0*000 •«••«•S»» 0401 *000 - 1«43UT)A 
ZIOO*IOO .Jiw#3i/A 9594 * S*0-« »1 • J U >P 91ZZ000 -*#/ »»fA 4Z£0*000 «ewwsa» 
O#:I *000 - MSUUA 
ZGV 
453 
Xdncti» - OOO.OOOO 
Ecewww» 00#.v354 
T>««(rl • 097.33«S 
dt»Tj>T<»-044.tll0 
Tjc*nt«r« uM.t333 
Xllnch» • OOO.OOOO 
E(C*n#m*» 007.7940 
TjvttrJ > 099.3734 
d I* r j-T« <.>«40 
7jC#nt#r" 0*6.1523 





X4lnch> - OOO.OOOO 
Eccan##o* 007.2974 
T)»tCr) - O90.4234 
044.u#40 
rjcantar» 09#.4224 
X<lnch> • OOO.OOOO 
Eccatimo» 007.1940 
- 0*9.4497 dl-T )-T#—044.V96U 
TjC*nt«ra 090.4226 
L(LNCH> • 000.0000 
EccAMwo# 007.2430 
I^atCrl - 0W.03V> 
dl"r j-T#"-û44.0980 
Tjcemtw" 098.4224 
V<«nch) # 000.2S30 
«Kcamw 000.0909 
T|«t f#*" 0*0.34*9 
d«T-T«*-01O.430S 
R/Tcantr* 001.0393 
V(tnch) - 000.3770 
•CC«n*M> 000.47S4 
Tj«t 005.4437 
d " T ) r-T4«oOO1.3046 
T/Tc»*»tr« 001.1442 
Ydnth) - 000.3Ô30 
#ct*A«#o* 000.013I 
Tj«t f**- 000.1794 
d"T;f-rf* 000.0349 
T/Tcantr» 001.1433 
POINT NUMBER yijftch» • 000.0000 
•cc«f<Mo« Oi«O.S34S 




Ylimch» - 000.0630 
•ccwwe» 000.4749 
T |«t r m«- 003,4337 
d"Tjr-r*—000.3303 
T/TC*ntr* 001.0125 
POINT r«jneCR 3i 
RIMCH) - OO«J. 1240 
000.6192 fw 007.3482 
d-Tjr-Tf —vOl. 1330 
T/Tc»ntr- 001.0042 
ZUncI») • OOI.OOOO 
TIM • 100.1400 
Tj4l*etit« 094.0490 
d/«l - 000.2303 
%Trmm/T». 01I.0031 
tdnch» « 001.0000 
Tin* • lOO.1400 
Tjdimch#* 054.0460 
d/dl • 000.0344 
%Tf##/T»» 009.7233 
Zltr«h> • OOI.OOOO 




2Clnch> a 001.2300 
TIM " 100.1800 
TjdÉKhQ* 054.0960 
d/dl • OOO.OS8I 
XTrM/Ta* 006.6096 
Zdncri» - 001.2500 
Tinf • TOO.ISOO 
TjdiMhg» 054.0840 
d/dl - 000.0119 
005.6554 
ZdnCM " 001.2500 
Ttn« - lOO.1700 
034.0720 
d/31 - 000.0246 
%Tr**/Tm" 007.4198 
Ktnch» • iiOO.OOOO 
Cce*nMO- V07. 1954 
TjdtCrI • ^9.*331 
dl-T ,-î*—046. 1020 
Tic»it«r> UW0.4224 
Xlliteh) • OvO.OOOO 
ECCMM- 007.1736 
T|«t(r] « 099.««ta 
dl"T)-T4—04*. lOOO 
TjcmtvP- 098,4226 
Xllnch) » OOO.OOOO 
EctMiw 007.1733 
tj«tirl • 099.0943 
dl«T,-T#»-04*.0740 
TjC#mt«f 098.4226 





* (inch> • uOO.OOOu 
£cG«nMO- 0>>7. 1406 
Tj.tIrJ • |f,0.2137 
dl-Tj-r*—046.0960 
100.2137 
X(lnch> - OOO.OOOO 
EccAf.**a- 0<>7, 13U0 
Tj«ttrJ • 100.2446 t3l«rj-t«—.>44.0650 
TjC#nt*r» 100.2137 
Vlincht • 000.10*0 
•ce«nMo> U00.9744 
T)*t r##- 011.3631 
d>T OOO.S569 
T/Tcantr* 001.0173 
POINT MLTSîn 33 
V<lf>chl - ')00.2320 
•CCânwe- 000.2724 
T|#% rM> 003.2527 
a»Tjr-T«»-C<».2902 
r/rc«ntr« ("01.0149 
VlIncM - OW0.3770 
•CCMMM- 000.0144 




Vdmchi - 000.3020 
•ccM>Ma> 000.0144 




YUncrt) • OOO.OOOO 
•CC40M0> 000.0729 
Tj#t rm#" UOO.B654 
0»Tjr-T4« OvO.0037 
Y/Tcaotr» OOI.OOOO 
POINT NUraCR 37 
Ylinch) • 0")0.0630 
•CCAnMOi* 000.0144 
Tj«t rw 000.1707 
d"T;r-r*" 000.0446 
T/Te»fllr- 001.0003 
t linctil • OOt.3300 
Tln4 • 100.1900 
TjdiKM,# 094.omo 
d/dl > OOO.OISI Xlrm/Tam 011.406 
ZdnchI • COt.SSOO 
Tin* > 100.I900 
Tjdl»ehf- 0S4.0900 
d/dl - 000.0069 IXrmm/Tmm 003.2362 
Z(inch) # 00I.790O 
Tinl « 100.1700 
Tjdtachga 034.0960 
d/dl • 000.0039 
XTr*«/Tw* 000.1700 




ZUfKh» «t 001.3000 




ZClnchl • OOI.SOOO 





Tj#tCr3 o :00.245 
dl*T)-T#»-046.0700 
Tic*nk«r* 100.3137 
llinch» • 000.0000 
CcCdfMMS* 007.13*2 
TiVtCr] • 100.2422 d:"Tj-?#"-046.0#90 
Ticantar* tOO.2137 
|llnch> • 000.0000 
tceawf 007.1333 
TjvtCrJ • 100.3770 
046.MIQ 
TK«ntdr« 100.3137 
Klnch) « 000.0000 
CccAAMO- 007.1390 
rjatirl • 100.2707 
dl"Tj-T**-046.0930 
Tjcmntf" 100.2137 
SilncHI m OOO.OOOO 
CccAnMO" 007.1336 
T]«llr I - 100.2960 
d I - T j - T * —046 . 0650 
Tjcemtf" 100.3137 
Kincri} - OOO.OOOO 
Ecc# »«o- 007.1332 
T)*tCr) • 100.2258 
dl-Ti-T«—046.1120 
Tjcvntar* 100.2250 
Klnchl # OOO.C-OO») 
Etc.n##o" 0.)7. 1140 










ydftch) - 000.1090 
•CC«n*W« 000.0144 




Vdncti» " OOO.2520 WCAn#mo« 000.0162 




VUKM • 000.3770 
•CCMM- 000.0163 
Tjdt *##" 000.1923 
d-Tir-r*- 000.0*07 
T/Tc*ntr* 001.0006 
Vdnchl • 000.5020 
•CCéOMO- 000.0162 
Tj#t r#$" OOO.1920 
d#Tjr-T*- 000.0660 
T/Tc«nlr« 001.0000 
Zllnch) - 001.5000 
Tin* - 100.2200 
Tjdivchq- 054.1310 
d/dl —OOO. 0009 
XTrM/Tft- 000.1703 
ZdocK» • OOi.5000 




Z(inctt) • 001.5000 





^(incht • OOO.ù">îO 
eCC4"#mO" OlO,OI62 






T} « t  r a « *  > A X i . 1 7 1 4  
Klnch) • 001,5000 




Zitt>cr» » OOI.7SOO 
Tin* « 100.23C0 
Tjdl#ch@* 054.1380 
d/dl " 000.0U05 
XTrM/I»- OOO. 1924 
ZlK.cht • D'il. 7500 




Xdndil « 000.0000 
Cccwo* 007.1314 
TjatCrJ * I00.2471 
dl"Tj"T*—066.0010 
Ticantw- 100.3290 
Sdnch» - 000.0000 
CccAMW* 007.1334 
T|cttr] " 100.2353 
dl-Tj-T*—046.0090 
Tjcdntar* 100.2290 
Idoch» - OOO.OOOO 
Eceanw 007. 1304 
T|«lCr) - 100.2590 
dl-Tj-T*—046. 1240 
T)can«.ar» %00.3350 
XdnchI - 000.0000 
CccanMo* 007.1300 
TjvkCr] " 100.2637 
dl"Tj-T*#-046.1090 
Tjc«nt*r- 100.2230 
Xdnch) • 000.0000 
CccwtMV» 007. 1294 
Tjattr] " 100.2403 
dl-Tj-TI—046.1l90 
Tjc«nl*r> 100.2250 
Kdnch) • OOO.OOOO 
Ecc«n*ao« 007.1264 
> |«l(r 1 • iu0.2B8<J 
046.O920 
licant«r» 100.2800 
POINT MMCM 49 
Vdnch) - 000.1360 
•ceerwo* 000.0145 
Tj«t rM- OOO. 1722 
d*Tjr-T*« 000.0171 
T/Tcantr« 001.0002 
Vdnch) • 000.1090 
#CC#n#*q" OOO.OI62 
Tjat f-M* 000.1920 
d*Tjr-T*—OOO. 0147 
R/Tcan(r- 001.0001 
POINT NIMCR 47 






Vdnch) • 000,3770 
•ccâneeee 000.0164 
Tjdt r##" 000.1943 
d«Tjr-T*» OOO.0037 
T/Tc«ntr« OOI.OOU4 
Vdnchi • 000.5020 
#CCan##o» 000.0145 




Vdnch) - f;00.0000 
#CLW##o* 000.0144 
Ti#t r««> COU.1704 
u»rjr-r*» ("Ov.t 100 
T/tcirnlr« 0')l.V0o0 
Zdnchl # 001.7500 





ZdncM « 001.7500 
Tin* - 100.2500 
T}dt*ch9> 054.1610 
d/dl • O0U.0O03 
XTrM/t** 000.1924 
Z<lnch> • 001.7500 
Tin# - 100.2700 
T]diutt«» 054. 1460 
d/dl • 000.0002 
XTrM/T«» 000.1714 
Zdnch) • 001.7900 




Zdnch) > 001.7500 
Tin* • 100.2700 
TjdiMhf* 054.1510 tl/ei • 000.0000 
%Tf##/Te- OOO. 1949 
Zdnchi - 003.00(>0 
Tin* » I00.370>J 
I nIlkLhg» V34. 17W 
d/di —OOO.OOU4 
%Tr#%/T*. 000.1499 
ill ï!i il] m II •!! il 
mi! IIS!' SI; IS! SI; iiiii: II 
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' :;i;: iiiiil iim: %;((: 
m lîi m m m m 
;!%; K;;; Dm ilRi ;{;i; ;d;; 
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455 
lUnch» • OOO.OOOO 
Eecânwe- 007.090* 
Tfetfr] • 100.37*0 tfl«rj-r««-044.2l«0 
rjcantar* 100.4414 
IMnchI • OOO.OOOO 
Eccwtew 007. oew 
Ti«t(rl - iOO.SVS* 
,-7^ —046.2430 
Tic«nt*r* 100.4«14 
BItnch) • 000.0000 
tccji ••i|ii 007.0#*# 
TjvttrI • 100.*4*a 044.2*10 
Tjcantar» 100.44*3 
Kinch) - OOO.OOOO 
EccAMM- 007.0*9* 
Tjvtlr} - |00.44a* 
dl#Tj-T*—044.2640 
Tjcsntar- 100.44M 
ZUnch) • OOO.OOOO 
Ecewwmo" 007.08*# 
ri«i(r) • :oo.4#:9 
01 • T J-Tl «-04*. 2S30 
Tjcantvr- 100.44*3 
X(tnch) • 000.0000 
Ccc«OMM> 007.0080 
Tj*UrJ « 100.4*7* 
dl-Tj-T##-04*.:4«)0 
Tjcant«r> 100.44*3 
POINT > VdncM - 000.0000 
•CCMtMO* OCO.OI** 
Tj#t rm#- 000.19*4 
i**rjr-T««-000.0437 
r/Tcantr« OOI.OOOO 
POINT »01#ER 79 
V(tnch> • 000.0*30 
•ecwtww- 000.01*4 




Y<inch) • 000.13*0 
•ccsnew» 000.01*3 




VUnch» - OvO. 1390 
•CC«>MO» OOO.OI** 
Tj«t r»*- 000.19*4 
daTjr-T<-HM0.0224 
T/Tc«otr- 001.vOO: 
Zlimth» - 003.73&0 




litnch» - 003.7900 




2{|f>chl » 003.0000 
Tinf • 100.4900 
T;d»*«h*» 054.2290 
d/dl - 000.0009 
%Tr##/T*# 000.195* 
{(•nchi « 003.0000 
Ttn« # I00.5000 
Tjdi«ch«« 034.23*0 
d/dl " OOO.0011 
%Tre#/T#. 000.1940 
f(iMChI • 003.0000 
Tin< • 100.4900 
fldtMhg* 034.3330 
d/dl - 000.0002 
XTr»»/T»* OÔO.:Ç29 
Z(tnch> • 003.0000 
Tin< # 100.4900 
T)dlWhg# 034.3410 
d/dl • 000.0009 
%Tr#»/T#- 000.1933 
XMncH» - OUO.OOOO 
Ecc4fi#«0* U07.0933 
T |«ctri • I00.4099 
dI•T}-T4•>04*.2TOO 
TjC«nt«r« 100.44*3 
lllncr>> • OOO.OOOO 
ECCMMM- C07.0693 
TjOttrJ - tOO.4334 
d1-Tj-T«»-0**.2790 
Tjc»nk«r« 100.44*3 
lUnch) • OOO.OOOO 
gccariiM- 007.0934 
r;»«(rl • 100.4039 
dl"TJ-T«—04*. 3020 
Tjcsntar* lOO.«4*3 
X<lnch) - OOI.OOOO 
Ecceneeo» 007.1330 
T,et(rj - 100.0377 
dl»T,-T#*-04*.2840 
TjtGMtdf« 100.0377 
Kinch) • 001.0000 
Ecc*m#mo- 007.1:30 
TjatCrl • 100.132* 
d 1 «r j-T«—04*. 2790 
Tjcemtf 100.0377 
KincH) • OOl.OOuO 
Ecc*n*mo" 007.120# 
TjatCr) - 100.2023 
dl-Tj-T#"-04*.3120 
TjC«ot«r« 100,0377 
V(tf«cri> • OOO.2520 
#CC4m#mo* 000.01*4 
T,«t fmm* OOO.1949 
#.T,r-T4—fiOO. 1041 
r/Tc«ttr* 000.999* 
POINT («MOI 03 
V<inchl • 000.3770 
000.01** 
Tj*t rmm» 000.1973 
d#Tjr-T4»-000.07** 
T/Te«ntr> OOI.OOOI 
VUnch) • 000.9020 
•etwWo- 000.01*4 
T,#» r##« 000.1943 
«.rjr-T«»000.12*3 
T/Tc»ntr" 000.999* 
VdrKni - OiM.OOOO 
#cc*n##o- OMO.1097 
Tj#t r#*« 001.3021 
d«Tjr-r<«-000.4923 
T/rcentr- 001.0000 
VUncht • 000.0*30 
#CC*memo* 000.1233 
Tj#t r#&» 001.4989 
d#Tjr-Tf—000.3974 
T/Tc«ntri> 001.0009 
POINT Nunecn #7 
Vlànci» • OOO.12*0 
gcc*niti" Ow). 1603 




Tin* • lOO.SlOO 
T,dlBCh«- 034.2400 
d/dl • 000.0072 
XTfM/Ta» OOO. 1941 
Klnch) • OOI.OOOO 
Tin# • IOO.S300 
r|d*#ch9- 054.3310 
d/dl - OOO.OOl7 
XTra«/T«- 000.19** 
Ktnch» • 003.0000 
rift« • 100.5300 
T ^a4.77#0 
tl/ill - 000.U037 
OOO. 193* 
2(incn> - OOO.2900 
Tin* • 100.330U 
T)dl»chg« 034.2**U 
d/dl " OoO.OlUé 
XTrM/T*« 001.3013 
Kdnch) • OOI.OOOO 
2(tncn> • OOO.2900 
Tinl • 1V0.5300 
Tidiachq* 034.2710 
d/dl • 000.008* 
XTrM/T«- 001.4#** 
tcinch) - ooo.aoo 
Tint - 10U.&»v0 
T jdi034.2490 
d/dl " 000.0077 
XTrM/T*- O0I.9OI4 
Zdnci» - 000.2300 
Ecein—o» C07.113* 
T jeter] - 100.2*42 
dl'Tj-Tf—04*.3200 
Tjcantwr- 100.0377 
Âltoch) « OOI.OOOO 
EcctnMO* 007.14*0 
TjstCrl • 099.9034 
dl-T)-Tf—04*.3130 
Tjcentmr» 100.0977 
Xlifich) # OOI.OOOO 
Ecc#n#ao" 007.113* 
Tj»lCr) • 100.2879 
dl-Tj-TI—04*.2*90 
Tjcenler» 100.0577 
Xlinch) - OOI.OOOO 
Ecc^noœa Ou7.1t23 
TjslCr) • 100.3043 
dl«Tj-T4..04*.3180 
Tic#ml*r# 100.0577 
l(tnch) • OOI.OOOO 
EccanMO* 007.3900 
Tj«t(r) • 09*.94*2 
âl"Tj-TfaH>4*. 3450 
Tjcanltfr» 09*.94*3 
Klnchl > OOI.OOOO 
Eccanwo* C«07.31I8 
Tj«ltr J • 097.8742 dl-r)-T4a.i>4*.33aO 
TjC*n*#rm 09*.94*2 
I4i.r>ch> • OOI.OOOO 
Ect*me«o" 007. 3340 
r|*tlr] - 097.7294 
•cc«nMO* OOO.v@93 
T,*k rm%m 001.0597 
d-Ty-T*—OOO. 3038 
T/Tc«ntr« 001.0021 
POINT NtraCR 09 
VUnch) - 000.252V 
•CC«#>MO> 000.2078 




Ydnth) » 000.3770 
•ccwwo- 000.2173 
Tj«t rm— 003.5807 
d-Tjf-74—000.2021 
T/Tccfttr» 001.0023 
Vllnch) - 000.5020 
•CCMMM» 002.25*0 
Tjct r##" 02*.7730 
d-Tjr-Tf#-000.2753 
T/T<*)itr« 001.0023 
Yllnch) • OOO.OOOO 
eecâneoo* 000.2*29 Tj#t 003.1:95 
d*Tjr-T««-003.*33a 
T/Tc«ntr> OOI.OOOO 
Tin# m I00.3700 
îjdlKhg- 054.3300 
d/dl « 000.00** 
XTf##/Tm- 001.03*9 
Z<:nch> " 000.2500 
TInf » 100.5700 
Tjdivcrw* 054.2330 
d/dl # 000.0144 
%Tr#*/T*" 003.418# 
ZUnchI • 000.3500 
Ttn4 » 100.5700 
TjdlKhç* 054.3710 
d/dl m 000.00*1 
XTrea/Te* 002.3753 
ZdnchI «• 000.2300 
TtAl • 100.3800 
Tjdimchg# 034.2*30 
d/UI - 000.0039 
XTfM/r** 02*.*9|7 
POINT NUMBER 
Vllnch) • 00v.0*^0 
•Ci:«r>*M> (K.>0.2399 
Tj«t »#" 002.84 70 
d«Tjr-T#—002. 72L8 
T/Tcantr- 001.009* 
POINT NUnm.R 94 
Ydnchl " OOO.I26U 
#cc*n*mo" 000.Z3V3 
T)*t r#*# ÛU3.9724 
Zdnch» • 000.9000 





Zdnch) • OOO.SOOO 
rinf - i<>o,*noo 
T,di»ctig" 034.2620 
d/dl • 000.0588 
XtrM/Ta- 002.9088 
2>tnch> " 000. 




K<lnch> « 001.0000 
EecanMB- 007.4*94 TjstrrS = 074.0039 
dl»Tj-T#—046.3030 
TjCTtmr- 09*. 94*2 
l(lnch) - OOI.OOOO 
Ecran—007.*0*4 
Tj«tCrl • 094.3781 
dt-Tj-T4—04*.39l0 
TjC#nt«r# 096.94*2 
Sdnch» • 001.0000 
ECCSAMO" 007.6958 
Tj*tCr> • 093.3171 
dl"Tj-Tf#-04*.3720 
TjC#mt#f» 09*.94*2 
K(lnch) - OOI.OOOO 
EccaoMO* 007. /a*# 
Tj*ltr J - 092.8329 
d:-T,-T4—04*.3&40 
TjC#nt#f# 09*.94*2 
Ktnch» " 001.0000 
Eccenew 007,*8*2 
Tj«tCr] " 093.3800 
dl"T j—T4"«046. 3Q7» 
I O V J . 3 8 v O  
lllnch) - iX»l.0«K>0 
Et.c«<t*«o> u0/.*u50 
1}«tCr} » 094.343© 
dl»Tj-T4"-04*.3980 
TjCM)t«r* 093.3800 
Vllnchl • 000.1890 
#cc*nea»» 000.S3B3 
Tjct r=5= ôtî.OilC 
d>tjr-T«—004.*3*l 
T/Tc#mtr- 000.9903 
POINT NUM#CR 9* 
Vllnch) - 000.2320 
•CCenew» 0O0.4OIO 
Tj«t rw 004.7390 
d>r jr-T««-00*.2*19 
T/Tcantr- 000.9733 
YMnchi # 000.3770 
•CC«r>MOa 000.4444 Tjet ##. 003.3741 
d«Tjr-T4 «-007.3029 
r/Tc«ntro 000.9*2* 
Vdnch) > 000.5020 
#cc«A#mm" 000.4137 
T,*t **- 004.9099 
d-Tjr-r«»>007.S071 
T/Tc«rttr- OOO.937* 
Zdnch» • 000.5000 
Tint # 100.*400 
d/dl > 000.0999 
XTr##/T— 004.1021 
ZlInchi - OOO.SOOO 
TiM - 100. *400 
TjdtacK*" 034.2490 
d/dl • OOO. 1390 
%Tr##/T#" 005.0425 
ZlIncM • 000.5000 
Tln4 » lO0.*200 
Tjdl»ch«> OS4.24#0 
d/dl • 000.1375 
XTr##/T#* 005.*518 
Z(lnch) • 000.5000 
Tin4 • I00.*40V 
T}dl«cf>«» 094.37*0 
d/dl # OOO. 1*84 
XTrM/Ta* 00@.2##3 
POINT NUMEM 99 
VClncM • OOO.OOOO 
VCCarwMO» OOO. 3984 
T)•! r*#" Ov4.7275 
d»I jr-I#*-007. raOi> 
T/rcvntra Oul.vOvO 
POINT 100 
Vdnchi » 000.0*30 
#CCAn#mW« 000.34II 
T ,*t rm*' 004.048: 
d«T,r-TI«-00*.3044 
T/Tc*ntr« OUI.0103 
2(inch) • 000.7500 
Tin* - 100.**00 
TidtMhg* 054.26» 
d/dl - OOO. >r.*9 
XTrM/r*- 0u5.0*j/ 
Z ( I nchi " iXw). T3uO 
Iin* • |o0.6b'>>i 
T jdiwfig» vL4.23:0 
d/dl - 000.1:59 
X1rM/ra> 0O4.291I 
l-iï I îiîji 
;Î. . : ;. îT.î. 
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Klnch» " 001.0000 
Cccâwee* 007.17S4 
« 0W.#**7 dl«Tj-T#*-044.7470 
Tjcantar* 0t9.37«S 
lUncH» • 001.0000 
Eetânew» 007.30*a TjvKr} • 099.4744 
df*T,-T*—044. 7*90 
Tjc«nlar« 
XiincH) • «Ml.0000 
Ect«n#w O07. ia7« 
rjvlCr) • 099.4029 
dl"T,.T#—4)44.7300 
Tjc»nt«r> 099.7789 
Xtmch» - 001.0000 
Eccan##0" 007.0998 
Tj»UrJ • 100.7233 
dl-T,-T#—044.7390 
TjCMttsr* 099.37B3 
Xdnch) " 001.0000 
CcCAnMo- 007.0048 
) - 100.7320 
a>«rj-ri>-o44.77to 
100.75:0 
X<lnch) • 001.0000 
Ecc«nMC» •X»7.0G3a 
Tj«t(r] • 100.7459 
(}l«Tj-r<»-044. 7S40 
TjC*nt*r* 100.7520 
Vtinctil • 000. 1890 
MKwmm— 000.7333 
rj«t f##. 008.7341 
000.9433 
T/TcwtU* OOU0027 
VlincM • 000.2330 
•ce*nMO" 000.3142 
Tr«k rm^m 003.7384 
001.3134 
T/Fcantr* 000.9990 
rtlAch) • 003.3000 
rimf " 100.7900 
Tjdlecht* 034.0230 tf/dt • 000.0202 
%Trm#/T#» 00#.7393 
Klnch) • 003.3000 
Tlf»« - 100.7900 
rjdicchf- 034.M30 d/dl « 000.0281 
%Trm«/T#m 003.7480 
POINT MUnaCK 133 
VdncM • 000.3770 
•Cc*n«M« 000.2374 
Tj#t rmm* 003.0372 d-Tjf-N'.-OOl.llfl 
T/Te«n»r- 001.0010 
raiMT NU1KR 154 
Y(incn) - 000.3020 
•CCAAMO* 000.4322 
Tjet rm*m 007.7394 
d"Tx^-Tf—000.0473 
T/re«nkra 001.0113 
POINT MMCR 133 
Y(lnch> • 000.0000 
•ccwew 000.0434 
Tj»t #*" 000.3:70 
d-T jf-Tf—00.).0380 
T/Tc«ntr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUneCR 134 
V(inch) - 000.0430 
«KCM>MO- 000.0143 
Tj«t fW 000. 1934 d"Tjr-T*—000.0261 
TVTtentr# OOl.OOvl 
Z<lncn» - 002.3000 
Tin* " 100.8000 
Tjdt«cKg* 034.0300 
d/dt • 000.0239 
%Tf#*/T*" 003.0449 
Z(tnch> - 003.3000 
Tin* " I00.7900 
TjdiMhQ- 034.0310 
d/dl • 000.0014 
XTrM/T»- 007.4838 
ZCinchl - 002.7300 
Tin* • 100.8100 
T)d&*ch^» 034.0390 
d/dl " 000.0012 
%Tr*#/T#" 000.3131 
Z(lnch) • 003.7300 





l(«nch> • OOl.OOOO 
EcrwtMo- ouj.oaao 
[jetCrl • 100.7497 
dl*Tj-T*—044. 7420 
Tjc«nt«r» I00.7320 
VCtnchl • OOl.OOOO 
Cec«fM«o- 0)7.0814 
rjviCr) • 100.7900 
dl#Tj T#«»-044.?390 
Tjc«ntar> 100.7320 
lUnch) " 001.0000 
Eccan#mo» 007.0814 
Ti«lCrl • 100.7900 
dl>rj-r«»-044.7430 
Tjc«nl*r* 100.7320 
X(li>ch> • OOl.O-X&O 
Eccwwo- 007.0074 
Tjetlr: - iW. 7212 
dl"T j-T*—044. 7400 
Tjcmnter" 100.7320 
X(lnch> « OOl.OOtO 
Eccanemo# <M>7.0794 
TjsttrI # 100.3137 
dl«Tj-T*»-044.7390 
Tjcwitar» 100.7320 
l(lf>Ch> • OOl.OOOO 
Ecc4n##o# 007.0802 
TjstCrl • 100.7793 
dl-Tj-T*"-044.7770 
TjC#mtw- 100.7793 
XdnchI » 001.0000 
Vllncfi» • 000.1240 
•ccene*^ ooo.ol** 
Tj«t rmm» 000.19*4 
d«rjr-T«—000.0303 
T/Tccnir* 001.0000 
POXKT tZSSSR 1S3 
VlIftch) • 000.1890 
OûO.014* 
Tjat r#m» 000.1970 
d-T|r-r*» OOO.OOOO 
T/Tcwttr* 001.0004 
POINT MMCR 199 
V(lnch) • 000.2520 
Tj*t r#*# 038.3434 d*T)r-T*« 000.0000 
T/Tc«ntr« 001.0004 
POINT NMCR IM 
V<l«ch> - 000.3770 
mecftmmo» 000.0144 
Tj«t fm## 000.1973 
d"T ]r~r*>-000.046a 
T/Tc#ntf 000.9997 
POINT MMCn 141 
Ydrnch) - 000.3020 
#cc*nmw 000.0144 
Tjet r*$# 000.1970 
d«Tjr-r** 000.0237 
T/Tc#ntf" 001.0004 
POINT NUCCR 142 
Vdneh» • OOO.OOOO 
w 0M.0t4S 
Tjet rM> OOO.I934 
d-Tjf-T*—000.0203 
T/Te»ntr- OOl.OOOO 
r<litch> • 003.7300 
Tin* • 100. 77(X> 
TjdiKh#» 054.02W0 
d/dl - 000.0004 
XJrmm/rmm 000.1*30 
IMMch» • 003.7300 
Tin* » 100.7900 
TidlKhf* 034.0310 
d/dl • OOO.OOOO 
XUm/Tmm 000.1934 
Zllnchl - 002.7300 
TIm* - I00.7900 
Tjdl#ch$» 034.0270 
d/dl > OOO.OOOO 
KtncM • 002.7300 
TU# • 100.7700 
TjdlMh*" 034.0300 
d/dl - OOO.OOlO 
%Tr#m/T#" 000.1941 
Zdneh» • 002.7300 




Z<liXh> " 003.0000 
Tin* " 100.8000 
T|dl«ch«« 054.0230 
d/dl - 000.0004 
%Tfm#/Tm« 000.1939 
Zdrtch» • 003.0000 
CcewwM" 007.0798 
TjatCrJ • 100.7843 
dl"Tj-T*—044.7390 
Tjc«nt«r> 100.7793 
x <lnch> > 001.0000 
Icc«tMO* 007.0788 
Ti*tCr) " 100.7941 
dl«Tj»T<—044.7970 
TicwtUr» 100.77V9 





lllACh» • OOl.OOOO 
Ccc*n«K>* 007.0780 
TjvttrJ • 100.8034 
044.79 lO 
Tje«nt«r* 100.7793 
Klnchl • 001.0000 
CcewtMQ- 007.0760 
T)«l(r) • 100.9094 
dl-Tj-T*—044. 7910 
Tjcontar- ^00.7793 
lUnch) • 001.0000 
CCCAOMQ* 007.0844 
T)«tCrJ « 100.7297 
dl-Tj-T*—044.8130 
TjC#mt#f" 100.7793 
Kinchi « 0II2.0000 
Etc#f #mw 0V7.1:04 
Tjatlrl - I00.4211 
mccmmmo» 000.0144 
fjvt r#*" 000.1944 
d-Tjr-T*# 000.0042 
T/Tc«ttr« 001.0000 
POINT NMCn 144 
V(tnch) • 000.1240 
mccan*#0" *30.0144 
Tj#t rM- 000.1970 
d#Tjf-T*" 000.0041 
T/Te«ntr« 001.0003 
POINT NW*M 143 
Vdnch» • 000.1890 
ecc4i*w* 000.0144 
Tj#t rasa 000.1973 
d«T^-T«- 000.0183 
T/Tcantr* 001.0002 
POINT NUnSSH 144 
YUnch) « 000.3320 
•ccwtMS- 000.0143 
T rM> 000.1939 
000.0034 
T/Tc«ntra 001.0003 
Y<lfKh> - 000.3770 
etcangias* t>JO. 0162 




V(inch) • OOO.S020 
•CC*nMO« 000.0144 
Tj«t re#" 01)0.1738 
d*T )r-T<—000.0703 
T'Tcvntr* WO. 9993 





V(tnch) • 00i>.^>000 
•CCAAMO* 000.0291 
Tjal rM« 000.3458 
ZtincH» • 003.0000 




ZdncM • 003.0000 




Z(lnch> " 003.0000 




Z(lnch) " 033.0000 




ZUnch) > 003.0000 
Ttn* - 100.8000 
TjdiftChg* 033.9830 
d/dl " OOO.0013 
XTrM/T*> 000.1724 
ZUnch) » 000.2300 




X(lncA) • 003.0000 
Ctcmmmmo. 007.1204 
Tj^CrJ • 100.4187 
dl"T,-T*"-044.8080 
TjcanKar* 100.4211 
Klnch) « 002.0000 
Cccfiw 007.1124 
TjvtCr] - 100.3137 
dl-Tj-T*—044.8100 
Ticantvr* 100.4211 
Klnchl # 002.0000 
Eccfi»—" 007.1114 
Ti«t(r] • 100.3279 
dl-Tj-T*—044.8110 
Tjc#mt«r» 100.4211 
KInch» • 002.0000 
EccMimw 007.1010 
Tj«t(r] # 100.4313 
dl"Tj-Tf—044.8430 
Tjcantw* 100.4211 
XdnchI - 002.0000 
ECCAWO" 007.0948 
TjvtCr) . 100.7249 
dl-T )-T*—044.8420 
Tjcpni«r« 100.4211 
Xlinc.S) • 003.0000 
Eccanew 007.0954 
Tj«t(rJ # 100.7178 
d|mTj-T*»-044.8780 
Tjc«ntar> 100.4211 
d-Tjr-T<»-000.3«09 d/dl • 000.0073 
r/Tc«ntr« OOl.OOOO %Tr#»/Tm" 000.3443 
Ydnchi - 000.0430 
•ecanwM- 000.0141 
Tj«t OOO.1*70 
d-T jr-T* —000.3413 
T/Te»ntr« 001.0000 
Ydnch) • 000.1240 
•CCWMM* (00.0132 
Tjet r#4" 000.1800 
d"Tjr-T*—000.2443 
T/Tcentr* 001.0009 
ZdmchI # 000.3500 
Tin* # 100.7800 
Tjdt«ct>o« 053.9720 
d/dl • OOO.0077 
%Tr##/T#- 000.1443 
Zdnchl • 000.3300 
Tin* • 100.7800 
Tjdlmchq# 033.9420 
d/dl • 000.0057 
lTre«/Te* 000.179% 
POINT MMCR 173 





POINT MffVCR 173 
Ydnchl - 000.3320 
eccaniea» 000.0239 
Tjet r#»- 000.2714 
d«Tjr-T**-000.1287 
T/Tcentr- OOI.0023 
POINT *tMCK 174 
Ydnchl - 000.3770 
eccMveM- OOO.OISO 
Tjet rM* 000.1781 
d-Tjr-T*—000.0331 
T/Tcwntr- 001.0030 
FOINT NUmCR 173 
YdnchI • 000.3070 
ecceneeo- UOO.0134 
Tjet ree# 000.1827 
d-Tjr-T*—000.0422 
T/Tcenir* 001.0030 
Zdnch) • 000.2300 
Tlnf • 100.7400 
Tjdlechg* 033.9490 
d/dl " 000.0030 
%Tr**/T#" 000.1903 
Z(inch) - 000.2300 
Tlnf » 100.7800 
TjdlKho- 033.9370 
d/dl - 000.0027 
XTree/Te- 000.2498 
Zdnch) • 000.2300 
Tin» « 100.7000 
TjdiechQ* 033.9180 
d/dl * 00').00l2 
%Tr#,/T#" 000.1748 
Zdnchl • 000.2300 
Tin* - IOU.7800 
Tjdl«cN)' 033.9020 
d/dl " 000.0013 
Xlres/Ta- OuO.lBU 
459 
IttnshV * 003.0000 
Ecc<iw— 007. im 
TiM(r) • 100.2««5 
04*.#400 Tjcantara lOO.S^ as 
l(inc*i» • 003.0000 
Cc«Am#ao# 007.lOlO 
Tj*ilr1 • :00.4*0# 
dl-Tj-T«»-044.«S*0 
100.3*0 
IIlncM • 003.0000 
SccmM- 007.10*0 
Tj«tCr3 • 100.39S9 
d:«7j-f#—04*.#4#0 Ticantar* 100.3*05 
l(toc«»l • 003.0000 
Bceww- 007.1132 
T)*tCr) # 100.337* 
dl"Tj-T<*-044.a770 
Tjc«nt«r« 100.3*09 
Xlinch) • 003.0000 
tecafinmom 007.1280 
T)«ilrl - 100.1704 
04*.*100 
Tjcant*r- 100.2963 
Klnch) " 003.0000 
Eec*m##o" 007.1330 





Tj#% f##" 001.2901 
d*T ir-T*«-OOO.4313 
T/TcM)tr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT MMBR 177 
VdncM • 000.0&30 
•eeenww- OOO. 1*4# 
Tf*t rtm» 001.7:#* 
«•r|fr«—«00.37*3 
r/Tcankr» OOI.OOI* 
POINT NIMCN 17# 
Vdnch) # 000.13*0 
eccweee* 000. 1314 
T)»« rmm» 001.7*** 
d«r>r»r«—OOO. 5743 
T/Teantr* OOI.OOIO 
POINT NUMCB 17* 
VUnch) - O00.18*0 
•cceneep» 000.3431 
TjPt rmt- 003.SB90 
«•T jf-Tf—000. 4331 
T/TcMttr» 001.000* 
POINT rCMCR 100 
VUnch» " 000.2530 
*ecw 000.11*4 
r#*- OOl.4t7t d-T)f-Tf—000.61** 
T/Tc«*»tr- 000,9*87 
POINT WMBCR 
V<inch) • 000.3770 
#ccam*#o" 000.1311 
Tj*t f#*» 001.7*34 
d.Tjf-T#—000.66*0 
T/Tc«ntr> 000.9981 
ZdncH» • 000.3000 
Tin« # tOO.7900 
Tjdimch** 053.*100 
d/dl • 000.00** 
%Tr##/T#» 001.24*4 
Zllnch) • 000.9000 
Tln« • 100.7700 
TjdlmcM" 033.9110 
d/41 - 000.00*0 
%Tr##/T#. 001.7100 
Zllncni " 000.3000 
Tln4 • 100.7700 
TjdiMhg* 053.9Z30 
d/dl " 000.0000 
%Tr##/T## 00I.799S 
2<lnch> - 000.3000 
Tlnf • 100.7000 
Tjdi«ch«* 033.9030 
d/dl • 000.00*0 
XTrM/T** 003.#747 
ZUnchI • 000.3000 
Tlnf • 100.7900 
TjdiKhq- 053.#800 
d/dl • 000.0132 
XTrM/T»- 001.4147 
Z(tnch) • 000.3000 
Tlnf - 100.7800 
T)di*chg- 033.0760 
d/dl • 00>>.0143 
%Tr**/T*- 001.7914 
>:4lnch> • 002.0000 
Sccwwo- 007. l«M 
• Of). *333 
dl-Tj-Tf—04*.«?00 
Tjwmt#rm 100.29#3 
ICinch» - 003.0000 
CccwMM* 007.333* 
T)«tCrJ - 0*#.M07 
dloTj-Tf»-04*.73#0 
Tjc«nt«r« 0*#.8#07 
Klnch) • 003.0000 
gccanmm*- 007.3*33 
TjatCrJ • 0*#.33*4 
d t >T i-Tf—04*. **50 
Tjc«nt«r« 0*8.8607 
Xilncrt) » 002.0000 
Eccam#mo# 007.28** 
TjvttrJ - &*#,23*9 
dl*Tj-T#"-044.9320 
Tjc«nt«r« 0*#.#807 
X(lnch> • 003.0000 
EccinMpw 007.3008 
Tj»ttrJ • 0*#.07*3 
dl"Tj-Tf—04*.97')0 
Tjc«nt«r* 09#.B807 
X(lnch) • 003.0000 
CcearMo* 007. ;:2* 
TjatCr] • 097.812* 
dl"Tj-T#»-04*.9860 
TjC»ntar« 098.8807 
Klnehl • 003.0000 
Vilnch» • OOO.3030 
•ccanvw OOO. I0#3 
Ti#t rm— 001.3#9* 
d«Tjr«Tf —OOO.#6*3 
T/Tc#m«r- OOO.99*3 
POINT MJNBCM l#3 
Y(ineh) < OOO.0000 
•ccwww- OOO. 33*9 
T}*t rw 003.811# 
d-T jr-Tf —OO». *0*3 
r/Tc#ntr» 001.0000 
POINT I 





POINT M««CR 183 
V<loch» • 000.12*0 
•ccenww OOO. 1732 
Tj«t f#*# V02.053I 
d»Tjr-T*»^)02.330l 
T/Tc«ntr- 000.9*33 
POINT Nwmem le* 
Y<trtcH> - 000.1S90 
#ccan##o» 000.2312 
Tj»t rm*» 002.7432 
0.Tjr-T«»-OO2.7OS7 
T/Tc«ntr« 000.9918 
POINT NUMCft 187 
Y<lnch> " 000.3320 
•ccantMo» OOO. 2*** 
Tj»t rm#- 003.1*78 
d«Tjr-Tf —002.*674 
T/Te»otr- 000.9893 
POINT NUhSe» 188 
Ydnch» • 000.3770 
2<kr«cN) • 000.3000 
Tlnf - 100.7900 
T,dl#ch%" 033.8700 
d/dl • 000.0183 
%Tf«#/T## 001.28** 
Kinch» - 000.7900 
Tlnf • 100.7*00 
TjdIKh*" 033.8320 
d/dl - 000,04u7 
XTrM/Ta* 003.843* 
Klnch» • 000.7300 
Tlnf - too.7800 
TjdlKh«« 033.8130 
d/dl - 000.0479 
%Trp#/T#* 002.17** 
ZdfKht - 00>>.7900 
Tinf » 100.7700 
T,dl*CMi" 033.3100 
d/dl • OOO.033* %Tr#%/T#" 002.0*17 
Zllncht - 000.7S00 
Ttnf • I0O.7BOO 
TjdlKhg» 033.8100 
d/dl " 000.0577 
%Tr##/T#» 0O2.7*?t 
Zdoch» « 000.7500 
Tlnf » 100.7800 
Tjdiechq* 053.79«0 
d/dl • 000.0*32 
%Tr«m/Tm- 003.253* 
Zdnch) m 000.7SOO 
EccanMO» 007.3410 
TjatCf} • 095.2308 
dl"Ti-Tf—04*.9700 
TiCdnk*r« 09#.##07 
Idnchi • 002.0000 
tccanw 007.31*0 
tjvtCrI • 093.3173 
dl"Tj-Tf»-04*.9@30 
Tjc«nl«ra 0*8.8807 
lUnch) • 002.0000 
CccanMoa 007.312* 
TiPtCr] " 0*3.4*3* 
dl-Tj-Tf—047.»4#0 
Tjc«nt«r- 093.4*3* 
Idnch) • 002.0000 
CccMM- 007.4*74 
Tj«k(r) • 099.*7*0 
dt»T }-T<»-047.Q2#0 
Tjcdnlor" 089.493* 
lllnch) • 003.0000 
fcc«»MO> 007.43*4 
Tjwttr) • 09*.1*23 
dl"Tl"T#—C47.0400 
T|sent«r- 0V3.49S6 
tllnch) • 003.0000 
eee«>MO« 007.3792 
TjsiCrl • 0*4.7327 
dl*Tj-Tf«-047.0340 
Tjcdnl*r» 099.4fS* 
Xdnch) - 002.0000 
Cce*nMO- 007.*l*0 
TjelCr] # 094.233* 
*cc*n##a» 000.3*4# 
Tj»t rM- 0o3.4*8l 
d-T ir-Tf —003. 3392 
T/Fc«nlr« 000.9*30 
POINT NUtieCR 189 
Yiinch) » OOO.3020 
•CCMtMO- 000.3917 
Tjat rmm- 003.4*17 
d"I jf-Tf »-003.3323 
T/Tc#ntr" 000.**60 
Tlnf • I00.7#00 
Tidkvcho* 003.8100 
d/dl - 000.1104 
XTrM/Ta> 003. *73* 
Zdnch) • 000.7300 
Tlnf • 100.7700 
Tjdl*ch^ 053.7870 
d/dl " 000.111# 
XTrM/T*- 00S.*a«3 
POINT NUHKR 190 
Ydncht » 000.0000 
*CCJn—a" 000.304* 
Tjat #*# 003.*187 
d-Tjf-Tf—003.3044 
l/îc«ntr> OOl.OOOO 
POINT MM8» 191 
VdnchI • 000.0*30 
•rCMMM* 000.2470 
T,»t rmt» 002.9309 
d»T jr-Tf»-005.1040 
T/TcMitr* OOl.OOlf 
POINT NUraOI l«2 
Ydnch) • 000.17*0 
#cc#A##o" 000.2*91 
Ttvt ra## 003. 1*33 
d*Tjr-Tf—U04.*173 
T/Tcentr« 001.0070 
POINT MMCR 193 Ydnch» « 000.18*0 
#cc*n##o- 000.2739 
T»9l rmmm 003.236* 
d-T K-Tf—OO*. 0273 
T/Tc»fitr» 000.9923 
POINT »4JH&£R 1*4 
VdiKh> " OVO.2520 
000.300# 
Tj«t v03.5»9Z 
Zdnch) • 001.0000 
Tlnf • 100.#000 
T>d**ch«* 033.7330 
d/dl - 000.1137 
XTrM/T** 003. 7»M 
Zdnch) • OOl.OOOO 
Tin* • 100.7800 
TfdlKhv 003.7320 
d/dl • 000.10*3 
XTr—ZT#. 003.0*34 
Idnch» # OOl.OOOO 
Tlnf • 100.7800 
T>dl*ch«« 035.7400 
d'dl - OOO.C9C3 
XTrM/T0- 009.3307 
Zdnch) • OOl.OOOO 
Tlnf - 100.7000 
TjdlKht* 033.72*0 
d/dl • 000.1281 
XTf##/T#. 003.430* 
Zdnch) - 001.0000 




KClnchl " 002.0000 
EccanMO- 007.8332 
TjatCrl • 0*1.**0* 
dl"Tj-Tf—047.0710 
Tjcpn&mf» 0*3.4*3* 
Idnch) - 002.0000 
EccanMO* 007.87:* 
TjatCrJ • 0*1.2114 
dl"Tj»T4—047.0#*0 
Tjcantdr* 0*3.493* 
Idnch) • 002.0000 
CccanMO* 007.*8*4 
TjatCrJ • 0*3.3737 dl"Tj-Tf—047.11*0 
Tjcantar- 093.3737 
Idnch) • 003.0000 
IccanMB* 007. **2* 
TjatCrJ • 093.*917 
dl-Tj-Tf#-047.12*0 
Tjcantm— 093.3737 
Idnch» • 002.0000 
Eccanaao" 007.*804 
TjatCr) » 093.383* 
dl«Tj-Tf—047.1200 
T|cantar- 093.373? 
Bdnch» • 002.0000 
Ecc6nM>o> 007.7910 
Tj«tCr] • 092.2771 
dl"Tj-Tf—047.1270 
Tjcankar* 093.3737 
POINT KM#ER 1*3 Viinchl - 000.37TO 
accanaao" OOO.2*3* 
Tjat rm*" 003.1277 
d-T jr-Tf—009.0891 
T/Tcantr« 000.9*02 
Ydnch» » 000.3020 
accflaao" MK>.2393 
Tjat raa» 003.0772 
d«Tjr-Tf —009.3*#* 
T/Tcantr» 000.9331 
POINT *Cff«CR 197 
Ydnch) - OÙO.OOOO 
accanaao" 000.2734 
Tjat ma» 003.2443 
d«Tjr-Tf—007.41*3 
T/Tcantr« OOl.OOOO 
YdnchI • 000.0*30 
accanaao- OOO.2731 




Vdnch» - OOO. 13*0 
#ccan#ao" 000.2617 
Tjat raa» 003.3427 
d#Tjr-1f —007.3844 
T/Tcantr- 001.0001 
Idnchl • 001.0000 
Tlnf - 100.7*00 
Tjdlach*" 033.7090 
d/dl " 000.1931 
XTrea/Ta# 003.4111 
Zdnch» " 001.0000 
Ttnf • lOO.7#00 
TjdlMh,. 003.**40 
d/dl • 000.3033 
XTraa/Ta» 003.3737 
Zdnch) - 001.7300 
Tlnf • 100.7*00 
T;dl*ch*" O33.*740 
d/dl • 000.1374 
XTraa/Tam 003.4744 
ZdnchI » 001.2300 
Tlnf • 100.7800 
TjdlKhf* 033.6310 
d/dl • 000.1504 
lTfa#/T#» 003.44*8 
Zdnch) - 001.2300 
Tlnf " 100.7700 
1jdiachg- 033.6300 
d/dl • 000.13*7 
XTr##/Ta» 003.9793 
POINT fAJTlKR 300 





Zdnch* > 001.2500 





lUnch> » O0S.OOOO 
ICCMI—!• 007.8394 
Tjattr) » 091.*410 
dl"Tj-T#»-047.ISaO 
Tjcantar* 0*3.3737 
X(inch> " OOZ.OOOO 
Eccânwo» 007.9114 
TjttCr] • 090.73^1 
dl«rj-rf»^7.1330 
Tjtantflr* 043.3737 
liinchl • 003.0000 
Eccwww* 007.9434 
TjalCrl • 090.0983 
di-Tj-T<—047.J790 
Tjcantar* 093.3737 
Sl|nch> - 002.0000 
CccAOMcy* 007.830V 
TjstCrl • 091.7344 
dl"F)-F#—047. 1030 
Tjcantar- 091.7244 
Klncht # 003.0000 
EceiniM- 00?.#44# 
Tj»ttr3 • 091.2979 
dl*Tj-T#—047.1830 
Tjcaniar* 091.7244 
KlncM • 002.0000 
tcetfmo» 007.8388 




Vllnchi • 000.2330 
KCmMmo" 000.3799 
Tj#t rmmm 003.3511 
009. 1390 
T/Twmtf 000.98I4 
POINT mdCTt 202 
VdnchI • 000.3770 
•cctiMa* 000.2342 
T^t r#*# O03.U407 
d*T jr-T« —O JO. crS09 
T/Tc«ntr« 000.9718 
POINT tUttCP 303 
Y(tnch) - 000.30M 
•ccMtMOo 000.3327 
T)«t rmm» 002.7419 
(l»T,r-T#—OI0.4917 
T/Tc»fitr* 000.7449 
POINT NUMBER 204 
Yllnch) • OOU.OOOO 
•cceneeo- 00»). 2600 
T)«t fm#" 003.0853 
d"T,r-T*—009.0354 
T/Tc«ntr- OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUtSER 203 
VdfKhl • 000.0430 
#cc*A#mo# 000. ZW9 
T/«t rm%m 003.0727 
iJ«T jr -T# •-009. 3«>21 
T/Tc*ntr« 000.995: 
POINT NUMBER 204 
VCtocht • 000.1240 
•CC4ft—O" iMJO. 243: 
Tj#t r*#" 003. lilt 
dmTjf-Tf—009. U99 
T/T(#ntr# 000.9989 
zilncrt) - 001.noo 
Tin# • tOO.7800 
r,«lKh«* 033.4230 
d/dl « 000.193# 
XTrmm/Tm» 003.4240 
ZUnch) • 001.2300 
Tin# « 100.7900 
Tjdlmchg- 053.4380 
d/dl " 000.3133 
%Tf##/Tm- 003.3910 
2(tnch> " 001.2300 
Tin# * 100.7900 
TjdlKhq» 033.4110 
d/dl " 000.2344 
%Tr#*/rm" 003.0434 
flinch* - 001.5000 
Tin# - 100.7800 
Tjdiachg* 033.3950 
d/dl • 000.1919 
Zdnch) # 001.5000 





Zdnchl . 001.5000 
Tin# • I00.7900 
Tjdl*chg« 033.5910 
d/dl w 000.1943 
%Tr#*/ T— 003.3954 
SltncNt " 002.0000 
Eccwwo- 007.8344 
TjfftCrl - 09I.7473 
dl*Tj'>T«*-O47.3ia0 
Ticant«r« 091.7244 
XdncNl • 003.0000 
Egci hq' 007.8233 tjetlr: • 09i.80s3 
dl-Tj-T«-H>47.2390 
Tjcantw* 091.7344 
Kindt) • 002.0000 
Eccii— 007.9348 
TjvlCr] • 090.4809 
dl-Tj-T#—047.2I30 
TjcantOT-» 091.7344 
Xlinchl • 003.0000 EccaoMO* 008.0122 
Tj*t{rl • 089.9424 
dl-Ti-Tf—(M7.2340 
Tjcantar* 091.7344 
XUnch) " 002.0000 
ECC«AMO« 007.8404 
Tj«tCrl - 09I.4834 
dl"Tj-T#»-047.2430 
Ticantwa 091.4634 
KCtnc»)} • 002.0000 
CccvtMO- 007.9408 
TjatCr) - 090.1339 
dl"Tj-T#—047.2840 
Tjcantar* 091.4SS4 
POINT MMKX 207 
Yllmch) • 000.1890 
#CCan#mo# 000.3309 
Tf#t f##m 003.7SS4 
009.0337 
T/Tc#mtr» 001.0009 
POINT MMSN 208 
VUnchI - 000.3920 
•CCWWW» 000.2214 
Tj#t f### 002.4277 
d>Tjr-T««H)09.0047 
T/Tcantr* O0I.0O09 
POINT NUMKH 209 
V(tr>ch> • OOV. 3770 
•cewMM» 000.3134 
Tjat rM« OV2.3320 
d#Tjf-T#--OI0.299J 
T/Tcantr* 000.9844 
POINT l«jMBER 210 
V<tf>ch> • 000.5020 
•ccaoMo* «MO. 1914 
Tj#t rm*" 002.2973 
0«T]r-T«—Oil.2474 
T/Tc«ntr- 000.9744 
POINT Wf*EA 211 
V(inch) » OOO.OOOO 
•CCAAMO- 000.2119 
Tjat TM- 002.9142 
d-T)f-Tf—009.3I44 
T/Tcantr* 001.0000 
POINT NIMCR 21? 
V(lnch) • 000.0430 
•cc*n—o" 000.2222 
Tj»t rm*. 002.4347 
d-Tjr-T#—010.4441 
T/Tcvntr* 000.9834 
flinch) - 0ni.3000 
Tin# " 100.8000 
T]dl«ch«« 093.3830 
C/dl -000.1913 
%Tr y,/T#" 003.9810 
Kinch) - 002.0000 
Zllncit) • 0O1.5COO 
Tin# • lOO.BlOO 
Tjditchç* 053.5790 
d/dl > 000.1904 
%Tr##/T#" 002.8433 
Kinch) • 001.5000 
Tin# • 100.7800 
Tjdiechy. 093.5400 
d/dl - ooo.ziat 
ITrM/T*- 002.7984 
lUiKh) • OOl.SOOO 
Till# • 1O0.8IO0 
TjdiKhg- 053.5340 
d/dl - 000.2380 
XTrM/T*- 002.5430 
ZllnchI » 001.7300 
Tim# - lOO.OOOO 
T,d*#thq# 093.5350 
d/dl - 000.1971 
%Tr##/T#- 002.7482 
Zlinch) • 001.7900 
Tin# > 100.D200 
TidlKhgo 033.3340 
d/dl " 000.2254 
%Tr*#/T*- 003.9247 
ZUnchI - 001.7300 
eccw«MV 007.903* 
Tj«tCr) • 080,8337 
81»Tj*T#»-047.3*90 
Tjtmmtmf# 091.4854 
Illnch) « 003.0000 
IccwtMO* 007,9474 
TiakCrS • 090.3139 
dl«Tj-T«»-047.3*10 
Tjcantar* 091.4V94 
X<liKh> • 002.COOO 
See*nw« 007.9404 
T^ttrl # 090.38*0 
dl«Tj»T#»-047.2*90 
Tjc«nt*r> 09*.4*94 
XUnch) • 003.0000 
Ccceneeo" 007.974* 
TjdtCrl - 009.9901 
d|.Tj-T#»-047.3090 
09%.48»% 
lllnch) » 003.0000 
E«c#n#«o" 008.0510 
TlvtCrl » U89.0834 
dl»Tj-T#—047.3340 
Tjcantw* 091.4854 
k(inch) • 002.0000 
Ettanww* 008.07*0 
Ttattr1 • 088.7974 
dl»Tj-T#—047.3420 
Tjc«nl«r* 008.7974 
Klnch) - 002.0000 
Eccenwo- 008.097* 
r,»»trj . 088.979# 
•ccn—c« 000.2300 
TjM rM- 003.*tM 
d-T jr-T«—009.9T73 
T/Tc«ntra 000.9929 
POINT MMSR 214 
VUnc)«> " 000.1#90 
mecwmw 000.3134 
T^ rmmm 003.3310 
d"Ty-T#.-010.4#71 
T/Tcantr* 000.9873 
TlrH » I00.8100 
Tjdl#ch*" 003.3410 
d/dl • 000.3111 
%Tr#*/T#» 003.874* 
Zllnch) • 001.7300 Ttn4 • 100.8000 
Tjdlmch#. 053.5390 
d/dl » 000.3319 
XTrw/T#- 003.7914 
POINT MME» 313 
VdncN) • 000.3330 
•CCMMf* 000.2190 
Tj#t rmum 003.9994 
d"Tx^-T#—OI0.4040 
T/Tcantra 000.9881 
POINT NUM#E8 314 
VUnch» • 000.3770 
KcanvMO* 000.3399 
Tjat f#** 003.#417 
d"Tjr-T»«-010.e399 T/Tc«n%r> 000.9*37 
POINT NUM#EA 317 
V(lnch> • 000.3020 
•ccwtMoa 000.3374 
Tj#t f#m" 002.8195 
d*r>rM<»-01l.734* 
T/Tcantr« 000.9737 
POINT I4JMCR 218 
YttnchI • OVO.OOOO 
•ccanMo» 0v0.2**9 
Tj«t rm%m 003.1*37 
d«Tjr-T#"-0l2.O424 
T/Te«nlr• 001.0000 
POINT NUMSSR ;i9 
Vdnch* • 000.0e30 
•CC4A4M* 000.2324 
Tj«t f#*» 002.7578 
ZUncNI • 001.7900 TIM • 100.8000 
Tj#l%chy 053.93*0 
d/dl » 000.3301 
%Trm4/T#» 003.8734 
ZClnch) • 001.7900 
Tin# - 100.8300 
Tjdl*ch#" 093.9110 
d/dl • 000.3289 
%Tf*%/T#» 003.1378 
Zllnch) • 001.7900 
Ttnf • 100.8300 
Tjdl#Chg" 053.4740 
d/dl • 000.34#0 
XUmm/Xmm 003.1*30 
ZllnchI • 002.0000 
Ttn# • 100.6200 
TjdlKhg* 033.4790 
d/dl # 000.2548 
%Tf##/T#" 003.5433 
Zlinch» • 003.0000 




«(IncNt • 003.0000 
Iccanw 008.0493 
T)«t(r] • 089.0739 
dl"Tj-Tf"-047.3830 
T|c*nt«r« 088.7974 
Kinch) " 002.0000 
CccanMo* 008.092* 
T|*tCr] • 088.9404 
dl»T|-T#»-047.39*0 
Tjcanlara 088.7374 
Xtinch) # 002.0000 
Ecc*n#w 008.0420 
TiStCrJ • 089.1409 
dl"Tj-Tf—047.3890 
Tjcantar» 088.7574 
Klnchl • 002.0000 
EcCtftMS" 008.1*44 
T)*tCr] • 087.7039 
dl#Tj-T*—047.3820 
T,c#nt#f" 088.7574 
IlinchI " 002.0000 
EbcanMO- 008.2138 
Ijaltr) . 087.1221 
dl-Tj-T*—047.39:0 
Tjc*nt«ra 088.7S74 
Xincht • 002.0000 
Eccan##*" 000.0294 
TjBltrl . 089.3157 
dl"Tj-T#—047.4X)0 
TiC«nt«r> 089.3157 
POINT NUraOk 320 
Vllnch) - 000.13*0 
•cceneeo* 000.3409 
Tj«t #4» 003.8341 
d-r>r-T4—Oil.7443 
T/Tc«ncr« 001.0034 
POINT MMER 331 
YdnchI • 000.1890 
#cc4n#mo» 000.3*90 
T)#t rmm* 003.1937 
«•rx-T«*-OI3.2*9* 
T/Te«ntr« 000.9978 
POINT MjrSEA 232 
VUnchI » 000.2S30 
•ccanMOo 000.3934 
Tj#t rm*m 003.4838 
d-Tjr-T#—011.4491 
T/Tcantr- 001.0049 
POINT MMER 333 
VUnchI » 000.3770 
ceeaneas" 000.3713 
Tj4t rmmm 003.3339 
d-T)r-T#—013.134* 
T/Tc»ntr- 000.9853 
POINT MJH8M 234 
YdnchI - 000.9030 
•CCanMO* 000.3049 
Tj*t r*** 003.4179 
d»Tjr-T#«-013. 7079 
T/Tc#ntf» 000.9814 
Xdnch) • 003.0000 
Tin# • 100.8200 
Tjdlvchf* 093.4380 
d/dl - 000.2479 
%Trm#/T## 003.2043 
Z(lnch) • 003.0000 
Ttn# • 100.8300 
TjdlKhg* 033.4340 
d/dl • 000.2S#9 
ITras/Ta* 003.4031 
ZClncht - 003.0000 
Ttn# " 100.8300 
Tfdiwhg- 033.4410 
d/dl - 000.2442 
ITrw/T#» 003.9073 
ZdnchI • 002.0000 
Tin# > IOO.a3vO 
Tjdlechf 033.4480 
d/dl - 000.2770 
XTrM/T*« 003.4742 
Zdnch) - 002.0000 
Tin# * 100.0500 
Tjdtachga 033.4380 
d/dl • 000.299? 
%Tr»$/T#" 004.1527 
POINT twezm 323 
Ydnch. • OOO.OOOO 
•ce*n4M- U00.3139 
Tjot r«»" 003.71:9 
d-Tjf-r#—011.3343 
T/Tcentr- OOl.OOOO 
ZllnchI • 002.23») 
Tin# » 100.8400 
T)c}|«chg> 053.4:v0 
d/dl " 000.2430 
%Tfa#/Tm* 004.1970 
461 
XUnchI - 003.0000 
Eccwew 00S.1370 
TjtftCrl » 0W.0U7 d!-f j-r##^ 7.4010 
T>cant«r> 004.3197 
Ktnch» " 002.0000 
Eec*m##o- ooe.159# 
TjstCr] • 007.7M2 i}l-r|-T»iM>047.43*0 
Ticantar* 0SV.31S7 
K(lrtc*i> • 002.0000 
Cceanw OOa.3192 
TjatCr) . 0S7.0433 
dl«Tj»T«>-047.4300 
TjC#nk*rm 0#V.3ia7 
IUnc»> » 003.0000 
6cc*w—w 000.1340 
TjatCr) • 0«.090* 
dl«rj-l«*-«47.4230 
Tjcmm&mf# 0##.3:37 
lUnch) • 003.0000 
tee W0> 00«.0«94 
TjvtCrl • 0M.8M3 
dl«Tj-7«*^7.43eO 
Tjcantar* 0«9«31S7 
X<tfK»»> - 002.0000 
ICCAAMO* 007.9744 
Tjvttr] • 0«9.9447 
^dl-Tj-T#«-047.4450 
Ticaniar* 0#9.3157 
PQfMT NUttCR 274 
viinch» - yoo.0430 
•ecww*- OOO. 1744 
Tj«t r**- 004.4434 
<jarjr-r«—013. 7BI3 
T/Te«ntr« 0u0.9aS7 
Foirrr NUMKM 3:7 





POINT NLHKR 238 
VOAChI - 000.1090 
•CC4AMO- OOO. 3318 
Tjat rw 003.9300 
d>Tjr-T4—013.7340 
T/7cmntf 000.9740 
POINT Nuntcn 239 
V(ineh> » 000.3330 
eceaneaoa 000.2937 
Tjat rmmf 003.4949 
d«Ty-T#—012.7494 
T/Teantr> 000.9050 
VtinchI • 000.3770 
eceamemo» 000.3041 
Tjvt rm»m OO4.S0t7 
tf«Tjr-TI"-^n.9413 
T/Tcantr- 000.9932 
POINT NUraCR 231 
Y<ifKhl • 000.3020 
acC4raao» 000.3703 
Tjat raa* 004.4913 
jr-T#»-0»0.B953 
r/Tcantr* 001.0070 
nincn) - 002.2900 
rtn« # 100.0300 
Titflacht- O33.4190 
a/ai • OOO. 2*94 
XTrM/r*« 003.0471 
Z(inch) • 003.2900 
Tin« - 100.0400 
Tjdlathq# 033.4040 
d/dl " 000.7734 
%Tf##/Ta« 004.2417 
Zdncht • 003.2300 
Tinf # 100.0200 
TjdiKhg- 053.4000 
d/dl - 000.2901 
XJrmm/Tm» 004.3231 
2 Cinch) # 002.3300 
Ttnf « lOO.BSOO 
TjdlacNg* 033.3930 
d/dl • 000.2493 
%Trma/T— OO3.99nF0 
Zdnch) • 003.2300 
Tin# - 100.0300 
TjdlacH«« 053.3V30 
d/dl « OOO.3317 
ZTraa/T»* 003.1544 
ZdnchI » 003.2300 
Tin* • 100.0400 
TjdlachQ" 0S3.3T7O 
d/dl " 000.2297 
%Tr#*/T». 004.9934 
tUftiM • 002.0000 
Ceeanaao- >>OO.OS24 
TiatCrJ • U09.O19S 
dl«T,-T#—047.4330 
Tjcantar* 0*9.0193 
• <lneh> • 003.0000 
Kccanaao* 007.9122 
T)atCrl « O9O.4033 
dl*Tj-T*—047.4430 
Tjcantar# 009.0193 
Klncht • 002.0000 
CccTaao" 007.9943 
TjatCr] - O09.404S 
dl»T ,-T#—047.4350 
Tjcantara 009.0193 
KtnchI - 003.0000 
Iccafiaao* 000.0034 
Tjattr} " 009.3904 
dt«Tj-TI»-047. 4340 
Tjcantar* 009.0193 
lUnchl • 003.00ÛO 
Eccaneee* 007.0100 
Tjattrl » 091.0013 
dl-Ti-T«—M7.4770 
Tjcantar- 009.0193 
lllnch) - 003.0000 
CccanaM* 007.7438 
T^atlrJ » 092.4444 
d1-Tj-Tf•-047.40OU 
Tjcafitar* 009.0193 
Klnch) » 002.0000 
POINT 232 
VdMCh# > oOO.OOOO 
accanaap" 000.4441 
Tjat rmm' 003.3700 
d»rjr-r«—011.8303 
T/Tcantr- ool.oooo 
POINT I01SCR 333 
VMnchI • 000.0430 
accnaau" 000.4*01 
Tjat raa» Ou5.439» 
d#Tjr-:*—OlO. 1547 
r/Tc«ntr> 001.0107 
POINT lOOCR 334 
Y<lnch> - OOO.I340 
Tjat ra*- 0CS.307O 
d-T,r-T»—Jll.l4J3 
T/Tcanf- 001.0073 
POINT WMCR 335 
Vdncht • OV). 1890 
aecanww* 000.4239 
Tjat raa* 005.(,:m3 
d«Tjr-TI—011.Î314 
T/Tcantr* 001.0065 
POINT IO«CN 334 
Y(inch) • 000.3320 
acc*na—• 000.4304 
T|aC ram# 003.3470 
d-T,r-T4—009.0300 
T/Tcafttr- 0O1.03IZ 
poiNi wftacn 337 
V(inch> • 000.3770 
accaneae- 000.47*0 
Tjat ra.. OO3.4S09 
d-Tjr-T*—OOO. 3934 
T/Teant#-* 001.0303 
POINT MJNfiCR 330 
V(aitch> • 000.3020 
ZdncM • 003.SOOO 
Ttn« * 1UO.04OU 
T)dl«<n«« 033.40S0 
d/dl " 000.3493 
XTraa/Ta- 003.9310 
Z<lnch» • C03.SOOO 
Tin! » 100.0400 
T]dt«ch«- 003.3970 
d/dl & ÙWW.J141 
XTraa/Ta- WO4.O3O0 
Zllncht " 003.3000 
Tim* * IOO.03OO 
Tjdlach## OS3.4I30 
d/dl " OOO.2333 
Xrraa/Ta* 000.0037 
Z<inch> • 003.3000 
Tim* " tOO.BSOO 
T|dlM.h9- 033.3940 
d/dl • 000.3371 
Zîrrnt/Tmm 003.4090 
ZItnch) - 003.5000 
Tin* « 100.0400 
Tjdtachg* 003.3430 
d/dl - 000.1904 
%Tr##/T#m 003.0349 
Zllxrt) " 002.3000 





Ztinchl . 002.5000 
Eeewiew» 007.7304 
TjatCrJ - 093.7433 
dl*Tj-T#—O47.4910 
Tjcantar* 009.0195 
Kinc^i - CM)2.0000 
Eccamamo" 007.4044 
TjatCr} • 093.3443 
dl«Tj-Tf#"047.3340 
Tjcamtar# 093.3449 
X(lnch> m 002.0000 
CccanaM* 007.3033 
TjstCrl • 093.5210 
dl"Tj-T*m-047.5440 
Tjcentora 093.3443 
Xdnch) a 003.0000 
Ecc«nM»a 007.7892 
Tjattr) • 093.1249 
dl"T*-T*#-047.5330 
Tjcantar* 093.3443 
XUnchI a 002.0000 
gecanoeo* 007.4900 
Tjat(r) • 099.4777 
dI«TJ-T« •-047.3330 
Tjtantara 093.3443 
Ktnchl • 003.0000 
CccanwiQ* vO7,3#a0 
TjatCrl • 094.3209 
dl"Tj-T#a-047.3430 
r^cantar* 093.3443 
KtftcK) • 003.0000 
Cccanaae* 007.3430 
tjattrl • 094.0333 
acc*naao- 000.4434 
T)*t raa" 003.5014 
d»T)r-Tf—000.1043 
T/Tcantr- 00I.O4I0 
POINT MUHOCR 339 
¥(tncn> - ooo.oooo 
accanaw- OOO. 474* 
Tjat rmmm 000.4322 
d"Tjr-T»a-007.5tS3 
T/Tcantr* 001.0000 
Tinf - 100.0300 
T^laeltg- 053.3390 
d/dl • 000.1707 
%Tfma/Tm- 009.9321 
Ktncni • 002.7300 
Tinf • 100.8400 
Tjdlath#" 033.3240 
d/dl » 000.1301 
XTraa/Te- 004.0330 
POINT »US£R 240 
Ydncri) • 000.0430 
accawaao» 000.4007 
Tjat ##- 004.0490 
d«Tjr-Tf—009.3490 
T/Tcamtf 001.0233 
POINT IM«CT 341 
VdncN) > 000.1240 
accineae- 000.4440 
Tjat raaa 003.3303 
d*Tir-1f*-OO0.7331 
T/Tcantra 000.9070 
POINT MMCR 343 
VUnch> • 000.1090 
eecaneao» 000.4341 
Tjat raa* 003.1730 
d'T,r-7f*-003.1033 
T/Tcantr* 001.0350 
POINT MMCM 243 
Vdnch) • 000.2530 
eccanaao" 000.4409 
Tjat rM> 003.5390 
d-Tjr-Tf—004.3411 
T/Tcentra 001.0127 
POINT NunKR :44 
YUnchI • 000.3770 
accanaao* 000.4337 
Tjat raa* 003.1709 
ZUnch) - 002.7300 
Tinf m 100.0700 
Tjdluhf- 033.3240 
d/dl -000.1133 
%TfM/T— COS. 0772 
Zllwh) " 003.7300 
Tinf - 100.8*00 
Tjdlachg- 033.3330 
d/dl - 0UO.1B37 
XTraa/Ta* 004.0030 
ZdncM a 003.7300 
Ttnf - 100.6400 
Tjdlachg* 033.3090 
d/dl - 000.1090 
XTraa/Ta* 003.4000 
Zllnch» • 003.7SOO 




Kinch) • 1^03.7300 




Xllnch) » 003.0000 
EcCMtaao- 007.4940 
TjatCr] - 094.0011 
dl-Tj-Tf—047.99W 
Tjcantara 093.3443 






Kincht - 002.0000 
Eccamaaa" 007.1114 
TjatCrl - 100.1934 
dl-Tj-Tf"-047.*030 
Tjcantar* 097.4024 
X41nch> • 002.0000 
Eccarama" 007.2114 
Tjattr) - V99.0O44 
dl"T j-Tf—047.5040 
Tjcantar" 097.4034 
Xdnchl » 003.0000 
Eccanaao* 007.3044 
TjatlrJ - 097.9031 
dl#T |-T<—047.4040 
Tjcantara 097.4034 
Xlnch» • 003.0000 
f!rc*fi«ao" 007.100* 




YUnch) a 000.3030 
accMiaaa- OOO. 407V 
Tjat fma* OO4.04IO 
d-Ty-Tf^^O4.0O09 
T/Tcanfcr« 001.0393 
POINT turn» 344 
Y<tnch> a OOO.OOOO 
accwaw 000.3270 
Tjat fa#* 003.0009 
«•Tjr-Tf«-003.2174 
T/Tcantr- 001.0000 
POINT IAMBI 347 
Y<lnch> " O00.04SO 
accwiaw 000.3100 




POINT NUMBt 340 
Vdneh) * 000.1340 
mccwmmam 000.3314 
Tjat r#a" 003.9334 
d* T j r - T f *-001. Q73* 
T/Teantr* 001.0133 
POMT MMOI 249 
Ydncht • OOO. 1090 
accanaao* 000.3309 
Tjat raa# 004.t443 
df>T jr-Tf#-003.90*9 
T/Tcantr* OUI.0033 
POINT NMCR 230 
YdnchI « OOO.3330 
accanaao* «>0.3394 
Tjat raa* U04.24S0 
d«Tjr-lf—OOI.3I77 
T/Tcarttr* 001.0173 
tdnch) " 003.0000 
Tin* » 100.0000 
T|dl«ch«« 033.29*0 
d/dl • 000.0:94 
XTraa/Ta* 003.9732 
2<inch> " 003.0000 
Tinf - 100.0900 
Tjdiachq* 033.Z040 
d/dl • 000.0*37 
%Tra*/Ta# 004.3535 
Zdnchl " 003.0000 
Tin» • 100.69.» 
T|di«chq« 053.3710 
d/dl • 000.0319 
XTraa/Ta- 004.39:0 
IIII3 |:S|; I3III MPJ IKI: 
ni'H isi;; m;: i";: s'H;'; 
aiiîi •••{• •l"if ' 1'  ' * i' « » 
463 
l«tnch) « 003.0000 
Eccenwe» 007.2AM 
TjVttrJ • </9«.3219 
Ut»Tj-T«»-b47.tStO 
TjCMitar* UV#.9:23 
flinch) « 003.0000 
ECCWMO" 007. 2074 
TjCtCr) " 0W.0723 
dl-Ti-Tf—<*47.0120 
Tjcvntar* 0V8.9(:5 
lllnch) " 003.0000 
Ecc*r>MO« v07.325e 
Tj»lt» S • 0*7.497» 
d|.T)-T$—047.8230 
TjC#mt*r" 0*8.9(23 




lOnch) • 003.0000 
Ecqan#^# 007.4720 
7j#ttr] • 093.8tU 
cJt-Tj-T#*-O47.»4l0 
Tjcantar* 0?«.9123 
lUMt» • 003.0000 
CccanMO* 007.4478 
j « 094. 11.43 
"T1-7 #—047. 84*0 
1jC«nt«r« 094.1*43 
POINT NUNKR 37* 
" 000.1240 
•CCMMP- OOO. 1477 
Tj#t f#*» 00:.9*9# 
«H>T^-TI»-002.41C9 
T/rc#mtr» 000.9940 
POINT ttMSR 377 
V(lrtch) - 000.1990 
•CCMMW* OOO. 1931 
T;#t ret= «3.2797 
d"Tjf-T#—002.8577 
T/Tc#rtr- 000.9915 
POINT NUHKR 378 
Vllnch) - 000.2520 
•CCM^MQs OOO. 2097 
Tjal rm»- 002.4891 
@.T,f-Tf—003.4321 
T/Tcantr- OOO.9857 
POINT NUnSER 279 
Y<inch> - 000,3770 
ecceoeeœ OOO. 24*4 
Tj«t **» 002.9238 
d-T )r-T< •»<003. a 100 
T/Te«ntr- OOO.9820 
POINT NtfCCR 280 
Y(ir>ch> - 000.5020 
«KC4MMO* 0(^,2447 
Tj«t fM* 003.9372 
tf«Tjr-Tf—O0S.O484 
T/Tc«ntr- OOO.9494 
POINT MMCR 261 
Vdncht • OOO.0000 
•cc*nMO- 000.3313 
Tj«fc rM- 003.7444 
d»Tjr*Tf #-004.7953 
r/Tcsntr* 001.0000 
ZCIitcA) " OOl.OOOO 




2(tiKh> - OOl.OOOO 





Ztlncht • 001.0000 
T*mf " 100.9300 
Tjdt»ehQ» 053.1030 
d/dl « 000.0718 
%Tf—/T#" 002.9530 
Jdnch) • 001.0000 
Tin# » 100.9400 
TjdiKhQ- 033.1170 
d/dl • 000.0797 
XTr#m/T#. 003.0103 
2(if>ctt) " 001.0000 
Tin» • 100.9900 
TjdlKh9« OS3.1090 
d/dl - 000.1099 
%Tr#m/T»# 003.0330 
ZilnchI - 001.3500 
Tin« • 100.9400 
TjdltKhq- 033.0940 
d/dl • 000.1003 
tJrm/Jmm 003.8341 
rtinch) • 003.0000 
Ecc«n*w* 007.39*4 
T,et(fl • 094.7743 
dl-T,-T<—047.8770 
T)cank«r> U94.1443 
munch* # 003.0900 
CcCÉftMD* 007. *093 
TjatrrJ • 094.*224 dl»Tf-T».^ 7.8650 
Tjcantar* 094.1*43 
K<lnch> • 003.0000 
Eccâneeo" 007.4450 
T|«tCr) - 094.1978 
dl-rj-T««-047.B890 
Tjc«nt*r« 094.1443 
XlinCh) « 003.0000 
EcCAr>MO« M)7.S00S 
T,«ttrl • 093.3427 dl"Tj-T#""047.(M50 
Tjcvntar* 094.1*43 
Klnch) • OOS.OOOO 
EccaoMo* 007.4304 
Tj«tCrJ • 093.9973 
dl-Tj-T#—047.8500 
Tjcantar> 094.1*43 
Kincht - 003.0000 
EccaoMC 007.4870 
T,«lfrJ - 093.3258 
dl-Tj-T*—047.8730 
Tjcantar- 094.1*43 
Vdnchi - 000.0430 
•ccwwee OOO. 2243 
T|»t r### 002.4879 
d.Tx-Tf—004. I83S 
T/Teantr* OOI.0043 
POINT **JM8M 283 
Vdncni • 000.1240 
•con—• 000.2047 
r>*t rm*# 003.4293 
daTjr-T<»-O04.3l74 
T/Tcantr* O0I.OO48 
POINT »«MCJI 284 
VUncht • 000.1890 
•ccanmmo- OOO. 3374 
Tjat rma- 002.8173 
d»T,r-TI—004.7*32 
T/Tc«ntr» O0I.OOO3 
POINT NIMCK 283 
Vttnchi • 000.3520 
#cc#n#m0- OOO.3471 
Tj»t rM> 002.9323 
d-T,r-T«»-003.417J 
T/Tcantr* 000.9939 
POINT tUIBER 2#4 
V(lnch) - 000.3770 
•ecwwo- 000.3432 
Tjat rm## 002.88*9 
d-Tjf-T#—004.9439 
T/Tcantr# 000.9779 
POINT NWIBEN 287 
Ydnch) « 000.3020 
accinaaB" 000.3279 
Tj*t r#a# 002.4997 
d#Tjr-Tf—007.4442 
r/Tcantr* 000.9709 
ZilnchI - 001.2900 
Tln« - I00.9400 
T,dl*ch«- OS3.0S30 
4/dl « 000.0*74 
ITrma/T#» 003.7774 
XdnCht - 003.0000 
Z(lNch> # 001.2SOO 
Tim* « 100.9400 
Tjdl«ch«* 033.0730 
d/dl • 000.0902 
%Trm,/T#» 002.3142 
Z(inch) • 001.2300 
Ttn« " 100.9400 
TjdlKhq# 053.07:0 
d/dl • 000.0994 
XTrma/Tm- 002.9287 
ZUnch) » OOI.2500 
Tim# - 100.9*00 
TjcJIKh^m 053.0750 
d/dl • 000.1131 
xrrM/T*> 003.0493 
Z(tnch) - 001.2300 




Zitnch) - 001.2500 
Tin« • 100.9700 
T]dl*chg# 033.O9SO 
d/dl m 000.1597 
XTrma/T#. 003.0928 
Zdnth* • 001.5000 
Cgeiwamd- 007.3400 
T^Cr) • 094.8439 dl#Tj-T#*-047.8490 
TiCOTitar# 094.8459 
Itlneti) • «3.0000 
Utanwe# 007.5064 
TjwtCr) • 094.S324 
d*#*j-Tf—047.8830 
Tjcam&f 094.8439 
Kinehl # OOS.OOOO 
EccanMO- 007.5424 
Tiaktrl • 099.0524 
d 1 - r J - T # »047. 8430 
Tjcantar# U94.84S9 
XllnchI - 003.0000 
CccMVMO# 007.3378 
TjakCrJ • 094.8720 
dl>Tj-TI«-«>47.9000 
Tjcantar- 094.8459 
•ranch) • 003.0000 
CccanMO# 007. *3») 
TjalCr] • 093.4829 
dl*T}-T4#-047.8840 
Tjcantar# 094.B4S9 
X<inch> - 003.0>100 
CccanMO# 007.*792 
Tj»tlr) • 093.4313 
dl-Tj-Tf—047.8770 
Ticankar# 094.8459 
XUnch» # 003.0000 
Cccarieao# 007.7382 
Ti»t(rJ • 093.4930 
mccanamo- OOO.2430 
Tt«i rma> 003.0718 
d#T)f-T#—OO*. 1141 
T/Tcantr# OOl.OOOO 
Tim# » 100.9400 
Tjdi*ch«« 053.0910 
d/dl . 000.1777 
XTraa/Tm# 003.0279 
POINT NLKSSR 289 YilftShJ - OOO.0630 
#CC*na#o" 000.3149 
Tjvt rm«« 002.3503 
d#Tjr-T#—O04.4274 
T/Tc«ntr- OOO.9947 
POINT >AJnBCR 290 
VClncht - 000.1260 
•ccanrao- OOO.2307 
Tj#t mm# 002.7382 
d»Tjr-T*—005.907* 
T/tcanlr- 001.0022 
POINT MJH8ER 291 
YOnch) • OOO. 1890 
OOO.2337 
Tjal f002.7974 
d-T ,r-Tf—004. 1080 
r/Tcantr- 0vl.00v3 
POINT NUM8ER 292 
V(tnch) # OOO.2520 
aceanama- 000.22S2 
T,*t rma# 002.6493 
d»Tjr-Tf#-007.2871 
T/Tcantr# 000.9877 
POINT NUnSER 293 
Ylirnch» • 000.3770 
•ecenaeo- OOO.2040 
T,»t rma# 002.4213 
d"Tjr-N—007.3387 
t/Tcantr- 000.9631 
POINT NUneCR 294 
VOnchi » U00.5020 
accanam»- OOO. 2033 
Tjal rma- 002.4I30 
Z(ln:h) = 001.5600 
Tin* a 100.9*00 
Tjdlachg- 033.0780 
d/dl • 000.1342 
XTrma/Tm- 002.4978 
Zdnch) - 001.5000 
Tin# • 100.9400 
TjdIachg# 033.0970 
d/dl - 000.1334 
XTrma/Tm# 002.8807 
Ktnch) # 001.5000 
Tin» - 100.9800 
Tidlach^# 053.0800 
d/dl - 000.1275 
XTrma/Tm# 002.9484 
f(Inch) m 001.9000 
Tin# # 100.9700 
Tjdt*chg# 053.08*0 
d/dl m 000.1533 
XTrma/Tm# 003.8379 
Z(lnch) - 001.9000 
Tin# - 100.9700 
Tjdischq# 053.0930 
d/dl # 000.1979 
XTrma/Tm# 002.9914 
ZUnch) # 001.9000 




I(lnch) • 003.0000 
Eccanaao# 0U7.7170 
Tjstirî a O^S.TSCS 
dl"Tj-Tf—047.V370 
Tjcankar# 093.9808 
Ilinch) # 003.0000 
Cccanamo# 007.7I44 
Tjatlrl » 093.9834 
dl-Tj-T#—047.6940 
Tjcantar# 092.9808 
KInch) - 003.0000 
Eccanamo# 007.7310 
Tjat(rl # 092.8147 
dl»Tl-T##-<»47.9090 
Tfcanlar# 092.9808 
Ktlnch) # 003.0000 
Iccanamo- 007.4980 
TjattrJ # 093.2043 
dl#Tj-Tf#>047.8940 
Tjcamtar# 092.9808 
XllnchI - 003.0000 
Eccanaao# 007.7292 
T)at(r) # 092.8360 
dl#Tj-r##-047.9|JO 
Ticanlar- 042.9808 
XUnch» - 003.0000 
Eecanaac# 007.733U 
Tjaltrl # 097.7*72 
dl#Tj-T#—«47.B8Sù 
Tjcantar# 092.9008 
POINT NUHBEn 395 
Y(lnch) « OOO.OOOO 
accanamo# OOO.2004 Trma- 002.3*53 
d-T jr-T#—007.9992 
T/Tcantr# OOl.OOOO 
POINT IwmCP 294 
V<lnch> - 000.0*30 
accanamo- 000.2200 
Tjat rma# 002.*I03 
d#Tjr-T##-007.9044 
T/Tcantr# 001.0001 
POINT NUHSEft 297 
Y(inch) # OOO.I260 
accanamo- OOO.1081 
Tjat rma# 002.2320 
d-Tjr-r#—00«. 1333 
T/Tcantr- OOO.9902 
POINT tUKKfl 398 
Vdnch) # 000.1890 
accanamo- OOO.1914 
Tjat rma# 003.2712 
d«Tjr-T#—007.74.^7 
T/Tcantr- 001.0024 
POINT NtMCR 299 
Ydnch) - 000.2520 
•ccanamo- 000.1907 
Tjat rm*. v02.2*32 
d»Tjr~I#a-OOd.13*0 
T/Tcantr* 000.9984 
POINT NUHMR 3"0 
Ydnch> - 0O0.3'70 
accanama- (W). 1B*4 
Tjat ma» 002.2I19 
d-Tjr-T#••008.7028 
T/Tcaotr# OOO.9977 
Zdnch) # 001.7900 
Tin# # 100.9800 
Tjdiach*# 055.0530 
d/dl # 000.1*49 
XTrm*/T*# 003.5599 
Zdnch) # 0O1.7SOO 
Tin# - 100.9700 
Tjdi*ch9# 033.0840 
d/dl # 000.1447. 
XTrma/Tm# 003.8073* 
Zdnch) - 001.7»00 
Tin# - 100.9700 
T|d>Kh«# 033.0410 
d/dl - OOO.1703 
XTrm*/Tm- V03.4048 
Zdnch) # 001.7500 
Tin# - 100.9700 
Tjdl*chg# 053.0740 
d/dl # OOO.1421 
XTraa/T## 003.4347 
Zdnch) # 001.7300 




ZdnchI # 001.7300 
Tin# - 100.9700 
Tidiachq# 053.085V 
d/dl - 000.17I3 
XTrm%/T#- 002.3843 
S3 
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KInch» - 004.WOOO tecânew 007.114* Ti«tCrl • 100.142A dt-rj-r»—047.44M Tjc#nt#r* iOO.t42* 
Xttnch» - 004.0000 Cec«AM0- 007. 1173 TiatCrl • I00.5304 dl-Tj-TI»-047.43l0 100.(42* 
Ktn&h) " 004.0000 Ece*m#mo- 007.14*2 T|«t(r] # 0Vt.ê3k9 dl*rj.Tlt>-047.4900 
r>c«nt«r* 100.142* 
Xdnch» « 004.0000 Ccc*nMO« 007.1:80 ) • t00.042t dl»Tj-T#«-^ 7,4J30 Tjcwtar* 100.142* 
XOnchl - 004.0000 Eccwwe» 007.124* Ti»t(rJ - 100.0239 dl«T,-T4*-047,4220 Tjc#nt*f too. 143* 
Ktnch) " 004.0000 tccffo* 007.151# TjviCr] - 099.7*03 dl«Tj-T#—047.3030 Tjc*ntar« 100.142* 
POINT MjnSCR 351 Vltncn> - OIJO.OOOO 
•cCMtMO- 000.0*4S Tjvt rmm» 000.7*50 
d*rir-r4*-ooo.3a74 T/Tcantr- OOl.OOOO 
POINT NMCR 333 Vdnch» • 000.0*30 
•CCMtMO- OOO. 1099 Tiwt rmmm 001.3038 d*Tir >r«<*-000.209* 
r/Tcantr- 001.0009 
raiMT WiHItM SS3 Vdmch» - OOO. 12&0 
eec«ne*e« 000.141* Tj*k m*- 00l.**09 
«•Tjr-T4—«00.7031 T/Tcantr» 000.99*# 
POINT *0«cn 354 
vdnctil # OOO. 1B90 
eceenww- 000.1030 T>at reo» 001.2333 ##Tjf-T4'»-000.4771 T/Tc«ntrii 000.9990 
POINT MMCR 333 V<lnch> - 000.3530 
•ccTiao" OOO. 2794 T>«t r«*« 003.31*1 d»T,f-T##-000.47*l T/Tcsnlr* 000. 99M 
POINT MUH#Cn 35* Vttnch) • OOO.3770 000.*933 
Tj*t rm%» OOe.251* d»Tjr-TI»-000.7195 T/Tcpntr* 000.99*2 
2llnch> - 000.7300 Ttn< • 100.5300 
rjd&*ch9" 053.0470 d/dl * 000.00#2 %Tr#e/Te" 000.7*39 
ZdncM - 000.7300 Ttn< » 100.S300 TjdlKh^ a 053.0*90 d/dl • 000.00*1 %Tr»#/T#» 001.300# 
2<ineh> • 000.7300 Ttn< - I00.5300 Tjdl«chg« OS3.0#00 d/dl • 000.014# %Trm#/T#" 001.*#3# 
lUncM - 000.7500 Tin4 - 100.5300 Tjdt*chg« 053.0970 d/dl • 000.0101 %Trm#/T#- 001.3317 
Zdnch) • OOO.7300 Tln« - I00.3000 T,dl#ch*- 053.0700 d/dl - OOO.OlOO %Tf##/T#" 003.3133 
ZMrtchI - 000.7SOO Tin# • 100.4#00 TjdlKho» 053.0970 d/dl • 000.01S3 
tJfmm/Imm 008.2714 
Klnrh) • 004.0000 Ccc«nM9» 007.1200 TjatCrl • I00.0429 di.Tj-Tf—047.3*00 Tjeantar» 100.143* 
Ktnch) • 004.0000 EceefWW» 007.103* TiVtCrJ • 099.3319 dl«Tj-T#»H>47.5320 Ijcantar* 099.3919 
XUnch) • 004.0000 CcCAMMoa 007.105* Tj«iCrl « 049.3292 dl»Tj-T#»-047.3020 Tjcantar- o99.33l9 
X(tneh) - 004.0000 Eccam##*»" 007. 1992 Tj*l(rl - 099.1707 dl-Tj«T*—047.3040 Tjcont«r« 099.3319 
KInchI - C04.0000 Eccârwe» 007.1003 Tj*t(r] - 049.2973 dl>Tj-T«»«O47.370O Tjc«nt«ra 099.3319 
Ilinch) " 004.0000 
eccwtMO- 007.3413 Tj«tCr] " 090.**84 dl"Tj-TfmXW7.308O Tjc*nt*r« 099.3319 
Tj«t rw UOI.93I# d"T }r-r»»-<»Ow. 4171 T/Tc«ntr- OOO.99*0 
VItnch» • OOO.OOOO OOO.1703 Tj»t f##" 002.0339 
d'T Jr-T««^0l.07#l T/Tcdmtr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUraC# 399 V(tnch) - 000.0*30 
KCWMP* bOO.0004 T,«t rm«. 000.954* d"Tjr*T«—001.0018 T/TcartU- OOO.9990 
POINT HUraCR 3*0 YdnchI - 000. 12*0 
•CC40MO" 1131 T]*l »*- 001.3417 d"T,f-Tf"-00l.2313 T/Tcantr» 000.9993 
POINT NUnOOt 3*1 V<tnch> • 000.1090 
ecceoww- 000.133* 
Tj«t r#*» oai.*t>V5 d«Tjr-T«—001.0937 T/Tc«ntP« 000.9993 
POINT NUr«CB 3*3 
Y<ir>Cti> • OOO.2330 
•CCAOMO- 000.1*33 Tjdt rM« O0I.940# d«iTjr->T«*-00l.711* T/Tc#ntr» OOO.9931 
lUncht « 000.7300 Tln« • 100.4*00 T)dlw;h«« OM.OW 
XTrM/Taa 001.9310 
Z<lnch> • 001.0000 Tln« » I00.4300 Tid&mcM* 0S3.09#0 d/dl " 000.0=0 ITr##/T— 003.0371 
XUnch) • 004.0000 
Ktnch» > 001.0000 Tln« • 100.4100 Tjdlmch*# 053.l0#0 d/dl » 000.0339 %Tre#/T#m 000.9*10 
ZMfKh) " OOl.OOOO 
rin< • 100.4000 T|d4Kh«> 033.09*0 d/dl • 000.025# XTrat/Te" 001.3320 
Zlinch) • 001.0000 Tlnl • 100.3900 Tjdl«ch«« 053.1120 d/dl • 000.0231 %Trm#/T#" 001.*309 
Zdnchi - 001.0000 Tin* • 100.3000 Tjdl053.0920 d/dl • OOO.03*2 XTrM/Tw- 001.9*70 
ZItnch) • OOl.OOOO 
Eccwww- 007.3440 TjatCr] - 090.*331 dl-Tj-r«—047.2440 Tjcantar- 099.3319 
XUnch) » 004.0000 Ecc4ft—o« 007.3309 ?[rj * 6^ 7.7*3? dl-Tj-T#»-047.3430 Tjcentmr# 099.3319 
XUnch» # 004.0000 Ecceneee- 007.369* Tj»tlr] » 09*.9334 dl"Tj-T#»-047.1C60 T|C*ntar* 09*.9334 
XUnch) # 004.0000 CccmM* 007.333* TiciCrJ # 097.3701 dl«Tj-T#*-047.1700 Tjcentar* 09*.9334 
KInch) » 004.0000 tccânwe- 007.371* 
TjvtfrJ - 098.3134 d*.Tj-T#—047.1390 TiCCAtcr* 09*.9234 
XUnch) - 004.0000 Eccamuw 007.3534 Tj»t(rJ - 047.3194 dt«Tj-T«o-047. 1300 T>C«nk«-B 09*.f394 
XUnch) • 004.0000 Ecc*me#o# 007.4103 
r|«iCrl # 09*.5741 
•ccwiMO" 000. 14*3 
TJ»t rm*" 001.73*7 d#Tjf*T4»-00l.7149 T/Tcantr« 000.9920 
POINT >0«Cn 3*4 VUnch) - 000.3030 
•ccanMo* 000.304* 
T^,r-T*#-002. *2*3 T/Tccntra 000.903* 
MINT *U9£R 3*3 VUnch) • 000.0000 
eecensts* 000.1639 Tj«k rmmm 001.9337 
«•Tjr-T#"-003.354* T/Tc«nkr« 001.0000 
POINT NUMBER 3** VUn^ ) • 000.0*30 #ce*m#mo- 000.1*54 Tf*t rM« 001.9*2* d-Tjr-Tf—002.7019 T/Tcentr« 001.00*7 
POINT MMEX 3*7 VUnch) • 000.13*0 
Tjpt rmmm 001.8*14 d*Tjr-T#—001.95*1 . T/Tcantr* 001.0143 
POINT MME0 3*0 VUnch) • 000.1690 
•cc«MM- 000.1733 Tj«4 ras» 003.070* 
«•Tjr-T«»-003.f40* T/Tcantr* 001.0041 
POINT 3*9 VUnch) » 000.25:0 #CC*m##p" 000.20*9 
rmmm 003.433* 
T*nf - 100.3300 Tjdl«chg* 033.10*0 d/dl - 000.03*3 XTrM/Taa 001.7*07 
ZUnchI • 001.0000 T>n« • 100.3500 033.1030 d/dl • 000.039* ZTrM/To- 003.4831 
ZUnch) • 001.S500 Tln< • 100.3100 Tjdt*chQ« 033.1340 d/dl « 000.0717 XTras/Tv* 001.9950 
ZUnch) • 001.2300 Tlnl • IOO.30OO T]dlKh«* 033.1100 d/dl - 000.0373 XTr#»/T«" 003.0114 
ZUnch) • 901.3300 Tlnf • 100.2700 
Tidl«ch#> 033.1110 d/dl - 000.0415 XTrm#/7a" 001.#933 
ZUnch) • 001.2300 Tlnf • 100.2*00 T)di»ch9« OS3.1 too d/dl - 000.0*34 XTfM/Ta* 002.133# 
ZUnch) - OOt.2300 Tin* • 100.3300 Tjdiwh*» 033.1330 
dl-Tj-T*—O47.II0O TjcantMr* 09*.9334 
XUnch) m 004.0000 Eccanemo" 007.423* TjetCrI • 09*.40*3 dl"Tj-Tf-O47.U10 Tjcsr.tsr» ôTi.Ç2S4 
XUnch) • 004.0000 EccwwM* 007.913* TivtCr] • 093.4330 dl-Tj-T#—047.0970 Tjcantar* 09*.9334 
XUnch) - 004.0000 
EcewtMo* 007.43*3 TjstCrJ " 09*.1034 d|.Tj-T*—047.0*30 T|c«nkar« 094.1034 
XUnch) • 004.0000 Etcinpjc- 007.4530 T)»tCrJ • 09&.I533 dl»Tj-T*—047.0100 Tje»nk*r« 09*. 1034 
XUnch) . 004.0000 ECCMMM* 007.4*7* TiatCrl " 093.9*01 dl»Tj-Tf—047.01*0 Tjcantar* 09*.1034 
XUnch) • 004.0ÛOO E*c*n*#a- OÛ7.4092 TistCrl • 09S.7I17 dl-T j-Tf— Tjc*nt0r« 09*.1034 
POINT MME» 370 VUnch) - 000.3770 
•ccenwwe 000.3173 Tj«t rmmm 003.3779 
*#Tff-Tf*-003.7*37 T/Tcsîvtr® vCC. 
POINT MjrtSCR 371 VUnch) • 000.5030 #cc#n#mo" 000.31*0 Tj*l rmmm 003.3*37 d#Tjr-T*-H)04.7**2 T/Tc#mtr" 000.9040 
POINT NW0E0 372 VUnch) . 000.0000 
•ccwieee» 000.2010 TisC rmmm 003.3534 0«T jr-T« ••004. 09** T/Tc«ntr« 001.0000 
POINT NUM0E0 373 VUnch» • 000.0*30 
•ecwwe- 000.100* Tj#t r<M> 003.1433 d"T)r-T*—004.00*# T/Tc«nkra 001.0003 
fOINT MMO) 374 VUnch) - 000.12*0 
•ccenweo» 000.1*37 Tj#t rm*m 001.930# d-Tjr-T*w-004.l019 T/Tc«ntr» 000.998* 
ZUnch» m 001.3500 Tin* - 100.3500 TjdiKho- 053.1390 d/dl • 000.0799 
X7fM/7^ OC:.*717 
ZUnch) • 00I.3300 Tin* - 100.3:00 Tjdtvcho- 053.1330 d/dl •000.1013 XTrM/Ta* 003.*#30 
ZUnch) - 001.5000 Ttn* • 100.2000 Tjdlmch*# 033.1330 d/dl " 000.00/0 XT,**/Te. 003.4021 
ZUnch) • 001.3000 Tlnl • lOO.1*00 T,dl*th#» 033.1420 d/dl m 000.0033 XTrM/T*- 002.3393 
ZUnch) • 001.5000 Tin* # 100.1500 Tjd&kchg" 053.1340 d/dl " 000.0039 XTrM/Tna 003.0I30 
POINT »U«CJ« 373 VUnch) « 000. 1090 #«c*n##o# OOO. 104* Tj*t r**" 002.1909 
•••I}r-T<«-004.4I03 T/Tcankr* 000.9959 
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XOnch) # OûS.0000 Iccwww- 007. IBM TjvtCrl # 0«9.2ai2 dl«r|>r«a-04*.1470 Tjcantar* OW.3003 
lllnch) • OOO.OOOO Eccwww- 007. IS70 TjstCr) . 09*.374t 
tfl-Tj-r*—O44.1S40 Ticanfcar* 099.3002 
XUnch) • OOS.OOOO Ccc«MM* 007. *94* Tj*tCr] > 099.1304 
«l*Tj-r4«-044.1340 Tjcantar* 099.1304 
XUncii) • 005.0000 EccaMMQ" U07.2020 TiskCrJ • 099.0039 
«l"T)-r«><«44. IIW Tjcantcr» 099.1004 
lUnch) • OOS.OOOO Ecceneep- 007.2042 T)«tCrl • 099.CQ?# dX"Tj-T#—044.1070 T|c*r>tar« 099. *504 
lUnch) # OOS.OOOO Ccc«nMQ* 007.1964 Tj*ttr] - 099.1243 
di«rj->r*«-o4fc.o9oo T,c#n%#r- 099.1504 
POINT lOWR 424 y(lncl)> • 000.3770 
•ccwwww OOO.OiM Tjvt ramm 000.2182 
«•Tjr-r*»-000.0«3a T/Tcmnkr# 000.999# 
POX*? MJRIS» 427 VUnch) - 000.9020 
•CCaoMO* 000.0129 7)e& re*" 000.1479 
d#T,f-N»-OOO.Oe29 T/Tc«ntf 000.9997 
POINT tUmm 42# VdncKI • 000.0000 
eccwteee- 000.0994 
rmm* 001.1342 daT|r-T«»>000. 1974 
r/Tc«ntr« 001.0000 
POINT MMCN 429 Vilnchk » 000.0430 
•CCJMM* 000.0049 Tj«t rM> 001.0314 ë»r|r«r«*^ >00.2471 T/Tc«fttr« 000.9993 
porwr MUMCA 430 VUnch) • 000.1240 
•cc«WM* 000.0(23 
rw 000.1407 d"T)f-r#—000.2442 T/Tc#mtr» oCO.9991 
POINT NtraCR 431 Y(lnch) » 000.1890 
•CCanMO- 000.1249 Tj»t fw» 001.5042 d-T)r-T*—000.1947 T/Tc*ntr« 000.9997 
ZUcKh) w 000.2300 Tin» - 099.3430 TjdiKhg* 093.2100 d/dl - 000.00:# %Tfm#/T#- 000.2197 
Z<tnch> " 000.2900 Tin* • 099.3370 Tjdl*ch«« 053.2030 d/dl • OOO.OOli ITrM/T*- 000.1490 
ZUrtch» • 000.9000 Tii>« . 099.3400 Tjdl*th9" 053.2120 4l/dl " 000.0043 %Tr##/T#» 001.1439 
ZUnch) • 000.5000 Tim# - 099.3310 Tjdl»ch9* 033.2130 d/dl " 000.0004 %Tfmm/T#» 001.040V 
2(inch) - 000.9000 Tim# • 099.3220 Tjdk*chQ« 033.2190 d/dl " 000.0097 %Tr**/T*« 000.1301 
Z(loch) " 000.5000 Tin* • 099.3190 
Tjd4»chfl- 033.2290 d/dl - 000.0042 ZtrM/tM- 001.3193 
XdnchI " OOS.OOOO tccww O07.20I4 
« 099.0##7 dl»T).T*—044.0740 TjCdntmr" 099.1904 
Klmch) - OOS.OOOO Eccwwe 007.197# T,»itrl • 099.133# d1«rJ>r«—044.0430 T099.1904 
Klnchl " OOS.OOOO Cccw—• 007.19*0 TjstCrl - 099.1193 dlmTj-T#—044.U330 Tjcantar- 099.1304 
lltnch) • OOS.OOOO CecanMO* 007.22éà TjwtCrl • o99.e079 dl-Tj-T«-^ >44.0310 Ticvntor* 09#.0079 
Klnchl • 003.0000 Ecc^ nMB* 007.2*20 T|*tlrl - 09#.9717 dl»Tj|-T»«-044.0170 T)cmt«r- 090.0079 
Klnch) - OOS.OOOO Eccaamo- 007.2294 Tj*ttrl - 090.7747 dl-Tj>T<••044.0190 Tjc*nt«r- 090.0079 
Klrvch) - 003.0000 
VUnch) • 000.3330 
«CC«MM0> 003.0113 
Tf*» rmm» 033.«714 000.2133 T/Tc«ttr« 000.9994 
V(lnc»i> • 000.3770 
mccêtmmmm 000.0272 T|*t rmm» 000.3229 
#«T)r-r«—000.1432 T/Tc««tr« 000.999# 
POINT MJW» 4M Vltnch) - 000.5020 
«ce*«MW- ooo.4(i2 T|#t r#*» 004.0794 d«T]r-T<—000.140S T/Tcantr* 000.9997 
POINT NlMEm 433 Yilnchl • 000.0000 
«CC1BIBB" 000. 1032 Tj«t rwm 001.2243 d«T jr-T f «HMO. 4711 T/Tc«ntr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUMCR 434 Vdnch) • 000.0430 
mce*nmmo» 000.046# Tj«t r##- 000.7217 d»T>r-T«*-v00.2773 T/Tc«ntr> 001.0017 
POINT NIMCR 437 Vlinch) • 000.1240 
•CC«AMO- 000.0009 T,#t r##- 001.0549 d«Tjr-T«>-O0O.4403 T/Tcantr- 000.9997 
tdiHh) " 0»0.5000 Tinf > 094.3020 Tjdlvcrtq* 053.2200 d/dl - 000.0(M* %Tr«#/Tm# 024.0910 
TUncrt) « OOO.SOOO fin* . 099.2970 TjdtMhf* 033.2340 d/dl - 000.0033 %Tf#/T»« 000.3254 
Kinch) - 000.3000 Tin# • 09T.2#00 TidiacM" 053.2430 d/dl * 000.0033 %Tr#«/T*# 004.9220 
Z(lnch) • O0O.7SOO Tin* • 099.2790 
TjdtM.h«» 053.2400 d/dl • 000.0lw2 %Tr*#/T9- 001.2393 
ZdhcM • 000.7500 
rami . 099,2*90 TjdlKh«- 053.2320 d/dl - 000.0060 %Tr*«/T— 000.7292 
Klneh» • 000.7500 Tin# - 099.2430 T)dl*ch«« 033.2240 d/dl - 000.0103 Xlrmt/rmm 001.0400 
Z(lnch) - 000.7300 
ECCAOMO* 007.2212 Tjatlr] . 090.0720 d:*Tj-Tfw)4S.99S0 T)c«nt«r« 098.0079 
Xdnchl • OOS.OOOO Ecc«n««e- 007.2404 Tj«t(r3 • 090.&44I 
dt»rj-r#«-043.9740 TjC#nk#r« 090.0079 
KInch) • OOS.OOOO ïcc«rvMO« 007.2504 TjvtCrl • 090.4303 dl-7j-T««.KM9. 9790 Tjc*nt«r« 090.0079 
KllncM « 003.0000 ECCWMM>Q- 007.2294 
rj»tlr 1 • 090. 7747 4jJ-7/-.T#»-045. 9710 TjC#nt#r. 090.0079 
XllncH» • OOS.OOOO Ccc«r>MQB 007. 310# TjClCr) • 097.7799 df»Tj-Tf*M)45.9340 TjC»nt#r# 097.7739 
XdnchI • 003.0000 
Ccc«i>««>* ^>o7.3740 Tjsitr) . 090.2031 dl"Fj-T*.-043.9390 Tjc*ntar> 097.7759 
XdnchI > 003.0000 EecAftMoa 007.3103 TjatCr) - 097.7030 
Tj«t P*#" 001.1001 
d-Tjr-rf>-000.3430 T/Tc#ntr» 001.0004 
POINT NUMPÇB 4:9 VCinch» • 000.2520 
•CCAHMU- 000.1297 Tj«t rm%' 001.4922 d«rjr-r#—000.3719 T/Tc#mtr" 000.9903 
POINT NUMOem 440 Vdncht • 000.3770 
•ctenew* 000.1500 Tj,t r#*» 001.0043 tf.r jr-T#—000. 78SS 
T/l-mnt• 000.9942 
POINT MJMKR 441 YdocM > 000.5020 
•ccAn4MO- 000.0023 Tj*t r*## 000.9766 d-Tjr-T#»-000.4393 T/T€«)lr» 000.9997 
POINT NLraen 442 Vdneh) > 000.0000 
•CC*nMO> OOV.07&4 T|*t r#%" 000.9094 d«T x-Tf—001.4041 T/Tcdnlr. OOl.OOOO 
POINT 443 VdiKh» • 000.0430 VCCAAMU* OOO.II2O 1 ,«t r#»" 001.3:04 d•Tjr-T««-OOO.9779 T/Tcanlr* 001.0044 
POINT NUnOCR 444 Vdnch) • 000.(260 
•CCAOMO* 000.0947 Tj»t r*ft- OOl. 1:44 
Tin# • 099.2390 Tjdlmch^ * OS3.2400 d/dl - 000.0079 %Trm#/T#" 001.1933 
ZdnchJ - 000.7300 T*n» • 099.2140 
T|di«ch«» 053.2420 d/dt • 000.0134 %Tf#«/T#« 001.3127 
Zdnch) • 000.7300 Tin# • 099.2160 
Tjdischr* 033.2370 d/dl • 000.0171 XTrM/T** 001.9144 
Zdnchl ' 000.7300 Tin# • 099.2140 Tjdlwhg" 033.2430 
ù/ài - 000.0094 XTrM/T*- 000.9090 
Zdmthl » 001.0000 Tin# « 099.1020 Tjdl«ch9« 033.2440 d/dl - 000.030* %Tr##/T#" 000.9301 
Zdnthl • 001.0000 Ttn# • 099.1010 Tjdlkchg* 053.2420 d/dl " 000.0213 XTr*»/Twa 001.3329 
ZCtnch) • 001.0000 Tin# • 099.I600 Tjdl$(hg" 053.2430 
dl-Tj-T#—045.9170 Tjc#nl#f 097.7759 
KdnchI • OOS.OOOO Eccanmo. 007.3022 TjvtCr) # 097.8780 dl»Tj-T#»-045.08*0 Tjccntar* 097.7739 
X<lnch) - OOS.OOOO ECCMMO- 007.20*0 Tiat(p) - 098.0702 dl"T)-T#—045,0830 Tjcentmr# 097.7739 
Xdnch) » OOS.OOOO Ecc«n##o" 007.3332 Ti»ltrl • 097.5101 dl-Tj-T#—04s.0*40 TjC#Mt#r# 097.7759 
Xdnch) • OOS.OOOO Ezc&teaa# 007.3324 TjatCrl • 097.2022 d|*T,-T#—045.0740 Tjc*nl«r- 097.7739 
Xdnch» " 003.0000 Ecc«n,#@" 007.4042 T]»llr1 - 094.4991 
dl-Tj-Tf—'W5.8320 TjC#ml*f" 094.6991 
Xdnch» " 005.f-X/) Ccc«nMoB 007.3442 Tj«llr J • 097.4112 dlafj-T#—V49.8290 Tjc»ntar» 094.6991 
Ydnch) " 000.1#90 
fCC«AMO« 000.1094 Tj#t r##* 001.2040 d.Tjr-T#—001.2530 t/Tc*ntr* 001.0010 
Ydnch) • 0V0.2320 
•ccenwo- 000.1222 Tjot ra«* 001.4301 d«rjr-T«—001.0*9# T/Tcantr« 001.0030 
POINT NMCH 447 YdnchI • 000.3770 tcao—o« 000.1479 
Tj»t *#» 001.754* 
darjP-T<>Kl01.*109 T/Tc»ntr« 000.9973 
ZdnchI • 001.0000 Tin# « 099.1310 Tjdlschg* 033.24a0 d/dl « 000.0273 %Tr##/T#" 001.3130 
Zdnch) • 001.0000 Tin# «099.1400 Tjdl«ch«« 033.2350 d/dl - 000.0233 KTpm/T0« 001.470* 
Zdnch* " 001.0000 Tin# -099.1290 Tjdimch,» 033.2*30 d/dl » 000.0333 %Tr##/T«» 001.7994 
POINT «AMCR 44# VdnchI • 000.3020 
•ccenew» OOO. 1309 Tj*t rmm» 001.7912 d-Tjf»1#—001.0400 T/Tc«ntP« 000.9930 
POINT MMCM 449 Ydnch) " 000.0000 
•ccww*- 000.1417 Tj»t rM- 001.4011 d« T jr-t « 3V09 1/Tc*ntr* uOl.OOOO 
POINT NUfBCn 430 VdnchI - W.0430 
•ccAnaAo* 000.1402 T)»t 001.*433 d«Tjr-T<—001.47*0 T/Tc«ntf 001.0074 
Zdnch) • 001.0000 Tin# - 099.I230 TjdlKh," 033.2490 d/dl • 000.0401 %Tf##/Tm" 001.0412 
Zdnch* - 001.2900 Tin# - 099.0900 T,dl%cW* 053.2660 d/dl • OU0.0923 XTrM/T«- 001.7305 
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Klnch) » 008.0000 
ecc*ieeee 007.7704 
Tj»«trl • 093.3793 
4l«r)-T<«-O44.44«0 
Tjc*nt«r« 093.5047 
lltncM • 009.0000 
eccwww» 007.7300 
TjvtUl • 092.*343 
d*«T,-T4»-0*&.7:30 
Tjccniar* 093.3047 
Ktnchl • 009.0000 
Ecc«n*ee 007.7970 
TjektrJ • 092.4IB7 
d:«Tj-T#—«^*.7870 
Tjcantar* 092.3047 
X(lnch> " OOS.OOOO 
EcC£n*M* 007.7«94 
rjatCr] • V92.29U 
d:"Tj-T#»-04*.8590 
Ticsfttar* 092.9047 
Xiincht • wOt.OfXW 
Eccww 007. 1864 
TjvtCrJ - 100.0618 
dl>T;»T*"-v44«9100 
fjCanlMr* 1O0.06I8 
Ktnch) a 004.O0CO 
Eccenw»- 007. 1872 
T)«ttr1 - IV0.0S47 
dt«Tj->TI—044.9480 
TjCeotef* 100.0418 
POINT »4MCR 90: 
VUncftI • OOO. *#90 
•ccwewe 000.1744 
Tj#* rwmm 002.0994 
d*T|r-r«t>-ooT. esoa 
r/Teantr« 000.9974 
POIMT ItMCn 903 
Vllncfi» - 000.2920 
•CCflAMo* 000.2993 
Tj«t ra»* 002.3434 
d»f fr-Tf—007.4098 
r/Tc«ntr« 001.0016 
POIMT MUWem 303 
Vtlncft» - 000.3770 
•CCMMMP- OOO. 1909 
Tj»t r»*# 002.2612 
d#Tjr-T*--007.7213 
T/Tc#mtr» 000.9992 
POINT NbMCR 304 
V<inch> • 000.3020 
«»CC«nMe* 000.2210 
Tj«t f#*" 002.4229 
d*Tjr-T*—007.87*9 
T/Tcantr* 000.9977 
POIMT NUraCR 509 
/(Inch) • OOO.OOOO 
«ccanMO* 001.3907 
T,#t rm%» 014.0294 
C»T jr~T4»-<l>00. 1282 
T/Tc*ntr# 001.0000 
POINT fUHBCR 504 
VdncM - 000.0630 
«cc«nMO« OOO. 0274 
Tj«t rw 000.3374 
U#Tjf-T4—000. 1533 
T/Tc»otr- OOO.9999 
Zilnch) • oos.oeoo 
Tin« # 100.1000 
TjW**ch*- 083.4940 
4/él • 000.1477 
%Tf##/T#» 003.370# 
Zttnch) « 003.0000 
Tln4 • 100.1400 
TjWI#chg» 093.4090 
d/dl # 000.1403 
XTrM/T*- 002.390# 
2(tnch) • 003.0000 




Z(inch) " 003.0000 
Tin# " 100.1700 
TjtflKhg- 053.3110 
d/<fl » 000.1401 
XTrM/T*> 002.8419 
Z(inch) - 000.2900 
Tin# - 100.1900 
TjdlMhg* 093.2720 
d/dl « 000.0027 
%Tre*/T#- 014.0199 
Zdnch» • 000.2900 
Tin* # 100.2100 
Tjdt«chg« 093.2420 
d/dl - OOO.0033 
XTfM'ta- 000.3274 
Bdnch» • 004.0000 
Eceanwo- v07. 1890 
TjStlr) - tOO.0333 
dl-T)-ri*-4M4.7940 
TjC#mt#f- 100.0418 
KllnchI " 004.0000 
Eccan#mo" 007.i9t« 
TjstCrl • 100.0049 
01*Tj-T#*-044.9490 
Tjcmnler# 100.0418 
Ktnch) # 004.0000 
CccaoMe* 007.1944 
Tj.ttrJ - 099.9432 
dl-T|-T*«-04*.987ï» 
Tjc#nt#r- (00.0418 
*(inch> • 004.0000 
Ecc«n*M- 007.1892 
Tj.ttrl - 100.0310 
dl-Tj-Tf—044.9950 
TjC#nt#f" 100.0418 
Xllnch) > 004.0000 
ELC*n#«e" W>7.1954 
Tj»ttrl • 099.9974 
dl-Tj-Tf—047.0:10 
TjC#nt*f" X00.0418 
S<inch) • 004.0000 
EcCAn«M>- 007.2016 
Tjvttrl • 100.0214 
dl"Tj-Tf—047.0340 
Tjr.*nt*r> 100.0214 
Kinch) - 004.0000 
POINT MMCA 907 
rtlnchl " 000.1240 
#cc#n#ma» 001.4919 
Ti#t re*- 020.07*4 
d-rjr-T«*-000.1047 
T/Te»nlr- 000.9997 
POINT NMCM 900 
Vdncht - 000.1*90 
•ccefwe- OOO. 4373 
Tjat rmm- 003.1879 
d*Tjr«T«»-000.219l 
T,Tc#ntf 000.9994 
POINT MMCR 909 
YI Inch» « 000.3320 
•ccMiMO* 000.2074 
T,el rmm» 002.4430 
il-Tjr-r*—OOO. 2940 
T/Tc*ntr« 000.9900 
POINT NWBER 910 
V(lnch) • 000.3770 
•ccsoew* OOO.Û132 
Tj*t ra«« OOO.1001 
d"T jr-r«»-000.2090 
T/lc«nlr« 000.9997 
POIKT »W«ER 911 
V(incn> • OOO.3020 
•ccWO" OOO.0134 
T,»t r»*# 000.1857 
d>Tjr-rf«-OOO.2934 
T/Tc*ntr- 000.9990 
POINT Kumen 912 
Vdncht - 000.0000 
#cc*n##a- 000.3097 
Tj#t r#*# 003.6739 
d"Tjr-T<*-000.2384 
T/Tc»ntr- 001.0000 
Zdnchl • 000.2900 
Tin* • 100.2200 
Tjdlmch^ 0S3.244O 
d/dl • 000.0040 
XTr#*/T#» 020.0719 
Klnchl • O0O.2SOO 
Tin* " 100.2200 
Tjdl#ch^ 0S3.291O 
d/dl • 000.0044 
XTrM/T** 009.1074 
Klnch) • 000.2300 
Tin# • 100.2400 
TjdlftCim* 033.2930 
d/dl - 000.0043 
XTr##/T#" 003.4493 
ZdnchI • 000.2900 
Tin* » I00.2400 
T)cllBCh<|« 0S3.245O 
d/dl • 000.0044 
XTrn/T*- 000.1801 
Z(lnch) • 000 2300 
Tin* " 1O0.2SOO 
TjdiKhg* 093.2290 
d/dl - 000.0042 
XTfw/T#" OOO.IBS8 
Zllnch» - 000.5000 
Tin# " 100.2400 
TjdiKh«« 033.2240 
d/dl • 000.0091 
ZTrM/T*> 003.4747 
Bccarw 007.3003 
TjwtCrl - 100.0303 
dl»rj-T4»-047.0420 
Tjc#nt#r* 100.0314 
KtnchI » 004.0000 
Ecewwe- 007.1980 
T>M(r) - 100.0949 dl«ri-T#»^ 7.0400 
TjMotar* 100.0314 
lilndi» • 004.0000 
CccMw- 007.1973 
Ti^Cr) • 100.0739 #l"Tj-T#^ 7^.0910 
Tjcantar* 100.0214 
Klnch) • 004.0000 
Eccwww- 007.2000 
Tj«k(r3 • 100.0404 
dl-Tj-T#«-0«7.0340 
Tic«nt«r* 100.0314 
Ktnch) • 004.0000 
Cec«nMo* 007.3090 
Ti«lCf) • 099.9243 
dl»T*-T#"^7.0740 
Tjc«nl«rB 100.0314 
Klnch) • 004.0000 
Ecc#n#mo" 007.2030 
Tj*t(r1 • 099.9999 
dl-Tj-T#»-047.0#20 
Tjcanter* 100.0214 
Klnch) « 006.0000 
CccwtMO- 007.2146 
TjaKrl > luO.0033 
•CCAnMO* 000.9470 
Ti«i fm#" 011.2482 
d«Tjr->T<«*000.22)7 
T/Tcantr* OOI.0003 
POINT NgHOCfl 514 
VUnch) - 000.1260 
#cc#n##o* 000.0242 




Y(inch) - 000.1890 
0CC6MM* 000.0140 
Tf#t #6" 000.1791 
d-Tjf-r*—000.1961 
T/Tcanlr* 001.0005 
Tin* - 100.2400 
Tjdlmchq* 093.3100 
d/dl " 000.0047 
XTraa/Tw* 011.2439 
Zllnch) " 000.3000 
Tin* • 100.2400 TjdlKhg* 093.3300 
d/dl • 000.0044 
XTrM/Ta* 000.3110 
Zllnch) m 000.9000 
Tin* - 100.3700 
Tjdtach«« 093.3190 
d/dl # 000.0043 
XTrM/T«- 000.1749 
POINT l«MCR 314 
Vdnch) - 000.2320 
mccar—o- 000. 1199 
Tjat f#a- 001.42:1 
d"T ,r-T*—000.2294 
T/Tcantr» 001.0002 
Vllnch) • 000.3770 
•CCWMMO* 000.1393 
T,et ra«- 001.4528 
d>rjr-Tfa-0O0.3457 
T/Tcantr* 000.9990 
POINT NUMBER 918 
YUnch) • CHX>.5020 
•wCânaeo» 0VO.0:64 
Tjal woO.1975 d*Tjr-T*"-OO0.rO45 
T/Tc®iitr« OOO.9997 
POINT NUifiER 319 
Yiincli) • cOw.uvW 
accanMo* 000.03/0 
Tj»t rM* OwO.4572 
Zllnch) " 000.9000 
Tin* - 100.2700 
TjdUchg* 033.2140 
d/dl • 000.0049 
XTraa/Ta- 001.4224 
Zdnch) • 000.9000 
Tin# • 100.2900 
Tjdtachg> 053.2140 
d/dl • 000.0070 
XTra#/Ta« 001.4340 
Zdncht • 000.3000 
Tin# - 10V.3000 
TjdlKlig* 093.21*0 
d/dl • 000.0065 
XTra«/Ta* OOV.1979 
Zdnch) - 000.7500 




X(lnch) » 004.0000 
Cccwtaw- 007.2304 
TjatCrJ " 099.9331 
dl»Tj-T#—047.04*0 
Tjcaniar* 100.0033 
Klnch) a 004.0000 
CccanMo- 007.3233 
Tjatlr} - 099.9013 
di-Ti-T*»H>47.0440 
Tjcantar* 100.0033 
Klnch) • 004.0000 
Ccc<naan» 007.3190 
TjatCrl a 099.94I4 
dl«T|-T*»-047.0720 
Tjcantar* 100.0033 
Klnch) - 004.0000 
CccanMO* 007.2240 
TjatCr] - 099.0910 
dl»Tj-T*»-0<7.0540 
fjcantar* 100.0033 
Klnch) • 004.0000 
EccanaaO" 007.2320 
T}attrJ • 099.7873 
d1•T J-T*•-047.0370 
Tjcantar# 100.0033 
Ktnch) • 004.0000 
Ectanaao- 007.2174 





POIMT NUKM 330 
V<inchl • 000.0430 
TjaC raa* 0O4.I4I0 
d»Tjr-Tf—000.3379 
T/Tcantr- 000.9993 
POINT MMER 531 
Vdnch) • 000.1240 
accanaao" 000.0977 
Tjat raa# 001.1594 
d-T)f-T*—000.3787 
T/Tcantr* 000.9990 
POINT NUnOCR 933 
Vdnch) • 000.1890 
accanaao- 000.1843 
Tjat rae« 002.2103 
d-Tjr-T*—000.3484 
T/Teantr* 000.9994 
POINT )«MCft 923 
Vdnch) • 000.3920 
accanamo" 000.3183 
Tjat raa» 003.3097 
d*Tjf-Tf—000.3882 
T/Tcanlr« 000.99*9 
POIMT NLVWR 924 
Vdnch) • 000.3770 
accanaao- •X>0.4436 
Tjat r#$. V05.2878 
d-Tjr-T*—000.4927 
T/Tcantf OuO.9978 
POINT MJMKR 929 
Vdnch) • 000.5020 
acuanwao" 000.0421 Tjat ra*. OvO.5023 
d-T jr-T*«-0«»0.30V9 
r/Tcantr« 00»*.9997 
Zdnch) - 000.7500 
Tin* • 100.2900 
T}dt«chg- 093.2220 
d/dl • 000.0074 
XTraa/Ta* 004.1430 
Zdnch) • 000.7300 
Tin* - 100.2000 
Tjdlaclvga 033.2140 
d/dl • 000.0000 
XTra,/Ta« 001.1609 
Zdnch) - 000.7900 
Tin* • 100.2900 
Tjdiach«« 093.21*0 
d/dl » 000.0074 
XTraa/Ta- 002.2114 
Zdnch) - 000.7300 
Tin# - 100.2800 
T,diachq# 053.2240 
d/dl - 000.0083 
XTra«/Ta- 002.5%23 
Zdnth) « 000.7300 
Tin* « 100.2UOO 
TjdiBChg- 033.2230 
d/dl - 000.0109 
XTraa/Ta* 005.2991 
idnch» - 000.7500 
Tin# • 100.2800 
T)diM.h4» 053.2200 
d/dl - 000.0044 
XTra»/T*« OOO.Su29 
'«sï'r ' 
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l(tnch) • «M4.0COO 
tccM •••• 007.*09Q 
Iftir I " 9*4.5426 dl>rj-r««-044.9020 
Tje«nl«r* «>««.3243 
X<lnch) « <304.0000 
etc wee- 00?.90<t0 
Tjvtlrl • 0«*.0479 
d i • r I • TI •'.044. V040 
Tjc«ntv* 09&.3242 
l(tnch> • OOé.OOùO 
U<.Mnmmo» 007.3023 
Tivctr) • o9é.:4a* 
dl-T,-rf.-04*.M70 
Tjcantv* 04*.3242 
Itincht > OOè.OOOO 
Ecc*n«*0 ' 007.49M 
Tj»t(rJ - VW.7070 
dl"Tj-7f—^4*.e*30 
Tjcanlar* 093.«070 
I linchi - 004.0000 
Ucc^rmmo- 007.Si22 
Tj.ttrJ - 093.7243 d I - T ) - T ( «-O** . QSSO 
TjC*nt#r« V93.907«\. 
XUnch) - 00*.0000 Ccc^aw^ 007.4090 
Tj^ttr] • 095.9$9* di-Tj-T#"-04*.a370 
Tjcwnt#f" 093.907Û 
MINT »«MCN 551 
Vtlnctit • OOO.nM 
«ccmmeme* COO.t797 Tj#t m*» W2.I2*# 
d«rjr-r<*-<«3.7l74 
T/Tcantr* Obl.0023 . 
POINT * 
yitnch) • 0OO.S77O 
•ee^mmo" OOO.IMS 1j#& rm%» 002.2)43 
d#Tjf-7#*-«M.ia2l 
t/rc*nlr- 000.9973 
Mim loacfl 353 
YUnch) • 0VV.S02U 
•<t*n«we 000.1757 
TjM r*v« iX*:.uS35 
d»rjr-T««-004.1114 
T/rcantra 000.9902 
POINT NUKSCR 554 
Y<tnch) - WÙ.OOOO 
•ccenww* OO0.t*o7 
Tj»t rmmm 001.9067 
b-Tjr-T<»-004.3630 
T/1c«n(r> 001.0000 
POINT NLKBCI) 553 
VdAChi ' 000.0630 
-ccan—o- fwX). I 707 
Tjmt rmmm 002.0253 
d-T jr-T««-v04,3457 
T/Tcemtf* 000.9931 
POINT tAJRKA SS» 
Y<inch> • OOO. 1260 
fjat r##» OOZ.OétU 
dmT;P-T*.-004.:5(,4 
T/Tc«Atr« •X<l.i>OtO 
Hincr»! • 001.7300 
rift4 - 100.2600 
rjdl»ch«« 053.33*0 
d/dl • 000.0793 
%Tr#»/T#. 002.2029 
t<lnch» - 001.7300 
Tift ' I00.2300 
T}dl«ch9- 033.3460 
d/dl « 000.0092 
XTrM/T»- 002.3260 
rtinch) • 001.7500 Timf - 100.260U 
r,di*thq» 053.3650 
d/dl « 000,0677 
trrM/T*> 002.1690 
Ilinchi • u(Z.OOw) 
Î»n4 • luO.2700 
TjdtKhga 053.M70 
d/dl - 000.0931 
ZTrM/T«- 001.9S8I 
Zilnchi " 002.0000 
Tin# • 100.2700 
T,di*chq« 033.3330 
d/dl » O0O.U970 
7.1rm%/lmm 0V2.1I5* 
KinchI > 002.0000 
Tin« - 100.2300 
Tjat*cl>«« 053.39:0 
d'dl • 000.0907 
XTr*«/T*- Ov2.1439 
«tlncr» - 004,0000 
Crcenwo- 0*7.3344 
r,»lCr J • 0*5.*60# 
dl'Tj-Tf—04*.d7l0 
rjCwntar" v95.9070 
KincM - 006.0000 
Ec amMQ. 007.3132 
TjatlrJ • 093.7124 41 • rJ-r#>-046.8330 
TjC#nt#r" 095.9070 
(Itnch) • 006.0000 
CccanMO- <107.5332 
Tl»kCr} - 095.4513 
Ul»1j-T#»H)46.W6U0 
T U93.t070 
Xllnth* • 0&6.0000 II07.6000 
Ticttrl # 094,6720 
Jl-Tj-Tf.-046.a640 
rjc«nt«r> 095.9070 
X(lnch) * 006.0000 
ECC«»MO> 007.5*30 
rj.tCrJ - .)44,8005 
df-T>-r<*-o46.S040 
Tjcwntar- 094,0005 
KlinchI - C-06,0000 
fcc*n##o# Ou7.sa30 
T)«tCrJ • 094,7910 
dl*rj-T#—04*,B920 
TjCent#f 094.8005 
«inch) - 006,0000 
POINT MlfWt 537 
VdfKhl • 000.1190 
T)*t r##" got.>336 
d-r ir-I#»-004.79*2 
T/Tc«ntr« 000.9*33 
VOncM • 000,2520 
w-cwwe- 000. 177* 
Tj«t rmf 002.110* 
d-rjr-W—004.S776 
T/Tcenlr- v00.**#0 
T(irwn> • OOO.S770 
•cceneeo* OOO.1659 
T rm»* 'X»l. 9639 
d-Tjr-T»—004.7987 
T/Tc»ntr- 000.9*52 
POINT MtWR 560 
Vitnehl - .XA.5020 
eccan*#** OnO.1650 
T |«t r M' W1.9676 
d*Tjr-T«»-003.3772 
T/Tcantr- 000.9*71 
POINT NUNKR 361 
Y<>nch) " 000.0000 
•ccanaao* 'XO.1570 
T;at fa*" oOt.S726 
d«r |r-T#"^05. 46*3 
T/Teantr" vOl.OOX) 
POINT NUMBER 562 
Y<ti>ch> • 00>>.0630 
eccanaw- 000.1676 
Tjal faa» (-01.9805 
d"T|r-T< "-«iOS. 4790 
T/T&antr* 000,99*9 
Kinchi - OOZ.OvOO 
Tin# - 100.26VO 
r]dl»«.h4i< 053.30*0 
d/dl • uOO.1034 
%Tf##/Ta* 001.9430 
Z<«nch> - <X)2,iVi00 
Tin* " 100.2400 
Tjdiach," 053.3070 
d/dl « 000.0966 
%Tr#*/Ta" 002.2034 
KlncHt " 002.00f<, 
Tini - lv0,250') 
TidMcnq- 053,3900 
d/dl > 000.lo:4 
%rr**/T#. 002.0575 
ZlinchI • 002.0OUO 
Tl;«< - I'M.ZSW 
ltdi»chga 053.306v 
d/dl > OOO.llVu 
tTraa/T*- 002.0783 
Jtlnch» - 002.2500 
Tin* - 100.2700 
T)di«cl><l> 053.3860 
d/dl " OOU.1(67 
%Tra»/T— 001.9753 
Zdncni - 002.2500 
Tin* - 100.2700 
TjdtKhg* 053.3080 
d/dl > 000.1169 
XTraa/T*» O02.o97a 
6ccana*o» 007,5596 
Tjattf Ï • 090,0782 
dl#T:-T*—V46.0620 
Tjcanlar* O94.0OOO 
SItnch) - OOi.OOOO 
Eccanaaea 0U7.SS13 
TiatCr) • 0*5.1776 
dl"Tj-T#—046.94*0 
Tjcantar* 0*4.8005 
Ktnchl • 006,0000 
Eecanaao* 007.9712 
TjetCf) a 0*4.9405 
di «r J-T/»-04*.6S30 
T»ca*«l»r« 0*4.8005 
Klnch) » 006.0000 
Eccenaw 007.5059 
TjatCrI » O94.7672 
dl'T |-T<*H»46, «330 
Tjcontara 0«4.aù03 
IUfWh> a 006.0000 
Eccanaaw 007.6**# 
TjakCr) • 0*4.0077 
di»Tj-T*«-046.8990 
Ticantar* 0*4,6005 
Xdnchl - 006.0000 
CccanaM* 007.6300 
TjaKr] - 094.0510 




TjatlrJ • 0*3.0930 
accAAaao- OOO.1663 
Ijal raaa (CI.9737 
d.rjr-T*«-005.1710 
T/Tcantr- 001.003* 
POINT NUNKfl 564 
YltRch) - OOO.l?r« 
accanamo# 000.1500 
Tjat aa* 001.70*1 
d#T*f-T*—005.06:3 
T/Tcantra 001.0040 
POINT NUmcn 565 
Y<ir>ch) • 00->.2520 
KC«na«e* 000.1606 
Tjai raa* 001.9062 
d"Tjf-rf #-003.39*3 
T/Tcanlr« 001.00I5 
POINT KUHBCR 566 
Ylincht « 000.3770 
eccanaw* 000. (3SO 




VIlmcA* » 0O0.S030 
•ccanaw* 000.175* 
Tjat r»a» 002.0074 
d"Ty-T*m.006.242: 
t/T<antr» 000.9*16 
POINT MUMSER 560 
VlincM « 00",0000 
accaoaac" 00>«,14*0 
Tjat raam 001.7323 
d«r )r-r< —oCa. 1983 
T/Tcantr. 001.0000 
POINT NUnWR 36* 
Y(inch> - OOO.':*» 
accanaao* OO0.I43O 
Tjat fa»" 001.6972 
Tlnf - 100.3500 
Tjdtftchga 033.3090 
d/dl - 000.1104 
XTrsa/Ta* 002.075# 
- 002.23%) 
Tin# • 100.2400 
Tjdlachg- 053.3*10 
d/dl - 000.1001 
Mfma/Ta- 001.07*0 
lllncht " 002.3300 
Tln< - 100.3400 
Tjdiathq# 033.3070 
U/ai - 000.1131 
tTraa/Ta> 002.0077 
Ztinchl » 003.2300 
Tin* - loo.noo 
Tjdlachg* 053.3900 
d/dl • 000.1170 
XTra»/TBa 001.7206 
Zflitch) a 003.3500 




Zlintht " 002.9000 
Tin# • I»). 2500 
TjdIKhg* 053.3940 
(l/dl - 000.1323 
ZdnchI - 002.5000 
Tin# • 100.2400 
Tjdtact>g« 053.3060 
d 1 • T J - T # *-046.034O 
Tjc»nt«r« 094.0518 
XtinLh) » 006.0000 
Eccanawo- 007.6216 
Tj»Kr1 • 094.2559 
dl-Tj-Tf—046.0590 
Tjcantar* 094.i'3l8 
K<tnch> - 006.0000 
007.6204 





Tjatlr} • 094.5431 
dl-T 1-T4—046.8560 
f|cantar« 094.0518 
Xllncht • 006.0000 
Eccaoaao* 007.6214 
TjatCr) • 094,2303 
dl*T|-Tf*-046.B500 
T)cantar«. 094.051» 
XdnchI • 006.0000 
Eccana#*»* 007.6752 
T|»tCrl • 093.6198 
dl»Tj-T(—046.8310 
T jcantaf" 094.0518 
KinchI • (X)6.0vu0 
FbCanaw 007.6r<00 





POINT NUHKO 570 
Ydnch) - 000.1260 
aceanaao* OOO.1433 
T>at raa* 001.6992 
c|»Tir-T*«'005.9941 
T/Tcantr- 001.0022 
POINT NW#EA 371 
Ylincht a 000.1890 
aceanaao* 000.1409 
Tjat raa- 001.7610 
d«T *r-T#—006.0040 
T/Tcantr* 001.C013 
d/dl « 000.1153 
%Tra*/T*# 001.0076 
ZllnchI - 002.3000 
Tin* • 100.2500 
TjdtMh^* 053.3910 
d/dl » OOO.1279 
XTraa/T«* 001.0027 
ZUhCM • 002.5000 
Tin* " 100.2600 
T)dlach«- 033.SOVO 
d/dl * 000.1290 
XTraa/Ta- 001.8700 
POINT NUMBER 373 
YdnthI « 000.2320 
accanaac" OOO.1391 
T)«t f*a" 001.6303 
d-T jr-T# —Ot'3.6969 
T/Tcantr- 001.0052 
POINT NUMGCm 373 
Y<lr>ch> « 000.3770 
accanaa*» CAO.1500 
Tjat raa» 001.709* 
d-I}r-T«—003.9017 
T/Tcantr# 001.0032 
POINT NUnSEft 374 
Y(lfHh) • 000.3020 
accanaaa* OOO.1451 
Tjat raa* 001.7223 
d#Tjr-T#—00a. 6102 
T/Tcantf O'JO.995* 
POINT *0«€R 375 
YllfKht " OOO.OOOO 
accanaao* O"^. 1309 
Tjat raa" 001.*477 
d"T jr—T# ••<•06.3520 
T/Tcantr« OOl.OOow 
ZdnchI - 002.5000 
Tin# - 100.3400 
Tidlacht* 053.3040 
d/dl « 000.1316 
%lra*/T## 001.7450 
Zllnchl • 002.3000 




Z<lnch) - 002.3000 
Tin# • 100.2300 
T>di*ch4* 053,3990 
d/dl - OOu.1411 
XTra*/Ta« 001,0397 
Zlinch» > 002.7500 
Tin# < 100.3SOO 
TjdtKhq* 053. 39%v 
d/dl . 000.1356 
XTraa/T#" 001.7550 
475 
lUncft» • OQé.OOOO 
Eecwew 007.*«M Ti»t(r) • 0#3.J7n 
»**.a»20 
T|e*ntar* 0V3.B9#O 
Xiincht . OM.OOCA 
Eccjn—• 007.4&78 
T|«l[r| . 093.4S4a d1«Tj>T««*o4*.esoo 
T)««nt«r- 0^3.8^00 
Zttnchi • OOA.OOOO CtC»n#mo- 007.640* 
Tjattr) « Ù94.0094 04*.e&:0 
TjC*nt«r* 093.B7BO 
IMncli) " OOA.OOOO 
EtC«nMp- 007.M20 
TjotCr} - 09:.9*30 
<J I • r I - T 4 >-044. B330 
Tjc«nt«rt 09:.0960 
XUnch* • 004.0000 
ECCM^MO» 007.4344 
Tj«t(r} # 093.9434 
dl«Tj-T#"-044.S470 
Tjcantar» 093.0900 
XUncfi* * 004.0000 
Ecc«tMO« 007.4374 
TjvtCr] - 094.04S2 
dl-Tj-T<»-044.0490 
Tjcantar» 093.89B0 
POINT MMKM 574 
yitNCfi» • 000.04)0 
r>*t rmm» 001.0190 
d»Tx-T*—004.8709 
T/Teantra 000.9944 
POINT MMCM 57/ 
VdncA» • 000. I3*0 
•cctftMa* 000.1401 
Tjet rw» 001.64» 
d»Tjr-T*#-004.5532 
T;Te«f»lr« 000.9978 
POINT MfOCR 570 
Ylinch) • 000.tB90 
#cc*m#mo" 000.1291 
Tj#t r##" 001.5:17 
«•Tjr-r#>-004.34t>4 
T/Tc«ntr« 00t.0012 
POINT NlffVCR 379 
YOfWh» • 000.2520 




POINT WMCn 300 
V(knch) • 000.3770 
•cewww» 000.1427 
Tjat rM« 001.4934 
d-Tjf-T«—006. 4044 
T/TcMntrM 000.9994 
POINT NUnKR 501 
V<tnch) m O00.SO3O 
•cemwa 000.1375 
Tj#t r**» 001.5125 
j.Tjr-Tf—004.2040 
T/Tcanlr« 001.0016 
ZltiKh» • U03.7900 




tlincM - 002.7500 
Tin* • 100.3400 
Tjdi*ch9» 053.3900 
a/4i - UOO.1399 
001.7751 
riinch) # 003.7500 
Tin* m 100.3500 
T jdimthy" 053.3090 
iJ/dl . 000.1332 
%Tr*#/T#- 001.4393 
Zllnch) • <X)3.7300 
Tinf • 1U0.2400 
Tjdischg» 053.3000 
d/di « 000.1333 
%Trm#/T&« 001.7070 
ZdnchI • 002.7500 
Ttnl « 100.2500 
TjdtKhg* 053.4030 
d/dl « 000.1340 
%7r##/7»" 001.9047 
ZItnch) # 003.7500 
Tin« • 100.2500 
TjdimchQ# 0S3.4O10 
d/dl - 000.1324 
XTrM/Tw- 001.6003 
Milnch» m 004.0000 KCCMMQ- 007.4094 
Tt*tCrl • 093.4253 
dl»Tj-T#—044.0340 
Tjcantar* 093.4232 





Ktnchl « 004.0000 
0U7.4902 
Tj*tCrJ - 093.0904 
d:-Tj-Tf—044.B390 
T<c«nt«r« 093.4252 
X(tnch> > 004.0000 
Ecc*m#«o* 0Û7.4408 
r|*(Cr ) - 093.7446 
cJl«r,-T#«H>44.a420 
Tic*ntara 093.4252 
Ydnch) • 004.0(4)0 
Ecceoeeoe <M7.4484 
T)atCr] « 093.9118 
dl#Tj-T#—044.0320 
Tjc*ntar« 093.4332 
Ktnch) - 004.0000 
eccAn«M> 007.6012 
Tj«tCr) • 093.5225 
dl"Tj«Tf*-044.0490 
Tjcvntara 093.4353 
KInch) . 004.0000 
POINT t€MtR 902 
YUnch) • OOO.OOOO 
•ce«r»w OuO. 1401 
T*#t r«4« 001.4451 
d"Tx-Tf"-00&.ei40 
T/Tcpntr* OOl.WOVO 
POINT MMKII 503 
Yttnch) • «XJO.OfcM 
•ccanMo» 000.1409 
Tj#t rM* 001.7671 
«•Tjr-Tfa-OO*.74Î4 
r/Tcw>tr> Ovi.vOOO 
POINT NUMOER S04 
YUncri) > XXI. 1260 
•CCWtMOa 000.1395 Tj#t f#$- 001.6554 (J> r jr-T< •-O04.3S96 T/Tt*mtf" UO1.0050 
POINT MJKBCR 303 
Vlirvcni « (Oi*. 1890 
•CCAfVMO» WO. 1454 
Tj#t rm%' 001.7760 
U-Tjr-ri—004.4724 
T/Tc«ntr« uOl.0024 
POINT rUfKR 504 





POINT NUi<(€R 507 
V(trteh> » 000.3770 
#cc4n##o" OM. 1431 
Tj#t r#*- 001.7214 
d*T )f-T*-«0f«4. 7275 
T/Tc«ntr- OOI.OOlO 
7<|neh) • 0)3.0000 
Ttn* " 10U.240U 
rtdtKh«« 053.4U40 
d/dl • uOO.1455 
%Tr##/T»« 001.7801 
ZdncJt) « 003.0000 
Tin* m :0»). 2400 
Ti(li*cr>o« v33.J920 
d/dl • OOO.1439 
%Tr«#/T## C<0l.a900 
ZClnch» • 0>>3.u0u0 
Tinf • lOO.2100 
Tjdt«chg« 033.4110 
d/dl • iXw). 1350 
%Trm#/T*- vOl.7431 
Zdnch) • i^S.OOtiO 




ZtIncM - 003.MWO 
Ttn< > 100.;;ii0 
IjdiKhQ» 053. 3980 
d/dl # OiM). 1344 
XTrM/T»- 002.0444 
Zdnchi • 003.0000 
rtn« • 100.3500 
Tjdlftchg* 053.40(0 
d/dl « OOO.1436 
%Tr«*/T*" 001.8404 
Z<lneh> - 003.0000 
Scewte«*> 007.6400 
T|«tCr) " 094.0114 
044.0450 
093.4233 
•ccanaw* 000.1490 Tj«t ra#. 003.0097 
d»Tj*'-T*#-0Q6.22a6 T/TCMkra 001.0063 





coi-n JET MEAN G' RMS TEMP D<" TA 
DATE: 3 / 3 / 1984 RUN#N26T54M4 OPERATOR»SHERIF 
CLEARANCE BETWEEN PROBE TIP AND INJECTION NOZZLE- .25 inches 
FILE NAME FOR STORING TEMP DATA =N26T54M4 
FREE STREAM TEMP = 100 F 
ROTAMETER %MAX FLOW = 42.346 % 
JET FLOW RATE =• 2.7298 GPM 
JET DIAMETER > 345 INCH 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY - 1.15 FT/SEC 
JET NOMINAL VELOCITY = 4.6 FT/SEC 
VELOCITY RATIO = 4 
JET NOMINAL TEMP = 34 F 
DISCHARGE FROUDE NO. - —46.947 
FILE NAME FOR STORING JET MEAN&FLUC TEMP DATA FOR PLOTTING PURP0SES=N26T54M4P 
JET REYNOLDS NUMBER • 15668 
VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES 
VOLTAGE DRIFT CORRECTION IS APPLIED DURING TEMP MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLING TIME FOR D.C. VOLTAGES = 3 SECONDS 
SAMP!.TNG TIME FOR R.M.S. VOLTAGES » 10 SECONDS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT A» 15.732 VOLTS 
TEMP CALIB CONSTANT B= -.084264 VOLTS/F 
PROBE WILL MOVE IN A RECTANGULAR PARALLELOGRAM 
PROBE TYPE: NORMAL SENSOR DISA 5SÎ11 
TOTAL# GRID PTS= 98 
«GRID PTSi SPAN= 1 
TOTAL#GRID PTS/DIV# 2 
•GRID PTS/DIV# 2 ARE: 
GRID SIZE: SPAN= 0 












#CHANN DIV= 1 
477 
K3*TMM.0l»:«a 
lUncft» • ooa.oooo 
eccew*» 007.tV40 
Tj*t(r] . loo.osoa 
« 1 > T ) • ri —0«4.04OO 
rjcMtv* too.ozot 
E(inch) • CCS.CCQO 
Cec«nMO« 007.19*0 
Tj»t{r] • 0V«.«A«9 
dX-Tj-Tf—046.##00 
Tjcanlap* 0*V.«4VS 
KInch) > OOC.OOOO 
CccMw 007.210* 
Ti»tCrJ m OM.ëiW 
d t • T J - T « «-O**. 0730 
Tjcsntw- OW.#*W 
XUiKhi • 009.0000 
Ccc«MaK>* 007.235# 
Tj»tlr ) • OW.300# 
Tjc«nt«r- OVf.SOM 
Iltnch) # OOS.OOOO 
Eccenwe» 007.2*0* Tjstcri • ow.az: d 1 * T J • r I . aseo 
Tjcantar- 09V.S333 
i(inch> • ooa.oooo 
Ece«n»w>- 007.337} 
TiatCr) # 098.0**3 
JI • r )->T#<»0«6.8830 
TjCfnlef# 099.09*3 
poiirr NUHKJ» 1 
VtiflCM - UOO.OOOO 
•ccanMB* 000.04*0 Tjwt f### OOP.gas d«r,r-r<*-000.0992 
T/fcanlr* OOl.uOOO 
Tlincht » OOO.uOOO 
•CCérmmt» 000.0274 
f##" 000.3253 
d«T >r-r«—000. 1 *03 
T/7c#mkf OOt.OOOO 
Yllnchl " 000.0000 
tCitn—• 000.0104 Tjat r##. 000.123# d»T jr-M—OOO. 2901 
T/Tcantr* 001.0000 
raiNf 4 
Y(ln«h) - ooo.iJO-jO 
•ecweee* 000.1539 
T)#t rm*. 001.no* 
d«Tjr>T«*-OOO.S99l 
T/Tcwtlr* OOl.OOOO 
YUmch» • OOO.OOOO 
•ccwtMO" 000.0927 
T|»t r#*" 001.1004 
d«Tjr-r<»-000.7477 
T/Tcantr« OOl.vOOO 
POINT MMCA * 
Y(lncri> - OOO.oOuO 
•ccwwoe OOO. IIM 
Tj«t rm*m 001.4097 
d-Tjr-T*"-tW2.0337 
T/Tc»otr- 001.0000 
Z(lnch> • 000.2900 
Tln« - too. tno 
Tjdi«cA9> 053.7400 
d/dl " OOO.bOSt 
%Tr##/T#" 000.5394 
Ziinch) - OOO.SMiO 
Tin* • 1ÛO.IJOO 
Tjdl«cH«- 053.2SOO 
d/dl - 000.0034 
Zdnchl - 000.7900 
Tin# • 100.1 too 
Tjdl*ch9« 053.2370 
d/dl • 000.00*2 
ZTrM/T*- 00O.I24O 
ZCinch) > 001.0000 
Tin* - ICiO.lOOO 
T|dt»chg<* 053.3330 
d/dl • 000.012# 
XîrM/T«- 001.#599 
Zdnchi - 001.2900 
Tln« • 100.1000 
Tjdiwhg- 0S3.242O 
d/dl • 000.0160 
XTrM/T» 001.1075 
Z(lnch> - 001.5000 
Tin# » 10"). 1300 
Tjdl$ch9- 05:.2450 
d/dl • 000.0434 
XTf##/T— cot.4371 
S(anch> • ooa.oooo 
tccini !!• 007.437# 
Tjvtlrl - 097.1703 
dl»Tj-T<—04*,#*10 
fjcantar* 097.1703 
Zllncli) • 00# OOOO 
tccsnewe 007.4*7* 
T)»t(r] " 09*.S2I* 
dl"fj-T#»-04*.a3:0 
Tje«nt«r« 094.521* 
Xllnch* • «Me.OOOO 
Eccenew 007.3#*4 
Tj»l{rJ • 099.33I1 dt«Tj-r«»-04*.#290 
Tjcaniar* 099.3311 
XUnchl « OOS.OOOO 
CccAAMO* 007.5020 
rj.ttrj • 093.3478 
dt*T*-T#*-04&.8l90 
Tjcantar* 099.347# 
X<i««ch> - OW.OOOO 
CccAAMO* OOr.SBS# 
TjvlCr] • 095.0199 
dl-Tj-7#—044.7590 
Tjcsntdr* 095.0159 
X(tnch) • OW.OOOO 
Ecc«nMO- 007.*t9« 
Tj.tCrJ m 094.5033 
dl-r ,-T*—044.4770 
Tjt9nt«r- 094.5033 
KInch) • ooa.oooo 
YtincA» • OOO.OOOO 
•CCMM* 000.1307 
T)#t ram» 00l.7##l 
d*T ]r-TI»-rt01.9397 
T/fcantr<* OOl.OOOO 
POINT MFBCn # 
Y<tnc»»l " OOO.OOOO 
•Ccanw0B 000. 1S91 
TjM rM* 001.8410 
d«T ,r-T*—Of>3.5*84 
T/Tc«ntr« 001.0000 
POINT MjraCR 9 
YMmth) • OOO.OOOO 
•ccaneeo- OOO.147* 
Tj«t rm»m O01.9#9t 
#»Tjr-f#—004.7589 
T/Tcantr* 001.0000 
Ytinchi - OOO.OOOO 
#CC*n#«am ^00.1224 
Tj«l r*** 001.4552 
d*rjr-T#—004. 7522 
1/Umntrm OOl.OOOO 
V<l«vch> - OOO.OOOO 
•CC*"**»» OOO. 1124 




YUocht • OvO.OOOO 
#ccam#mw- 000.1131 
Ti«t r**. 001.3414 
jr-r«—0'>5.5947 
T/Tc#mlr- OOl.OOOO 
Iltncf» - OOl.7500 
Ttn« • tOO.llOO 
rjdl9cK«» 0S3.2490 
d/dl • 000.0*27 
XTrM/Ta- OOl.8401 
Zttnchi • 002.0000 
TiM • lOii.llOO 
T}dl«cr>v- 053.2580 
d/dl - 000.07** 
%Tr##/T## 001.9073 
Ktnch) - 002.2500 
Timf » 100.0900 
TidtMttg* 053.2*10 
d/dl - 000.1016 
XTr*»/T*. 002.08*5 
ZUnth) • 002.5000 
Tin* • I'K". lOvO 
Tjdl«chq« u53.ZUtO 
d/Jl • oov.toi; 
XTr##/T#- 001.52*2 
ZtinchJ • 002.7500 
Tin* • 100.1100 
TjdlMhg- 053.3510 
d/dl • 000.1090 
XTrM/T*- 001.403* 
2 Cinch) - 003.0000 
Tin* • too.1000 
T |dl»chy 053.4230 
d/dl « 000.1199 
XTr**/T#- 001.4197 
ZCinchl # 003.2500 
ecc*nwo« 007.401# 
TjtUrJ • 094,4700 
dl-Tj-T«>-04*.*e90 
Tje«nt«r- 094. *700 
Xtlnch» a 0ij8.0000 
EcLan##0- 007.S49* 




KccaAMo* 007. 141* 
T|*t{r] • 099.9979 
dl»T,-T*—044.6950 
Tjcanl«r- 099.9979 
l(tnch) • 009.0000 
CCCMVMO* 007. 140# 
TjatCrJ • 099.9974 
dl*r,-T#—044. 4920 
T)t#n%#r* 099.9974 
ninth) • 009.0000 
* Scceoeee* 007.1740 
rj»Hr3 • 099.6503 
dl-T;-T#—v4*. 7040 
TjC#nt#r# 099.#303 
KlMht • 009.0000 
EccfiBM' U07.1944 
Tt»t(r J " 099.4*1# 
dl-Tj-T#»-v44.4070 
TjC#mt#r« 049.*41# 
X(tnch» • 0O9.VOOO 
Ccc«nMO- 007.2094 
Ti»ttrJ . 099.5175 
•cc«t«w> 000.1215 
T^ re*. 0OI.4421 
d«7ir-T««-00S. 4400 
T/Tc*ntr- 001.0000 
POINT MjraCR 14 
Vdnchl - 000.0000 
•ccan—0- 000.15*7 
T)#t rmm» 001.8398 
d#Tjr-Tf—003.0113 
T/Tcentr- 001.0000 
Ydnchl - OOO.OOOO 
#tc*n##o- 000.014* 
Tje( r#*m 000.173* 
d"T)r-Tf—000.:231 
T/Tc*nkr« OOl.OOOO 
Ylinchl m OOO.OOOO 
•ccanMO- OOO. 7113 
Tj»t rmm» 008.441# U.Tjr-Tf—000.112* 
T;Ttan\r» OOt.OOOO 
Tim* - 100.1300 
T)4l*Ch«* 033.4410 
d/dt • 000.11*9 
XTrmm/Trnm 001.3333 
2(lAch) • 003.9000 
Tim# • 100.1300 
Tjdl#chy 053.4580 
d/dl > 000.1074 
XTr##/T#* 001.9333 
ZUncht m 000.2900 
TIM • 100.1300 TjdlwrhO- 033.4230 
d/dl • 000.002* 
XTr#»/T#" 000.173* 
Zdnch) • 000.3000 
Tin* # 100.1100 
TjdlKhg* 053.4180 
d/dl - 000.0024 
XTrM/T»* 00«.«420 
POINT M^eaa 17 
VdncN) » 000.0000 
mcttnmmo* 000.032* 
rj«t r##* 000.3871 
d«tjr-l(»000.2497 
T/Tcantr« OOt.OOOO 
POINT lAMCn I# 
Vdncbl m OOO.OOOO 
•CbMtSMO* 000.0440 




V(imth) • 000.iXwv 
*CL*n#W 000.0874 
Tj#t rM* Ml.0370 
ZdncM • 000.7500 
rtn« • 100.too# 
T)dlKh9« 053.3940 d/dl • 000.0033 
ZdnchI " OOl.OOOO 





2<inch> > 001.2500 




Xdnch> - 009.0000 
Ecc«nMO« 007.2330 
T)*tCr3 • 099.0014 
dl«T)-r*—044.4940 
TjcantdTM 099.0016 






Xdnch) • 009.0000 
tCCAHMO- 007.37*2 
TjvttrJ • 097.5292 
dl-Ti*T«—04*.75*0 
Tjcwrttar- 097.5293 
XdnchI • 009.0000 
Ctc#n#*o" 007.4872 
TtatCr) • 09*.237* 
dl'Tj-Tf—C4*.7#I0 
Tjivnlar* 09*.237* 
kdncH) « 009.two 
CccMiMO- («07.541* 
Tjattrl « 095.5883 
dl-Tj-T*—04*.8300 
TjC«iit*r* 095.5883 
XdnchI - 009.00>X1 




é/ét • 000.0120 
XTrm#/T#» 0OI.O42O 
Vdnch) - 000.0000 
»cc*n—0" 00"). 1019 
Tj9l TM* 001.2087 
d*r jr-r<»-00i.09e« 
T/Tc«ntr- OOt.OOOO 
YdncM - OOO.OOOO 
•CCAOMO* 000.132# 
Tj«t r#*" 001.57*4 
d-Tjr-T«*-00|.9929 
T/Tc«f»tr- 001.0000 
Ydnchl • 000.0000 
#CCA/|»w 000.1433 
Tjat rM- 001.7004 
d*Tjr-T**-003.440# 
T/Tc«ntr* 001.0000 
ZUrKti) # OOt.SOOO 
Tift* • too.1000 
T>dl*ch«* 003.40*0 
d/dl • ua0.023S 
%Tf##/T#" 001.2209 
ZdnchI - 001.7500 
Tin* • lOO.1300 
Tldl*ch«« CS3.4O90 
d/dl • 000.043* XTrM/T** 001.*0*0 
ZdnchI •> 002.0000 
Tin* " 100.1700 
Tjdl*ch#« Ca3.4140 
d/dt • 000.05*3 
XTrM/T#- OOl.7434 
V(lnch) • OOO.OOOO 
eceeness» OOu.tSOl 
Ti*t rM* 001.7#14 
d « » T  K - W 4  
T/rc*otr* OOl.OOOO 
Vdnch> • OOO.OOOO 
ecc*n»0O" UOO.I2SI 




Vdnchl • OOO.OOOO 
•C.CMIMO- 000.0923 
Tjvt rM- 001.0959 
d-Ijr-T»--00rj.2244 
T/TcMikr* OOl.OOOO 
ZdnchI » 002.2300 
Tin* • 100.1900 
Tjdl#ch#- OS3.4090 
d/dl • 000.0845 XT, M/T*" 001.est 1 
ZdnchI » 002.5000 
fin* » too.2200 
TidlKUtf- 053.3900 
d/dl - 000.0909 
XTrM/T«- 00t.39OS 
KInchI - 002.7500 
Tin* • Iw). 3500 
TjdtKchg* 053.S890 
d/dl - 000.1115 
XrrM/T«* 001.1535 
478 
lilnchi - 00*0000 
CCCMM* 007.4(4* 
rjMCrJ « OM.7024 4t«T|'Tla~0«4«M30 
T>CMitar« 094.7024 
KInchi • bOV.OOOO 
CcunMO" 007.64*4 
TjatCr] • 094.7920 
dt«rj-T«*-044.9l30 
094.7920 
Xtincht - «>j9.00u0 
Eccwv#**™ W7.S4J4 
r,«Ur) • OTS.iSTI 
dI"Ti-«-o**.a9Ba 
Tjt#nt#f 1/93.>5'9 
XtirKh» " vIO.OOW 
Ecc#n#W C<07> {424 
Tj«ttrl • 100.2715 
dl*Tj-r#*-«>44.9fc2o 
Tjcantsr* 100.2715 
I Cifvchi 1 OtO.OOOO 
Etc#n#mn" 007.1434 
T]*t(r} • I0O.2I79 
dl*Tj-U»-04«.97l0 
Tjtemtw- 100.2179 
XUnch> • uiC.vvOO 
Ecc#o*w W7.1320 
TjvtCrJ - 100.1230 
dl«T;-n•-044.97ao 
T]c*ni«r« IVO.1220 
V(lnch) • *00.0000 
#tc#m#mw 000.1194 
T|*t rM« iMI.4190 
d«T,f-T< —003.S474 
T/rc«ntr« 00l.tX«0 
POINT MMCK 27 
Yltnclt) - OOO.OOOO 
»ccfi—Q n »d». tlS9 
rj»t *#- 001.3759 
d*Tjr-T#.-v03.50»0 
T/Tc*olr« «WI.OOOO 
POINT NUHMR :B 
*Uf»ch) " i>0>>.0'.'00 
•ctefieeo* 1532 
r r#$" <«0: . R422 
d»T jf ^rf ^-CNj4. ?421 
T/Tcemlr" O«)|.>>X>0 
POINT MUMWn 29 
y « mchi * C'O>>>c>0>Xi 
•CC^OMO' lX^,Ol'.>3 




V<li>Chl ' 000.0000 
•CC^naao" 000.0S03 
Tj#t f#** OOO.^I* 
d« T jf -Tf«-<XfO. 1271 
T/Tc«"tr" Wl.lKA^ 
POINT tAM£h 31 
Vdnch) • v00.0(")0 
•ccenmo* 002. 7342 
Tj»t rm*» 032.44SO 
d«Tjr-T< "-0^.2270 
T/Tc*ntr« iX»l.>X»00 
Ccinchl • 003.0000 
tin* • 100.2700 
T]dl*crt«- 0S3.3S70 
d/dl - OOO.HOT 
XTrM/T** 001.49#4 
Zdncrt) - 003.2900 
rtn« . 100.3000 
Tjdiwhg- 0*3.3*30 
d/dl - 000.1174 
X7rM/T*« 001.4519 
:Un<h» - OO3.S000 
Tin! - 100.3000 
T }dt«chg> 033.4020 
d/dl 
- OOO. 1034 
%Tre*/T»# O01.93I9 
:««nth» » 000.1300 
7ti»( - 100.3400 
TjdiKbg" 0S3.37B0 
d/dl • 000.0015 
Xrr—/Tmm 000.1217 
;<|nch> - OOU.5000 
T»n» - 100.3400 
TjdiachQ* 053.3490 
d/dl - 000.0024 
%Tr«m/Ta" 000.3404 
ZdnciO • 000.7300 
Tin» - 100.5500 
TjdiKhg" 053.3720 
d/dl - 000.004# 
%Trm%/Tmm 032.4032 
ltdncit) " OlO.OOOO 
tcCMMo- 007.1472 
Tj«ttr) • 099.94*0 
dl"T j-T4—044. 9#aO 
Tjcmntmr# 099.94*0 
lltncM - OlO.OOOO 
Ecca »» » 007.1892 
Ti«tCr3 • 099.A907 
d|arj-r«»-047.0130 
Tje»nt«r« 099.4V07 
Xdnch» - 010.0000 
Eccan—lia* (X>7.239n 
TjstCr] - 099..I97Q 
dl-Tj-r*—047.0I70 
Tjcantor* 099.w970 
XUnchl > OlO.OOOO 
E£C*n*w* 007. 2932 
TjwtCr) - 099.4J14 
dl#T,-T*—<f47.043u 
Tjcantar* 099.4314 
Ktnch) • 010.0000 
Ccc«nM»- 007.3*70 
Tjatlrl . 097.S304 
dl"Tj-T#—047.0400 
097.5304 
Xdnch) « OIO.OCK-O 
Eccaamo- 007.4IUA 
Tj«l(r] • 094.7309 
di«rf-rf—047.0*00 
Tjc*nt*r« 094.9389 
Xdncht • OlO.OMiO 
rmmm oOO. 4901 
^TK-T#«-000.4140 
r/Tc«%tr- OOl.OOOO 





Vdnch) » OUO.OOOO 
•ccenww- CnX/. 1073 
T|*l f#m- i>0l.273* 
d*f,r-T#—O0I.29Z2 
T/Tc#mtf 00t.0>>00 
flinch* - -Mt.OOOO 
Ttn« - 100.3400 
T,dl •«.>««• 053. 3790 
d/Jl > OOO.00## 
XTra«/T*« 000.4903 
Zdnchi # 001.2300 
Tlnf " lOO. 3700 
TjdtMhg* 033.3570 
d/dl • 00U.0144 
%Tr**/T#» 0ui.04a2 
ZClncnt - OOI.3000 
Tin* • 100.3900 
T]diMhq< 033.3730 
d/dl - U00.0275 
%Yr##/Tm" 001.2852 
POINT NUhGCR 
Ydncni » OOu.OOuO 
•ccwieeo* 000.09*4 
Tj#l I OOl.1817 
d-tjr-T*«-OOl,96U4 
T/Tc*ntr- 001.0000 
POINT MMCR 34 
YdnchI m 000.(>0uu 
•CCKaac» 0<X>. 1458 
Tj«t «« 001.7305 
d«Tjr-T«—002.879* 
T/Tcantr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUmCR 37 
YItfiCh* • Of-V.("000 
•CCAtlMO- Ov-0.1318 
Tj*i f("01. 3*43 
d»rjr-7#»-003. 4611 
T/Tc*ntr« Of'I.OOOO 
2<tnch> • 001.7300 
Tin* • I00.40U0 
TjdiKhq- 053.3t>30 
d/dl • 000.0418 
XTrM/Ta- 00I.20O3 
Zlt>tch> • OU2.0000 
Tin* • 100.4I00 
TjUi»ch«> 033.3300 
d/dl > OOO.0412 
ITrai/ra- 001.7743 
Z(tnch> - 002.2500 
Ttn« - I00.4200 
Tjdiwhg* 053.3*00 
d/dJ " 000.0733 
ZTrmu/Jmm 001.4133 
ZdnchI • 002.3000 
Iccww- 007.499* 
T|*tCrl - 094.43#* dl«Tj-T«»-O47,07IO Tjcmmtmr# 09*.43#* 
X<tn£h) • OlO.OOOO 
6cc«na—• 007.3182 
TjvtCrl - 099.741# 
«l«Tj-T*»-^ 7.0420 
Tjcwil«r« 093.741# 
Idnehl - OlO.OOOO 
CccaiiMea 007.3272 
Tjvtir] » 093.4701 
dl"T)-Tf—047.0790 
Tjcant»»* 095.4701 
SdnchI • OlO.OOOO 
E«#n#m@- 007.3433 
T,»t(rJ • 095.4318 
dl-rj-T*»047.0490 
093.431# 
Xdnch) « OlO.OOOO 
EtCMmo- 0U7.34I3 
ll»llrï • 099.3337 
dl«T|-T«—047.0890 
T)Canl«r« O95.5337 
kdnch) - 011.0000 
Ecc«n«M« 0<>7.1378 
T|«l(' 1 # Iv0.30l7 
dl-Tj-TI—o4f.0?00 
lvO.3017 
lit<«h) - OIl.OOOO 
£cc«n—U» 007.13:8 
T)«t(r i • 100.3933 
• CCHW 000.13*9 T>«t rmtm 001.*24# 
«»T*f-T#»-003.9#14 T/TCMH^  001.0000 
TUnch) " OOO.OOOO 
#cc#n«mo- 000.1134 
T)#t rm*- 001.3454 
d"Ty-T*—40*.*7»2 
T/Tcantf* 001.0000 
Ydnch) " OOO.OOOO 




Vdnch» • OOO.OOOO 
•CCWtM0> 000.0953 




VllnchI • OOO.OOOO 
«cc.«nMO- 000.0109 




Vdnchi - OvU.OO-X) 
KCAItMO- OOO.OI12 
Tj«t rM« OOO. 1334 
Ttn4 - 100.4200 
TjdlachQ* 033.3490 
d/dl • 000.004* 
XTrM/Ta> 001.*#4# 
Zdoch) - 002.7500 
Tin» - 100.4200 
Tjdl#ch#« O5S.39#0 
d/dl - 000.0994 
XTrmmJTm' 001.4093 
Z(lnch> • 003.0000 
Tim* • 100.4200 
TjdiKhg* 053.3410 
d/dl • OOO.I009 
tTrM/Ta- 001.3103 
Zdnch) • 003.2500 
Tin* • 100.4100 
TjdiKhg* 033.3410 
d/dl - OOO.1030 
lTfm#/T#- 001.1843 
POINT fJttaai 42 
YdnchI • OOO.OOOO 
KC«i>MO- OOO. 1207 
Tj«t ra%* OOl.4328 
d«Tjf-T*—004.0743 
I/Tc«ntr« OOl.OOOO 
Zdncht « 003.5000 
Tin* « 100.4100 
TjdUcliQ* 053.3210 
d/dl • 000.1033 
XTraa/Ta- 001.4997 
Zd«x.h) - 000.2500 
Tin# • 100.3900 
T|dt»(h^" 033.3200 
d/dl " 000.0019 
XTram/T#» 000.1:#9 
Zdnth) • 000.5000 




KInch) - OIl.OOOO 
gccengwe^ 007.14^ 
TjclCr) • lOO.OeS? 
dl«rj->T«»-<M7.02e0 
rjcantara 100.0037 
Xdnch) - OIl.OOOO 
EccaoMO* 007.1342 
Tt«tCr] « 099.9739 
dl.Tj-T*»-047.0220 
Tjcwitar* 099.9739 
Xdnch) m 011.0000 
EtbM>MO- 007.1840 
fj.ttrJ • 099.*23* 
dl#Tj-T*#-047.00l0 
Tjcaotvr* 099.*23* 
Xdnch) - 011.0000 
Ecceneeo* 007.2142 
TjalCrJ - 099.2770 
Ul-r }-T(*K>44. 9000 
Tjuwler- 099.2770 
Xiliich) m 011.0000 
Eccanaaom 007.2454 
T)*tlr) « 09#.4824 
«JI-lj-T#»-04*. 9730 
Tjcafttar* uS9. 4824 
Kuah) > OIl.OOO»'» 
FiCA'ieau" 007. 3lWl 






Tj*t r**« OOO.2230 
*#Tjf-T*—OOO. 25*3 
T/Temtr* OOf.OOOO 
YdnchI • 000.0000 
•CCWtMO- 000.0732 
T,»t rmmm 000.8487 d-Tjf-T*—000.3**9 T/rcantf« 001.0000 
POINT wma 47 
Vdnch) • 000.0000 
ec6w>e**e OOO. 4359 
Tfct rmm» 0U9.4O9# 
d«Tjr-Tfm-v00.4#*4 
r/Te«ntra 001.0000 
POINT NUraCM 4# 
Vdnch) > 000.0000 
•ccanaaoa 000.lOOS 
T)«t rmm' 001.1907 
d#Tjf -T*—001.0230 
T/Tkenlf" OOl.OOOO 
Ydnch) • OOO.OOOO 
#ccan#w 000.1131 
Tjat raa* OOI.S**2 
d"T jf-T**-4;0I.*I 74 
T/Tca*>tr» vOI.OOv*' 
POINT MjnKP CO 
YUnthI « OOO.OOOO 
•«-caoaao- OOO. 1334 
Ti»l fa*" 001.58:1 
d-f jr-T*—i4)2.17/5 
T/Uantr* OOl.OOOO 
Zdnch) - 000.7500 
Tin* • 100.3400 
Tjdtftchç- 033.3120 
d/dl " 000.0035 
XTrmm/rm» 000.2228 
Zdnch) - 001.0000 
Tin* " I00.340U 
T)dl*ch«- 033.3180 
d/dl • 000.007# 
XTraa/Ta- 000.8409 
Zdnch) •* 001.2500 
Tin# » 100.3100 
ridi«ehc» 033.3090 





Zdnch) « 002.o<«» 










TjC»mt#f » </«4.V337 
Kllnch) - Oil.0000 
Ecc#n,#o# u07.4IVI 
Tjattr1 - 09&.88:9 
dl»rj-T*.K;4&.8»00 
Tjc*ntar- 09».0839 
lltnch» • 011.00<)0 
Eccmiwmo» w7.447a 
Tt«Ur) • 0V3.8874 
dl"T |-T#"-f'4*«W37u 
Tjc»ot»r» 093.0074 
X(lhLh) # ùll.iXtO 
gconwo" "'7.5178 
Tj«tfrJ « 0*3.7SU 41«r,-T«—046.4440 
Tjc«nt«r« 073.7334 
XUncht > Otl.OOuO 
tcc40ian" 007.3390 
Tjattr) -» 093.4903 
dt>T)-T<*-046.ft4«0 
rjc*ntar« 093.4905 
IdfKh» • OIl.OOOO 
EgOHW 007.4093 




rilncht • uoij.uOOO 
•CG^nMO* OwO. i:8S 
Tj»t r«#* ««1.3220 
d*T|r-r««-OO3.r07S 
T/Te»nlr* Ooj.iWOO 
Y<inch> • OOO.OOOO 
•ccenweo- 000.1301 
Tj«t r#*# 001.5440 
d-TjP.Tf—003. 34*1 
T/TcwitP* 001.0000 
POINT tumoi S3 
Xlncltl - OOO.OOOO 
•CCAAMO* 000.10*4 




Vlinch» • OOO.OOOO 
•CCtfstf 000.0993 




VUnchI " 000.0000 
•CC*i»#w« 000.1043 
Tj»k rM« 001.2344 
d-Tjr-T»»-004.6993 
T/Tc«ntr« OOl.OOOO 
POINT HlffltCR 34 
V(inch> > OOw.OOOO 
•CCÉAMO* 000.1037 
Tj»t rw 001.2309 
d-T]r-T«-<004.1433 
7/Tc«nU> OOl.'X^OO 
Jllnchl » 003.3300 
Tim# • 100.2400 
T)dl*cN" 033.U70 
d/«l - 000.0701 
XUmm/rmm 001.549* 
Zdnch) • 003.5000 
Tin* " 100.2300 
Tjdlkchf* 053.3300 
d/dl # 0U0.07U 
001.5*34 
ZItrvch) # 002.7300 
Ttnf • 100.2200 
Tj0i«chg« 033.3*30 
d/41 • 000.093S 
XTfM/T** 001.3149 
Z(lnch) - 003.0000 
rinl > 100.2000 
Tjdlwhv" 033.3340 
d/dl - 000.0954 
%Trm*/T#" 001.3310 
ZIlncM - 003.2300 
TInl • 100.1900 
rjdlKhg* 053.3420 d/dl - 000.1003 
%:fm*/T— 001.3947 
Z«lMCh) - 003.3000 





XUnctu - 0I3.0000 
fCC«f«#mo" <X>7.13uO 
Tj»ttr) • 100.0744 
dl-Tj-Tf—V4*.»I80 
Tjcantap- 100.074* 





T ic#m&#r" 100.0274 
Xdnch) " 012.0000 
Ecc«nMO« U07, 1*2* 
T|«tCr] - 099.8779 
dl#T,-Tf—4)4*. 7940 
099.8779 
Kioch) • 012.0000 
CccaoMO- 007. 1*32 
Tj.lCr) - 09?.8:B9 
0 I "T )~T# ""<>4*. 3060 
Tjcantvr* 099.8389 
Ktncr» - OI2.0000 
Eec«niwg« 007.1934 
Tj«lCr] » 099.5134 
dlmTj-Tf—04*.77:0 
Tjc*nt«r« 099.3IS4 
Kincht • 0I3.0CÙ0 
CiC«»MO« 007.25:4 
Tjattr) " U90.8I49 
dl-Tj-Tf—044.7*00 
T,corner- 098.0149 
X Often) • 012. M-» 
tUnchl • OOo.OOuO 
•CC^MQa (W,.0I20 
Tj*t •X>0.1433 
d«T If - f l«-«>'*).v034 
T/Tcemtr- OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUnSCR 
V(inch) - «OO.O-jOO 
*tc*n##o" (MW.V%71 
T,*t r*«* •X)0.32I4 
d>r>r-Tf«-000.1124 
T/Tc*f»tr« Û01.0V00 
rot NT NUKWR 
Vdnch) > «jO.OOOO 
KKnwe>« 000.11U4 




y(tnch> m OOO.OOOO 
trccs/tmrngm OOO.OMi 




YUnch) « OOw.OOOO 
•CC«nMo* 000.030I 




VlJIICti) m 0'A>.0000 
vOO.II74 
f:*t 00l.:934 
d»T jr - T< •-<«> 1.2731 
T/Tcwntr- OOl.OvOO 
Kinch) • 000.350# 
rirtf • 100.i*oo 
T|4i«crvQ« 0S3.343O 
d/dl • 000.0010 
XTrM/TwN O00.143I 
Zdnch) • 000.3000 
Tim# - 100.1400 
Tidl«ch9- 033.3310 
d/dl • 000.0034 
%Tf##/r#- 000.3313 
Zdrtchl « 000.7300 
Tin# " 100,1300 
7,dl*thy" 053.33*0 
d/dl • 000.0054 
%Tfm#/T#» 001.3117 
Zdnch) > «X>I.OOuO 
Tin# • 100.1300 
T,di Whq- C33.3340 
d/dl - 0ro.0043 
%Tr#%/r— 000.7139 
Zdnchl • 001.2300 
Tin# • 100.lOOO 
T.tdlKbg- 033.1270 
d/dl " 000.0123 
%Tf#*/T#- OOv.4343 
Zlinch) • 001.5000 
tin# - (00.0900 
Tjdl#ch^" 033.33C« 
d/dl • 000.0273 
%Tr##/T*- 001.4W: 
Z<l/>cf» - &0I.7900 
CccanMO- 007.297# 
Tj»ltrJ - 090.3343 
dl-Tj-T#—044.7210 
Tjcantara 090.3543 
Idnch) - 012.0000 
CccanMo- 007.3074 
Tj»tCr) - 090.1483 
dl«Tj>T#»-O44.7ia0 
T|CM«t«r* 090.1483 
Xdnch» - 013.0000 
CccwtMO* 007.4183 
T]*t(rJ - O94.03S3 
dl«7j.7f»-044.*a40 
Tjc*«>t»r« 09*.8303 
Xdncht • 013.0000 
tcc*«i—c« 007.4B34 
T*et[r: - 096.091V 
dl>Tj-T#*'046.*9t0 
096.0119 
IdncM • ota.oooo 
Ect*m—#" 007.4772 
TjsttPl • 094.2370 
dl"Tj-T#—044.4430 
Tjcankar* 094.3370 
Idncht - OI2.0000 
Ccc«nMO* 007.3144 
Ti^tCrJ - 095.7003 
dl»I|>TI«-v44.4l30 
TjCarvtar* 095.7003 
Idnch) • 012.0ÛOO 
Ccc*>wM>- 007.5334 





POINT MMCR 64 
Ydxchl • UOO.OOOO 
etcan—o- 000.1188 
Tj#l r**- 001.4102 
d"Tjr-T«*-00l.9ll7 
T/Tc«ntr- OOl.OOOO 
Tin# • 100.0*00 
Tiilisch^* 053.3390 
d/dl • 000.0304 
%Tfm*/T»» 00l.l«39 
Zdnch) - 003.0000 
Tin# • 100.0*w0 
Tjdlschq" 053.3430 
d/dl - 000.0409 
%Tr##/T&" 001.436# 
POINT NUM&ER 
Vlinch) • OOO.OOOO 
•ccaciMO- 000.1232 
Tjat raft* 001.4301 
d-Tjr-T#—003.20IQ 
T/Tcenlr" 001.0000 
POINT WJ1»£A 44 
V(lnch> - OOO.OOOO 
•CCanMO* 000.1226 
T}«t P#%- 001.4547 
«MTjr-T#* 003.9381 
T/Tc«ftlr« OOl.UU'M 
POINT Kmatn VdncM • 000.0000 
•cc«n*M« 000.1003 




Vltnch) « VOO.OOvU 
*tcan#»o" 000.1009 




XiiKli) • 000.00<}0 
eccwMW* 000.10*6 
Tj#l rm#. 001.2*7 
2dr>cM - 0U2.2300 
Tin# • 100.0400 
TjdtMhq- 033.3540 
d/'ll • 000.0604 
%Tf#%/T#« 091.4974 
Zdnch) • 002.3000 




tTrw/T— Owl. 31J9 
Zdnch) - 002.7300 
Tin# • 099.9840 
Tjdkftchv* 033.3410 
d/dl • 000.0003 
XTrM/T6* 001.3334 
ZdnchI - 003.0000 
Tin# • U99.9430 
Tjdi»ch«» 033.3300 
d/dl - 000.0697 
XTrM/T6* 001.2303 
{dncIO - 1-03.23vO 
Tin# • 079.9900 
TjdlMl>9* 053.3310 
dl"Tj-Tf «*"044. 6390 
Tjt#nt#r" 093.5123 
I (inch) - oia.oooo 
Eccanamo. 007.3334 
1j0ttr3 • 095.3401 
Tjc«ot«r" 099.3401 
Xdnch) - 013.0000 
Ccc*nM»« 0O7.1644 
TjetCrl - 099.9259 
dl*T)>T«—044.6530 
Tjcenter* 099.9239 
Xdnchl • 013.0000 
Ccc«m#w 007.1434 
T)atCr] • 0V9.e979 
dl"Tj-Tf—044.6*20 
Tjccnter" 099.8979 
Xdnchl • OlS.OOOO 
(cc#ww 007.1733 
T,*t(f1 • 099.7779 
dl"Tj-T#—044.4700 
T 099.7779 
Xdnchl • 013.0000 
Ecc«tMQ- 007.2058 
TjBltrJ • 099.3873 
dl-Yj-T#—044.7000 
Tjcantar* 099.3873 
Xdnch# • 013.0*0 
CccMtMO* 007.1842 




Vdncli» " 000.0000 





Ydnch» « OOO.OOOO 
mccéftmmo» 000.0091 
Tj»t r##. 000.1079 
d-Tff-T#—000.034I 
r/Tcantr> OOl.OOOO 
POINT MIMER 72 
VClnch) « OOO.OOOO 
ccc«naa>« 000.2239 
Tj»t f**" 002.6792 
d-T}P-T#«-000.1321 
T/Tc«ntr> 001.0000 
Z<lnchl • C03.: 
Tin# • 09*.1 
Tjdirnchgm 033.: 
d/dJ - 000.( 
ZTPM/T»- 001.: 
Zdnch) - 000.230» 
Tin# - tOO.OlOO 
Tjdi*ch*" 033.5370 
d/dl • OOO.OOlO 
XTrM/T** OOO.IOM 
Zdnch, > 000.9000 





POINT NUmtR 7} 
Ydnchl • OOO.OOOO 
eccanema# 000.0719 
Tj*i r#*- 000.0532 
d«TJp-T#«-OOO.352I 
T/Tccmtr* OOl.OOOO 
POINT MMeai 74 
Ydnchl # OOO.OOuO 
#CC#r##u" 000,0403 
Tj«t rm*» 0'X».3732 
d-T jf-T#—000.6537 
T/Tc«ntP- OOl.OOOO 
POINT NUnKK 73 Ydnch» « 00>>.0000 
OvO. 1484 
Tf #%" Ù0I.76V) d-ljf -T#—000. 4515 
T/1t«nlr« OOl.OOOO 
ZdMh) > 000.750» 
Tin# • 100.0900 
TjdlKhg- 033.340» 
d/dl • 000.005* 
%Tr«4/T— 000.03* 
Zdnch» • 001.000» 
Tin# • 1V0.0400 
TfdiMhQ" 053.3400 
d/dl • 000.0140 
%Trm./Tm" 000.5/47 
Zdnch# * ÛOI.2300 
Tin# • 100.04*» 
Tjdl*cm#« UL3.33J» 
d/dl - 000.0U97 
XT«##/T*" vol.747# 
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Klnchl • 019.0000 
Ettwww* 007.2773 
<»4A. 73#0 
1 » 09«.b>7f 
aitnch) • 013.0000 
£cc*r>*e- 007.3434 
filter) - 097.7379 
di>î)-T«»-044.7130 
Tjc«nt«r* 0*7.737# 
Xinch) - 01:.00"JO 
Ccc«nMo- 0r»7.5«40 
Ti«tCr) - 097.1*14 
d*#Tj-T#.-046.7330 
T)C«nt«r* 0»7.1414 
liincr» - 013.0000 
Ecc«f>MO* 007.4344 
T,alCr} - 094.4722 
.Jl»Tj-T««-04fc. 7540 
tjuvntvr- LA&.*7:2 
X<inch> - 013.0000 
Eccapmo- 007.4520 
r;«ltrj - 096.4714 
UJ«Tj-T*»-04b.7340 
Tjcarttvr* 094.4714 
Vdncht « OOO.OOOO 
T**t rm## 000.0133 ë»rj#-ri»-ooi. 149# 
T/Tc«n(r« OOl.OOOO 
VdftchI " OOO.OOOO 
•ccin—000.1033 
Tj*l rwm OOi.32*i 
d«Tjr-Tla-OOI.4731 
T/1c«ntr« OOl.OOOO 
v«inch> • OOO.OOiM 
OCO.I143 




y<lnch> - OOO.OOOO 
•cc«nrco* OOO. 1204 




VMnch) • OOO.OOOO 
•CC«rMMO» 000.1134 
Tj«t r**" 001.3490 
tjafjr-TI «-003. 4370 
T/Tc«ntr> OOl.OOOO 
POINT MraCR 
Yllnch* - uoO.OOOO 
•ce*o—o« 000> 1100 
r,#l TM- 0OI.30S3 
d-T jr-T4 —003. 43S4 
T/rc*ntr> Ovl.OwOv 
KIncti» • OOl.SOOO 
Tin* • 100.0000 
083.3470 
d/dl • 000.024* 
ITrw/Ta- 000.8230 
Z<lnch> " OOI.7SOO 
Tlnl • I00.0900 
TidiKht* u33.3320 
d/01 a 000.0319 
%Tr#*/T#» 001.2414 
2<lnch> • n02.v000 
TImf m 100.0600 
ridt*ch«« 033.3490 
d/dl • OOO.OSCi 
%Tf##/T#« 001.41=3 
ZdncM • M2.2800 
rini « too.1000 
rjdlmchg# 053.3470 
d/dl - 000.043# 
XTrM/Ta* 001.4733 
Z<lnch> • 002.3000 
Ttnf " lOO.IlOO T)dV«ch^ « 053.3S4PO 
d/dl • 000.0733 
001.3921 
Zdnch) - 002.7300 tint • 100.1100 
Tjdl 053.3740 
a/dl « 000.0779 
%Tr#,/r#" 001.3530 






Xftnch) « 013.0000 
Ctewiewe 007.5022 
T)»ltr] • 095.9421 
dl»Tj-T<—044.7370 
V95.9421 
((inch> • 013.0000 
Ecc«nMo« 007.4992 
1 • 095.9049 
0l»Tj-r«»-O44.74l0 
rjc*nt«r- 095.9IM9 
àiinch) • 0l4.0f>00 
Ecc«nMK>- Ov7.1570 
Tj«t(r] . 100.0154 
dl'Tj-Tf—04&.7240 
TiCantar- 100.0154 
|(inch> . 014.0000 
Ei.c«(>aao« 007.1552 
TialCrl • 100.0398 
dl-Tj-T*"-C44.7470 
Tjce<tt«r« 100.039@ 
Jl(lnch) • 014.0000 
Ecc«new- 007.144O 
Tjattr) • 099.9049 
dl-Tj-Té—044.6950 
ljcwnt*r« O99.V0A9 
Inch) " 014.0000 
Vttflch) m 000.0000 
T|at rm%m 001.0073 
d-T jr-r< *-004. 0043 
r/Tcantr* 001.0000 
VClnchl • OOO.CCOO 




VMnchI • OOO.OOOO 
«CC6AMO* 000.0974 
Tjat raa* 001.1570 
J-Tjr-Tf*-004.1451 
T/tc»tU> 001.0000 
VUnch> - OOO.OOOO 
accanaao" 000.1449 
Tjat ra«- 001.74:1 
d-T]r-T«»-000.1044 
T/Tcanir* OOl.OOOO 
POINT MJHKR 04 
Yllrvch) - 000.0000 




Ydnch) » OOO.OOOO 
•ccanaeo- 001.0353 
Tjal ra«> 021.7804 
d"Tir-T<«-</00.2l3l 
T/Tc«»tr» 001.000*J 
lllnetti * 003.0000 
Tim* • IOO.iJOO 
T*dl*chq. 053.3*50 
d/dl • 000.0074 
%Tf#m/T#" 001.1330 
- 003.2300 
Tlnf » 100.1300 
TjdlacA,* 053.3030 
d/dl - OOO.OOM 
%Trm»/T#- 001.0245 
ZOnchI • 003.3000 
Tin* . 100.1300 
Tjdlachq# O53.309O 
d/dl . 000.0007 
ITram/T## OOI.20A3 
Zdncht # 000.2500 
Tin# - 100.1200 
Tjdi«cr>9" 053.3940 
d/dl • 000.0022 
tJrmm/Tm^ OOt.7420 
2<tncM - 000.5000 
Tin» - 100.1500 
Tjdlacho" 053.4030 
d/dl - OOO.UÛ24 
%Tf#*/Ta« 000.3340 
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Z(lnch> - OOO.7500 
Tin« - 100.1200 
TjdIKhg- 053.4250 
J/dl • 000.0044 
XTr»«/Ta- 021.0007 
Z<tnr.h> - OOl.OOOO 
SccanM0> 007.1770 
TjMIr) a 0W.7302 
dl»T|>ri«-^4*.7ia0 
T^antar* OW.7502 
ïlintft» - Oî^ .tiOeO 
SCCMIMD- 007.1914 
TiMtrJ • 009.39*3 01-T|-r«—O**.710O 
Tftamlmr# 0*9.33*3 
I(lnc»i> a 014.0000 
CccMan- 007.212* 
Tjstir] • O**.24O0 
dl«T}-T«»H>4*.73t0 
Yicrttar* O**.24O0 
l(lr>ch> « 014.0000 
eccWMOQ- 007.3434 
T>al(r) • 0*0.0077 
dl«Tj-r#«-044.7350 
Tjcanlar* 090,8077 
Ktnch) • 014.0000 
Iccoiaao» 007.3434 




Tjst r##" 000.4SV3 
d-TjP-Tf—000.3490 
T/Tcantr» 001.0000 
POINT WfBO* YtiRCh) • OOO.OOOO 
•ccwtaAo* 000.0400 




Ydncht " 000.0000 
«cconaoa* 000.0557 




Vllnch: - OOO.OOOO 
*cC*m«ao- 000.1V4: 




V<tn«h) • OOO.OOOO 
atCJoaao" W)0.0930 
Tjat rM* 001.1135 
d-T jr-Tf—002.443II 
T/Tcantra OOl.OOoO 
Tlmf - 100.1300 
TjdlmthQ" 093.4020 
d/dl - 000.0079 
lTra«/Ta« 000.4411 
:(lfhch» - 001.3500 
Tin# ' 100.1300 
Tjdlachg* 033.4120 
d/dl • 000.0123 
ZJr—/Tm» 000.5737 
Zdnch) • 001.5000 
Tin» - 100.1500 
TjdtMhO* 053.4190 
d/dl • 000.0190 
XTrM/Ta» 000.4444 
ZUnchI • 001.7300 
Tin# « 100.1500 
Tjd»»cr^" 033.4250 
d/dl • uOO.0270 
001.3750 
Ktncht - 002.0000 
Tin* • t00.t400 
Tjdlacho* 053.4570 




«<inch> • 014.0000 
CccaoMoa 007.4474 
TjatCr: e OTt.ZC? 
dl"Tj-T#—044.4340 
Tjeenter* Ot*.24i7 
KUnch» m 014.0000 
Eccensee* 007.4543 
TjakCr) " 0*4.3400 
dl»Tj-T4"-0*4.4320 
T|cank«r- 094.3400 
X(loch) • 014.0000 
Eccan—0» 007,4440 
Tjat(r) a 0*4.3073 
dl-Ti-T4«*-044.42S0 
Tjcantara 0**.2«73 
KInchI • 014.0000 
Cccanmo* 007.473Ù 
TjvtCrJ • 0*4.2137 
dl-Tj.T#»-O44.4l0O 
Tjcantara 0*4.2137 
POINT NIMCR *3 
V<tncl\) « OOO.OOOO 
•ccaneao* OOO.to72 
Tjst rss- oci.r?:? 
d-T jr-T#—003.0963 
T/Teentr- OOl.OOOO 
d/dl • 000.0400 
lTr«*/T*- 001.318# 
ZUfKht • 003.7300 
Tlnl « 100.1400 
T,<îl6i.fvj« 053.wo 
d/dl * 000.0034 
XTra«/Toa 001.3314 
POINT )U«CII *4 
VUnch) » OOO.OOOO 
eecansas" 000.0*41 




Vtlncht • OOO.OOOO 
•CC«nMO> OOO. 0097 
Tjat raaa vOI.0441 
d"Tjr-T##-OO3.0427 
T/Tc«ntr« uOl.OOOO 
Vtlnch» - OOO.OOOO 
•ccaftaao* OOO.0090 
Tj#t f##- OOI.O450 
j.Tjf-T*—003.*343 
T/Tcantr« 001.0000 
Z<lnch» - 003.0000 
Tin# - 100.1400 
T,dl*th«- 053.5000 d/dl m ooo.oso* 
%Tr##/Ta* 001.13*1 
Z(tnch) - 003.3500 
Tin# « too.1300 
Tjdl*cb«« 053.5090 
d/dl - 000.0024 
%Tr#,/Te# 001.1051 
Zdnch) • 003.5000 
Tin# • 100.1900 
TjdlKhQ- 053.5320 
d/dl • ouo.0044 
XfrM/Ta- 001. 1077 
Xltnchl - OI4.0000 
Eccënamw» 007.3544 
Tjattr1 • O97.5400 
dl«T)-T#.-O4*.670O 
Tjcanlar* 0*7.5400 
POINT NUMBER 93 
Ydncbi - .XO.OO"X» 
•cc«riMo> 000.0999 
Tjat pa«« 001.165U 
d»I jr-1#"-\W2.58»iO 
T/Tcar>tr« OOl.OOOO 
Z(lnch> • 002.2500 
Tin# • 100.1400 
TjaiKng' 053.4620 
d/dl • 000.0553 
•lTrm%/Jm» 001.2153 
X(tiich) > 014.<^» 
Ecc«(>*ao« •'<07.4096 
T;ttrrl - 094.9305 
FOlUT WIMKR 94 
V<inc'i> » OvO.OvK«0 
•«.canMc* 01*0.124: 
Tjot ra»> v)l.47Z;: 
flinch» • 002.5.)00 
Tin# • ICO.1400 
Tjclikchq* 053.4710 
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16. APPENDIX I: MEASUREMENT OF THE MEAN VELOCITY IN THE 
STREAMLINE DIRECTION USING A SINGLE NORMAL PROBE 
A DISA 55R11 fiber-film probe was used to measure an approximate 
mean velocity during the experiments on jets in cross flow. The 
technique is labeled "approximate" primarily because of some simplifying 
assumptions that had to be employed in order to make the technique 
workable. The method is exact, however, for one-dimensional flows 
and almost exact for two-dimensional flows. The method is described 
in this appendix. 
The time-averaged effective cooling velocity for a normal probe 
in a three-dimensional flow field when the probe orientation 
corresponds to 0 = + 90° follows directly from Equation (3.14). This 
is expressed as * 
_ 2—? 7—7 —7 
U^ ff = [K^ U + + W^ ] (16.1) 
where, in this particular case, U, V, and W are the velocity components 
in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the prongs, tangential 
to the sensor, and perpendicular to the sensor, but in the plane of 
the prongs, respectively. They are, also, the velocity components in 
the usual laboratory coordinate system. 
The flow of a jet in a cross flow can be assumed to have two 
predominant velocity components, in this case, the streamwise component, 
U, and the vertical component, W. The component, V, is usually one 
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order of magnitude less than either U or W (this assumption has also 
been verified in the three-dimensional runs performed in this study). 
This, plus the fact that the yaw factor, K^, for the DISA 55R11 probe 
is about 0.2 while the pitch factor is 1.02, can justify neglecting 
2 — 2  2 — 2  — 2  
the quantity V relative to either U or W . If this is done. 
Equation (16.1) can be written as 
—? 2 —7 —7 
= C U'^  + W (16.2) 
eff 2 
without much sacrifice in accuracy. Furthermore, since is very 
close to unity. Equation (16.2) can be modified to read 
. (16.3) 
eff 
Since the magnitude of the resultant velocity, U^, in the 
streamline direction is given by 
Û = [Û^ (16.4) 
m 
—2 —2 —2 
and since V is much smaller than either U or W (as explained 
earlier), the resultant velocity, U^, can be said to equal the 
effective cooling velocity, 
The assumptions employed above basically mean that the sensor 
tangential cooling is negligible and that the probe behaves essentially 
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the same with respect to any component of velocity as long as it is 
perpendicular to the sensor. Furthermore, the assumptions employed 
regard the jet-in-cross-flow case as two-dimensional. These 
assumptions have been employed by many previous investigators. In 
a very similar situation, Patton et al. [169] used the same method 
described in this appendix. 
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17. APPENDIX J: ERROR ANALYSIS 
In any experiment, uncertainties in the measured quantities arise 
because of three types of errors: systematic, illegitimate, and 
random. Systematic errors result from improper experimental procedures 
and practices and are characterized by their systematic and consistent 
nature. These errors can be found and corrected for by proper 
calibration. Illegitimate errors arise from mistakes in executing 
the experiment and can be eliminated or avoided by employing proper 
experimental procedures, familiarization with the equipment, and 
repetition of measurements. Random errors, on the other hand, are 
characterized by their inconsistent and random nature and are 
inherently present in any laboratory experiment. Random errors are 
usually estimated using statistical analysis and propagation of 
uncertainty methods. 
In the present study, illegitimate errors were avoided by applying 
proper experimental practices and by using a fully-computerized data 
acquisition process. Systematic errors were also eliminated by 
experiment repetition and comparing the measured data, whenever 
feasible, to existing measurements and predictions. 
Kline and McClintock [231] suggested a procedure for estimating 
the uncertainty in single-sample experiments in the quantities which 
are not directly measureable. According to them, the uncertainty A, 
in any quantity G is 
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AG = [ Z (|^Ap.)^]^^^ (17.1) 
i=l ^ 
where is any of J parameters of which the quantity G is a function. 
The uncertainty obtained from Equation (17.1) is the absolute value of 
the maximum expected deviation from the reported measured value. 
Uncertainties in the DC and AC voltage readings are given in the 
Fluke 8520A instruction manual and are found to be negligible. 
Uncertainties for the following cases were obtained from the 
calibration data: 
1. Rotameter [Brooks 1110-10H3A1V] = 0.065 gpm or 1% or full-scale 
reading. 
2. Rotametar [Brooks 1112A10G3B1A] = 0.085 gpm or 1% of full-scale 
reading. 
3. Temperature measurement using thermocouples = + 0.2°F. 
4. Constant-temperature anemometer King's law calibration 
constants A and B = + 2% of A or B. 
5. Linearizer calibration constant S = + 2.5% of S. 
6. Constant-current anemometer temperature calibration constants 
A. and = + 0.5% of A, or B,. 
t t — t t 
7. Probe position in the spanwise direction = + 0.01". 
8. Probe position in the streamwise direction = + 0.01". 
9. Probe position in the vertical direction = + 0.01". 
10. Probe position in the angular direction = + 1 degree. 
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In the following sections, Equation (17.1) will be used to 
estimate the uncertainties in the derived or computed quantities 
reported in the present investigation. Values from typical runs 
will be used to carry out the analysis. 
Probe operating temperature, T^: 
In constant-temperature operation of a hot-wire or film anemometer, 
the sensor operating temperature, T^, is related to sensor operating 
resistance, R , by: 
P 
"p-"» + Wp-Vi <"-2' 
where is, in turn, related to the overheat factor, a, by^ 
R = R (1 + a) . (17.3) 
P o 
The sensor resistance evaluated at the actual ambient temperature 
during the measurement run, R^, is given by: 
\ • "o + «0 "a -
Combining Equations (17.2) and (17.4) gives the sensor operating 
temperature, T^, as: 
^The overheat factor a is equal to the (OHR-1) 
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T  = § - + T ^  ( 1 7 . 5 )  
o 
where is always equal to 68°F. 
Applying Equation (17.1) to in Equation (17.5) gives: 
at = [{^ Aa}^ + . (17.6) 
 ^ "^ 0 a O 
Typically, a = 0.08 + 0.0005 and a = 0.002333 + 0.00005 °F~^. 
Therefore, 
AT = [{ I  (0.0005)}^ + { „ (0.00005)}^]^^^ 
p u.uuzjjj (0.002333) 
= + 0.2266°F. 
Since typical values of T^ range from 100°F to 110°F, the uncertainty 
in Tp is approximately 0.2% of T^. 
Jet discharge velocity: 
y _ 31.233436 GPM 
where D is in inches, p. _ is in lb /ft , and U. ^ is in ft/sec. jet m ]et 
Applying Equation (17.1) to U. in Equation (17.7) gives: 
2 et 
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{^31.233436 -^31.233436 (Ap )}^  
(^31,233436 GPM „„J2,L/2  ^ (17 
PJET° 
D = 0.545" + 0.0005" 
p. = 62.305 + 0.0005 lb /ft^ (at 65°F) jet — m 
GPM = 4.08832 gpm + 0.04088 gpm at U = 6.9 ft/sec. 
J 
AU. = [{  31.233436 (0.04088)}^ 
(62.305)(0.545) 
+ { -31-233436 (4.08832) (0.0005) 
(62.305) (0.545) 
+ {31.233436 (4.08832) (_2) (o. 0005) 
(62.305)(0.545) 
= + 0.0701 ft/sec. or 1.02% of U. . 
— JGC 
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Corrected anemometer voltage, E^: 
a) Normal probe 
For the case where the fluid properties are independent of 
temperature, the corrected anemometer voltage, E^, is related to the 
measured voltage, E^, by: 
T - T 1/2 
P a 
Applying Equation (17.1) to E^ in Equation (17.9) and recalling that 
the uncertainty in the measurement of E^ is negligible, we get: 
' "(T - T AR - T 
pa P c. 
-(T - T _ 2 
P a 
(T - T ) E . T 
+ { ^ (AT )}^]^/^ . (17-10) 
2(T - T ) ' (T - T ) ' P 
p c pa
In run number "N41T64M6D3", the following values were given for 
I^ ,  T^ ,  and  I , :  
T = 106 .1°F ,  T  =  64°F ,  and  T  =  64 .932°F  
p c a 
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Also, the actual and corrected voltages at 9 = -90° for point number 67 
of the same run were given as: 
(-90°) = 13.863 volts 
(-90°) = 14.019 volts 
AE^j thus, becomes: 
AË. - [( P,}' 
(106.1 - 64.939) ' (106.1 - 64) ' 
, r-(106.1 - 64)^ ^^ (13.863)(0.2)/ 
+ I 3/2 ' 
2(106.1 - 64.939) ' 
, f(64 - 64.939)(13.863)(0.2266) i2,l/2 
1/? 3/2 
2(106.1 - 64) '"(106.1 - 64.939) ' 
= 0.0748 volts or 0.534% of E 
c 
This value is considered representative of all voltage readings in 
isothermal runs. To get a representative value for AE^ in heated-jet 
runs, we consider the case where the ambient fluid temperature is 
= 90°F, while the calibration temperature, T^, remains equal to 
64°F. Typical values of E^(-90°) and E^(-90°) in this case are 
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and. 
E^(-90°) = 8.669 volts 
E (-90°) = 14,019 volts 
AË . [{ 
(106.1 - 90) ' (106.1 - 64) ' 
, r-(106.1 - 64)1/^ (8.669)(0.2)-,^  
1/2 
2(106.1 - 90) 
+ ( (0.2266) . 0.1254 volts 
2(106.1 - 64) ' (106.1 - 90) ' 
or 0.8946% of E 
c 
Here, we see a very slight increase in the uncertainty of the corrected 
anemometer voltage for the heated case over that of the isothermal case, 
b) Slant probe 
For the constant fluid property case, the corrected anemometer 
voltage, E^5 is related to the measured voltage, E^, by: 
E = 
c 
T -0.03 _ T, -0.03 
AJI - (^ ) 26.21 (/) }/ 
c p a 
T. -0.03 T -0.03 T - T 
_ 26.21 (^ ) }] + (^ ) (/ _ T=)EA 




Equation (17.1) can be applied to E^ in Equation (17.11) to estimate 
the uncertainty in E^; however, this is not necessary since, for all 
practical purposes, Equation (17.11) can be approximated by 
Equation (17.9) as explained earlier in Chapter 3. The same uncertainty 
in E in this case should be expected. 
c 
Corrected linearizer voltage, E^ 
L, C 
a) Normal probe 
The corrected linearizer voltage, E , is related to the measured 
L,c 
linearizer and anemometer voltages, E^ ^  and E^, by: 
E - A pa pa 
a c 
Applying Equation (17.1) to E in Equation (17.12) gives: 
L, C 
- -2 
r2E, E T-T A T-T 
a c a c 
T: - 2 
+ (/ . T )} • (AA^ )] 
P a 
2 E, E ^ ( T - T )  A  T - T  T - T  
(gZ -A ) (T -  T )2 Ë? -  A Tp -  Ta ^p "  
a c p a a c 
C F  -  A ;  % - V  -  A C  P  »  
(Continued) 
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-2 E, -E^ A T - T 
L,a  a  f  c  /  a  c  {=5 (N 
P a (E; - AJCT^ , - E^  - ''TP -
) 
T - T 
_P Ç } (ATJ]' 
T - T - • C 
P a 
1/2 (17.13) 
Typical values of the parameters given in Equation (17.13) for 
an isothermal case are: E = 13.863 volts, E = 14.019 volts, 
a c 
A = 51.9501, È, = 1.2534 volts, \ = 1.3324 volts, T = 106.1 °F, 
c  L ,a  L ,c  p  
T = 64.932=?, T = 64°F, AA - 1.039. Thus, 
a c c 
2(1.2534)(13.863)' { 106.1 - 64 _ 
(13.863^ - 51.9501)2 64.932 
51.9501 , 64.932 - 64 , , 106.1 - 64 _ 
1 /!/. AOO' 1  ^/. NOO/J 
13.863^ - 51.9501 ~ *^'932 106.1 - 64.932 
(1.039)] + [• 2 ^  ,2(1.2534) (13.863)' (64 - 64.932) 
(13.863^ - 51.9501) (106.1 - 64.932)^ 
r 51.9501 , 64.932 - 64 . , 106.1 - 64 
(13.8632 _ 51.9501) '  lO*'!  " *4-932 lO*'!  " *4.93:)'  
(0.2266)12 + (1.2534)(13.863)^ lOi. l  -  fA 
(13.863 - 51.9501) (106.1 - 64.932) 
[ 51.9501 .  ^64.932 - 64  ^
(13.863^  - 51.9501) 106.1 - 64.932 
(continued) 
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+ [- -2(1.2534)(13.863)'  
(13.863 - 51.9501)(106.1 - 64.932) 
51.9501 . X 64.932 - 64 , 
(13.863^ - 51.9501) - 64.932 
+ 106° Î ' '  ^4*132}  (0 -2 ) ] '  
1/2 
= 0.0246 volts or 1.848% of E, 
'L,c-
Typical values of the parameters given in Equation (17.13) for a 
heated case, on the other hand, are: E = 8.669 volts, E = 14.019 
a ' c 
volts, E. = 0.0343 volts, E. = 1.3324 volts, A = 51.9501, 
L,a L,c c 
T = 106.1 °F, T = 90°F, T = 64°F, AA = 0.02 A = 1.039. Thus, 
p a c c c 
AE, 
'L,c 
2(0.0343)(8.669) . ,-106.1 - 64 _ -, 
L (8.669^  - 51.9501)2 
51.9501 ( .  ^L)  +  "  nn)}  '  (1 -039)  
8.669^ - 51.9501 ~ 
+ [• 2(0.0343)(8.669) (64 - 90) 51.9501 
(8.669^ - 51.9501) (106.1 - 90)^ (8.669^ - 51.9501) 
( l06&\1o) + ( l%:l :  ) '  (0-22**)]'  
(continued) 
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 ^^ 2C0.0343)(8.669)^  _ 106.1 - 64 
(8.669^  - 51.9501) (106.1 - 90)^  
 ^j. 2(0.0343) (8.669)^  . 51.9501 
(8.669^  - 51.9501)(106.1 - 90) 8.669^  - 51.9501) 
/ 90 - 64 , , 106.1 - 64i i^Zll/Z 
•^ 106.1 - 90^  106.1 - 90^  I ' J 
= 0.1155 volts or 8.67% of E? 
L,c 
Here, we see a relatively large increase in the uncertainty in 
computing the corrected linearizer voltage for the heated case over 
that of the isothermal case. 
b) Slant probe 
The corrected linearizer voltage, E , is related to the measured 
L, c 
linearizer and anemometer voltages by: 
c L,a 
A IN T. -0.03 
c _ 26.21 (-^) }/ 
- A \ A^ 
a c 
__ T. -0.03 T -0.03 
{16^  - 26.21 (^ ) } • (TP) 
S C^ C^ 
IN T -0.03 _ T. -0.03 
{[16^  _ 26.21 (-^ ) ] / - 26.21 (-^ ) ] • 
KP TC KP 
(continued) 
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T - T T -0.03 T - T 
( /  _ / )  -  1} + i-f-)  ( /  _ t"") I • (17.14) 
p a c P a J 
For ail practical purposes, Equation (17.14) can be approximated by 
Equation (17.12) as explained in Chapter 3. The uncertainty in E 
L, c 
in this case (i.e., for a slant probe) remains approximately the same 
as that of a normal probe. 
Mean velocity in the streamline direction: 
In this method (as described in Appendix I), a normal probe is 
used to measure the mean velocity magnitude. The main assumptions 
employed are negligible tangential cooling and the equality of the 
mean velocity to the effective cooling velocity. This leads to 
- °eff - V 
where, in this case, E^ ^ is the corrected linearizer voltage and 
is the normal probe linearizer calibration constant. Applying 
Equation (17.1) to in Equation (17.15) gives: 
AU = [{%- AE^ f AS . (17.16) 
m L,c 
Typical values can be found from run number "RUN14NJ" for point #1 where 
Et = 3.0048 volts, S = 0.61844, and U = 4.8587 ft/sec. The 
L,c n m 




(3.0048) = 0.0555 volts and 




Substituting the above values in Equation (17.16), the uncertainty 
in the magnitude of the mean velocity can be obtained as follows: 
The uncertainty computed above is that of an isothermal run. There 
is no need to compute a similar uncertainty for the heated case since 
this method was only used in isothermal runs. The method is valid, 
however, for heated as well as isothermal flows. 
Turbulence intensity in the mean flow direction: 
This method is identical to that described in Appendix F for 
measuring the free-stream turbulence intensity. The turbulence 
intensity, in this case, is given by: 
'^^m [^0.61844 (0.0555)}^ + { -3.0048 ^ (0.01546)}^]^''^ (0.61844) 




where n is the King's law exponent and is given a value of 0.5 
throughout this study. The application of Equation (17.1) to 
/u'^/U^ in Equation (1.17) gives: 
2 ^ 7  
2 E 
A[ = [{• 
M 
n K" B U 
2,n m 
n 
" 2^,N : S. 
+ {• 
-2 EJB^  
" 4.n  ^  
9 -2 E \ 
(AB)}^ + {• 
B K„ U 2,n m 
Typical values for the quantities in Equation (17.18) are as follows 
e = 0.1267 + 0.0063 volts, E = 17.466 + 0.156 volts, 
— c — 
B = 123.91 + 2.478, U = 4.8587 + 0.1510 ft/sec., and 
— m — 




, . 2  
- ]  = [{• 2(0.1267)(0.156) 
0.5 (1.02)°-^(123.91)(4.8587)°'^ 
+ { 2(17.466)(0.0063) 
0.5(1.02)°"5(123.91)(4.8587)°'5 
(continued) 
^Run number "RUN14NJ", point number 1. 
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-2(17.466)(0.1267)(2.478) ^2 
0.5 (1.02) ^ (4.8587) ^ (123.91)  ^  
4- {  -2(17.466) (0.1267) (0.1510) ,2^ 1/2 = 
(123.91)(1.02)"'^(4.8587)^'^ 
or 5.60% of 




This uncertainty is only associated with calibration and measurement 
errors. An additional uncertainty arises from.the assumption of low 
turbulence intensity in arriving at the turbulence intensity 
expression (Equation 17.17) [229]. At a turbulence intensity of 25%, 
an error of 2.5% in the turbulence intensity reading is expected, 
while that error increases to 10% for a 50% intensity [29]. These 
are systematic but variable errors and should not be added vectorially 
to the random error computed earlier. 
Mean temperature using the cold film technique: 
The mean temperature, T, is computed using the following 
equation: 
- C^C " T^ T = (17.19) 
®T 
where is the output voltage of the constant current anemometer, 
and A^ and are the least-square curve-fit constants resulting from 
the probe calibration data. Applying Equation (17.1) to T in 
Equation (17.19) gives: 
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1  9 -(E - A ) 9  1/ 9  
AT = [{- I- (AAJ.)}^  + {——L_ aB^ ) r r ' ^  .  (17.20 
t 
In arriving at the above equation, it was assumed that the error 
in the constant current anemometer D.C. output voltage is negligible. 
Typical values for the quantities present in Equation (17.20) are as 
follows^: 
= 15.732 + 0.07866, = -0.084264 + 0.00042 
t — t — 
E = 5.3602 volts, T = 122.903°?.  
cc 
Thus, 
,r-0.07866 i2 , r-(5.3602 - 15.732) (0.00042)^2^1/2 
= [^ 0.084264^   ^ (-0.084264)' 
= 1.12°F or 0.91% of T . 
Root-mean-square temperature fluctuations: 
The root-mean-square temperature fluctuation was computed using 
the following equation: 
V 4  
R^un number "H33T125M4", point number 1. 
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where y is the RMS output voltage of the consant current anemometer. 
Applying Equation (17.1) to ^ t'^ in Equation (17.21) gives: 
AlJt^ = [{-J^ (AB^)}^ + . (17.22) 
as follows 
T^ 
Typical values for the quantities present in Equation (17.22) are 
1 
(/ ' e = 0.0166 + 0.0010 volts, 
cc — 
= -0.08426 + 0.00042, and 
^ = 0.1968"? 
Thus, 
. _ rr-(0.0166) (0.00042)/ r 0.001 .2 1/2 
" (-0.084264)' +^ -0.084264^ ] 
= 0.0119°F or 6.05% of 
This uncertainty is only due to calibration and measurement errors. 
An additional uncertainty arises from the effect of axial conduction 
R^un number "H33T125M4", point number 1. 
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(conduction to the prongs). The latter uncertainty has been estimated 
in Section 3.6 and given in Table 3.2. As was shown before, this 
uncertainty depends on the flow velocity and ambient temperature as 
well as the probe dimensions and sensor material properties. The overall 
uncertainty in the measurement of the RMS temperature fluctuation is 
estimated to be less than 12%. 
Time-averaged velocity components: 
The equations used to compute the U, V, and W components of velocity 












The application of Equation (17.1) to U in Equation (17.23) gives: 
AU = 1, 2~ 2 72 + {2 E^(-90°)-(E^(-90°) 
- EJ(-45°))}/^ E^ (-90°)-E^ (0°)}^  + {EJ(-90°)+E^ (0°)-2I;J(45°)}^ ]^  
{AE^(-90°)}^ + [{2E^(-45°)-(E^(-90°)+EJ(0°)-2EJ(-45°))} / 
90°)-E^(0°)}^ + {E^(-90°)+E^(0°)-2E^(-45°)}^ • {AE^(-45°)}^ 
+ [E^(0°) + {2E^(0°)-(EJ(-45°)-EJ(0°))}/ 
y{E^(-90=)-E^(0=)}^ + {EJ(-90°)+EJ(0°)-2EJ(-45°)}^ ] • {AE^(0=)} 
+ [{E^(-90°)-EJ(0°)} 
+^ E^ (-90°)-E^ (0°)}^  + {EJ(-90°)+EJ(0°)-2E^ (-45°)}^  ] 
l l /2 
(17.26) 
The application of Equation (17.1) to V in Equation (17.24) gives: 
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AV = {2 E^ (-90°)-AE^ (-90°)}' 
+ {-4 E^(-45°) • AE^(-45°)}^ + {2 E^(0=) • AE^(0°)}^ 
E&0')+E&-90 = )-2E&-45 = ) „ 
+ [- {- —Z } • {AU}]^  
u 
Ë^(0°)+Êf (-90'')-2K^(-45°) ,-|l/2 
+ [-2{-^   ^ } • {ASJL^ J (17.27) 
Finally, the application of Equation (17.1) to W in Equation (17.25) 
fives : 
— 1 Aw = — 
"E, (-90°) _ , _ 7 _9 
2 AE^(-90°)} + {- U KG  ^ AU} 
W 1- S 
_ 7 _ 7 E^(-90°) ,11/2 
+ {- V C AV} + {- AS } 
l,n „3 n (17.28) 
Typical values for an isothermal run are as follows 
E^(-90°) = 0.7999 volts, E^(-45°) = 0.6618, E^(0°) = 0.6220 volts, 
U = 0.5796 ft/sec., V = 0.1595 ft/sec., W = 0.6597 ft/sec., 
= 0.90237, AS^ = 0.02256, AE^(-90°) = 0.0148 volts, 
Run number "N41T64M6D3", point number 8. 
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AE^(-45°) = 0.0122 volts, AE^(0°) = 0.0115 volts. 
Au = 
{2(0.5796)(0.90237)^(1.02^-0.2^)}^ 
j^[0. 7999 + {2(0.7999)' 
(0.7999^-0.6618^)}/ 
^{0.7999^-0.6220^}^ + {0.7999^+0.6220^-2(0.6618)^}^ ] 
{0.0148}^ + [{2(0.6618)-(0.7999^+0.6220^-2(0.6618)^)}/ 
v/{0.7999^-0.6220^}^ + {0.7999^+0.6220^-2(0.6618)^}^ ] 
{0 .0122}^  +  [0 .6220  +  {2 (0 .6220) • (0 .6618^-0 .6220^)} /  
sJ[Q.1999^-0.621Qh^ + {0.7999^+0.6220^-2(0.6618)^}^ ] 
{0.0115}^ + (0.90237)^ [{0.7999^-0.6220^} + 
{0.7999^-0.6220^}^ + {0.7999^+0.6220^-2(0.6618)^}^ ] 
11/2 
(0.02256)" = 0.0356 ft/sec. or 6.14% of U 
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Similarly, 
AV = = ^j X 1{2(0.7999)(0.0148)}^ 
{2(0.90237) (1.02 -0.2 ) (0.5796)}'^ 
| . ;  
+ {-4(0.6618)(0.0122)}^ + {2(0.6220)(0.0115)}^ 
+ G_(0.6220^ +0.79M _^2(0.6618)^ , . (0 . 03 5 6}]^  
+ [-2(M220!JSJ99|!GLMÉVJ . ,„.„225E,]2 
= 0.0394 ft/sec. or 24.69% of V 
Finally, 
1/2 
AW = ^ |{_i:2999_^ (0.0148)}^ + {-0.5796 (1.02)^(0.0356)}' 
L(0.90237) 
+ { -0 .1595  (0 .2 )^ (0 .0394)}^  +  {" (0 -7999)  (o ,02256)}^ j  
(0.90237)^ 
= 0.0493 ft/sec. or 7.47% of W . 
Kere, we see that two components (U and W) are predicted to a 
reasonable degree of accuracy, while the third component (V) is not. 
The reason being that V is much smaller than either U or W since the 
flow is mostly two-dimensional. We, therefore, conclude that this 
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procedure is accurate if used to predict the predominant velocity 
components in the flow field. It is, therefore, ideal in highly 
three-dimensional flows where the three velocity components are of the 
same order of magnitude. 
It is important to mention here that the uncertainties mentioned 
above were estimated on the basis of 400 samples for every voltage 
reading. Reducing the number of samples will slightly increase the 
uncertainty in the voltage readings and, thus, the velocity components. 
Turbulent shear stresses: 
The equations used to compute the turbulent shear stresses are 
given below: 
ÂT r 2 u'v' = yi {e: (45=) - e^ (-45°)} - (90") - e^ (-90°)}] 
/[v/2 (1 - KJ + ZKg)] (17.29) 




e^(0=) - e&lSO") 
— „ ^ „ . (17.31) 
2 S (L-KP 
The application of Equation (17.1) to u'v' in Equation (17.29) gives: 
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A[u'v'] = 2 2 2 
S^ (L-K^ 4.2KP 
{Ae^(45° )}^  +  {AeJ ( -45° )}^  +  {AeJ (90° )}^  
+  {AeJ ( -90° )}^  
^^ î  [ e j (90° )  -  e&-90° ) ]  -  2[eJ (45° )  -  e&-45° ) ]  '  
+ { ^^  AS}^  
1/2 
. (17.32) 
Similarly, the application of Equation (17.1) to v'w' in Equation (17.30) 
gives : 
A(v'w') = 
2 S (1+KP L 
({Ae^(90° )}^  +  { -AeJ (90° )} '  
[ e f ( -90° )  -  e&90° ) ]  ^  ,  
+  {— ^  (17.33) 
and finally. 
A(w'u') = 
2 (1-K^ ) 
{Aej (0° )}^  +  { -Ae^(180° )}^  
[EPDSO") - E^ CO")] / 
+  ^ AS}^  
S (1-Kp 
1/2 (17.34) 
Typical values for the quantities given in Equations (17.32) through 
(17.34) are as follows^: 
Run number "N40M4REDC", point number 52. 
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eJ(-90°) = (0.2152)^  volts^ , e^ (-45°) = (0.2176)^  volts^ , 
ej(0°) = (0.2442)^  volts^ , 
6^ (45") = (0.2330)^  volts^ , 6^ (90=) = (0.1920)^  volts^ , 
ej(180°) = (0.1335)^  volts^ , u'v' = 0.0065, v'w' = - 0.0066, 
w'u' = 0.0315, S = 0.8311, AS = 0.0208, Ae^ (-90°) = 0.000926, 
Ae^ (-45°) = 0.000947, Ae^ (0°) = 0.001193, AeJ(45°) = 0.001086, 
AeJ^ (90°) = 0.000737, Ae^ (180°) = 0.000356 . 
Thus, 
A[u'v'] = = »  ^[{0.001086}^  + {0.000947}' 
(0.8311) [l-(0.2) +2(1.02)^  L 
+ {0.000737}^  + {0.000926}^  
. r/2 [0.1920^ -0.2152^ ] - 2[0.2330^ -0.2176^ ] „ „^ „„T2"!I/2 
+ i 0783X1 u.uzu»^  J 
= 0.000945 or 14.54% of u'v' . 
Similarly, 
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1 r o o 
A[7^] = ^ [^{0.000737}^ + {- 0.000926}^ 
2(0.8311) (1+0.2 ) L 
+ {• 




{0.001193}^ + {-0.000356}^ 
+ ([(0.1335)'-(0.2442)^] 
0.8311 (1-0.2 ) 
1/2 
= 0.00125 or 3.'96% of w'u' . 
Here, we notice that the relative error associated with w'u' is 
smaller than that of either u'v' or v w'. The reason for this is the 
fact that u v' and v w are smaller than w u . 
Turbulent velocity fluctuations: 
The turbulent velocity fluctuations were computed using the 
following equations: 
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i v ' ^  =  [ [{K^  (1+kJ)  -  2Kb  •  {e? (0° )  +  e&180° )}  
I  z , n  1 z.  L  L 
+  { (1+K^)  ( l -Kg  J }  • {e j (90° )  +  e^ ( -90° )} ] /  
2 
{S^ D+K^ -ZKG)} -  ^e l  
{ZKG+D+K^ ) (1-K? - KG 6 X XJTL  ^ ) H (17.35) 
, 2  _  
v '^  +  [6^ (0" )  +  e^ (180° )  -  e j (90° )  -  e^( -90° ) ]  /  
[S^(I+K: J - 2K2))J 1/2 and, (17.36) 
\|w'^ = (-90°) - „ u'^ - K, „ 
L S '  
n  
2 ,n  • l,n J 
(17.37) 
The application of Equation (17.1) to\Jv'^ in Equation (17.35) 
gives: 
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[ I v '  A[\|v ]^ = I[{K^  .(L+K?) I 9 9 9 9 9 L_ 2jll 1 
2 \ | v '  {2K2+( l+Y( l -Ki ,n -^ ,n )}  
ZKG} 
AE^ (0°)]^  + [{KG (^1+K^ ) - 2 KG} ' AEJ(180°)]^  
+ [(1+K^ )(1-K2 ^ )/{S^ (1+KJ - 2K^ )} • AeJ(90°)]^  
+ [(1+kJ)(1-k5 )/{S^ (l+Kf-2K^ )} . Ae?(-90°)]^  
1 z ,n 1 / L 
(1+K?) -y . 
+ [3 {(1+kJ)K2 -^2K2}{e^ (0°) + e^ (180°)} - 3 {(1+kJ) 
(l-Kg ^ )} • {e^ (90°) + e^ (-90°)}]^  ' (AS)^  
-2(1+K ) —P P" 




A[\|u'^] = j"[2 S^(1+K^-2K2) ' \|v'^ • 
2\FU^  S^ (1+K^ -2K2) 
+ [Aej(0°)]^  + [Ae^ (180°)]^  + [- AeJ(90°)]^  + [- Ae^ (-90°)]^  + 
(continued) 
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- 2 {ej(0°) + e&lSO") - e&90') - eJ(-90°)} .11/2 
[  ^ AS]^  (17.39) 
and finally, 
A[ 4 i(â^ } ,n ' ' 
2}2 
2 F T  r r ^  •  




Typical values for the quantities given in Equations (17.38) 
through (17.40) are as follows^ : 
eJ(-90°) = (0.2152)^  vo l t s^ ,  eJ(-45°) = (0.2176)^  volts^ , 
e^ (0°) = (0.2442)^  volts^ , ej(0.2330)^  volts^ , 
6^ (90") = (0.1920)^  volts^ , e^ (180°) = (0.1335)^  volts^ . 
eJ(-90°) = (0.2763)^  volts^ , S = 0.8311, = 1.0811, 
Ae^ (-90°) = 0.000926, AeJ(-45'') = 0.000947, Aej(0'') = 0.001193, 
Ae^ (45°) = 0.001086, Ae^ (90°) = 0.000737, Ae^ (180°) = 0.000356, 
Run number "N40M4REDC", point number 52. 
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Ae^  ^ (-90°) = 0.001527, AS = 0.0208, AS^  = 0.0270, = 0.1740, 
\lv'^ = 0.1493, \/w'^ = 0.1816 . 
Thus, 
A[\|v'^] = 2 Ô 2 2— ' 
2(0.1493){2(1.02)'^ + (1+0.2"^) (1-0.2 -1.02 )} 
[{1.02^(1+0.2^) - 2(1.02)^1(0.001193)]^ + [{1.02^(1+0.2^) 
- 2(1.02)^} • (0.000356)]^ + [(1+0.2^)(1-1.02^)/{0.8311^(1+0.2^ 
- 2 X 1.02^)} (0.000737)]^,+ [(1+0.2^)(1-1.02^)/{0.8311^(1+0.2^ 
2 
- 2 X 1.02^)} (0.000926)]^ + ^ (0.001527)]^ 
(1.0811) 
+ [ — ^ {(1+0.2^) 1.02^ - 2(1.02)^}{(0.2442)^ + (0.1335)^} 
(0.8311) 
^ {(1+0.2^)(1-1.02^)}{(0.1920)^ + (0.2152)^}]^ (0.0208)^ 
(0.8311) 





2(0.1740)(0,8311)^(1+0.2^-2 x 1.02^) 
[2(0.8311)' 
(1+0.2^-2 X 1.02^)(0.1493)(0.0207)]^ + [0.001193]^ 
+ [0.000356]^ + [-0.000737]^ + [-0.000926]^ 
,  r-2{(0.2442)^ + (0.1335)^ - (0.2152)^ - (0.1920)^} g.0208]^' 
0.8311 
1/2 





+ {-  2(1.02)^(0.1740)(-0.0191)}^ + {- 2(0.2)^(0.1493)(0.0207) 
+ {Z&iMZMl  (0 .0270)} '  
(1.0811)^ 
1/2 
= 0.0214 or 11.77% of \jw , 2  
It is important to mention here that the uncertainties 
estimated for the turbulent shear stresses and the turbulent velocity 
fluctuations were based on a large number of samples for the AC 
voltage readings (1000 samples for every probe angular position). 
Reducing the number of samples will increase the uncertainty in the 
RMS voltage readings and, thus, the stress and velocity fluctuation 
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quantities. 
Kinetic energy of turbulence: 
The turbulent kinetic energy is given by: 
Y = Y + v'^ + w'2) . (17.41) 
1 2 
The application of Equation (17.1) to q' in Equation (17.41) 
gives: 
A[| q'^ ] = [{y Au'2}2 + {1 Av'^ }^  + {j Aw'^ }^ ] ' . (17.42) 
Typical values for the quantities shown in Equation (17.42) are 
given below: 
Au' = 0.00332, Av' = 0.00309, 
Aw' = 0.00388, "I q' = 0.04277 
Thus, 
A[j q'2] = 1 [{0.00332}^ + {0.00309}^ + {0.00388}^]^^^ 
= 0.00298 or 6.98% of {j q'^} . 
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Structural parameter and correlation coefficient; 
The structural parameter is given by: 
= .  (17.43) 
q '2  
while the correlation coefficient is given by: 
R^= . (17.44) 
Ju '2  '  Jw"  2] 
Based on Equation (17.1) and the uncertainties estimated for u'w', q 
f=f FY 
Vu' , and\jw' , it can easily be shown that the uncertainty in 
is 13.80%, while that of R ^ , is 16.57%^. 
u w 
,2 
^These uncertainties are based on values for point number 81, 
run no. "N40M4REDC". 
